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Introduction by Leroy Kettle
When Rob Hansen recently suggested reviving an idea he’d had years ago
but done nothing with – reprinting my 1970s fanzine True Rat – I was
flattered but unsure. It was certainly of its time – nearly 50 years ago that I
started it – and obviously we’re all better human beings now. It was very
variable – some of it was very good and some, well, less than very good. It
had casual sexism, self-centredness, tales of lads behaving badly (sometimes
very), self-deprecation, whingeing personal disappointment, variably
successful attempts at irony, sarcasm and satire, and general disregard for
toes trodden on in a remorseless quest for a joke or gratuitous insult. But it
wasn’t exactly unique in fandom in those respects. And the typing, layout and
grammar left much to be desired, particularly at first, even by the poorest and
most idiosyncratic fannish standards. It was also very limited in scope –
written about and for the relatively few people who made up its audience.
Well, a bit like a fanzine really.
On the other hand, people seemed to like it a lot at the time. It won, and
I won as a writer, various Checkpoint Fan Polls, over several years. Peter
Roberts (no less) said it was his favourite fanzine as did Simone Walsh (also
no less) about the first issue – “my all-time favourite fanzine”. (My all-time
favourite quote.) Chuch Harris (even more no less) said, “True Rat was
fantastic, marvellous, truly terrific. I could lift enough one-line quotes from
there to fill a ‘-’ bacover twice over.... I feel that it’s time for Kettle to be
preserved ... a sort of fly in amber to be fondled and marvelled at by
BAFFandom and all Those Who Came After”, though it’s not an image that
you’ll want to dwell on. Peter Weston said it made Eileen, and even Vernon
Brown, smile. Even Vernon Brown! I achieved the great accolade as a
fanwriter of coming just behind No Award on the Hugo ballot. And I think
that many of the jokes still work – some are actually quite good, though not, I
fear, any of the one-liners in the first issue. And I think I can safely say that
the fannish reportage, embellishing the truth as usual, says something about
something. I suspect that people who remember it at all might cherish
memories of the good bits but wisely have forgotten the less good. I know I
had.
On the other other hand, Martin Walker, who at the time had a gossip
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column in the Guardian called Open File, was introduced to fandom after
being invited to a convention by Chris Priest. I met Chris and Martin in the
gents’ toilet in the con hotel (as you do, officer) and Chris introduced me as
someone who had named my gossip column in my fanzine, True Rat, after
his, though wittily calling it Open Flie. Martin Walker looked me up and
down as if I was something in a toilet and grunted. Ostentatiously, they made
sure their flies were done up and walked off.
Most importantly, perhaps, Dave Langford, in his early days in fandom,
saw a copy and thought, “I could do that”. But he couldn’t. He could only do
different and better. Bastard. But if it helped bring forward Dave’s inevitable
and enviable fannish writing career, then it served some sort of purpose.
Other writing in this volume – largely from other fanzines of the time –
had the benefit of a separate editorial hand as well as more advanced typing
and layout. And not everything I wrote is here – collective sigh of relief –
though there’s more than if it was simply a “Best of” collection. “Best of”
might have been a better way to go, but there you go.
Anyway, Rob convinced me that all this might once again see the light
of day (though some has been reprinted separately before) because it’s for the
very good cause of TAFF – that is, if anyone downloads it and contributes
which I encourage anyone to do. It’s nice of Rob and Dave to do all this OCR
and editing drudgery (hindered only by my own efforts) just so another
generation won’t be spared what they, and a readership eventually as high as
several people, had to go through.
Leroy Kettle, November 2017
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Foreword by Rob Hansen
Born in 1949, Leroy Richard Arthur “Roy” Kettle, OBE (no, seriously!),
made his first splash in fandom in the pages of Fouler (six issues 1970-1972,
numbered 2 to 7), the fanzine he co-created with Greg Pickersgill. When the
pair moved to London – from Wolverhampton and Haverfordwest
respectively – they would form the nucleus of Ratfandom, a group of young
SF fans who were the most talented and productive in the capital during the
1970s. The group was a loose, largely informal social collective and some
might argue as to precisely who was and wasn’t a Ratfan, but at various
points throughout that decade those who were either Rats or in their
immediate orbit included Greg, Roy, Rob and Sheila Holdstock, John N.
Hall, John Brosnan, Malcolm and Christine Edwards, Peter Roberts, Pat and
Graham Charnock, John Piggott, Rich Coad, Christine Atkinson, Simone
Walsh, Ian Maule, Peter Nicholls and Christopher Priest.
Another SF fan group whose members get numerous mentions in these
pages is the North-East’s Gannetfandom. Those members include Rob
Jackson, Ian and Kevin Williams (no relation), Harry Bell, Thom Penman,
Ian Maule, and Ritchie Smith. That last pair moved to the capital, and it
became a joke among Ratfandom that the latter’s thick accent rendered most
of what he said incomprehensible.
I first met Greg, Roy, and the other Rats (also the Gannets) at MANCON 5,
the 1976 Eastercon, held that year on the Owens Park campus of Manchester
University and organised by that city’s fans, the MaD Group. Peter Presford
was the convention chairman and both he and the convention are muchmocked in the pages that follow. I moved to London from Cardiff in 1980,
whereupon most of those named above as Ratfans and hangers-on became
my main social circle.
Knowing I’d be sharing a hotel room with Roy at the 1981 NOVACON, I
got him to agree beforehand to write a convention report for my fanzine
Epsilon. What he produced instead was a scurrilous and possibly libellous
screed alleging I spent the entire weekend farting. This “work”, “Sphincters
at Dawn” has taken on a life of its own since then and has followed me down
the years, much like one of ... no, I won’t go there. It was first reprinted in the
fanthology produced for the original MEXICON, where Alasdair Gray was
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Guest of Honour. Unbeknown to anyone, he read through the fanthology in
his room before joining us downstairs. So it came as a surprise to me on
encountering him for the first time when he peered at my name badge and
said:
“Oh, you’re the one who farts!”
Not what you want to be the first words from an author whose work you
admire.
On another occasion I was sitting in the audience at a convention in the
US, listening to various people do dramatic readings of their favourite
fanzine pieces, when Stu Shiffman took to the stage. Chuckling, he said
words along the lines of:
“This one has special significance for someone who is with us here
today,” and proceeded to read the offending piece.
He never finished it. By half way through he was laughing so much he
was unable to continue, whereupon Patrick Nielsen Hayden manfully leapt
into the breach and finished it for him. When he was done Jerry Jacks, sitting
in the next seat, turned to me and said, incredulously:
“You published that!”
I did. And, being a sucker for punishment, I later published Roy’s
“Nerds of November”, too. Later still, I asked Roy if I could do a reprint
collection of True Rat (ten issues 1973-1978), the solo fanzine he did after
Fouler. Roy agreed, but nothing came of it because soon after this I got
involved in writing and researching Then, my history of SF fandom in the
UK, and put the project on the back-burner. Roy went on to write various
gory novels with John Brosnan, first as Harry Adam Knight then Simon Ian
Childer, and the idea of a reprint collection of True Rat, while never entirely
forgotten, faded as the years passed.
Recently, after we’d finished working on The Frank Arnold Papers,
Dave Langford asked if there were any other ebooks I wanted to do, and I
remembered the True Rat project. OCR now made it feasible to not only
quickly and easily digitise the text of True Rat but also expand the collection
to include other writing by Roy from that period – hence the volume you’re
now reading. As for why I wanted to put this volume together, that’s easy.
Roy’s writing is never less than amusing and often laugh-out-loud funny. It
deserves to be read by a wider audience than just those of us who were there
back in the day. What turned out to be the final issue of True Rat was
produced to be given away at SKYCON, the 1978 Eastercon where Roy was
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Fan Guest of Honour, and it’s full of “useful” tips for the first time con-goer.
Roy was interviewed at the convention, a transcript of which is included in
this volume.
While the full run of True Rat appears here, the full text does not. There
are two reasons for this. Firstly, for two issues (the eighth and ninth) Roy
turned the fanzine from a personalzine or “egozine” (to use his term) into a
full-on “genzine” with lots of articles by others. Those articles have been
omitted here since they more properly belong in collections of works by their
individual authors. The second reason is that a few items that seemed funny
at the time no longer do so in 2017. This is not entirely surprising given that
most of this material was written over forty years ago and the culture has
moved on since then. Roy and I were in almost complete agreement as to
which items should be left out.
Rob Hansen, December 2017
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My Life & Times

Collaborators-to-be: John Brosnan
and Leroy at Eastercon 22 (1971)
Photo by Mary Peek
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1. Polly Put the Kettle On
(the unexpurgated version of how Leroy Kettle fell in love with
fandom, in several instalments, written by himself)
I knew I’d regret it. I always do when I agree to something in a state of
alcoholic generosity. It seemed a good idea at the time. ISAGIATT. It could
almost become a new fannish word. How many bright new fanzines have
been permanently eclipsed by eventual sobriety? How many Guinnesssoaked best-convention-ever committee members have avoided looking each
other in the eye the following morning when their plans lie a very poor
second to their hangovers? How many beautiful fannish friendships die when
spectacles are no longer influenced by glasses?
Of course, something sometimes comes of slurred promises and worldshattering inebriate conspiracies. Seacon did. But that had achieved too much
momentum and had too many still-willing drivers (a steering committee?) to
stop even in the face of a semi-berserk Brian Robinson and very cold looks
from Paul Skelton’s glass eye. Not that I’m going to go on about that here.
There’s plenty of other people who can tell as good a truth as me if not, of
course, such an honest one. What I’m getting round to in my slow but unsure
way is that recently I agreed to do something for Wrinkled Shrew and
although I managed to put off regretting it for some weeks, I have now
reached the point where I must sit and type, or face the physical wrath of Pat
Charnock or the intellectual wrath of the puny Graham.
A lot of us were being convivial round at 4 Lothair Road and I was just
sort of sat there, holding a very small cracked tumbler into which John
Brosnan infrequently poured a little Guinness from a great height, when I felt
this sudden flood of nostalgia all cold around me like a shoal of frozen flying
kippers. You know how it goes when you’ve had a few. You’re tired of the
boring conversations about building starships inside Gerry Webb’s head or
whether Hugo Gernsback (or John Brunner for that matter) could write
science fiction and stay awake at the same time. You reach for the past.
You’re back at Yarcon or Tynecon or wherever and chatting drunkenly about
the events that you’ve all heard detailed so many times before but are still the
most interesting things that have come up all evening. “I remember when
Peter Roberts did an Attacking Budgie and a clog dance,” etc, etc.
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I was getting deep into this personal reminiscence bit when Piggy gave
me a few drops of the fruity purple liqueur he was handing round with all the
generosity that dregs bring out in him. This broke me through the nostalgia
barrier into the previously mentioned state of well-lubricated beneficence.
Combining both, I offered Pat Charnock an endless series of articles centred
around Greg and myself, covering several major and numerous minor (but
often more important) fannish happenings, since about 1969. The arrogance
of this (let alone the stupidity) did not make itself apparent to me until after
Pat (who should have known better) had accepted and I’d been too cowardly
to recant. If only I’d realised then that she merely wanted something by me to
make Nicholls’ weedy little pseudo-fannish con report look good... A plague
of suppurating pustules on all of you Charnocks. [That’s not nice, Roy – Pat.]
I could be sleeping.
Anyway, I spoke to Greg on the subject and he agreed to let me borrow
back such epoch-making articles as “A Galactic Fair Report”, “A Trip To
Haverfordwest” and many others, all unpublished, unpublishable and old. But
they could form the basis of this amazing series which would arouse the
disinterest of fandom in a way unheard of since the last issue of Malfunction.
Greg said he’d vet the articles (which, I assume, means, strangely, put balls
into them) and correct my many factual errors. These “errors” are, generally,
true descriptions of Greg’s inabilities to be nice, sober or successful. But
there you go.
As I sat myself down to begin the task of doing the first article, which
was to be a rewrite from my present extraordinarily mature viewpoint of the
events and non-events which made up my first convention and first meetings
with such fannish luminaries (sorry, lunies) as Greg, Peter Roberts, John
Hall, Charles Platt, Ted Tubb, Roger Idwal Gilbert, Gray Boak’s half-sister
Jenny, the Mercers, Arthur Cruttenden, and others too nauseous to mention, I
suddenly realised what a long sentence I was writing, so I stopped.
What I decided to do was write a little bit about how I got to be at that
Oxford convention in 1969 anyway, and write about the con itself next time
if anyone’s bothered. Then it occurred to me that writing about myself as
though it really made any difference whether I’d been born or not was that
arrogance of which I spoke previously. What brought this feeling to a head
was reading Before The Golden Age from which I primarily wanted, so I
thought, to find out interesting things about Isaac Asimov (don’t laugh). It
developed that the better parts of the book were the stories, and that
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Asimov’s reminiscences were mostly retold from F&SF and very egotistical.
And he gets paid for it, I thought. It took a short while for the truth to
penetrate – well, repenetrate – that where such ramblings belonged was in a
fanzine, not a part of some expensive book in which their role was
exaggerated out of all proportion by publicity and reviews. Asimov’s
“autobiography” is reasonably interesting, but he’s obviously so aware of his
“standing” and “fame” that he comes across as being not totally dissimilar to
a tit (though quite an intellectual one, of course).
I’m not suggesting that I’ve done anything quite as interesting as
borrowing books from two libraries at once or learning to type with lots of
fingers, but within the context of fandom, with its limited circle of friends,
acquaintances and enemies, I reckon I could make a reasonable attempt,
possibly with Greg’s help (which should amuse Presford at least), to write
about some vaguely interesting things and people that/which I hadn’t written
about before.
Well, why not get on with it instead of going on like this?
Basically, I like to apologise first and get in trouble afterwards. It seems
to make things better if I appear aware that the fruits of my labours are quite
possibly rotten. However, the whole concept is ruined by always apologising.
Then it’s not awareness, it’s the cop-out of someone who has no idea of what
he’s doing or why. Now, I know what I’m doing (I’ve already said why) but
it still seems as though I’m wearing someone else’s wellies and it isn’t even
raining. Perhaps I shouldn’t have spent all this time emphasising my
weaknesses. Perhaps I should get on with it. Perhaps.
In times gone by science fiction was my only outlet, as, probably, it was
the major one for most people reading this. In fact, it was really my other
outlet; the first (or second) was shouting out humorous asides in school and
getting severely punished for it much to the amusement of the class. This
business at school was really a defence against various handicaps (real or
otherwise) which I made myself believe in, such as a vulnerable surname like
Kettle, an inability to finish out of the bottom three form positions (mainly
because thinking up loud, humorous asides was a full-time business) and a
firm belief on my stepmother’s part that what had been good enough for her
(my grandfather having been very strict and a school inspector) was certainly
good enough for me, if not too good.
In order to make me into a fine scholar, my parents decided that the best
method was shutting me into my room, from tea-time until I went to bed,
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with a pile of books and strict orders to learn a lot. I didn’t like this very
much. What I did to begin with, to while away the time, was to melt my
plastic soldiers on the electric fire, then to stretch them very quickly so that,
split-seconds later, when they had hardened, I had got long lengths of thin,
brittle and totally useless black plastic. I got through the entire Kelloggs’
collection of British soldiers (remember them?) and was into my expensive
Christmas ones before I made the mistake of letting the plastic burn. The
subsequent smell drew the attention of my parents away from the vagaries of
the baby’s vastly productive digestive system, which seemed to be the central
point of their lives then, and up to my room where loud chants of Amo,
Amas, Amant [sic], did little to distract them from the gooey, offensive mess
which was dribbling from the still warm fire onto the singed carpet.
It was about then that I realised that reading was quiet, odourless, easily
disguised, and – wow – interesting. I’d heard of reading, of course. We did it
at school. Always David Copperfield for some baffling reason. I’d seen
words in comics as well. But I didn’t bother a lot with books until after my
first year at grammar school. Why it should have been science fiction then
I’m not altogether sure.
I was talking to Malcolm Edwards recently, in one of the interminable
phone calls he’s going to regret when Christine comes to pay the phone bill,
and the subject of kids’ comics came up. I’d just got hold of a book called
The Truth About Wilson. Now, you must remember Wilson, the 250-year-old
man clad in tattered black who lived on herbs and broke every world athletics
record. He was just about to climb Everest (with both hands tied behind his
back probably) when war broke out and, after becoming the most successful
pilot ever, he was killed before he could reveal his herbs to the world. He
performed in the Wizard along with Alf Tupper, Wally Brand, Matt Braddock
and others. There were also The Knockout, Hotspur, Lion, Tiger, Beano,
Dandy etc etc. Peculiarly, Malcolm could remember quite clearly numerous
SF serials from these comics, besides Dan Dare from the Eagle (which will
keep Greg, Peter Roberts and Dicky Howett talking for years) which I could
not, or had been disinterested in.
I certainly began reading SF through Kings of Space, Phobos, the Robot
Planet, Death of Metal and the anthologies of Amabel Williams-Ellis and
Mably Owen, but I can’t remember my first SF book, nor how I came upon
the genre as such. (My first purchased SF book was Rocket Pilot by Philip St
John in a special Boots hardcover edition.) Except for some detective novels
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and many ventures in and around David Copperfield, I read little else other
than SF for years. I think this is the case with most of the more illiterate, or
possibly scientifically-orientated, fans around. It certainly is with Robert
Holdstock.
I used to walk around the adult library, when I finally reached my
literary puberty, chanting to myself: Aldiss, Anderson, Asimov, Ballard,
Blish, Bradbury, Brown, Brunner, etc, the list growing longer and longer as I
began venturing out and buying SF or grabbing names from anthologies.
Once I bought an ex-library copy of A Handful Of Darkness and searched my
own library in vain for more Philip K. Dick, wondering who this upstart Kay
Dick was. A pseudonym? His wife? This is not my SF, I realised finally!
SF had something special that isn’t worth trying to put into words
because you all must know it. I tried to point out to my English master that
“Who Can Replace a Man?” and “Who’s Cribbing?” were much better than
any dull Dickens but he wouldn’t have it. He even – deliberately, I’ve always
felt – came up with vast quantities of H.G. Wells’s books which weren’t SF
and made us read those. The History of Mr Polly is not highly amusing when
your name is Kettle.
All the time I was supposed to be working I was reading SF. When I
went into the second form I did so abysmally that they kept me down to
repeat a year and I still did abysmally. My only proven abilities were speed at
hiding SF books if my parents burst into my room (probably to make sure I
wasn’t masturbating – whatever that is), and a remarkable aptitude at
convincing my parents that I had not had a single detention all term until they
received my report and saw the vast extent of my punishment in large red
figures at the top. SF really was the most important thing to me. It totally
substituted for a non-existent social life. I was full of it. When I discovered
the magazines in 1964 I was finally hooked. In a misguided burst of
generosity, my parents, returning from their second honeymoon, brought me
back as a present a copy of Trollope’s Barchester Towers, which I never
read, and the October 1963 (BRE) edition of F&SF containing “No Truce
With Kings”, “The Weremartini”, “’Tis The Season To Be Jelly”, “Green
Magic” and “Another Rib”. I didn’t start buying magazines regularly until
New Worlds 144 (The Shores of Death Part I), Analog December 1965
(“Plague on Kryder II”), Galaxy October 1964 (“Soldier, Ask Not”) and
F&SF November 1964 (“The Fourth Coordinate”) but only because of
immediate unavailability.
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There is a magic about those early (for me) magazines. Not just the
magic of their stories, which so often disappoints on rereading, but a feel and
a look to them which often surpassed their contents and still evokes
memories more pleasant than many a reality.
I could go on about finding hidden bookshops, discovering wondrous
piles of unwanted magazines and books when – goshwow – I’d actually got
some money, going through terrible traumas because of parental decisions to
prune my collection, but you’ve all had similar experiences. I used to make
careful lists of Hugo-winners culled from mentions in “The Reference
Library”, hints on cover blurbs and other occasional mentions, little knowing
that somewhere people actually produced lists that could be purchased.
Complete lists. I’m sure everyone has filled pages with lists of illustrations
per year per artist or alternate titles or pseudonyms or checklists of Keith
Roberts and Alistair Bevan. You must have. But what was next?
Well, next for me, and I suppose I was vaguely typical, were those
adverts about going to the Globe clutching the latest copy of New Worlds on,
what was it, the first Thursday of every month; buying Flame, literary and
political magazine of the Left (contains Priestley, Amis, Sillitoe, Moorcock
and others); sending 6d for lists of in-print Ace titles to Fantast (Medway)
Ltd. The advertisement which really stirred me (though I did respond to
several) was The British Science Fiction Association offering me an
informative and lively journal, an extensive postal library and a chance of
meeting and corresponding with kindred spirits. I had no idea what a kindred
spirit was (thinking of firewood, I figured it was some kind of inflammable
ghost) but I was prepared to take a chance of meeting with one if it was about
science fiction and I could have access to not just an ordinary postal library,
but an extensive one. So I joined. I got an enthusiastic and congratulatory
little letter back from Charles (call me Charlie) Winstone, a catalogue of
books and magazines, a Vector and it was all great.
Every now and again I got sent a Bulletin, which I would look through
carefully to see if there were any young, attractive women (girls I called them
then) who desperately wanted correspondents in the Wolverhampton area.
(This was a dream of mine, to meet a wealthy beauty who loved SF but knew
slightly less about it than me.) The nearest I got to success was finding Ken
Eadie, who I used to visit fairly regularly on the basis that any discussion of
SF was better than none. The wiser among you may shake your heads at that,
but except for the fact that he’d recently shot his father in the head with an air
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rifle during an argument and had had two fingers ripped off when he’d tried
to show an Alsatian who was boss, there was nothing wrong with old Ken.
Because I had to cut down my collection as my parents were worried that the
house might collapse under the weight (honest) I sold to, and gave, Ken vast
quantities of books and magazines: old Planets, Thrilling Wonders, even my
treasured Philip Dicks.
Aaaagh. He’d sit there, trying to rip the cat’s head off, and thank me. All
I could do was sway slightly and moan.
I applied to Ken Slater (of Fantast (Medway) Ltd fame) for a job as
book-boy but he wisely never replied. I took to writing SF and was
immediately rejected by Keith Roberts from Impulse with the suggestion that
as Arthur C. Clarke had written “The Nine Billion Names Of God” so
perfectly he could see no reason for me trying to improve upon it let alone in
three supposedly different stories. I wrote, it seems to me now, enormous
quantities of SF and fantasy, none of which got sent off or had any redeeming
qualities other than remaining in my possession. Then I left home.
Just before leaving for Coventry I had joined the 1968 Buxton
convention. Upon arrival in Coventry (to find my landlady dead and new digs
waiting for me) things seemed to change. SF lost its meaning. Conventions
had no appeal. It was the first time I had been away from home and the
strangeness of it had a bad effect on me, I even missed buying a copy of
Analog (October 1967, “Weyr Search”) and when I did buy it I just sat
looking at it as though it was some advanced treatise of which I had no
knowledge. I sent a letter to the convention secretary (whose name escapes
me) cancelling my membership. My landlady continued feeding me greasy
eggs and tea which crawled up the side of the cup. The fire gave forth thick
sulphurous fumes which resulted in perpetual headaches until the flue was
unblocked. It was not a good time.
It lasted for some weeks but, eventually, I broke free from this
uncommon apathy and rejoined the convention. Not that it did much good as
I developed acute appendicitis just before Easter and was lying in a bed with
a pipe sticking out of a hole in my stomach, and no pubic hair, when I should
have been on the train for Manchester. The fellow with the sweaty balls in the
next bed, his legs all swathed in elastic bandages to hold them together after
innumerable varicose veins had been removed, had no sympathy, but moaned
all the time and was always shouting for a nurse to come and wipe off the
sweat. The pot-bellied man with the badly-sewn-up peritonitis incision which
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kept bursting open when he laughed in the middle of the night showed no
appreciation of my plight. Nor did the two old men who continually
compared the colours of their respective urines (“Like a really good
Burgundy,” one would say. “Oh, mine’s more like a rosé.”) Nor the two
people who died after lights out. The young kid with a double hernia from
showing-off at weight lifting groaned a lot, but I don’t think it was on my
behalf.
However, despite my lack of success at making it to Buxton, that year
held some moments of – er – interest. I met Audrey Walton. She took over as
the new Ken Eadie, though I lost no books. She served as my introduction to
fanzines (besides a Plinth and a Xeron from Mike Ashley) and she produced
Wadezine with a little help and misguided encouragement from me. But
that’s not a story for the squeamish. Later, we didn’t get on so well. I also
discovered drink and women that same year. Remarkable.
I think that the event of the most lasting importance involved the fact
that I bought most of my old magazines from a dealer in Singapore.
To some of you this will be easily understood. The rest may be
bewildered, even when I point out that Ron Bennett, from whom I purchased
SF anyway, continued his service even when he moved to Singapore. I can’t
imagine that happening with postal rates today. Anyway, I received this
parcel which I had not sent for. It certainly had my name and address on it,
but on the back it had another which began with the immortal words Robert
P. Holdstock. The postman, given this choice of addresses for some reason
still only known to Ron, had delivered to me Holdstock’s magazines. I
looked inside the parcel, but discovered I’d got all the issues anyway so I sent
them on to Dover with an explanatory letter to this strange new SF reader
with such an unlikely name. He even replied.
Slowly I was getting into fandom, or, at least, getting to know what
would eventually become my fandom. The next giant step was actually
making it to a convention.
Now sleep on.
There, that wasn’t so bad, was it? Not for you. I mean for me. At least
it’s something I can send off to the Charnocks and they can reject, rewrite or
request more. In fact, it’s shorter than I probably meant and for that be
thankful. Now I’ve finished I can’t regret it anymore – well, not until the next
time Pat’s strange blackouts lead her to phone me with a deadline and I want
to sleep. It’s almost enough to make me go back to reading SF instead. Now
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where’s that October 1967 copy of Analog....
Wrinkled Shrew #4, August 1975, edited by
Pat Charnock
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2. All the Fun of the Fair
When it came to handing out real memories I wasn’t just at the end of the
queue, I was in the wrong one. My brain cells are separated by some amazing
factual insulation which rarely breaks down, unlike the cells themselves
which are being destroyed daily in quantities exceeding the largest number
I’ve ever seen if I could remember what it was. My memory-by-proxy is ok,
though. I seem to be able to “recall” several things people tell me I’ve done –
but the real memory has gone. I can “remember” gassing a whole nursery full
of my three year old peers due to a childish desire to turn things, and I can
“remember” my mother who died when I was two. My childhood is little
more than a pathetic blur with very few clear parts right up to University.
Even then my memory is still imprecise and unreliable.
I was sitting with several unsavoury fans of varying repute in a pub off
Portobello Road a while ago and we were talking about memory. Peter
Roberts recalled vividly how he used to steal kippers from fish stalls at the
age of two and eat them raw before swearing foully at the policeman who
dragged him home for eventual parental rebuke and realisation of his streak
of latent vegetarianism. John Brosnan could remember sunlight on his cot
and the thunder of waves in some shark-infested bay when barely out of his
mother’s pouch. Both of them in fact have splendid memories (but Peter’s
clever as well). For instance, while my own recollection of an old Captain
Marvel serial seen when I was nine is confined to a scorpion with lenses in its
feet, a caveful of lava and a silly pot-bellied ponce in wrinkled leotards (no,
not Brosnan), John can describe every episode in great detail.
Gosh wow, I think I feel an analogy coming on. Just pretend that a
McVitie’s plain chocolate wholemeal biscuit is actually a fact and a hot cup
of tea is my mind. If you put the biscuit in the tea and leave it there, then after
some time it’s still there but it’s pretty bloody useless as a biscuit. I have
been told by numerous respectable bespectacled persons that facts never
leave the mind however many brain cells die; where these facts are stored,
whether in some sort of subcutaneous fatty computer or up the nose as coded
bogies, I know not. The human body is a wondrous device.
Fortunately I have secret aids to help me with the story of the Oxford
Convention, but any gaps will be filled in either by guesses or by interesting
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and amusing fictions.
In October 1968 I bought a new brown corduroy coat that was too big
for me and a pair of blue jeans that were stiff and overlong. With a green
wool tie, a brown button-down shirt and a short-back-and-sides completing
the image I went off to University. Only Graham Charnock was trendy in
those days.
I was supposed to become an engineer. I had already worked for a year
with Dunlop. My mechanical ineptitude and erratic technical drawings,
grubby and creased, were, accurately, no sign of a great future in the field.
Engineering at Warwick was somewhat more theoretical, and slightly
less dangerous, but extremely boring. I won’t go on about it. I went to the
Oxford Convention as a catharsis and to pick up some easy nookie –
University not being a bed of roses for the budding layman, despite popular
press allegations at the time of perpetual student orgies and what was
enviously called “free love”. But don’t get the idea that this is a tit and bum
saga. Fortunately for my future development as a loser, to use Ritchie
Smith’s term for anyone who doesn’t come from Newcastle, it isn’t.
I was spending a lot of time reading SF as I wasn’t particularly involved
in the campus life. This was because I lived three miles away and, anyway,
my acquaintances were all engineering students who worshipped the twin
Gods of beer-in-excess and rugby-followed-by-beer-in-excess. I had taken
out subscriptions to Galaxy and Worlds of If to cut out the six-month import
gap of Thorpe and Porter. It was like having sudden access to a time
machine. I couldn’t look through those first issues often enough. I bought the
MIT 50-65 index of magazines and read it, thrilling to titles like “Blessed
Are The Meekbots”, and “Mr Mottle Goes Pouf”, and authors like Ray
Cosmic and W.W. Skupeldycle. Anything about sf or remotely connected
with it was all I would read. I could have got a degree in knowing quite a lot
about science fiction. I certainly didn’t get one in anything else.
I was particularly excited by the possibility of there being a new British
prozine called Vision of Tomorrow. I wrote my one and only letter to an sf
magazine, some months before the first issue, telling Phil Harbottle in great
detail why Vision would fail if it only had the writers he threatened us with
and only stuck to British (or Commonwealth or dead) writers anyway. He
wrote me a long reply suggesting, fairly accurately, that I was a silly tit and I
should wait and see. (Eventually I waited all of twelve months and I was a bit
right.) I did more writing then than I have done since, and had completed two
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“good” stories. One was 7,000 words long and I had had it professionally
typed. When it returned from Galaxy with a little leaflet telling me how to lay
out manuscripts I put it away for a while. The other was typed by me on a
third- or fourth-hand machine I had bought, partly worked by an elastic band
attached between the carriage and a chair. Be cause it slippe d aft e r t he “e”
and t he “t ” it t ype d some t hing like t his. I sent the story to Vision a few
days before Easter. Meeting with Phil Harbottle, and his subsequent
acceptance of my story, added greatly to my anticipation of the convention. A
further thing which helped me to look forward to the con was Wadezine. This
was a fanzine whose scruffy appearance made it seem to have been
reproduced by subtle use of a toilet roll and an old jelly, but to me at that time
it was pretty good.
Audrey Walton, future secretary of the BSFA and antagonist of
Ratfandom, produced it to publish anything anyone sent her as a chatty, jollyscience-fiction, substitute women’s circle, pseudo-literary magazine which
was my first involvement with fanzines, and even if I had realised how dire it
was I’d still have been pleased to see my name and pathetic limericks and
failed stories and senseless reviews in it. Later I grew up and away from it,
perhaps, but I liked the involvement then. I took about thirty or so copies to
Oxford to sell. I must have believed in the bloody thing. Me and Audrey
both.
After considerable unedited preamble I’ve reached the Galactic Fair
itself. Fortunately for posterity I’ve got access to a con report
written by myself mere days after the event. Upon rereading, this
shows heavy-handed youth at work, is fairly embarrassing in style
and content, but is worth quoting from in square brackets [like this,
see] whenever I think it’s time for a laff.
For some reason (see above) I have no memory of the journey to Oxford.
Later convention treks proved to have a more epic quality but not this one. I
remember going home though. A moral will be drawn from that later.
As my inefficient descriptive abilities won’t allow me to form a cunning
word-picture of the hotel, its surrounds and the City, I’m afraid all of you
who weren’t there will have to suffer my inadequate scene-setting as though
you weren’t more used to Charnock’s master of the spoken and written (if
not, unfortunately, the sung) word.
I can picture the hotel pretty vividly, but probably wrongly; as I recall it
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had a sort of Gormenghastly magnificence with vast winding corridors and
buttresses and things, but, in reality, it wasn’t as big as later con hotels. I
hadn’t been in a hotel since a pre-pubertal visit to Weston-super-Mare, and
the Randolph took on an impressive quality that, together with my natural
insecurity among three hundred strange people, had me showing a lowprofile to begin with. I was sober too.
I knew only one or two of the fans there. I had had a peculiar
correspondence with Archie and Beryl Mercer and the BSFA Bulletin. I knew
Alan Chorley of the Bristol Group from Warwick University where he was a
year or two ahead of me. Alan, prior to his gafiation (although he’d never
iated in the first place really) had had the largest collection of unread SF
books ever seen. Bristol also meant Peter Roberts and Greg Pickersgill, who
would venture there from downtown Haverfordwest whenever the Walshes or
the Mercers were giving drinks away.
After I’d dropped my load of Wadezines and spare socks in my
luxurious room and had been given a name badge which ruined the lapel of
my brown corduroy jacket, I was dragged by Alan to a seat in the hall next to
Greg and Peter.
These were strange people – certainly not engineers. Peter was quietly
bizarre, a little aloof, and, to my mind at the time, extremely knowledgeable
and intellectual (i.e. artistic). People with very long hair who made a habit of
wearing outré clothing (pyjamas during the day) were uncommon,
particularly among the short-haired, shiny-suited, white-collared fans of
yesteryear, although Bram Stokes and, I believe, Dave Griffiths, were there
(but some tit didn’t put a membership list in the programme book). I can’t
recall saying much to Peter that con, except struggling vainly to impress him
as usual with half-remembered facts of little relevance and less consequence.
It wasn’t until some five years later that I was able to speak to him with less
than awe, although that probably wasn’t apparent even to him. Greg was a
different kind of different. He was more like I wanted to be: unsavoury,
uncaring, degenerate, appropriately rude, apparently well-read, rebellious,
well-stocked with SF esoterica, perpetually teetering on the brink of total
alcoholic abandon, fannish within his own carefully defined limits, extremely
and frequently faithful to his friends, a budding writer. Some things have
changed in him and more in me but I’ll say now, before launching deeper into
the con and forgetting it, that Greg was certainly more responsible than
anyone else, in fandom or otherwise, for being a part of my unaware self24

finding at a time when I could easily have been dulled into an engineering
non-existence or some other form of less-than-mindlessness. We “hit it off”
from the beginning, but I couldn’t say how. I spent more time with Greg at
that con than now seems reasonable – us having just met and him being
chaperoned by Roberts. But we were the only two people to go to every
programme item. Funny how things change.
I must have arrived some time on the Friday evening during Ted Tubb’s
chairman’s welcome. That was in the days when con committees still had
professionals on them.
Following that was the first episode of the Cosmic Quiz. This involved
Ken Bulmer in his favourite pastime of standing up and shouting. He yelled
out a scientifictional question, then decided who from the audience had
answered first. Not an enviable task. Egged on by Greg, I shouted out
answers, although Greg, who knew more answers than I did, kept typically
quiet except for larfing when I got one wrong. (“Who wrote The Multi-Man?”
“John Russell Fearn.” Collapse of stout party and end of civilisation.) These
episodes continued throughout the con culminating in the great Cosmic Quiz
itself which was made up of those who had shouted loud and quick enough to
get on it. More of that later. If you’re interested, the quiz worked well in the
way it was done, unlike subsequent quizzes, notably the fiasco at Seacon ’75
in which fewer people handed in the qualifying test-papers than there were
committee members. However, it only worked because the Oxford con was
only half the size of current cons and this kind of haphazard audience
participation would be pretty impracticable now.
[Square brackets] [Films: winners from Trieste. Some great shorts. One
which Philip Strick claimed said all The War Game did in two minutes.]
Perhaps I shouldn’t say it but The War Game still appears to be more
famous than its forgotten rival, and I believe The War Game predated it
anyway which could account for a lot. All I can remember is that it had a lot
of birds in it. Very symbolical. [One like Alphaville – pretty stock but well
done. A great satire on S & S – part cartoon. Burroughs-knocking.] The first
I don’t remember at all, and I’d never seen Alphaville anyway, which shows
me up right away. The other was Corben’s Neverwhere, and was worth some
praise as you may recall from Novacon. (I hadn’t read Burroughs either by
the way). Don’t make the same mistake as that loony Rog Peyton,
incidentally, who raved about a film by “that great American underground
cartoonist Roger Corman.” Rog knows quite a lot about books though.
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This was my first experience of films other than commercial, cinematic,
or TV, and I’ve always felt that cons should make more effort to get esoteric
(which doesn’t necessarily mean boring) films instead of the usual ones that
you can see several times a year at the local ABC or on late-night TV. Phil
Strick has helped towards this but there still aren’t enough. Even someone
with Brosnan’s suspicious connections failed, through little fault of his own.
Perhaps I’m wrong. Perhaps everyone does want to see Slaughterhouse Five,
Sleeper, or Clockwork Orange again, or King Kong again and again.
At this point, and various other points throughout the conventions we
went out for food. This was my first experience of typical con fare, not being
able to afford the Galactic fare. However, Wimpys, Woolworths, though not
Chineses, were my staple diet anyway, so it made little difference. The
important thing was the heady atmosphere of this new camaraderie, of being
special in a world of norms, even (then) of sporting my badge in public for a
short time. Later we bought a supply of choccies and apples to save too many
minutes spent away from the hotel. (I also experienced the phenomena of
Sunday and/or Easter closing of shops, which continues to surprise most fans
year after year, reaching a ludicrous and laughable extreme in Birmingham,
where, after numerous conventions there, we still spent most of Sunday
lunchtime looking for somewhere to eat.)
That evening was the Punch Party. (“You buy your first drunk and get
the rest free.”) This was a mingling session and worked well, like a vast
slow-motion room party, with no fancy dress or hairy rock groups to interfere
with quite a friendly occasion. Here I met Bryn Fortey and had the great
pleasure of seeing him chat up Frank Herbert, rave about Dune, and buy the
gentleman several drinks, unaware that he was not the Frank Herbert (and
probably not even a Frank Herbert). Bryn, despite his age, tendency to
baldness, and filthy laugh, was also someone I took to very much. These
were people not thrown together by the hazards of education into some
white-tiled college, or by parental pressure into endless church-going or by
beefy prowess into frequent athletics meetings (yes, I was a superstar in my
time) but by choice, because they liked fantasy, fantasising and fun. Great.
Greg and I spent a ridiculous amount of time discussing science fiction.
(“What about Anne McCaffrey then?” “Blah.” “What about Fred Saberhagen
then?” “Poot.”) And drinking, although at future cons the SF would take
more of a background role. Later, we watched Bram Stokes attempting to
show us It Happened Here and, obviously, it didn’t happen there at all
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because [after the film broke down for the 863rd time Bram Stokes called a
halt and, without even telling us the ending (sic), left]. Still, it was a rare
viewing of what we did see.
I developed a taste for room parties that night. They were much more
satisfactory than any previous parties I’d been to.
Anne Gill held a room party, my first ever. I remember nothing about it,
but for the benefit of any Harry Warners among you, Anne Gill was a short
plump girl who never went to another convention but decided to become a
nurse instead. Later in the evening I [met some idiots from Aston and the first
of many people who said, “Haven’t I seen you somewhere before?” Also my
first encounter with Brian Burgess who positively boasted about his size
fifteen feet.] Who the idiots from Aston were I have no memory but a good
idea. Brian Burgess, however, was not so easily forgotten. He went through
the whole con cornering people, irrespective of sex, and showing them his
suitcase of pies and pornography. I recall him severely embarrassing Pam
Bulmer in this way as he flaunted photographs of himself showing a size
fifteen other than feet. Apparently Gardener Dozois was someone else who
made an impression on me. [Fantastic chap with incredible sense of humour.
Knows Dean R. Koontz.] How famous can you get?
Greg and I stayed up until the very late early hours talking and drinking.
[Both Bulmers spent an hour or so at a room party with several people they’d
never seen before discussing poetry, reviewing, Ballard, etc. Made me
wonder why Ken’s work is so superficial – yet so popular: Alan Chorley.]
Thus did the mighty critic enter into fandom. But leaving these two sentences
to fall on their own, Ken did impress me as being far more friendly than any
of the other pros, particularly Ted Tubb and John Brunner. [Tubb and
Brunner too cliquish. Am I being unfair to Tubb?] No, I wasn’t being unfair.
But then I shouldn’t call him “Tubb”, as Ken pointed out during the
preliminaries to the quiz when I answered a question. I should have said,
“E.C. Tubb”, or “Ted Tubb” or “Mr Tubb”. “Tubb” had been quicker, I think
I was more embarrassed then than Pam was later with Brian Burgess.
But now it’s time for bed and four hours’ sleep in the company of my
plump and friendly (but not too friendly) room-mate Roger Marsh who, with
his enormous collection of Edgar Rice Burroughs paperbacks, has
disappeared forever from the fannish scene. Yet another for whom the pace
of fandom was too much. Snore.
The next day many of the panels contained people who I would come to
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know and love, or recognise anyway:
• Peter Weston – despite subscribing to Speculation and having my
name printed in one issue I didn’t speak to him. Possibly it was because he
was recently married and had other things on his mind.
• Chris Priest – But was he really there, or was he locked in the toilet to
avoid the panel, a feat emulated several years later by the equally insecure
John Brosnan.
• Dav Garnett – he was a minor God having just sold his first novel at an
age young enough for him to be unable to sign the contract.
• Charles Platt – he impressed me then with his laconic replies to Ted
Tubb’s furious onslaught against the pornography of New Worlds.
• Graham Charnock – who, on the basis of one published but probably
unsold and fairly unreadable story, was on the panel of authors. The subject
of erasing didn’t come up so he got little chance to speak.
• John Brunner – he infuriated me with his condescension,
ubiquitousness and ego. [John – No Other Gods But Me – Brunner had a
condescending attitude towards fans and was perpetually self-advertising –
“This is Brian Aldiss whose latest book has not got the same title as mine
which is Stand On Zanzibar.”] Although I’ve since heard that he contributed
vastly towards the success of the con in other ways. He also annoyed me at
the time with his habit of continually nodding alongside guest speakers as
though confirming what they’d just said and of sitting with an unlighted
cigarette in his mouth and lighter in his hand as though waiting for them to
finish. He was an easy target for Greg and I to mutter about.
• George Hay – what can anyone say about George that he hasn’t
already said at greater length himself about something else entirely.
• Mike Moorcock – he was never actually on a panel, but when he was
asked a New Wave question from the platform he leaped to his feet, shouted
“I’ve got a train to catch” and rushed off, never to be seen again that Easter,
dragging Hilary Bailey with him.
Some of the mighty achieved rapport with the audience, despite being
frequently (and quite reasonably at times) cliquish outside of the programme.
Ted Tubb and Brian Aldiss for instance. Ted was an excellent auctioneer,
who lifted the auction out of reach of mere grabbing hands and made it into a
very entertaining item, while still retaining a sense of proportion about what
he was selling. I made a note about the auction that [I still have nightmares
about plastic fingernails.] This is now meaningless. Brian Aldiss gave a
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superb talk about the sf writers’ conference in Rio de Janeiro – much more
interesting than his story readings at later cons. John Brunner also spoke on
the same subject but [he was not the great speaker I’d been led to believe. He
was glib but uninteresting – embarrassing at times.]
[Aldiss’s descriptions were brilliant. Particularly good also was the list
of quotes he read out e.g: Heinlein – “I died five years ago”; Unknown – “If
God had meant us to fly he’d have given us tickets”; Sheckley (to an old
woman who comes up and thrusts her stump of arm in his face) – “On you,
dear, it looks good”; Unknown – “Doesn’t Mrs Heinlein look a bit like
George III.”]
Previous to this, Phil Harbottle – who I was still unsuccessfully trying to
come across when I was feeling in the right mood – gave a talk about Vision
of Tomorrow [about which Brunner was very rude.] I don’t recall how he
was rude. Phil Harbottle judged the mood and tastes of his audience
completely incorrectly when he began with a bitter attack on New Worlds and
then, eventually, when audience reaction was obvious, became quite chummy
towards the magazine. He wasn’t his own best advertisement.
In the evening there was The Cosmic Carnival. (I’ve always suspected
Gerry Webb of having a hand in these titles.) This was the fancy dress. [A
bored and sleazy-looking Judith Merril was carried in by 82 Charles
Atlases.] She was the GoH but, apart from the above and allowing Graham
Hall to sit on her lap, she made little impression on me, but no doubt a great
one on Graham Hall. Her entry was followed by the ridiculous Knights of St
Fantony holding a “tourney” which involved them dressing up and hitting
each other with sticks until someone got hurt sufficiently badly to put an end
to things.
Before all this Greg, Alan and myself had experienced some difficulty in
getting into the fancy dress party in the first place. The committee had
decided that to make a success of the Cosmic Carnival only convention
members wearing costumes would be allowed in. This was reasonable if,
when the time came, everyone was allowed in and the order had only been a
ploy to get more costumed people. However, Ted Tubb took it all very much
to heart and felt that even though we were fully paid up members of the
convention we couldn’t get into this particular item merely because we
weren’t quite so unconcernedly extrovert as others and we were not prepared
to wear costumes. Greg and I cowered away from this huge, berserk figure,
dressed and acting not unlike some fantastic Barbarian brandishing a wooden
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sword the size of a Howitzer and shouting,
“You can’t come in!”
Minutes later we returned, having exchanged name badges, each going
as the other. We were under the impression that Ted Tubb couldn’t be
entirely serious in his attitude. He was.
Undeterred (well, quite deterred really, but stupid) we returned again
having turned over our badges and written on the backs Dean R. Koontz and
Piers Anthony (for the observant among you, the origin of Fouler’s Anthony
Dean). We were ejected once more and decided against swopping the Koontz
and Anthony badges in a final desperate attempt. Alan found the manager and
borrowed the garb of a hotel porter. He got in. I was offered the costume of a
maid and refused. Greg went off to sulk. At great expense I bought a piece of
cardboard head-gear from someone and managed to get in. Eventually Greg
slipped past the guards as well, not having compromised himself.
Howard Rosenblum, later to arouse my everlasting ire by refusing to
give me a copy of SoNF when I was broke, was sweating in a frogman’s suit.
Keith Bridges had painted himself purple (in a bath) and walked around
topless looking like a huge grape. He had already terrorized half of Oxford by
unconcernedly walking round the town in his indelible colouring. Some
unknown German came in cellophane and flesh-pink tights and a disguising
mask. Brian Hampton, always one to wear something bizarre, had an eight
foot folding sword. I forget who won what because John Hall arrived and
decided to sponsor a room party.
He had been wandering around the hotel earlier leaving copies of Zine,
his fanzine with an editorial board of Greg, Jack Marsh and Bryn, which he
had expected anyone interested to pick up. I had followed closely behind him
collecting them all and presented him with fifty copies at the end of his trek
round the hotel. I hadn’t even known him then (except through Wadezine).
The Wadezines I had brought with me I had been unable to even try and sell
and had left them in a pile on a table somewhere. Thus the idea of an
introduction into fandom via the impact of Audrey’s fanzine had died. But
back to John’s party. He knew Greg and gave him a five pound note (a lot of
money then I’ll have you know). “Buy drink,” he said. “Whatever you want,
but make sure you get me some coke.”
Greg and I rushed out and sneaked back in bearing one small bottle of
coke for John and much gin and rum for us. It was a good party – even if we
did have to spend a lot of time listening to John Hall expounding on the
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virtues of Christopher Anvil. He had only just stopped being a young Nazi
then (Colin Jordan’s blue-eyed boy, said Greg) and his natural charisma was
extended by his surplus of money. Little did I know I would one day live but
a sock-smell away from him. He was just one more bizarre, but more than
usually extrovert, figure there.
Yet again we left room parties for a film – Destination Moon – which
[drew hoots of derision from a pickled Pickersgill who himself drew hoots of
derision. Can’t blame a seventeen year old film for seeming to be seventeen
years old.] Brian Burgess came in wearing bells and someone stole a crate of
lemonade. Fun, huh?
After less sleep than the night before I awoke to Sunday, final day of the
programme. Somehow it seemed easier then clawing my way from the sleep
of the besotted. These days I prefer to leave the festivities sooner and also
have a quiet time in mid-afternoon. When I looked back at the programme
booklet I collapsed with laughter to see that Greg and I had arisen early for
the privilege of going to the BSFA AGM. Of course, this was in the days
when the BSFA meant something and wasn’t just a playground for retarded
intellectuals and you still had change out of sixpence.
Once more the panels and talks were generally good. An interesting
point is that they were, for the first and last time ever, I believe, sponsored by
various publishing companies. This is a perfectly reasonable idea if they’ll do
it, but only if they have no control over money spent, except insofar as
quantity is concerned. Was it John Brunner who helped set this up? I think it
was.
There was a poetry reading by Edward Lucie-Smith and John Brunner
during the afternoon. Philistinism started with the subsequent convention, not
with Seacon, Lisa. Not long after this was the Cosmic Quiz. The results of
Ken Bulmer’s haphazard question and answer sessions had thrown together a
final group of masterminds consisting of Phil Harbottle, Walt Gillings, Vic
Hallett and me. We answered questions and suchlike and I was earnest and
frightened and tediously literal but the end result was that Phil, Walt and Vic
all tied and I won easily. I was given a cardboard box and clapped. I
wandered back into the audience a little dazed and expecting congratulations
from Greg and Alan. Alan said,
“Greg knew all the answers.” I turned to Greg.
“Fancy not knowing who the editor of Infinity was.”
I stared at him. “Well, what’s in the box? An Easter Egg? I’m starving,”
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he said.
I opened the box and thought it was an Easter Egg, but it turned out to
be an egg-shaped light-on-a-stick. (This served me faithfully (on and off) for
six years, then Chris hit me with it and it never worked again.)
Shortly after the quiz I happened upon Phil Harbottle, and having made
his acquaintance while in the process of thrashing him in the quiz, I
mentioned that I had sent him a story prior to the con. He asked me what it
was about. A pregnant robot, I replied. He gave me an odd look and said he
was quite sure he hadn’t read it but he would let me know as soon as he
could. He hurried away.
Having blown that I still managed to enjoy the rest of the con. Neither
Greg nor I could afford the banquet, so we stayed outside and I listened to
I’m Sorry I’ll Read That Again on the wireless until chased away because it
drowned out the sound of Miss Merril eating, or something. We missed the
speech, but Bob Rickard informed us we didn’t miss much. Beryl Mercer
won the Doc Weir award, again when such things mattered. Then we went
uninvited to Arthur Cruttenden’s all-night party where he shot at me and
several pigeons with his incredibly anti-social ginger-ball gun. Ginger went
around speaking in a high voice, and Rog Gilbert told us about his sex life
and his many abilities in that regard. Gray Boak got very drunk. We did stay
up all night. It was during this particular night that Greg and I decided to
sneak down to the con-hall and steal the vast 2001 poster which adorned the
rear of the platform. We were stopped prior to our nefarious activity by the
squeaky voice of Charles Platt and the resonant one of John Ramsey
Campbell who also seemed to be cooking something up in the hall itself. The
next morning the poster was gone. (I never forgave Platt for this and even
resorted to stealing the Tremulant and the Bourdon Bass 16Ft stops from his
organ just before Mike Moorcock gave me a penny not to be sick any more.
Recently I visited Gerry Webb’s house and found he had covered one wall
with a 2001 poster. Quick as a wit I started off on my humourless anecdote
about Oxford.
“But Leroy,” he said, “I took it.”
Organizer’s perks. You don’t get your organ stops back, Plattie.)
That night we also saw The Raven, all squashed up like a technicolor
waterfall, and I ate two meat pies. But such delights couldn’t last forever and
the next day they came to a halt. Greg and I drank a little more, investigated
for one final time the peculiar smell which hung over Oxford like a stench,
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said goodbye to Fortey and each other, and left. I went back with Jennie Boak
and Bob Rickard and after I was on my own, when we transferred to different
trains, I kept seeing fans everywhere. This was my first experience of the
post-con hallucination, and its intensity is some indication of the quality of
the convention. I saw an awful lot of fans that day. Coventry was like a new
place, almost unrecognizable. It had been a good Easter.
•••
I really wish I could remember in greater detail what happened and who I met
and what was said, but most of the above is from my old report. How, for
instance, could I mention Peter Roberts at the beginning then never again, or
Bob Rickard at the end and never before, or Graham Charnock at all? How
could I remember so little and write so much? How could I fail to capture the
magic of that first con?
It’s all in the mind, I suppose. Somewhere.
Wrinkled Shrew #5, February 1976, edited by
Pat Charnock
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3. Once Upon a Time in
Haverfordwest
When I was a kid I had a lot of experience at being a guest – or at least a
visitor.
My parents would never let my friends come home with me to enjoy the
delights of my twisted Meccano, my impecunious Monopoly, or my naturist
magazine with its mysteriously blank genitals. The reason for this was that
my parents tried to stop me visiting other kids’ homes as I was a lot of
trouble. Apparently, I destroyed furniture, wrecked marriages, filled babies
with quick-drying cement, melted whole council estates with my fiery breath,
atomised solar systems in their millions and generally Hitlerised the locality
in a way common to most eleven and twelve year olds. And if I couldn’t visit,
then it was obviously unfair for me to be allowed visitors. Thus no filthy little
buggers spreading typhoid and diphtheria in the Kettle Sanatorium.
However, what I did when I was out of the house was up to me as long
as my mother’s tongue and my father’s right hand didn’t find out. So I
visited. But a combination of kids’ ideas of fairness and my conscience meant
I rarely went to homes more than once. I had nothing to offer back except my
friendship which was really no great deal. Inevitably I visited a large number
of homes I evolved artificial rules of behaviour to help me with all the
different mothers. I was a good visitor, if a somewhat over-considerate and
obsequious one. I was invariably invited back by the mother and, on
occasion, had friends’ parents suggest that their children should try acting
(and equally unbelievably, speaking) like that nice Leroy Kettle. On the rare
occasions when I did go back and my rules broke down with familiarity, the
friends were then told that that horrible Leroy Kettle was not such a good
example after all and why not play with that nice Graham Young down the
street. Perhaps I did pour acid over new cars or eat the family dog, but more
likely I was over-compensating in a desperate bid to contribute something to
a friendly relationship from which my home was excluded.
But it did mean that for many years I underwent a wide variety of
visiting experiences, the false lessons of which never really left me. They
were still whirling around in my mind during the time that university was
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trying to make me into some kind of young adult and science fiction and
fandom were countering with their bizarre fountain of everlasting
childishness.
After the Oxford convention I wrote to Greg at length and received an
equally lengthy reply. At the time I was writing to Rob Holdstock and Bryn
Fortey and occasionally, when I could wrestle some meaning from his
incredible scrawl, John Hall, but the frequent correspondence with Greg was
the best. He would send me twelve closely-typed, unsigned, undated,
unnumbered pages discussing good stories, good records and good sweaty
fumbles, which I read amazed. I would scribble enthusiastically back about
good SF stories, good Bob Dylan records (bloody hell, I was at university),
and how close I’d got to good sweaty fumbles but leaving out the demeaning
“close” and making it more imaginatively accurate. We also exchanged
paragraphs and half pages of strange fictions, many of which ended up in
Fouler. With my first letter I sent my “A Galactic Fair Report” for one of the
many fanzines which Greg would never publish. The bulging, sometimes
twice-weekly, envelope from Haverfordwest, with cryptic afterthoughts
written on the outside, would dominate the day on which it arrived. I spent a
lot of lecture time reading and rereading and then answering. But I may go
into these letters in amazing detail later given Greg’s permission and the time
to sort through the hundreds of chaotic pages. Suffice it to say that I’m sure
most of you have had a correspondence at some time that allowed you to
write everything you always wanted, to someone who understood and who
made it seem as though it all really mattered – which, if my reaction to
Greg’s letters meant anything, it did.
So, as a catharsis after my first year exams I decided to make an
unannounced visit to the bottom left hand corner of Wales. It seemed a good
idea at the time.
If I’d been Bruce Gillespie I’d probably just have arrived in
Haverfordwest on the Pickersgill doorstep, taken up residence and made
everyone in sight wash my underpants. However, my kind of visitor didn’t do
it that way. So I limped from the station until I found a bed-and-breakfast and
established myself there.
The reason I was limping was that earlier that day I had bought a new
pair of desert boots, my first pair in fact. I had put them on proudly in the
shop – they fit me perfectly – and swaggered away to exciting adventures in
Wales. Two streets on I felt something peculiar about my toes. I sidled into a
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nearby Gents and looked. There were masses of shape-retaining paper stuffed
in the ends. Embarrassed at my stupidity I flushed the paper away and
continued. The boots no longer fit so well. The heels scraped up and down
loosely, chafing my feet. And something else was irritating my toes. At the
station I sidled painfully into another Gents and removed two arches of
shape-retaining cardboard from the boots. Embarrassed, I tried to flush the
cardboard away and even more embarrassed I watched in horror as it lay,
soggily defiant, in the bowl. Two further flushes had no effect and my fear of
having this incredibly anti-social act – a sort of non-U-bend thing to do –
discovered was so great that I lifted the card out between forefinger and
thumb and delicately shredded it until it would go. The attendant looked at
me strangely and stared at my red face as I feverishly washed my hands until
every revolting germ had been squashed or scalded off. “Clean,” he said, now
staring at my red hands. I nodded and staggered out. In the brief walk from
the shoe-shop to the station I had developed a blister on the side of one big
toe and others on both heels. I put on some vaseline, a plaster (be prepared),
two pairs of socks and my best shoes again. I sulked all the way.
The weather was splendid when I arrived and also as I walked from my
digs up the incredible incline that formed the main street of Haverfordwest,
so that cheered me up a bit especially as my feet were hurting less. The town
came to a point far above my digs on one side and the Pickersgills’ on the
other. Smelly, rural lorries laden with indignant pigs ground up the hill in
first, and cheerful degenerate schoolboys staggered down inebriated. It
seemed an interesting place.
I was looking for Merlins Bridge, a pleasantly named outpost of the
town proper, and I found it just over a brook, littered with more trees than in
the whole of Wolverhampton and surrounding a huge Stork factory smelling
of processed cheese. I traded my civilised charm with the natives’ quaint
Welshness until I was directed to Hayletts Lane, and walked along that dusty,
stony offshoot until I reached The Pines right at the end. It was a bungalow
with a Land Rover in the drive, and as I approached a lop-sided cat lurched
through the uncut grass and hid beneath a lop-sided caravan. I rang the bell.
A tall man with dishevelled hair and no shirt on answered. Greg was at his
cousin’s house. His father (for it was none other) would drive me there. He
did so and it turned out later that I had made an instantaneous favourable
impression on him by being totally unconcerned about his lack of a shirt –
even before I’d begun to play the considerate visitor.
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For a moment Greg didn’t recognise me, then he said, “Leroy Kettle, it’s
Leroy Kettle,” and kept repeating it until he was sure. I’d never seen anybody
so enjoyably surprised to see me before. I was grinning not unlike a fool. We
sat eating cakes and drinking tea and enthusing about seeing each other. It
was all in the best Enid Blyton best-chum-visits-for-summer-hols tradition.
All that was lacking was a smugglers’ cave, a mysterious castle and
innocence.
Eventually we wandered back to The Pines and Greg suggested I stay
there. He called me a bloody fool for staying at the bed-and-breakfast. But we
visitors didn’t impose. At The Pines I was introduced to Greg’s mother who
had more of an accent than his father who himself had substantially more of
one than Greg whose voice was most unWelsh. They were extremely friendly
while Greg stamped about giving them curt orders in a way I’d never spoken
to my parents but probably should have. Parents and son seemed to treat each
other with much more respect, though not always friendly, than we ever did
at home. There was a great atmosphere about the place that I can’t describe,
but I can remember a similar, though unique, atmosphere at my
Grandparents’ house when I was younger. The attempted antisepticness of
home was wonderfully lacking. A bogie-laden tissue missing the wastepaper
basket wouldn’t have got me into trouble here. The occasional semen stain on
the carpet wouldn’t have to be explained away – whether as spilled milk, an
uncontrolled sneeze, or at all. Greg’s parents kept suggesting I leave the digs
and stay with them (and eventually I did on my last night). However, I had
contracted for a certain period and I felt a responsibility to return. But Greg
soon hustled me away from his parents, and for the first time I entered his
room. Two walls were completely covered with books and magazines, and
there were especially made wooden boxes containing even more under the
desk. Far from all of them were SF! I was really astonished. Apparently he
was indeed the boy wonder he always claimed to be. (He was producing
Beckett at school and him only 17 too. I’d never heard of Beckett.) Leaning
against the desk was a fine collection of stolen ice-cream signs, the large
folding kind which, it turned out, Greg frequently used to arrive back home
with after particularly strenuous evenings at The Mariner’s Arms. On the
desk, among the papers and folders, were military and policemen’s helmets
of several nations, purloined from the local museum and the local
constabulary. Under the bed was a case of Tuborg lager. On the windowsill a
colony of tiny yellow spiders scuttled about. A white rat peered red-eyed
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through the bars of a small cage.
We spent the rest of the afternoon and some of the evening looking
through Greg’s collection. I wasn’t interested in the non-SF. We kept flicking
through old magazines and saying, “Do you remember that? What a great
story.” or “Bloody hell, I’ve never seen this before.” All the Ziff-Davis
Amazings and Fantastics, all the early Galaxys, a complete run of Other
Worlds, most 50’s F&SFs. The only magazine he had none of was
Astounding/Analog which was the one I had most of which said a lot for me.
We decided to edit some anthologies together and make money. Although we
knew there was in fact little money to be made, because we’d both read the
Judith Merril article that said so, we knew we could put together some great
collections and become justly famous. We’d do it later that weekend. He
showed me many fanzines I hadn’t seen before, letters from people as far
apart as Peter Roberts and made me stroke his pet rat. Then we threw some
steak into the electric frying pan, listened to the mother suggest the son got
his hair cut short like mine, heard the visitor stick up for both sides at once,
watched the son in horror as he drank a whole large bottle of coke in two
obviously painful goes, ate the steak, and decided to go drinking that evening.
We went to The Mariner’s Arms, the distant local in which Greg most
liked to pose. He sat at the bar dropping peanuts on the floor, drinking rum
and coke and glowering. I went to the pub over the road and brought back
some crisps because the Mariner’s hadn’t got any. The barman came close to
throwing us out for that. Greg claimed that the atmosphere was never the
same afterward. I couldn’t understand it. It seemed such a small thing
compared with what I’d heard about.
Greg had told me how degenerate everybody was and I believed him.
Small town goings-on may not have been more sordid or performed with
more promiscuity than large town ones, but they were certainly more
interesting than anything I’d experienced. I was told of Manning – who I
never met and is probably dead or in prison now – who used to screw cows at
night. He was in the same class as Greg and masturbated behind his desk then
wiped semen on the back of the boy in front. No-one wanted to sit in front of
Manning. He’d leave a pub so drunk that he’d collapse outside it and people
who knew him would kick him as they passed while he lay giggling in the
gutter. He’d had clap several times. The worst thing that anyone had done at
my school was spill some stink-bomb liquid during maths. I got unsolicited
confirmation of some of these happenings from a few of Greg’s henchmen,
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notably The Lieutenant (so named by Greg at the beginning of his powermad phase). (The one he’s still in.) We discussed the interesting graffiti while
we could still read it, and the lack of acceptable women, though I was
prepared to accept any. We decided it would be a nice idea to make a surprise
visit to see old Fortey in Newport, Mon. (home of the mole-wrench). We
would hitch a lift first thing in the morning. We drank some more. The pub
closed. I went back to the digs in a happy stupor.
The next day at breakfast I sat with a milk-tanker driver whose large,
mobile face, ruddy with broken capillaries, fascinated me over the cornflakes.
During bacon and eggs I had to talk to him to excuse my stare. By toast I
discovered that he found it difficult to keep much food in his mouth when
speaking. I leaned well back and learned that he was going to Newport –
exciting news – but not until much later in the morning – drag. He offered me
a lift but I informed him I wanted to leave straight away. Also I was hoping,
as always, for a lift in a Jag, so I declined. He started speaking bits of toast at
me about hitchhikers. I gathered from these crumbs of information that
usually he was quite keen on picking up some young woman but he didn’t
mind taking me for company. However, I had to leave immediately. He
shrugged unconcernedly.
At The Pines, having heard of the venture, Greg’s father offered to let
me drive his Land Rover to Newport. I was a bit apprehensive about this. As
far as driving was concerned I was the Robert Holdstock of my generation.
Well, no, I was even worse. I had failed my first test so overwhelmingly that
when I drove as badly to pass at the second attempt I realised that anyone on
the road could be a killer. However, I would gladly have driven Mrs
Pickersgill’s automatic Mini, it being a small car, that would be a fairly
handleable extension of myself, but it wasn’t offered. I knew a Land Rover
would probably try to make me an extension of it and dominate like some
berserk war-robot. We went for a test run. The clutch was an unmoveable
wooden block beneath my dead foot. The gear lever took to my hand like a
soapy fish, slipping and wriggling away. Embarrassed attempts to coordinate
these two taxed my mental and physical powers to such a degree that, after
slewing desperately around the fortunately deserted road for a few terrifying
moments, I was stopped by Greg’s father placing a freely perspiring hand on
my arm and shouting “Stop” several times quickly. Greg, who had not dared
be a passenger, collapsed on the grass verge near some of my tyre marks,
laughing with relief as I agreed that driving the Land Rover, which was
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parked across the central white line, was a little beyond my capabilities at that
time. But we did get a lift to what I decided would be a good hitching spot.
After an hour, during which three cars passed and one gave us a lift for a
hundred yards before turning off, we had settled on a number of ideas for
conquering the world of science-fiction anthologies. (This was in the days
when Ivan Howard was more famous than Roger Elwood.) Theme
anthologies were just coming into vogue (S.F. For People Who Stink;
Dangerous Fissions – Stories of The Atomic Age etc) and the best ones we
thought of were: Fantastic Menagerie (since edited by Robert Silverberg as
Science Fiction Bestiary and by Jane Yolen as Zoo 2000 – ours was better)
and Taboos (which covered themes not generally dealt with in SF, each of
which has since been the subject of several individual anthologies). We even
thought of a way to sell the idea. More of that tomorrow. Just then our sunny
reveries of fame and fortune were interrupted by a long, drawn-out honk.
Without a thumb having to be erected a huge milk-tanker came to an
agonising halt. A vaguely familiar red face with an eggy upper lip looked out.
“Had any luck getting a lift?” it said. I grinned humourlessly but we were on
our way to Newport.
Greg, the shorter of us, occupied the low seat while I sat on a high
platform between him and the driver, with my neck bent to keep my head
from going through the roof as the suspension exaggerated flaws in the
tarmac to a ridiculous extent. Also, the noise was colossal.
Greg wisely said nothing. He just sulked. I felt obliged to communicate
with the driver who, I assumed, wanted amusement. I told him what a
splendid day it was, how good the bacon and eggs had been that morning and
how splendid the day and how good the bacon and eggs would probably be
tomorrow. I had no idea what he was saying. He seemed to be grunting a lot
on the frequent occasions when he wasn’t offering either of us chocolate.
After a while the speedometer began to feel at home around the 10mph
mark and at one point, down a hill, visited 20mph. We averaged just under
15mph for some hours. The platform I sat on became unpleasantly hot as the
mechanisms beneath it ground remorselessly on. The road was full of
executive cars screaming past us, hooting derisively. So much for a speedy,
comfortable trip in a Jaguar.
Eventually, some time late in the afternoon, when the first exciting
minutes had turned into dull hours and then into unbelievably tedious
eternity, the driver grunted some chocolate fragments at me out of the noise
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and we stopped at a transport caf. He said he’d only be half an hour if we
wanted a cup of tea with him. Luckily we had some coke with us and, as cars
were hurtling by with tempting, decided to hitch an easy lift at the caf’s exit.
Half an hour later a huge milk-tanker came to an excruciating halt. A very
familiar face looked out and spoke. Bits of cheese sandwich whizzed past my
ears. Greg and I stared at each other. He shrugged. We were on our tedious
way to Newport once more.
At around 7pm we arrived in the outskirts of Newport. The walk in was
long and tiring. We occupied ourselves with formulating abortive plans to fill
the True Confessions magazines with remunerative tales of being the
Daughter of a Teenage Virgin Crocodile and having Six Husbands But Only
The Neighbour’s Dog Has Touched Me. The whereabouts of Caerleon Road
was apparently known only to a select few who had chosen to stay indoors.
At 8.30, more by luck than with assistance, we knocked on what we firmly
believed to be Bryn’s door only to be confronted by a middle-aged, balding
pervert who staggered back in horror as we recognised him. He quickly
ushered us in to avoid frightening his parents. Then, between him and
Madeleine, we were made very welcome once the surprise was over and we
were tucked safely away in deep armchairs. We were told that the last train to
Haverfordwest was at 9pm. (No way were we hitching.) We settled deeper
into the chairs and forgot the bloody trains. Madeleine brought me some
sandwiches, but all Greg wanted was an aspirin. Madeleine couldn’t
understand this. Bryn, who also couldn’t, had the job of explaining Greg’s
behaviour to his wife. Explaining Greg’s behaviour is a jolly good fannish
pastime.
We sat around talking for a couple of hours and agreed that we’d get in
touch with Bryn to make a weekend of it sometime. We left at about 11pm to
catch the last train to Swansea. We hoped to get Greg’s father to pick us up
from there.
Swansea station just after midnight is a pretty rotten place. We planned
to sit in the dubious comfort of the waiting room; but before that we had to
leave the station to phone The Pines. There was no reply.
“At the pub,” said Greg. It was 12.30am. I had much to learn.
We returned to the station. The entrance was blocked by a metal lattice.
We rattled it. A man on a bike pedalled casually along the platform towards
us. We waited. He never reached us. Instead he began riding in circles and
attempting to sing “The Runaway Train”. Highly amusing. I applauded as
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sarcastically as hands allow. He rode off, weaving adroitly between the
stacked punnets of strawberries. We rattled the lattice again. A police car
drove slowly by then returned to stop on the other side of the road. Whistling
casually and inaudibly, we strolled away from the scene. The policemen
arrested a passing West Indian.
We spent three hours wandering the streets of Swansea, comparing the
abundant squalor around us – admittedly not improved by the darkness – with
previous squalid experiences. Having been born opposite an iron foundry in
the heart of the industrial Midlands I had a few early experiences of quasisqualor. Greg’s experiences were mostly confined to emulating Manning’s
gutter collapses and to vomiting peanuts while lying on his back, but were
more recent.
During the time in Swansea, sitting beneath a street lamp with a river
behind us, we also devised several offensive and silly vignettes for sale to
some broad-minded undiscriminating American magazine with, we hoped,
much more money than cents. The most memorable of these stories involved
an alien in human guise who lands on Earth as advance scout for the
inevitable invasion. He happens to see people leaving a public toilet and, with
his rudimentary telepathic ability, senses emanations of satisfaction coming
from them. In an effort to find out what makes Earth people tick (his race, of
course, merely whirr) he enters the toilet and in a cubicle is confronted with a
bowl and a handle. The most obvious part of his anatomy to fit in the bowl is
his head. He leans into it, pulls the handle and drowns. Thus endeth the alien
invasion. Copies of this and other plots are available from a ball of paper at
the bottom of a river in Swansea.
Eventually we sauntered back to the station and rattled the lattice once
more a man drove a line of empty trolleys onto the platform. He began
circling with them and singing “The Runaway Train”. He touched his cap in
our direction and drove off, narrowly avoiding the strawberries.
We wandered away again, disillusioned: with British Rail and those who
purported to run it. We failed to buy some chocolate from a nearby machine
that ate sixpences without regurgitating any wares. Disillusioned with
virtually everything we returned to the station and looked hungrily at the
strawberries, almost too weak to rattle the lattice. Suddenly it opened. We
were being allowed in. Greg ran casually to the middle of the punnets and
opened one. He began flinging strawberries into his mouth. I followed
somewhat more circumspectly but before I could tuck in I heard an off-key
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rendering of “The Runaway Train” rapidly approaching. From between the
stacks came a familiar figure, now back on the bicycle and apparently intent
on mowing us down. We ran to our train and sat there for an hour, me
trembling with unreasonable fear and Greg rubbing his stomach and smiling
with evil satisfaction.
At 6.30am in Haverfordwest, Greg returned to The Pines. I stood
frightened outside my digs. I had a terror of landladies, having been firmly
under the greasy thumb of one for a year and a half in Coventry. I prepared to
ring the bell and face whatever worst she could deliver, but I discovered the
door was open. I snuck in. There was a noise from the kitchen. Obviously my
landlady was up already and had unlocked the door. With luck I could
pretend I’d been in all night and avoid her wrath. Carefully I tip-toed upstairs
onto my landing. Leaving the light off in my heavily curtained room so as not
to risk the tell-tale glowing slits and gaps of B detective films, I removed my
clothes and began to get into bed. My foot touched flesh which was not my
own. I drew back, heart pounding, skin tingling, and stood still for some
minutes. There was no reaction from the intruder. In fact, I realised, I had
become the intruder. I dressed very quietly and went downstairs. I confessed
and the landlady admitted she had let my room as she thought that, despite
my suitcase, I would not be returning. I forgave her that stupidity. In return
she didn’t throw plates at me. She made up her own bed and let me get some
much needed sleep. Even landladies are human beings on occasions.
Particularly those who don’t want to lose a night’s money.
The next day was only half of Sunday by the time I got up. Greg had
organised a surprise visit to the home of David Redd, the only SF writer in
town. We wandered round there. For some strange reason he too ushered us
in quickly past his parents and then spent a few minutes talking urgently to
them but too faintly for Greg, ear tight against the door, to make out. He had
met David a couple of times previously but always at The Pines. This was his
first visit away from home.
I’d never been in a writer’s den before, even one who had only sold a
handful, if an excellent handful, of stories. I suppose artistic genius must have
been littered all around us. I never quite saw any though. The most
astonishing thing was David’s possessiveness. Everything had a little sticky
label in, or on, it bearing his name and address. Old Startlings and Thrilling
Wonders crumbled except where they were held together accidentally by the
small oblong patch “This Belongs To David Redd ...”. Vargo Statten
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Magazines and Authentics were freely admitted to being his property. A
filing cabinet had his name and address on it. There was even one on the
bottom of a wall. These crazy SF writers.... He gave us a guided tour of his
old pulps and told us how he’d been offered $2000 to do an Ace Double but
didn’t have the time or motivation. That was besides other novels he’d had a
chance to do. Judging from the amount of writing he’s done since, he
preferred to be the guiding light of the supposed resurgence of Welsh Roadbuilding. His fiction was better. He let us into the secret of how there was a
plot flaw in his first short story “The Way To London Town” (New Worlds
164) which no-one had yet noticed and which invalidated the whole story.
Even knowing what it was I couldn’t find it. When he explained it I felt
Moorcock must have been a loony to buy the story. After checking I thought
David must be the loony. Great Flawed SF Stories.
As our pet SF writer we took him into our anthology venture. In return
for 33⅓% of all monies received, and his name first on the cover, he would
sign several blank sheets of paper for us to add our signatures and suitable
puffs to. Such was our fervour, our determination to rise in the science fiction
field, our need to become wealthy and adored citizens of the world of fantasy,
that all those signed sheets are still in Greg’s drawer in Haverfordwest. Any
offers?
After a meal at The Pines it was time for my going home drink. Instead
of The Mariner’s Arms we went to Greg’s parents’ local, even further away.
We went in the Mini. It was a fairly small pub where everyone knew
everyone else, except me. After a few gin and oranges (“There’s no
accounting for taste,” sneered Greg over his rum) I knew everyone as well,
whether they wanted me to or not. I got involved with the local town snooker
experts who played on a board slightly bigger than the largest Ship matchbox.
It curved in several places and the cues had to be held vertically in front of
one wall. Upon that board, inspired by Greg’s cheers, I proceeded to become
snooker champion of Haverfordwest and surrounding districts, defeating allcomers as though I’d played the game before.
At 10.30 the curtains were drawn and the fun continued, though a little
quieter. It was a memorable evening and everyone was happy until – I got
into an argument with Tom. Tom was the barman. He was into hanging,
birching, short hair, conscription, slavery, and small towns for small town
folk. I’ve no idea which particular combination of these the argument was
about, but it resulted in me, who had never had a fight in my life, taking off
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my coat and asking Tom to “shtep outchide”. Greg, well over the other side
of the pub, shouted encouragement to me. Greg’s parents looked horrified.
Tom was six foot four inches tall and built like a dozen elephant’s legs
strapped together. As Tom heaved himself round the bar prior to making me
one with the cobblestones in the street, Mr Pickersgill leaped up and dragged
me out quickly. It wasn’t until the next day that I realised how close to death
I’d probably been. I was bundled into the car, Greg sniggering next to me,
and we drove off. We went very slowly but still Mr Pickersgill drove as
though he’d had lessons from me, meandering wherever the car willed. Even
with his many years of practice he couldn’t hold down the effect of the drink
enough to follow a straight line. But at 2.30 in the morning in a small Welsh
town the streets were deserted. Except, of course, for the obligatory
policeman, who stood in the middle of the road swinging a light We stopped.
He approached. I felt doom now where I had not felt doom with Tom. A
helmeted head looked into the open window. “Oh, it’s only you, Mr
Pickersgill,” said the policeman and waved us on. We snaked slowly up the
hill to bed – or in my case to sleeping bag.
I left the next day. Greg had to return to school to take some exams. I
promised his parents that I would come back, and felt a definite warmth in
their invitation. I’d had more fun that weekend than in any weekend at
university. It binded me more firmly to science fiction and fandom. This was
the life.
My blisters began to make themselves felt again as I approached
Coventry.
A successful visit. Need I say more? Need I have said anything at all?
Wrinkled Shrew #6, August 1976, edited by
Pat Charnock
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True Rat

Leroy at Silicon 3 (1978)
Photo by Rob Hansen
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1. True Rat 1
Adroit Lie
Following the successful non-appearance of New Pembrokeshire Review, the
fleeting infamy of Fouler and the drawing-board failures of Gilbert and
Buddy, Gregory F. Pickersgill has decided that the time is ripe for the first
stage of a conquest of fandom to be attempted by means of those people
whose names have been associated with Ratfandom producing their own
egozines to consolidate their individual images thus making them
indispensable to fandom which would then be ripe for group and group
magazine conquest led, of course, by a small, fat, furry figure clad in brown
waving a scarf in one hand and a small, fat, furry woman in the other, As the
only two people left connected with Ratfandom who have not produced a
fanzine for which only one of us is responsible (although I wouldn’t like to
get into an argument of more than five seconds length about it) Pickersgill
and I have decided (by that infallible method known as “Pickersgill has
decided”) to stun fandom with our own magazines, his Tales of the Filing
Section (a good title which removed the possibility of calling mine Rat Tales)
should be hitting newsstands pretty soon, or maybe already, and will be all
about him and us – like this, In fact the combination of the two magazines
should be something like Gilbert would have been (which probably says little
for that venture.)
Anyway, ever since the failure of John Hall’s nubile “secretary” to get
my first attempt at a fanzine (Pottage, for those with a long memory and no
taste) onto stencil (“How could I type with John going hump-hump-hump all
the time?” she said) and Pickersgill’s ability to accumulate my written works,
faster than I can type them I have had this desire to produce an “egozine”.
Having the necessary conceit but not the necessary drive I haven’t exactly
made a great success of it until Pickersgill actually seemed as though he
might do it, and if he can....
Next issue
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The Overlord of Groin – A Robert Holdstock erection story.
At last, a review of Runts of 61 Cygni C – Ian Williams and Bob Rickard
stand or each other’s shoulders to type a searing indictment of this legendary
novel.
•
AMAZING SERIAL!!! Wow, kids, read this.

Ratfandom goes to a convention
Part one (1) in which nothing happens.
Thursday
As usual Pickersgill opened his bottle of wine slickly and smugly; I
spilled wine right up the inside of my sleeve; Brosnan was totally unable to
remove the cork and collapsed worn and old in his seat while Hall attacked
his with a complete lack of sense using the corkscrew as an instrument of
destruction and demolishing the top of the cork. He sat back in amazement
wondering why the cork hadn’t flown out at the first touch and Pickersgill
helped him as is often the case. The adoption papers will be through soon.
“Listen,” said Hall. “No Lynn jokes. And if you have to write any spell
it right. You were always getting Dierdre wrong.”
“So were you,” said Brosnan. (Little Johnny Tact.)
“Hah!” retorted Hall. “Hah.”
Pickersgill then opened shop and proceeded to sell ham, cheese and rolls
to his buddies (even the one who’d given him a free bottle of wine) except for
Hall, to whom he sold a mass of Turkish delight. Gobble-bloody-gobble Hall
went, then wrestled with the wrong end of a coke can for fifteen minutes
before discovering that, once more, the Coca Cola Company had, for reasons
known only to them, put the ring-pull at the top.
“It’s going to be a great con,” said Pickersgill, once more.
“Some people have got more to look forward to than others,” hinted
Brosnan. “Why didn’t you bring Jackie with you?”
“And spoil my chances?”
“The queue,” I said, “for the delights of Picky’s hot body stretches from
here to there. The mysteries of his sticky little loins will be revealed to
myriad young ladies....”
“And some not so young?” said Brosnan.
“Nothing wrong with age,” said Hall automatically, although by now
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we’ve all seen the unforged birth certificate.
“– such as Little Malcolm, Piggy, Ian’s precious Jule as they tear away
the wine, dirt and semen encrusted clothing to show – no – no there are some
things women are not meant to see. Blah!”
“Smack,” said Pickersgill with actions. “Jealous.”
“What’s going on?” asked Hall, consciously breaking off from his
perpetual battle with indigestion.
“Pickersgill spilled some wine on his lap and thought he’d reached
puberty when he saw the stain,” I said laboriously.
“Not funny,” said Hall.
Well, by the time I’d got over laughing at that I realised I should
mention in this report that we were on the train to Bristol. The journey is
blurred in my memory due to well-known mental deficiencies and also the
fact that Pickersgill substituted his empty bottle for Hall’s full one (“Bloody
sod”, said Hall late, always one to show off his wit.) and we shared it
unknown to Brosnan who couldn’t see well from behind the shades he had
put on so that no-one could see his eyes rotting. He leaned his umbrella
between his legs like a burned and bent erection (and less of that later) and
told the others how annoyed I’d be when he showed me his Ratfandom
Artshow poster which he’d created on the back of a Gollum poster that had
fallen off the back of a lorry in suspiciously large quantities into the grasping
hands of J.N.D. Hall.
“Not in the train, though,” he kept saying, fearing for his creation’s
safety in the confined space, but after three-quarters of the wine had made the
familiar but tortuous journey to his gut he got out the poster.
Pickersgill was depicted as Captain Buggery, his favourite role; me as
the failed lecher, not my favourite role but one of my most frequent; a John
Hall joke about his power over women (and what else could it have been
about other than his power over baked beans) and a small, little-exaggerated
picture of Pickersgill saying, “Me? Ludicrous? Me?” Contrary to Brosnan’s
predictions I couldn’t have cared less about his snide, rotten little joke but
Pickersgill went into a cosmic sulk when no-one would explain the rather
obvious “ludicrous” joke to him. He became a small, brown, fuming heap in
the corner and was almost shovelled off the train but brightened up later
when Hall showed him Zimri with his picture on the back picking his nose.
“Fame,” he cried, forgetting his previous comments about the magazine.
“What an issue.” He had yet to open it.
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Brosnan looked at the picture. “You? Ludicrous? You?”, he said.
Pickersgill looked up at the sky, and pointed at Brosnan.
“This one,” he said. “Now.”
But Brosnan had noticed his own photograph. “Wheee,” he kept saying
and jumped up and down as much as his pace-maker could stand. Hall then
began cursing Lisa Conesa who had not put his picture on the cover, which
was typically illogical of the Secret Master of the Overhead Cam both
because of his much-publicised lust for the lady and because he hadn’t been
at Chester where the pictures were taken.
Pickersgill stopped Hall’s tirade by clutching his balls. His own,
strangely.
“Aaaaaagh,” he said.
“What’s the matter?” asked Hall, ever watchful over the only person
who praised the articles he had had rejected from Cream, Let It Rock and
Black Knight.
“I haven’t had it for two days,” said Pickey, whose woman was in Spain.
“Had what?” said Brosnan who hadn’t had it for ninety seven years
although someone does think him as pretty as a page-boy. Then he
remembered. “Oh, that. Well, this is terrible. How’re you going to get
through the con? I’ll tell everyone what’s wrong so they’ll be nice to you.”
“No,” screamed Pickersgill. “Don’t tell (the next eight names have been
deleted owing to big husbands and/or fiancees, some of whom have got
married since as well), I’ll be all right.”
And as the sturdy little chap bit his lip against the horrific pains of two
days seminal pressure the train pulled into Bristol.
We were leaping about and shouting in the sunlight like someone in a
film who’s just had his first screw (but there was no sea) and would have got
arrested but for the absence of policemen.
“Gonna be a great con!” shouted Pickersgill, “I wanna drink.”
The pub at the bottom seemed a reasonable place and we continued
ruining our health and having a good time in there, even meeting a nice sailor
with a beard like on the cigarette packet who gave the others some cooking
sherry which I refused as I’d seen him fill his lighter with it and also having
heard Fortey’s Fantom Gobbler tales about merchant semen.
Then, in a real blur, we moved on to the hotel, Brosnan prancing ahead
doing his suspiciously clever camp bit both on his own and with me (in my
case it’s latent, of course). Then he got his umbrella, stuck it between my legs
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and pulled. (That’s his other witty joke.) Something bent and black fell to the
pavement. I looked down in horror but it was only the umbrella handle.
Brosnan staggered the rest of the way to the hotel, hand on his brow,
muttering, “Why my umbrellas? Why only at conventions? Why always
Kettle?”
We weren’t expecting the hotel lobby to be full of Hemmings and Longs
and Brunners but it was. Cowering away from these people we made the
reception desk.
We gave our names to the nice young women there, who didn’t laugh,
and they gave us keys in exchange. I gallantly offered to share with one of
the receptionists but of course she had a job to do.
“You were almost in there,” said Brosnan.
“I was going to work on the unreceptive receptionist for you,” I said
gallantly.
“I can work on unreceptive women for myself,” he replied.
“I know,” Pickersgill and I said together, and Hall guffawed, because he
knew too, didn’t he children. (This is all very true of course, even though he’s
as pretty as a page-boy according to one notoriously unreliable source.)
When I got up to my room I was excited by the telly and immediately
switched it on because I was paying for it (though I never watched it) and
opened the bathroom door to leap in and see how big it was when I found
myself up to my ears in coat-hangers. Only seven rooms out of the 120 had
no bath and mine was one. It didn’t help to discover that Brosnan had a
double room and bath to himself. Privilege of age, I suppose.
The sequence of events in the evening is somewhat confused due to the
fact that liquor was being sold on the premises. Fred Hemmings kept coming
up, hitting me, stealing my glasses and demanding £1.50 for the programme
and badge I had removed from the table under Gerald Bishop’s watchful eye
with what I thought was undetected stealth. Later in the evening, a young
friend of Keith Bridges came up and recognized me from the Globe. He
wanted to know where the big scene was as Keith had somehow given him
the impression that cons are one huge orgy (maybe they are for him, I must
ask). But then, inquire sometime not in print what I know about Brian Aldiss
and a laundry basket. Well, it seemed he had a car and offered to drive us to
Peter Roberts’ place where the man himself was giving a party. However, he
had to phone his mother first to see if it was O.K. It wasn’t. We left him
looking for the scene and the four of us bombed out into the city to try to
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make it to Roberts’ and merely ended up (as we didn’t know where he lived)
forming a powerful bazooka squad (except for Brosnan who disowned us)
which destroyed most of Bristol and almost destroyed us as the cars we
annihilated from our middle of the road site refused to play dead.
Back at the hotel we roamed about a bit and saw a group singing folksongs with Howie Rosenblum blowing into a jug to provide red-faced and
entirely inaudible rhythm. (Maybe he was just trying to cool his coffee).
After laughing for a while I grabbed a fire-hose and started blowing into
it in what I thought was a remarkably clever and funny and totally
unappreciated parody until the unamused hotel staff disarmed me. Then we
blundered into the con-hall and climbed onto the stage and Pickersgill and I
fell off it. At the other end of the hall we found a wheelchair and Hall pushed
Brosnan in it into the neat rows of chairs which provided him with his first
bruises of the convention. Then Brosnan pushed me into the crowded bar
with my leg in the air, shouting: “Look out, it’s Captain Cripple,” and similar
words which lead to widespread rumours the next day that certain people
were trying to get us blacklisted for offensive behaviour. Once again the hotel
staff wearily disarmed us and we wandered around a bit more.
That was in many ways the best night of the con and I remember so little
about it. Later I got separated from my buddies and roamed about the hotel in
a stupor. There was no-one around. I got in a service lift by mistake and went
down to the huge basement full of beer and spiders and up to what I later
discovered was the manager’s office full of telephones and tear gas. I
wandered accidentally into a woman’s toilet so full of mirrors that you
wonder they have any time left for normal bodily functions. I had been
deserted, not surprisingly, I finally decided and not then knowing anyone’s
room number except my own I set the brain to getting there. Inside I tore off
my clothes and stumbled into bed. I crashed onto the floor on the other side
as some cretin had seen fit to leave the bed two feet away from the wall. I
can’t remember climbing back into bed. I just lay there wondering what they
did with all those mirrors in the few seconds before I passed out.
To be continued. (Tough luck)

Ratbits
Little Jimmy Fan: Hello Malcolm Edwards. My, but you’re looking pretty.
C.E.: Malcolm, someone for you.
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L.J.F.: Yes, I’ve got pretty bad constipation.
John Brosnan: Tough shit.
L.J.F.: Are you coming to the convention?
G.F.P. If I could do that I wouldn’t need a train. Just a Kleenex on
wheels.
This is the first of a series of articles written by members of Ratfandom from
their own amorous experiences and giving advice based on these experiences
to aid the sexually desperate among us.
1. John Brosnan.
Well.....

The Arts
Buried Images
The assumption that fannish poetry is naive, archaic, even pretentiously
rhythmless in some notable cases, is prevalent in the intellectual sector.
However, notwithstanding the probability that I will be held to ridicule for
my refutations I must disagree. For example, in Ian Maule’s startling parody
of Kipling, with its perhaps unconscious use of iambic pentameter, he begins:
Thomas Penman’s bollocks are no longer in his sac.
He took them out to wash them and forgot to put them back.
Surely there can be no more succinct use of irony in those intentionally
simplistic lines to tear apart the myth of Kipling’s romantic disillusionment
with sex on one level and to produce a meaningful statement about northern
fandom on the other, And in the eighteenth stanza, when Thomas Penman
believes that Robert Holdstock may perhaps be in possession of his testicles
(contrary to Robert’s pleas, yet another piercing blow to the heart of fandom)
he cries:
If you don’t give me back my balls you lying cunt Holdstock,
Then I will have to come up there and bite your fucking cock.
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With overtones of homosexuality stunning the reader into a disbelieving
paralysis at this sudden coming of age of fannish perception it is possible that
the subtle depths have not been plumbed. Note the ambiguity in the first line
where Maule is obviously using (and only now does the reader really see this)
Thomas Penman as a symbol of fandom and his testicles as the vital power
ripped from it. From this point on the poet ceases his parody (having
destroyed Kipling, Keats, Wordsworth and Ritchie Smith one by one) and
settles down to a barbed satire on the emasculation of British fandom. But I
say no more. Read it and wonder about the criticisms of fannish poetry.
Robert Holdstock, himself a good poet on a slightly lower level of
accomplishment than Ian Maule, writes during breaks in his job as a
vivisectionist. He writes in rhythmic parables accentuating the realities of
fandom by symbolising them with his own experiences as a focus. His poems
are usually short. He does not judge, but judgements can be read into what he
writes. In between the bloody limbs torn from some wretched kitten I
discovered this example of his works (copyright Holdstock Rhyme and
Reason Ltd.)
The big fat tit
Sat eating shit
It was Gregory Pickersgill
Who never gets his fill.
In a more modern idiom is the work of renegade fan Charles Platt, an earnest
young professional writer taking the tools of his fannish. trade with him into
the hardback world. For the short time he wrote fannish poetry he produced
work since unequalled. All autobiographical, immediate, and with a deep
understanding of the fannish situation he wrote in “Fucking Bastard Ate My
Lolly”:
coke/ink stains over the bloody Roneo, what
a shit
they’ve taken it away and I
ain’t got nothing to kick
The sense of despair which pervades these lines is perhaps only approached
in the work of Ritchie Smith. His “Plastic Depths” probes into the rationale
behind actually writing fannish poetry and the disparate people who do this.
In the accidental cyclic fashion of all good literature we are now brought
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back to Ian Maule’s use of irony but with more subtlety on one level and less
on another. I can only leave you with these lines from Smith to finally
express those buried images in fan poetry all too often lost to the more
cynical readers:
All the poetry that I write
Is very good and not all shite,
And if you don’ like what I do
I’ll smash yer fucking face in with me shovel.
Next issue, The Arts takes a look at comics. (No, he said tiredly, not
Morecambe and Wise.) Why not take out a subscription now by buying the
editor a large drink. This international currency will get you the next issue
(already so popular that it’s out of print) and any others until such time as he
sobers up.
Also next issue: What happened when Ratfandom went on Radio London?

Truconfessions
I was the Lisa Conesa of British fandom
I was thirty five but all my friends said I looked twenty three except the
honest ones. It was Easter and my first convention. I was very excited.
Hurriedly I filled my suitcase with copies of my fanzine, eagerly anticipating
the joyous looks on the faces of those with whom I had had only previously
experienced written correspondence as I thrust my issue into their hands. It
was Robert who I was looking forward to meeting most. He used such long
and romantic words. My English has breathtakingly improved.
After a long train ride in which I dreamed of Robert’s hands pawing
feverishly through the pages of my fanzine, his eyes hot with desire to read
everything I had written, his tongue trembling eagerly to penetrate the
mysteries of my soul when he was capable of speech. I dreamed of leaping
off the train into his strong arms, able to bear me and fifty-six 32 page issues,
while the rest of fandom looked on jealously at his catch and my magazine.
But, of course, he was not there, I had arrived before him and so made
my way lightly to the hotel. Then with my fanzines in a little bundle and one
specially inscribed closest to my heart I rushed to the bar and there he sat, his
lean, hard body waiting only for me.
I could feel him vibrating from where I stood and knew that someday we
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would come together on the pages of a fanzine. He turned. I stopped. He
stopped turning. He reached out and touched my bundle. Eagerly I tore off
the thin wrapping and thrust at him what he wanted.
“My God,” he said, looking upwards devoutly, “but it’s beautiful.”
I thanked him. Oh, how I thanked him. But it could not last. From a
nearby stool came someone, slithering, someone I had never realised was his
friend. He crawled up, tore the copy from Robert and ripped it to shreds. If
Robert had hit him all would have been well. Forced him to apologise
perhaps. But all Robert said was, “I do that to kittens at work.”
I cried until the ink ran down the paper.
•
Coming soon: He forced me to collate on our honeymoon.
I reproduced – but no fan has ever touched me.
I never realised the full extent of his duplication.
I had to crank his Dick all night.
•
Still overcome by the overnight success of his all-news fanzine Scab, John
Brosnan has allowed True Rat the privilege of reprinting some of the more
successful items from its pages.
Old Man Plagiarises Private Eye
As revealed only recently, well-known old-man and James Bond film
synopsis writer John Brosnan has been utilising a format in Scab not entirely
unconnected with the almost as successful magazine Private Eye. Mr
Brosnan claims that the current condition of his heart and brain machine
makes the effort of thinking up new rapier thrust parodies and cunning barbs
too much. A report from Private Eye states that officials from the Men With
Big Sticks Department will shortly be visiting Mr Brosnan with a view to
possibly causing him severe damage. Mr Brosnan has cancer of the nose (no
relation). He is 126.
Yes it’s back to Oz for our Johnny
Mr and Mrs Brosnan of Wallaby Springs, New South Wales have been voted
luckiest parents of the year by the local Jean Paul Sartre Glee Club. “We have
never seen them as happy as this” said a neighbour on whose doorstep Chips
Rafferty is reputed to have died. “Good on yer Johnny,” said Mr Brosnan
who is matching Johnny’s 25p with £200 of his own to pay Johnny’s fares.
There are already long queues of people clutching copies of James Bond
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Films I Have Seen Enough Times To Be Able To Write Down The Plots
Without Thinking waiting for the little celebrity to sign them. Johnny is
unfortunately being detained by the customs at the moment for attempting to
smuggle a cancerous nose out of the country. But we wish him luck and say
“Good on yer Johnny” as well.
Scab comes from John Brosnan, 62 Elsham Rd, London, Flat 1, W.14. He is
undergoing treatment.
•

Ratfan Recollections
Ratfandom goes to a party – or – a splendid time is guaranteed for Hall.
The next morning John Hall compared Eleanor Road where I live with
the Shankhill Road area as he peered warily through the threadbare curtains
looking for snipers and incidentally noting that all Black Panthers look like
bus conductors to him anyway. Not that Hall’s ever been to Ireland (though
he did once have an affair in his head with the girlfriend of someone who has
since married an Irish woman) but his imagination is better than a London
Transport Red Rover Ticket.
The previous night, however, his sharp (like a wet loaf) intellect had
been so drowned in his daring tumbler-full of beer that he had sat on one side
of Jackie stroking her hand in full view of Gregory (mine, mine, mine, mine)
Pickersgill and was only saved from what appeared to be an imminent
separation of his testicles and his crotch by the fact that the Only Secret
Master of Fandom Except for the Others was even more far gone. That was,
of course, before the madman who works (hah!) with Pickersgill knocked
June Marsh to the floor (which caused Jack Marsh to roll his sleeves up and
pretend to be fierce and John Brosnan to roll his trousers up and pretend to be
too young to be hit) preparatory to him flinging Jackie (with whom he had
been dancing as Pickersgill keeps his energy for more important activities)
against the wall rendering her somewhat unconscious and spraining her ankle
though I later got blamed for this because that’s the way it goes. Meanwhile,
Hall was ripping the banisters down, something he had really missed in
recent months of not visiting Brosnan’s shack, and was no doubt getting
ready for more important things (like smashing in doors or the expected
skinhead attack as had occurred at the last party at which time Hall’s Hordes
had walked out of a window and thrown dustbin lids at people in the street
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until order had been established) when he was stopped by a loud crash as
Jackie awoke sufficiently to throw my only pint mug at Holdstock, missing
him but inflicting indescribable damage on my bedroom wall and the people
who eventually slept on the floor.
Brosnan, all this time, had been walking around in my coat and shoes
and Hall’s shirt (a state of affairs which will continue until he starts selling
film reviews instead of synopses) thinking of ways of embarrassing me for
telling everyone he was walking around in my coat and shoes and Hall’s
shirt. Eventually, he came up to where I was chatting up this woman with my
usual infallible method of avoiding her completely and started fondling my
left breast and making slurred comments about my nipples and what
everyone didn’t know about the two of us. While he did succeed in making
my normal unease somewhat greater he didn’t succeed in ruining things
between me and the woman because I’d already done that by knowing her.
Pickersgill and Holdstock sat on the stairs stopping everyone from
getting to the toilet and had the long and sincerely drunken discussion that
Pickey usually has with him and results in nothing more permanent than an
inebriated ceasefire. Then he turned to me (I’m always around for people to
say momentous things to) and said “I’ve got it all sussed out,” which means
that he hasn’t but no-one’s going to tell him different while he carries a rusty
penknife. We decided to start writing letters to one another again as the only
viable means of communication even though we both lived in London. Since
moving closer together we’ve become more distant he said.
The next morning (after the shooting had died down) Brosnan
entertained Holdstock and Sheila (who henceforth wish to be known as
Robert and his dear one) with a selection of his best impromptu lines and
merry banter while he drank stale Guinness and farted. Holdstock had only
stayed over to “watch Pickersgill hump Jackie” after his own abortive attempt
to hump Pickersgill at Little Malcolm’s (but that’s another tail) but the little
master, despite his earlier tearful pleas for me to get him and Jackie a room
on their own, was in no state for the usual Saturday night assault coarse.
Eventually, Jackie limped downstairs with a huge frightening swelling on her
foot that turned out to be nothing to do with the sprain but was a bunion
which she would not have cut off until Pickersgill decided it had no sexual
possibilities. As the young couple sat on the stairs sipping water (which
Jackie had to fetch) from a saucepan, I thought how peaceful they looked
together until Greg leaped to his feet shouting that not only was the pink
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toothbrush which he used to comb his hair missing but also his wallet
containing eighteen pounds hard-earned making holes of varying size in
pieces of civil service paper. He accused everyone there of thievery and
fuckaboutery and eventually found it where he’d left it the previous night.
Then I had to make breakfast. The kitchen (where I’d slept) was full of
chairs, drawers, boxes and it was no easy job especially as I’d pissed in the
sink containing the plates during the night and the eggs kept falling on the
floor but the old bacon covered the smell of the one and the burned bits
covered the dirt so except for the fact that I could only manage two tins of
baked beans for Hall and eight spoons of sugar in his coffee and wasn’t
exactly Christine Edwards I got few complaints. We retired to my room once
more, Holdstock having departed to Highbury, eight new novels and eventual
fame (for those to whom such things matter) in Bri-Bri’s column in the
Guardian.
Brosnan, glancing through the Sunday Times, suddenly shouted. He’d
seen, in very small print, at the bottom of the page, an extremely small review
of his James Bond book. He rushed to the newsagents who had sold out but
his pleasure at seeing the article was undiminished by the fact that he
couldn’t send all his Aussie relatives copies (though he later sent them a
cassette recording of him reading highlights from the review) and the Sunday
Times managed to get into his conversations in devious ways for years
afterwards.
The conversation had, of course, turned to the sex life of sperm whales
and Hall was expounding his theory on the use of their blowholes in this
complicated and ponderous manoeuvre. An extension of his theory was that
as both kangaroos and whales are mammals they must both screw in the same
way. Then Brosnan pointed out that a kangaroo had a permanent erection
(often mistaken for a tail) which means it’s too painful for it to stand still so it
hops, whereas if a whale’s prick was of comparative size an orgasm would
cause a tidal wave and the sperm would be like a school of haddock (“Shoal”
said Pickersgill). I was trying to digest these epic bits of logic when
Pickersgill suggested that when giraffes have orgasms with the length of their
necks the feeling of pleasure probably doesn’t register in their brains for
several hours so they don’t associate it with sex which is why they’re dying
out. Hall, not to be outdone, suggested inflatable animals. If Anne Summers
sells inflatable women, why not inflatable pigs? Brosnan suggested inflatable
elephants but that led to the problem of hiding the inflated device from the
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prying eyes of neighbours (Jackie must be away again. Pickersgill’s humping
his Lovecraft wart-hog.) Camels were a possibility brought up later but
vetoed by Hall whose more than rounded shoulders give him the distinct
impression of being a “shit of the desert” (Brosnan) which he later proved to
be by treading in some rather yellow excrement on his way to the Hackney
Wimpy to buy a Knickerbocker Glory, which long, gaudy thing he ate while
Jackie had some limp chips and Pickersgill complained bitterly about the
Wimpy habit of treating him the same as other customers by putting pickle on
his Benders when he hadn’t even asked for it not to be put on. The whole
meal came to a little over two pounds, most of which was put on by John Hall
who, despite the fact that we fooled him with the change, did indeed seem to
have a splendid time.

Pissog
The irony of it, Hall – Having worked for several months in the eviction
department (tough guy division) of the National Mutual Life, our own John
Hall has been evicted from the home of well-known scientifiction writer
whatsisname and has been forced to take up residence in a dingy hole for an
exorbitant rent and cosmic deposit with a Jewish landlord who knows little (if
anything) of Hall’s young Nazi background (as yet). He is living on porridge
and cold water which he claims is cheap and filling. He is sick.
Peter Roberts hates everyone, said Peter Roberts in a short interview
today.
Disappointed with reaction – John Brosnan is very disappointed with
pre-publication reaction to Scab 3. As his buddies sat around reading it while
he was writing addresses on both copies, he was taken aback by the failure of
Gregory Pickersgill and Leroy Kettle to collapse with laughter when they
read the first two pages. Mr Brosnan is recovering from a fit of pique.
Mr Kettle has been ordered not to emulate the very original style of
Scab, which he isn’t.
Witty, risque and cynical – “ho, ho” said Malcolm Edwards in an
interview today. “Leroy Kettle is as witty, risque and cynical as ever in his
new fanzine True Rat. And what a very silly title.” Mr Edwards is a wellknown critic and his wife.
Good stuff, eh?
•
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TRUE RAT 1
Revealing
Cheap
Aware
Plagiaristic
Daring
Egregious
Zotty
Immediate
Pertinent
Big 64 pages don’t take less
Black and white
No punches pulled
A million throwaway lines.
Boring
Chicken
Derivative
Unattractive

From: Leroy Kettle,
74 Eleanor Road,
London E.8.
Available for trade.
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(As is the magazine)
You are receiving this fanzine
because I printed one copy too many.
October 1973
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2. Ratfan Radio
A True Rat Interlude
Back in the day, a few people involved in what was then
Ratfandom were talking, with various degrees of seriousness, about
working together as a fanzine publishing collective and even went
so far as to buy a duplicator for the purpose. Not only would we
pub our individual ishes on it, but we would also put out a group
fanzine. We would be called Vug Publications and take the fannish
world by storm. Most of you will recall Vugs as being aliens from
The Game Players of Titan and this was a name that Greg
Pickersgill particularly liked.
It was doomed to failure from the start, if only because of the
disparate and drunken prima donnas involved. Given that fandom
now consists only of entirely sensible people, it seemed a good
moment to reprise all this as a warning never ever to take
yourselves too seriously, or to drink.
What follows is a first draft that I wrote at the time (early
1970s I guess, as the events took place in late 1971) about an
embarrassingly ridiculous decision on our part to appear on local
radio in London for a discussion about what we intended to do with
Vug Publications. I can’t recall the origins of this, other than to
guess it was instigated by George Hay, a writer, critic and founder
of the Science Fiction Foundation. If so, he should have known
better but, more to the point, so should we, though it’s clear that
some people come out a bit better from this fiasco than others.
For reasons lost in the mists of time and booze, I had decided
it would be a good idea to write the occasional article about
Ratfandom under a different name. Not at all to hide my
authorship, but I guess to allow (at least the appearance of) a more
objective voice. It obviously didn’t work and was, if anything,
unnecessary and silly (qualities that had never stopped me doing
anything before). The name I was using was Gilbert, which appears
to be the name we eventually decided on for our collective fanzine,
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presumably in honour of Roje Gilbert, a fan who those of you who
remember will remember. – Leroy Kettle, 2016

Another Day
by Gilbert
Work went quickly. I was looking forward to tonight’s visit to Radio London.
There was going to be me, Pickersgill, Kettle, Hall, Brosnan and Holdstock,
but I wasn’t going to say anything as I was really a newcomer.
Anyway, there I was breaking the back of some form stamping, having
been upgraded and given my own stamp, when I was called to THE PHONE.
You have to watch this as the boss is very possessive and doesn’t allow
incoming calls and never outgoing ones. Besides which, he listens. It was
Holdstock.
“Hiya, Gilbert baby,” he said. “You still going tonight. I can’t come for
long. I’m cutting up some kittens (larf, larf).”
“Oh.”
“Still, I’ll be there before the performance. And what a performance
(larf, larf).”
“OK,” I said, disappointed. “See you there.”
I left the boss to his office and stamped a few more forms. THE PHONE
rang again, apparently for me. This wasn’t good.
“Mister Gilbert,” the caller said.
“Speaking.”
“It’s Mister Brommel here. Who was that stupid tit that I just spoke to?
Brommel. Is he deaf?”
It was Brosnan. That didn’t bode well.
“Yes, that was the boss,” I said.
The boss glowered at me.
“Yes, he is a great guy,” I said quickly.
“Anyway,” said Brosnan, “I’m not coming tonight. You’ll have enough
people there without me, besides which my cowardice is playing up.”
“But ...”
“Damn, money’s run out. See you soon.”
The beeps that always preceded money running out hadn’t sounded.
The rest of the day didn’t go well either, starting from when I knocked
the phone on the floor and broke the GPO’s durable plastic case.
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That evening, I was the first at the Radio London place. Holdstock
showed up soon, carrying a copy of what he claimed was Best SF from
Playboy – the illustrated version with no SF in it apparently. He also had
some notes on how to cut up kittens which he showed me until I felt ill.
We chatted for a while until Pickersgill arrived. He had had a little to
drink and was not the quivering jelly Holdstock expected. Then came Hall
and Kettle. They had been out drinking in an attempt to calm their nerves too.
At least, Hall had had half a pint because he has no nerves and Kettle had had
three or four in half an hour but was still loathe to come in. When he saw it
was almost time to start, he ran off down the street.
“I can’t go through with it,” he yelled. “No, no.”
But Hall caught up with him, despite wearing stacked boots, and carried
him back under his arm. But it wasn’t entirely show from Kettle and it took
all of us to drag him in. Maybe Brosnan was right not to have come, I
thought.
Inside, there were two dolly birds. Holdstock smoothed up to one and
introduced himself. When that had no effect, he said, “We’re Vug
Publications and we’re here to see Mr Evans.”
Pickersgill cringed. “No, no, no,” he muttered. “I don’t believe it.” But it
was getting too late to have an attack of rationality.
Evans soon came and we sat in very low chairs – of the sort that radio
producers obviously like to put dolly birds with very short skirts in, though
none of us was wearing one today – while discussing what we were going to
discuss. Pickersgill and I just sat there. Kettle did most of the talking though
Holdstock said a lot as well. We were doomed.
Kettle seemed to be treating the whole thing as a laugh. “Yes,” he
agreed. “We’re a commune. Just getting it together, man.”
“You produce various kinds of –” he looked at a piece of paper “–
amateur magazines, don’t you?”
“Yes,” said Holdstock, who was treating it seriously which only made
things worse. “We call ourselves Vug Publications and put out Macrocosm
which is a magazine with very good fiction in it written by people who write
very good fiction.”
“Professional?” asked the interviewer.
“Amateurs,” said Holdstock. “But one day – And Motorway Dreamer, a
poetry magazine put out by John. Fouler, a magazine of, er, well, put out by
Greg and Roy. A critical magazine called Quicksilver put out by Malcolm
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Edwards who’s not here because he’s getting married.”
“Another triumph for gay liberation,” mumbled Kettle.
“AND Gilbert, the group magazine. It’s going to be great.”
“And we’re getting money in by making We Love John W. Campbell
sweatshirts,” said Kettle.
Evans looked as us as if we were mad.
Between Kettle and Holdstock, with occasional additions from Hall, the
whole set-up was laid down reasonably accurately but very tongue in cheek.
Pickersgill said, “If we can keep that idiot Holdstock quiet we might be
all right.”
But Holdstock had to go just then anyway. The rest of us followed
Evans and his notes up various stairs and through long corridors until we
came to a studio which was in use. That didn’t look good. We waited.
“I hope we can get a studio,” he said.
That made our place in the pecking order pretty clear.
But we did get one and we ended up sitting round a circular table with a
microphone sticking out of the middle. He asked us all to say something into
the mike to test the sound.
Pickersgill said, “My name is Gregory Pickersgill and I’m not at all sure
what I’m doing here.”
Kettle said, “My name is Leroy Kettle and I could be making a mistake
as well.”
Hall: “I’m John Hall and I know exactly what I’m doing.”
As I’d made it clear that I wasn’t saying anything, I was left out.
Evans then said to Pickersgill, in whose words a definite despair had
been noticeable,”If you’re going to freeze on me when I want something then
perhaps it would be better if I left you out altogether and I just introduce Roy
and John.”
Pickersgill shrugged. “All right.”
So out of seven of us, including Malcolm Edwards, who was easily the
most lucid, and Rob Holdstock who could be depended on to talk jovially at
least, we were down to two people, and the least adequate two at that.
Evans waved at various people behind a glass panel who had seen it all
too often before to be amused by inarticulacy and fear, and we started. He
introduced us and asked rote questions that we had sort of agreed on how to
answer but unfortunately with the mike actually in operation all the
irreverence was gone and the replies were very earnest. Kettle, while saying a
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lot, seemed to be having trouble saying anything worthwhile and was
obviously unhappy but was unable to stop. Hall was doing all right and
keeping the side up. But the conversation was not about fandom for long.
Evans was more interested in SF content and SF criticism in the fanzines and
it soon all became a discussion about Ballard cunningly brought up by Evans
to tie in with a part of the programme he’d recorded earlier. Both Hall and
Kettle were called on to expound their views on Ballard, something they
hadn’t expected at all. Kettle muttered pretentious sentences he had picked up
from somewhere and Hall wasn’t the soul of perception. Where was Edwards
when you needed him? It was a remarkable relief to be finished. Pickersgill
had almost slid under the table he had become so limp with embarrassment
and we were hustled out quickly.
We were pushed off with no ceremony and left to find out way out (after
taking a much needed piss). But before we could get out we came across
Evans again. He was walking around with a friend and having a good laugh
at our expense and Pickersgill accosted him. Pickersgill, while not denying he
had done nothing about it, was displeased with the interview and the way we
had been interviewed in particular. He started arguing with Evans who said
he couldn’t help it. That’s the way it was. Hard luck, chaps. And he left us.
We got drunk. Later on Pickersgill phoned Radio London and asked
Evans to cut our bit of the programme. Evans said it was too late. Besides
which, he was going to Australia tomorrow and didn’t give a damn about it.
We never heard the interview – couldn’t bring ourselves to. But George
Hay did and he liked it.
Fugghead #2, April 2016, edited by Dan
Steffan
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3. Tree Rot Too

True Rat 2
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Typed bits:
o.k. you lucky fans, you’ve got
TREE ROT TOO
(oh, spit: bloody cheap portable typewriters.
howls of derisive laughter, bruce.)
Photos and balloons, clockwise from top left:
John Hall says “Not my scene” and thinks something rude; Greg
Pickersgill says “True Rat has wet strength. It doesn’t fall apart even
with that drip Hall on the cover” and thinks “HE owes everything to
ME”; John Brosnan (with “smug smile of best-selling author”) says
“I never go out unless I’ve got my True Rat. It gives me the
confidence that other underarm fanzines don’t.” and thinks “Just like
Scab”; Rob Holdstock (offstage left) says “What do you mean you
couldn’t find a photograph of me? I’m a Ratfan aren’t I? You’re all
always getting at me. No wonder I’m paranoid.” and thinks “Buy
Macrocosm instead”.
What you’ve got to look forward to:
Page 2: The contents, (That’s where you are now. Page 2).
Page 3: Real Idiot – an Editorial with apologies.
Page 4: More of the Editorial. It does go on a bit, yes.
Page 5: My Convention by Peter R. Weston – a con report by a B.N.F.
Also, Uncle Esoteric’s Amazing Facts, by Peter Roberts, so that’s two
B.N.F.’s on the same page. Never since Hyphen.....
Page 6: The Arts: Media Breakthrough by Rich Coad. A look at comics.
Page 7: More Coad.
Page 8: Yet more Coad. And Coming Next Issue!!!
Page 9: An advert for True Rat Pubs. Rates on request from editor.
Page 10: The Mind Pebbles. An amazing new story by masterhack
Graham Charnock.
Page 11: The end of The Mind Pebbles so if you want to sneak a look at
the ending... Anyway, the butler actually did do it.) Plus Ratbits, and an
amusing little poem by John Brosnan.
Page 12: The Letter Column. With more B.N.F.’s.
Page 13: Another page full of content from the top-bracket of fandom.
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Page 14: The Sex Column: Tedium by the editor.
Page 15: More – yawn – Sex Column. And what a misnomer that is.
Page 16: I don’t believe it. More Sex Column. Jesus wept.
Page 17: Whew, more letters. What a relief.
Page 16: GRONK: bits and things and more apologies etc.
Page 19: The personal page. Gosh, what can that be?
Page 20: Your address. And mine. And a stamp unless it fell off.

You received this fanzine.

True Rat is available for no particular reason to those people I send it to.

Real Idiot
Despite seeing a toad give birth to a three-headed calf and similar events
auguring ill (says Ritchie Smith, who knows about these things) I’ve given up
my job to take up a career of receiving social security. Many of you will have
seen lines in Ritblat or Big Scab hinting at the possibility of my having the
effrontery to leave a three thousand pound a year job (after tax) to prove that
it is possible for someone with no talent to fail as a writer – despite so many
examples to the contrary, However, this is not now the case.
The list of people who have quite reasonably ridiculed my weak-minded
decision is one which any police station would be happy to have in their
summons book. Peter Weston, P.R. Weston, Mr Weston of Birmingham, and
another too numerous to mention. And, as the act of separation from my
employment has now been finally (and rather drunkenly) carried out, I,
having had my confidence scorned into non-existence, am not after all going
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to become an ace writer of inverted paperbacks but instead am going to
extend my leisure pursuits of eating, drinking, watching T.V. and going to the
cinema until I run out of money or develop a taste for meths and inhabiting
gutters. Of course, the possibility is always there that should there be a power
strike during the time the pubs are closed and I’ve accidentally run out of
supplies from the off-licence and looked at my comics enuff to memorize the
proseless deaths, and if it’s not too dark, then I may spend a few moments
writing my tour de farce – and what else but an autobiography? Although
how many people would be interested in reading about someone eating,
drinking, watching T.V. and going to the cinema is something only the
publishers would know and the education authorities should be ashamed
about.
But, of course, this inherent desire to succeed while actually doing
nothing is not the only reason for my imminent, and probably highly amusing
to those who bother thinking about such things, failure. Obviously, I can’t
succeed because I have never been a lumberjack, short-order cook, poet,
shark strangler or climbed for pearls in the Arctic. In fact, as John Brosnan,
an untalented but persevering writer, says, “You don’t need talent, only
perseverance”. “Cobber,” he added, as a typical writer’s typically amusing
afterthought.
So here, at least to demonstrate my perseverance (in the face of a
viciously apathetic response), is True Rat Two. Not a pretty sight.

A Bit I Couldn’t Think Of A Title For
As it happens, I have taken notice of some of the rather sparse constructive
criticism which has trickled in. You will note that this issue has a front cover
which is both better and more at the front than the first one. I have allowed
other well-known fans to have a say. I have mentioned (if only in passing)
people other than Rats and events other than Rattish. I have (in deference to
Malcolm Edwards – silly ponce though he is) used sentences of length
ranging from very big to not so very big, and have, even: added pun;ctuatio..n
;=,.
Unfortunately, I cannot say that the material has improved. You cut your
cloth according to the old folk saying, or something. In fact, the whole thing
has come out like some music-hall I-Spy book, where Big Chief I-Spy hands
out five points for recognising a quip and five for not mentioning who you
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first heard use it. But recognition of the faults (many of which I did in fact
notice in the first issue) does not mean I can or particularly want to rectify
them. Fair enuff, the production (he says hopefully as he types badly onto a
wrinkled stencil) has improved, but if that’s all then I’m really not bothered.
I’m not one of these perfectionists who destroys pounds worths of stencils for
rather silly aesthetic reasons to name only Greg. I was quite happy with most
of what went into the first issue except that it was pretty much
indistinguishable from page to page (mainly because of the blind proofreader). In a valiant effort to rectify this I’ve numbered the pages.
If any of you should notice very close similarities between articles in
True Rat One and Two that’s because God only gave us “the” and “a”, Any
other similarities and it means I’ve sent you another copy of the first issue.
You lucky dog, you.

Meet The Editorial Board
Peter Roberts has instructed me on pain of cessation of life not to mention m-t or s-x in this issue. That’s O.K. as far as I’m concerned because I’ve been
known to exist merely thinking about them all the time, but for someone like
Pickersgill (you little name-dropper you, says Brosnan over my shoulder) s-x
is his m--t (or the other way round – I lose track sometimes). So that’s
Roberts to please somehow. Then Holdstock threatened that he would slowly
detach organs of a somewhat vital nature from both the interior and exterior
of my body if I once call him Holdc-ck or make a kitty-cutt-ng joke. Well,
hell, those are the only two jokes I do about him. And Malcolm Edwards,
doesn’t want me to use long convoluted sentences, or make gay lib jokes, and
especially not do that old one (here Brosnan got annoyed because he saw the
last three words. He’s so touchy about – O.K, no senil-ty jokes) in which half
of fandom mistake him for Mrs Edwards, his w-fe.
John Hall says he’ll puke on me with all his stomach if I say anything
about his stom... (oh, balls. That’s another dry-cleaning bill) or make a h-mp
joke or a world’s greatest s-xual athlete quip or a Mars Bar (no m--t there)
witticism or in fact mention him in any adverse way at all. But then
Pickersgill wants me to make jokes about him all the time and mention him a
lot so his infamy spreads, but it’s so difficult because the next thing you
know he’s at you with a broken corflu bottle for something seemingly
innocuous. And I’ve got to make the odd nose joke (that’s the first) about
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myself to give the appearance at least that I too can join in this crazy, funfilled, madcap life of fandom with all its bonhomie (no, Malcolm, not a
French homosexual) and back-stabbing.
Perhaps if I sent everyone ten blank sheets and an alphabet they could
put together what they wanted. I don’t mind knowing what I’ve done wrong
afterwards but pessimistic seers I can do without in this unhappy medium.
•••
When I asked Peter to write me a con report he agreed – but, of course, the
next morning could remember nothing about it, which proves the old saying.
Anyway, he finally agreed I might be telling the truth and sent in this silly
piece which must have kept a brain-cell occupied for whole minutes.

My Convention by Peter R. Weston (Form II B)
On Friday I arrived at the convention and was very excited. I had never been
silly enough to go to Newcastle before. But as a lot of my friends were going
to be there as well I felt reasonably safe.
As soon as I got to the hotel I met a group of my closest pals whose
names I can’t quite remember and they started buying me drinks. I can
remember sitting down and starting to drink but that’s all. No, wait, I think I
... no, that was last year when they put health salts in my cider.
Anyway, I woke up on Saturday with a bad head and when I got
downstairs someone I know quite well with a very well-known name that just
escapes me suggested I have a quick one with him. Well, being a B.N.F.
meant that one free drink led to another and to tell the truth I can’t really
remember anything that happened until I woke up on Sunday morning feeling
a sick boy with very red eyes and smelly lumps on my best suit.
As I arrived downstairs a very very close friend of mine whose name is
on the tip of my tongue, honest, thrust a drink in my hand and polite as ever I
had to take it from him. I can remember accepting a second drink but not
what kind of shandy it was that time. Anyway, I woke up in someone else’s
room on Monday morning and she said I’d been a sick boy again and I can’t
remember anything about it at all.
Well I went home on Monday morning by the back way to avoid my
pals as I had run out of clean clothes. It was a very good con. Really great. So
my friends keep telling me.
•••
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As is well known in London circles, Peter Roberts is a past-master at the art
of introducing esoteric facts into the most mundane conversation thus giving
it sparkle, zest and a baffling new direction to follow. Here True Rat proudly
presents some of Peter’s most popular facts.

Uncle Esoteric and His Amazing Facts
Three rhinoceroses in South Africa once went for a whole day.
Science fiction owes much to unknown Wilmer Furb!
The furthest distance between two points is a long way!!
The game of Crimmilon started during the Potato famine in Ireland –
and has never finished!!!
Weight for weight a slug can travel faster than an elephant!!!!
Widgety grubs think of little else!!!!!
•••
It took me a long time to persuade Rich Coad to do something for True Rat.
Whether his reluctance was out of natural fear at appearing herein or a simple
lack of faith in his own ability I don’t know but I eventually persuaded the
gangling American. I was rather pleased when he did something unfannish as
well because it shows a basic sense which is normally lacking in the nephews
of Uncle Sad.

Media Breakthrough
by Rich Coad
Harry Wabb’s FarOut Press was started in 1970 in a small warehouse in
Berkley, California. Although its products are still primarily distributed only
in that state it is possible to get them elsewhere in North America though as
yet very few people have heard enough to make the attempt.
When Roy asked me to write this article after I showed him some of
Harry’s work I was a little uncertain as I have never written in a fanzine
before and so I hope you will bear with me.
FarOut Press publishes comics. These are very different from your
British comics like the Beano and are more like American comics such as
Superman or the underground comics. In fact, Harry decided to bring
underground values to commercial comics for the first time. He has done this
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with a clever mixture of old-fashioned super-hero values and concepts and
modern, enlightened views on such themes of our time as pollution,
Government corruption, disease-fixations and social awareness.
In March 1970 Harry started with a fourteen page black and white comic
called Smegman, drawn by Steve Dreyfus, written by himself. This was the
rather coyly scripted story of Sandy Krelt, the offspring of a giant,
uneducated black woman and the first man to have Gamma Nine treatment
for syphilis – an indictment of authorised experimentation on “volunteer”
prisoners. Sandy was born with the world’s largest penis, a clever thrust at
the American sex obsession and, feeling conspicuous, he would pull his
foreskin over his head to hide from the jeering but subtly jealous world.
Finding this habit made it difficult to get around he had armholes and
eyeholes surgically cut in his foreskin. When his parents were killed in a
garbage-chute feedback into their kitchenette he decided, young as he was, to
become the world’s first anti-pollution superhero and revenge himself against
the company who made the chute in a story typical of those to come. In
future issues he waged war against huge industries, litterbugs, football and
baseball crowds, drag racing and many other contemporary targets simply by
providing the offenders with a taste of their own medicine and attacking them
with vast quantities of smegma. A fate as bad as any even the most revolting
garbage could produce. Balls of smegma, jets from his Smegun, huge lumps
dropped from office windows onto people leaning out of lower windows
during ticker-tape receptions. Of course, all Smegman’s weapons were
biodegradable, and no-one knew he was Sandy Krelt of sewer control.
He was an instant success in California battling thinly disguised top
corporations (the Smoka Smola Company, the Frord Motor Co., etc). The
comic was praised fairly early on by Ralph Nader, but unfortunately in an
erroneous context. Although it was a start, and led Harry Wabbs to produce
Captain Cancer.
Now he engaged William Wontock to color Steve Dreyfus’ drawings.
And instead of scripting it himself he obtained the “services” of Gunther
Hesse. Captain Cancer didn’t go down well in the California area, whose
inhabitants took unkindly to parody of the state’s most prevalent killer. Also,
although Hesse’s stories were scientifically accurate, the Captain’s method of
dealing with malpracticing doctors and fake health food manufacturers was
too ludicrous even for comics. Using his cumbersomely named MalignantGrowth Gun he produced nasty-looking lumps in the groins, armpits, breasts
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and heads of the victims which took up to twenty years to kill them.
Obviously this was conducive to too great a suspension of disbelief. Even the
addition, after two issues of Goitre Gal did nothing to help sales. Harry had
signed a contract with Hesse which allowed him too much script control, and
Hesse’s rigorous accuracy was his own downfall. This was not to happen
again.
Harry began writing again himself in late 1971 in addition to Smegman.
January 1972 saw the first edition of Lieutenant Leper. Harry had another
success on his hands here. Leprosy is not particularly rife in California, but
awareness of the plight of underdeveloped nations is in most people’s minds.
So, by moving the locale to a white-dominated African state, Osambaba, with
an oppressed black majority, most of whom couldn’t have had a good meal
even if they had eaten each other, Harry had another hit.
Wontock and Dreyfus continued their successful partnership, with
Wontock particularly delving into previously unknown depths of ability to
produce the green, suppurating limbs and aura of rotting flesh that made one
cringe to touch the comic. Shades of E.C. Unlike Captain Cancer, the
Lieutenant did not communicate a disease, nor use ludicrous equipment, but
he made use of his own sickness to good effect. He could not be imprisoned.
After battling the white rulers and corporations he would be captured but
suddenly leave behind a putrefying limb in the hand of a surprised guard or
slough off areas of flesh to trip or envelop a pursuer. His big trick, if
imprisoned, was to rot away completely in the cell and seep out to freedom.
Due to the powers of his uncle, a witch-doctor, he was soon back together
again, even if still green and foetid and only temporarily. So, Ungrula,
ostensibly a doctor in the leper colony who had caught the disease himself,
was really Lieutenant Leper and a great help to his people and Harry Wabbs.
By August 1972, Harry, flush with success now, put out two titles: The
Dolt, and a humorous pastiche of his own work, The Fiery Fistula (The Man
With the Atomic Piles).
The Dolt was by the now accepted team of Wabbs, Wontock and
Dreyfus, and was very daring in its exposes of mental sickness frauds. Using
the services of the blundering Dolt who would find his lobotomised way into
all kinds of dirty brain business and through careful application of total
stupidity win through, Harry satirised remorselessly. The Dolt – no-one,
particularly not him, knew his real name – had been unjustly accused of
murder and convicted. Proof to the contrary only became available after he
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had been electrocuted. By that time, though luckily still alive, he was almost
entirely without a brain. But by some electrical fluke he had been given
amazing luck. Nothing could go wrong for him, and, it appeared, for Harry
neither.
Both this comic and The Fiery Fistula were vast successes within the
confines of the poor distribution Harry was still getting because of his
contractual ineptitude, Ol’ Fisty, as the new super-hero was known, was
Harry’s first comic comic hero and as such demanded a new style. Herb
Length provided this and also colored.
Ol’ Fisty had been bitten by a radioactive slug during illegal government
atomic tests, though the illegality is only hinted at. He had been sleeping, as a
hobo, near the site and the slug, maddened by the fallout, had entered his
rectum and taken revenge. This left Mac (Ol’ Fisty) Hennessy with the ability
to produce glowing clouds of deadly wind, which were used, with a very
light-hearted satirical touch, to maim or change government scientists and
others. I feel that here Harry would have liked to be more serious about his
targets but was afraid of retribution. This is reasonable judging from the
present state of American officialdom. But at its best The Fiery Fistula was
never the incisive social document that Harry’s other titles were and still are.
That is as far as I have read of FarOut Press, When I return to the States
I’m going to catch up on the new titles and send some to Roy and anyone else
who is interested. If you like Marvel or underground comics there will be
something to interest you. Dark They Were and Golden Eyed may well be
getting in a number shortly but they will be fairly expensive. I believe the
next two titles due out were Thalidoman and Lady Lib.
Keep your eyes open for FarOut Press.
•••
Next issue The Arts looks at boogy in SF. A well-known professional writer,
currently living off his wife’s illicit earnings, has written it but, for various
reasons chooses to use the pseudonym Graham Shamrock. Also present will
be up and coming young wardrobe Christopher Priest. Now there’s a
professional for you. Come on, admit that. Currently up for a Hugo for being
the best-dressed writer in Ortygia House (SF or otherwise!) Chris has sent in
a story which is not typical of his current work. He once sent the story under
a pseudonym to his agent who returned the story but kept the pseudonym
(later to become better known as Robert Holdstock).
Centrepoint, about which the issue will pivot, will be Ian William’s
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article Gloom. Ian, currently suffering from what may well be terminal
depression, has been admitted to the Great Ormond Street Hospital for the
Quite Sick and may well not live to see his article reach print. Skilful
surgeons are working night and day to attach leeches to his brain in an
attempt to suck off his subconscious mind, thought to be the seat of his
malady. So get True Rat Three – perhaps Ian’s epitaph.
•••
Next issue’s cover, reproduced to the left, will give you
lucky fans some idea of the goodies awaiting you.
Specially commissioned from Harry Bell, this cover
(depicting the title True Rat 3 in a special black and
white format) is in a limited edition without overprinting,
signed by the wife of the artist who himself cannot write.
The paper used will be white, duplicating, quarto. The
price, amazingly, will be only £1 per copy. Why not
order a gross?

TRUE
RAT
3

Also coming from True Rat Pubs:
John Hall’s Magazine of Fairly Naughty Things.
What will he do next?
Who can say?
What will he write next?
Want to find out as soon as it happens?
Of course you do. Order now. John Hall’s Magazine of Fairly Naughty
Things is a breakthrough in risque journalism.
Read how John types on an electric typewriter with only two fingers!
Read how he stands up, sits down and falls over!
Be the first on your block to get the latest daring publication from the
people who brought you True Rat and Coming, Sir – the magazine of
premature education.
Why not order a gross?
Sample (from issue one. In which John displays his own journalistic talents):
It Can Now Be Revealed
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Malcolm Edwards, by day editor of Vector (organ (!!) of the B.S.F.A.) and
the Magic Pudding, becomes at night millionaire playboy The Masked
Transvestite (whew!). Away go the pebble glasses and simpering smile and
on goes the mascara and suspender belt while his loved one sleeps
unsuspecting. Mincing (gosh!) into the darkness, he –
(Well. How about that then? But you must buy the magazine to find out what
the Masked Transvestite does next.)
Sample 2
It Can Now Be Relieved
Poot! Blat! Poot! Poot!!
(How did that grab you? No holding back there.)
Please use this form to order:
Please send me .... gross of True Rat 3 covers. I enclose .... I.O.U.’s for £144
each.
Please send me .... gross of John Hall’s Magazine of Fairly Naughty Things. I
enclose some wicked rumours and totally false facts for use in later issues.
I am under forty or I am John Brosnan .........
Signature of warder..............
You will all be disappointed that the long awaited Charnock fanzine The
Wrinkled Shrew has not yet appeared. However we hope that this story by
Graham, admittedly only half of the Ledbury Road talent, will help ease the
anguish.

The Mind Pebbles
by Graham Charnock
A desperate need to trace the origins of Groman’s living chandeliers, which
the pathologist had left hanging in glowing jungles from every ceiling in
Pebble Acres, was all that really motivated Prepuse in those last few days.
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Walking beneath the green and brown growths, with their bulbous nexal
warts flickering through lack of the correctly applied interstitial impulses,
Prepuse felt a lingering sense of primeval innocence. Inwardly, the divergent
memories allowed for this. There must have been a time when man had
thought in stereo. The two cortecian lobes had long since combined their
functions to produce a single linear mode, but Groman had discovered in
Prepuse and others that this mode had retrogressed. The violinist had spells
where he was completely out of touch with external reality, his split mode
filling all his senses with an inner truth which left him exhausted, suicidal
occasionally. The attacks, he looked upon them in that way although he
realised that they were a more normal state, were occurring with increasing
frequency and removed from Prepuse all desire to take up his Stradivarius.
Luckily, he thought, as he had destroyed it, gluing the pieces together into a
patchwork cross during one attack.
Prepuse walked over the edge of the vast plain of pebbles, each once a
grain of sand but now growing, growing with layers of industrial waste, and
felt an encouraging pain as his bare feet crunched along. In the distance lay
the huge windmill which the enigmatic Krater had long since converted into a
tachyscope from where he ran screaming on occasions. Prepuse stared past
this towards the eastern horizon silhouetted on which was a long Pontiac
Armadillo. In the driver’s seat, hair flung around with flame-like intensity, sat
Solar, returned from Denver with more sheets of plastic and aluminium foil
for her self-defeating mobiles. Prepuse began to walk towards her then
suddenly felt himself
feeling the erotic touch of the
realising what an extremely
warm, smooth pebbles, the hot
boring thing to do it was but he
air like a huge sweaty hand all
decided he might get a quick
over his body. He moved slowly
fuck from Solar. She was only a
and stared at Solar all the time,
pseuded-up screwing machine at
his eyes converging on the
best and at worst a real old
intersections of her body,
ratbag. He wondered how she
watching the patterns she made
could turn Krater on as much as
with each supple, small
she did but shrugged as it wasn’t
movement, and shivering slightly
really worth thinking about.
with desire.
His head was resting on the pebbles and aching. Solar had disappeared as he
opened his eyes and looked. There was a touch on his shoulder and he turned
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over, saw someone in the eye of the sun. He recognised the tattered shoes as
he turned his eyes downwards. Krater, and carrying one of his ubiquitous
tachygrams. “The Apocalypse”, muttered Krater, and walked off tossing the
’gram to writhe slowly in the wind away towards the distant sea. As Prepuse
shut his eyes to the glare once more, he heard a screeching sound and saw, in
a moment of stationary time, Krater’s body high in the air, hanging like some
Damoclean sword while Solar’s scream coupled with that of the Pontiac’s
brakes to fragment the moment into a million dim realities. The chandeliers
didn’t seem so important as another of Krater’s apocalyptic tachygrams
unstuck itself from the sails of the windmill and scurried across the plain to
wrap itself round Prepuse’s right hand. The words “–cession into
chronological disorder” could be seen as the violinist stared at his covered
hand. Krater still hung there and Prepuse knew he had a long time in the
convoluted recesses of his own brain before any quasi-real ending could be
found.
Something warm trickled down
Something warm trickled down
his leg.
his leg.
•••

Ratbits
Following the revelations in Ritblat concerning the origin of silly-animal
fandom, John Brosnan, naturally bored with the fannish habit of merely
adopting names of animals, has gone one step further and adopted a gibbon,
which he is currently training to write his next best-seller, tentatively titled –
Bride of Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
The Gannets, unwilling to be outdone by anyone, and blindly led by
Thom Penman, have converted Ian Williams into a small safari park. Mr
Williams is said to be “not happy” with the situation and is unamused by the
name Shortleat (which is understandable as it’s not really very funny).
Finally (you’ll be relieved to know) Rob Holdstock, not to be undone (at
your own risk then) has stocked his cellar with crates of constipated dead
kittens – Chat Enuff De Crap. This somewhat laboured joke was greeted by
Mr Holdstock with the contempt it deserves.
And even more finally, Peter Roberts, thin but wiry, is said to be very
worried about the increase in usage of animals as fannish mascots. He has
rejected the Aardvark and his personal symbol is now the Carrot. As a further
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protest he is to call his fanzine Unfertilized Egg. Mr Roberts eats a lot of rice.
For those of you who have noticed with regret the absence of part two of
the award-winning expose of convention antics at Bristol I must point the
finger at Malcolm Edwards. He has ordered me on pain of all kinds of
naughty things to say merely that the rest of the convention was pretty much
the same. (Jealous bitch.) Anyway, for statisticians among you that is 7 “of”s
in 2 sentences. Is that a record, Malcolm, you super-snidey, you?
New poot laureate of fandom, John Brosnan, has consented to give True
Rat one of the really revolting poems that he considered too disgusting even
for the appalling pages of his atrocious fanzine. He calls it
The Dangers of Colour T.V.
When I’m sitting watching telly,
I like to pick holes in my belly.
And when I’ve got enough of those
I fill them with snot from my nose.
The hole God gave me’s got a knot in
I cannot get a lot of snot in.
by John Brosnan
Back in the halcyon days of a long time ago I was going to have a lettercol in
Pottage called Loc Mess. Anyone who didn’t send a letter was, of course, a
Loc Mess Nonster, I’ve learned a lot since then, although not to keep quiet
about my youth, unfortunately. So I name this letter column – Letter Column
– and God help all those who mail in her.

Letter Column
Many of the letters received only had the occasional point worth printing.
Here follows a list of some of the more pertinent ones all concerning True
Rat:
Almost made me smile – Vernon Brown.
Goes ahead of baked beans on my shopping list – John Hall.
Bears more than a marked resemblance to Scab – John Brosnan.
A vast improvement would have been Kettle’s death before publication
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– Malcolm Edwards.
Fuckin’ ace – God.
Little to choose between True Rat and its original version – Scab – John
Brosnan.
Nice one, sweetie – John Piggott.
Gerroff – Thom Penman.
I read this magazine and was overwhelmed by a sense of deja vu – John
Brosnan.
The strings, I work the strings – Greg Pickersgill.
What, sorry, was I asleep? – Robert Holdstock.
What a little rip-off artist Mr Kettle has turned out to be – John Brosnan.
A meaty little fanzine – whoops – Peter Roberts.
John Brosnan invented humour – Peter Presdorf.
The big twit’s got something there – John Brosnan.
But now onto somewhat more real letters after that humorous interlude.
From Malcolm Edwards, Mr Christine, Harrow.
Thanks ever so for sending me your new zine. “Gosh, what a great
firstish!”, I thought as I ripped open the cover, sending rusty staples deep into
my fingers, causing terminal blood poisoning. Yes, I can certainly say that
reading True Rat was, if not risque, certainly risky (ho, ho, yawn). You will
note that I have used the word “certainly” twice in the last sentence. This is
known as Bad Style.
And the contents! Yes, they certainly lived up to my expectations. Work
at it, Leroy, and I think that in a few issues True Rat may be spoken of in the
same breath as Malfunction. There is only one thing which can stop this
meteoric rise, and that is the trace of marginal literacy which mars some of
the pages.
Apart from that (and the first section of the zine, which contains
precisely 6 sentences on just one page, is a definite step in the right direction)
its main flaw for me was an insufficient number of mentions of your more
famous fannish friends. I know you may feel a little diffident about making
too much play of your acquaintanceship with such luminaries as P. Roberts or
myself in your rotten little crudzine, but rest assured that I, at least, am not
too proud to let you improve the aura of True Rat by copping a little of my
reflected glory. I hope to see an improvement in this aspect of it with No.2.
Incidentally, on the production side, it was gratifying to see – at last – a
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British fanzine attempting to rival the best American efforts in appearance by
slip-sheeting. Just one tiny point though.... you seem to have it the wrong
way round; you throw away the slip sheets and collate the printed paper.
Better luck next time!
Yours wittily, cynically and tediously,
Malcolm Edwards, B.N.F.
**** Actually Malcolm makes some telling points here but the
most pertinent item comes in his postscript which reads:
PS. Did you know that there is a street very near you (off Lower Clapton
Road) called Lesbia Road?
**** Is Malcolm really cracking up, or is there more to this than
meets the eye?
There’s no stopping the big boys when they get going. Mr Weston of Brum
now has his say;
Dear Leroy,
I’m glad I heard you at the Globe complaining about the response to
True Rat because it raises one or two important issues. While you remember
that I sympathised I must confess that I am two-faced enough to have been
slightly dishonest because you were a little maudlin.
How can you really expect worthwhile comment if you don’t make any
yourself? Your fanzine is highly humorous, of course, which is what we have
come to expect of you, but there is a limit. Page after page of remorseless wit,
particularly about the same four or five people, does not leave much room for
comment. Unless you want letters of the “That was good but this was bad
although the other was fair” type [oh, yes please: LRAK] then you’ll not get
anything worthwhile.
After criticising the rather terrible reproduction, which we all do badly at
first, Leroy, then there is little left to say except that there is little left to say. I
know – well – I think you have pertinent things to say about fandom – even
areas other than the admittedly interesting Ratfans and you could express
your views in an editorial, fanzine reviews, letter column etc. Not everyone
confines their activities in fandom to what they feel they do best – or,
perhaps, what they misguidedly feel is all they can do. Until you at least
make the attempt to broaden your horizons you will not get much mail. A less
important factor is your inability to keep your stencils straight.
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You notice that my letter is not a response to True Rat but to you talking
about it. Why not put what you were complaining about in the fanzine instead
of posturing about like some prima-belladonna who’s bitching because she
hasn’t won the Nobel prize for literature when she hasn’t even written
anything.
I know you’re still only young – I can feel the years weighing heavily on
my shoulders as the responsibilities of being a B.N.F. mount up, – but that’s
no excuse. Get up off your sodding arse and put out a fanzine that’s some
bloody good you stupid little turd. (cont. Page 17)
•••
This issue The Sex Column gets very silly as it’s a little bit of
autobiography. But you can never go back – as I’m currently finding out yet
again. I call this little epic –

Bloody Women
Some years ago, when a degree was not a total impossibility, but most other
things were, I fell in like with Jane, a slim, shy girl with a nice smile and a
car. We treated each other with the contempt that only mutual affection can
inspire.
She was going out with this funny looking kid with a big nose so I
figured she didn’t have to lower her sights too far to go out with me. I looked
up charisma in my Collins English Gem, put on my best ego (won as a booby
prize in a raffle) and set out woman-wards.
The usual and well-known Kettle chick-pulling method of total
avoidance coupled with total offensiveness during accidental encounters
worked well for some time. I indulged in an orgy of self-pity, unequalled
since the time a few hours previously when I had last fallen totally in love
with someone. But infatuation was not a part of my vocabulary (neither were
any other words with more than one syllable until I sobered up). Yes, Jane
was forever.
One day, when I was sticking pins into a wax model of myself to see if I
had got any feelings, I heard that the other kid with the big nose felt he had
had enough of Jane. He said that if she saved herself much longer then
posterity was the only one going to get any. He wanted a woman who would
put out more than his fiery passion. Well, we kids with big noses are hot stuff
all right but I wasn’t detracted by these rumours of rampant frigidity in Jane’s
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flat.
Step one was working perfectly – she had no idea I could string together
two or more words in an inoffensive manner, let alone that I was projecting
her into my sexual fantasy (I couldn’t afford the laundry bill for more than
one). So I decided to ask her to a party. But the problem was how to do it
without the rather drastic step of actually asking her. As it happened she was
being pestered by a huge, blond American called Tex or Fux or something
and I happened to be passing as he displayed his lack of familiarity with the
university grapevine by asking her out. She turned to me in a panic (a look
I’m accustomed to on women’s faces, second only to boredom) and said,
“What can I tell him?”
Quick as a flash, I said, “Tell him you’re going to a party with me.”
She did that while my brain caught up with my mouth and the real
horror of positive action hit me.
Then it hit her and a million ways of saying no must have rushed
through her mind. Having an immediate choice between me and Rox, she
fainted – but in my direction!
We went to the party in separate vehicles – a little known romantic
device used only by the unloved. It was a great party. Jane spent the whole
time talking to yet another kid with a big nose who had problems with reality,
and I spent most of my time drinking cheap wine (which is not much
consolation) and falling in love with anyone with breasts who came into the
room and anyone with large shoulder blades who left.
I spoke to Jane once during the party and she said no.
Step 3 then came into action. How to consolidate this deepening
relationship. I decided not to ask her to a disco. The appalling affairs known
as discos at University consisted of three desperate men looking hungrily at
two dozen women sitting by the wall, while a fourth desperate man, tone-deaf
as well as sex-starved, played records of dubious immediacy on equipment
that was not all it was wound up to be. No-one in their right mind would take
a woman (or even a desperate man) to one of those.
When we arrived it was better than normal. There was no-one there.
Unwilling to accept my suggestion that we go to my room and mingle fluids,
she stood there waiting.
Eventually, more people women arrived and we really got down to the
job of enjoying ourselves unhampered by the presence of nasty alcohol owing
to the extraordinary prices which may have been the disco’s real failure. That
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evening does not rank among my greatest achievements, although it’s not far
down the list unfortunately. It was not long afterwards that I asked Jane up to
my room for a chat so that we could suss out our “relationship”. There, after
spilling rather hot coffee over both of us, I explained that I felt things weren’t
really going too well between us. There was a lack of communication, since
equalled only by the Italian postal strike. While she had feelings, I also had
feelings and I wasn’t feeling the things I wanted to. Perhaps it would be
better if – if – (and here a little emotion crept into my voice as I spilled the
coffee again) if we didn’t see each other again. (A remarkable concept in a
campus of only a few hundred people, especially as we attended a lot of the
same lectures.)
This was Step 4, where she would either become so overwrought that
she would collapse into my arms, or fling herself tearfully at me professing
undying love while I gently removed her outer garments.
“O.K.,” she said, “then we’ll go to the party tonight separately” and left.
My plan had had a flaw. Me.
The party that evening saw the separation of four of my friends from
their loved ones (an event so regular I suspected a relationship between AllBran and disaffection). In my case, however (and such is the working of fate
and things like that), it saw Jane clinging to me. This appeared to vindicate
Step 4 – if belatedly – but it developed that no-one else would speak to her.
“What have you got?” I asked, horrified, having some little knowledge
of diseases.
“Nothing,” she said (with more than a little irony as she had her arms
around me at the time). “Everyone thinks I’m still going out with you and
they know you’ll start sulking and acting silly if they speak to me.”
How ridiculous, I thought and started sulking and acting silly.
Having finally, and with great effect, blown it, I started on Step 5.
However, as I had never got beyond Step 2 before I was a little unsure as to
what 5 could be. So I fell back on the old faithful “indirect impression”
method. This involves showing the woman what a good time she’s missing
without directly communicating with her. It’s the most successful method I
had ever used, having almost worked once.
The end of the term was nigh (that’s the way you speak at university)
and a week of the holiday was being taken up for a gathering of semi-militant
students annoyed at their lot. As John Lennon, Jimi Hendrix (still alive then I
believe), Bernadette Devlin and other luminaries of the pop and political
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worlds were billed as having volunteered their services, I decided to rise from
my usual position in the hotbed of apathy that surrounded me, and become
semi-militant (at least as long as Jane stayed.)
None of those advertised actually turned up, In fact we got Edgar
Broughton and the defeated communist candidate for Coventry Central – plus
two showings of reel one of The Strawberry Statement by the semi-militant,
wholly-drunk projectionist.
I happened to become involved with a young lady called Margaret, over
whom I had once almost been sick, and with whom I was then filmed by the
B.B.C. displaying my astonishing ignorance about female undergarments.
But enough of that. I was basely using Margaret to make Jane jealous by use
of stimulating conversational gambits and witty wordplay (casually shouted
so that Jane, over the other side of the room, could accidentally overhear.)
Amazingly, I achieved my objective. Jane looked very depressed all
week. Choosing my moment carefully (i.e. when I couldn’t afford to buy two
drinks) I took her out into the moonlight because I’d heard that was how to
play it, and we walked across the construction site through the broken bricks
and mud. There I forced her to tell me what was upsetting her by breathing
drunkenly in her face. She said, miserably, that she wanted to go out with me
again, but that I seemed to be having such a great time with Margaret.
I couldn’t believe it, and even now can’t really. Somehow, despite all
my efforts, she had seen something in me, (however nasal) and I felt very
good. Happy. Wow. I mean, really, wow! Then.
•••
Well, after that horrifyingly chauvinistic episode I’m sure you will all be
pleased to know that Part Two, “How I Blew It Without Really Trying” will
appear in the next True Rat, stuffed to the brim with the usual amounts of
bitterness, self-pity and illiteracy.
However the issue after that will see the Sex Column that you’ve all
been waiting for. Many of you have, no doubt, as I have, wondered what sex
is. Why it exists. Who could have a use for it. Well, exclusive to True Rat,
Greg Pickersgill reveals The Truth About Sex.
Mr Pickersgill explains how God chose him out of all the world and, in a
dream, came to him and let him be the first mortal to learn about SEX. He
will tell you the do’s and also the don’t – I believe there is one. He will let
you know the Ten Sexual Commandments, which he and God sussed out
between them. He will offer to demonstrate the laying on of hands to any
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female reader and will tell you uses for all those silly bits of flesh that just
used to hang around your body with no apparent purpose. Greg knows.
Yes, this is the Big One. When Greg speaks, the ward listens.
•••

The Letter Column – continued.
Pete Weston goes on to say:
You can take Speculation as a good example to follow – tops in its field
still after thirty years. Pithy, subtly laced with humour, incisively critical and
superbly edited.
Oh, and by the way, I enclose the con report you asked for which is
more in line with the type of material I think you should be using. Now get it
together, Leroy, or no more D.N.Q.s for you.
**** Well, no holds barred there from Mr Weston. And what a
cheeky bugger he is. Go back to the young Conservatives. I still
intend to maintain a high standard of rubbish in True Rat and no
cutting little missives are going to stop me. Oh, and concerning
D.N.Q.s, you were right about Graham Charnock. Thanks.
**** And who is this. Why, it’s Charley Platt.
Thank you for your fanzine. I haven’t read it yet but I’m sure it could be
vastly improved and suffers from your normal lack of self-control and talent.
Still, I shall send you a copy of my latest novel, The Gas, all about life
managing a baked bean factory, and maybe you’ll learn something. Don’t
bother sending me a copy of number two over here as I shall be back in
England soon to revive Visions of Tomorrow under the eagle eye of Ron
Graham. Don’t laugh, it’s true.
**** Well, who knows with Plattie?
•••
Fanzine reviews have been held over until next month for space reasons. I am
currently building a paper rocket from the last two Ritblats.

GRONK
The phone rang. I picked it up. A thin, distant voice issued forth.
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“Hallo, you know who I am.” It was said with confidence tinged with
disdain. I did know who it was. It was Little Malcolm.
I said, “Hello. How’s your Pudding coming on?”
“I gave that up a long time ago,” replied the voice. “How are you?”
“All right, thanks, Malcolm,” I replied because I suppose I was.
“Hang on. Are you sure you know who I am? I’m Ian Maule.”
Which doesn’t explain how Ian Maule got to sound like Malcolm
Edwards nor, and more important, does it explain what the Pudding was that
Ian Maule gave up so long ago.
Answers on a pound note please to the editor and I suggest Ian has a
chat with his father.
I was wandering through town the other day in my normal aimless fashion
when a newspaper board caught my eye. The headline said, POLICE SOLVE
ANAL MURDER MYSTERY. This conjured up (after the initial surprise)
pictures of poisoned suppositories (Pile M For Murder), suicide by
consuming vast quantities of baked beans (Gone With the Wind) and other
uncommon demises. Still, when I bought a copy of the paper and discovered
the C had been torn off it wasn’t really so much.
Christine Edwards: Malcolm wants to get rid of some of his kittens.
Robert Holdstock: You can tell him I’m interested.
Christine: He doesn’t want to split them up, you know.
Robert: I’ll take a whole one then.
That was the last Robert Holdstock kitten joke for this issue, folks.
This issue is produced with little or no intent to say anything of any
consequence. This is a fault freely admitted to be one of the editor’s major
failings in that he has never at any time said anything of any consequence to
anybody. Comments on the lack of comments are welcome and will be
joshed at. Contributions should be short, pithy and easily negotiable. The
editor accepts no responsibility unless anyone thinks something is good in
which case he might well accept all responsibility unless there’s a catch. Line
drawings were by George Lackwit (the blind cartoonist – I’m sure he’s
bumped into some of you at the Globe) and the haikus were by the Nobel
Prize winning haiku writer Peter Presdorf, who is currently having his
syllables attended to.
Next issue will appear after this one and will be called True Rat 3 should
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all go well. Letters of comment by post – not carrier-gannet, Mr Jackson –
and I wish you all a Merry Christmas. Easter. Christmas.
•••
Last minute news.
Due to a world shortage of churches there will be no God next year.
It has been brought to my notice that drying in the sun could be a grape’s
raisin d’etre.
Ho bloody ho.
Well, that’s it then. Bibi.
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from
leroy kettle,
74 eleanor road,
london, e8.

not to be taken internally.

abysmal stencilling by leroy kettle
super duping by greg pickersgill
jealous sneering by john brosnan

quipquipquipquipquipquipquipquipquipquipquip

stop reading now.
December 1974
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4. True Rat Three
It’s only TRUE RAT THREE without enuff money for an extravagant
cover.
ZOT
??????????????????????????????
? EXCITING ANNIVERSARY ISSUE ?
??????????????????????????????

All Moan Work
O.K., so the country’s not in a great way. Things haven’t been going too well
with me either lately.
No, don’t laugh. It’s not supposed to be an Ian Williams parody. This is
all straight from the heart sobstuff. Right on, Erich Segal.
They’ve repossessed the T.V. Standing in the corner of my room now
(just there behind that pile of crumpled typing paper) is a no-channel,
colourless, blank space. I mean, when you’ve got to beg Ritchie Smith
(Ritchie Smith for christ’s sake) to let you watch Magic Roundabout then
things are not going well. No, indeed.
And writing? What am I doing here, I wonder, lying in bed watching the
flies trying to do whatever it is they try to do when they chase each other.
Why am I doing this silly thing? I have yet to give myself a satisfactory
answer.
Then there’s John Hall’s ability to answer questions like:
Who shot the apple off his son’s head?
William Tell, James Bond, Sinclair Lewis or Avril Harriman.
Not even Hall could balls up something like that (my questions were harder)
so the snotty little I.Q. Computer in the pub started clanging and buzzing and
lights were flashing on and off saying GENIUS GENIUS and everyone was
looking at Hall who was strutting up and down proudly like the big ponce he
is and I felt sick and I sulked for a long time and I still haven’t got over it yet
the bastard.
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Fair enuff, the social security has, at last, seen fit to programme various
intimate details about me into its mighty UNIVAC 8½ which – click – click –
whirr – has granted me enough to live on, automatically assuming, like any
good computer, that to exist is to live. But that weekly girocheque, though
gladly received by me (and duly passed on almost in its entirety to my
landlord), lost some of its appeal when I discovered that the month after my
daring escape from the clutches of the international banking conspiracy, the
salaries went up by the ridiculous figure of 36%, thereby putting what would
have been my annual earnings well into that £3,000 bracket which has long
been a Ratfannish legend (i.e. untrue).
Things did not improve with the official attitude towards holidays for
the unemployed. As I was to be away for four days I had to leave an address,
otherwise I lost my money. Being honest, it hardly crossed my mind to give a
false address (a common enuff practice, I later discovered), and as I was
camping they wouldn’t accept John Hall’s Tent, Just Down The Road From
Swanage (and that’s another story). Well, attempting to be my usual
reasonable self I said I’d phone in every day to see if they had a job for me.
(This was why they wanted an address, so that if a job came up where they
needed me immediately, like an important ditch to be dug or the civil service
having trouble with the alphabet again, they could call me instantly by
second-class post instead of having to send a flying wedge of Soc Sec heavies
scouring the Dorset countryside for me.) No, they said, rules is rules. Well,
says I in my usual falsetto but with these venomously sarcastic overtones you
understand, if the rules say that then the rules are fucking stupid.
Later, this approach was criticised by Ritchie Smith, who KNOWS A
GREAT DEAL. “Nor, yer wonker,” he said (meaning “That wasn’t the way
to do it, old chap”) but then I sort of lost the thread, so I still don’t know what
I did wrong.
Anyway, I had my four days off and they deducted twelve (12, XII for
my Italian reader) days money with, what I eventually discovered, is typically
bureaucratic logic. At this point I ventured to inform them that their rules
were on about the same level as those invented by three-year old kids so their
side always wins.
I regretted this later when the Social Security decided they owed me £30
back-dated Earnings Related benefit. (Earnings Related benefit is a system
whereby your standard of living drops by merely a preposterous amount
when you’re out of work). The unemployment people waited until I’d spent
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this in advance, then deducted £25, slapped my emaciated wrist and made me
stand for two hours in a queue between two malodorous, snot-encrusted old
men, until the plump little woman whose job it was to guide people to the end
of the longest queue, informed me that I had to be a malodorous, snotencrusted old man to be in that queue, so perhaps I could come back in a
week’s time.
Well, I need the money.
•••
Coming next issue: Peter Roberts (currently recovering from Colorado
Beetle) reviews Blazing Salads.
Another story of Captain Suture, doctor to the stars, and his zany sidekick,
Spurt, the sausage on a stick. This issue: Haemorrhoids on Uranus.
Also a great competition. The sender of the best joke about any dead SF
magazine editor will win a wax impression of John Brosnan’s cancer (now,
no longer an endangered species.) Get writing fans.

The Arts
Yet another dip into the great British cultural cesspit.
Pornography – The Truth!
Later incorporated into How Not to Be a Writer.
Recently, good ol’ Lang Jones put me on to the editor of some fairly dirty
magazines, good ol’ Mike. Now good ol’ Mike is a little unreliable, I was
informed.
“In what way?” I inquired.
“Oh, he doesn’t send you work. He doesn’t pay you. You know.”
Reassured concerning the standard of professional ethics I ventured to
phone Mike who said, “Who else have you done work for?”
“Er – er –,” I replied, struggling to remember my carefully constructed
lies. “Someone, but I can’t remember who.”
This seemed to convince him I was an honest enough cretin so he sent
me copies of two of his magazines, Lolita and Exposed. The first was for
people who like looking at pictures of 29 year old, stretch-marked women
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with the words “Fifteen years old” written underneath. The second was for
those among us who reckon that if they read a story where a naked, largebreasted girl walks into a room uninvited and proceeds to leap upon the
startled occupant with obvious (and graphically described) intentions, then it
might possibly happen to them someday. So they put the blade back in the
razor. (Actually, strange sticky fluids seeped rather unpleasantly through the
groinal coverings of both Brosnan and Pickersgill while they drooled over
Lolita, which did surprise me).
I was told that if I wrote some articles for the magazines and Mike
thought they were good he would buy them. If he thought they were bad, he
wouldn’t. This struck me as sound commercial sense from his point of view,
so, aware that I was working for an editorial genius, I laboured for several
hours on two articles.
Four thousand words later I was the proud owner of two disgusting
travesties of good of British pornography. One told about what occurs when
the protagonist meets a stranger in a pub who wants to strap his wife to a
table and demonstrate the singular advantages of Orgy Butter on certain
mutually beneficial occasions. (Result: wife no longer frigid, but back full of
splinters). The second article concerned gangs of schoolgirls girls who roam
the streets of big cities looking for sexual thrills. (Result: they find them).
After some time, there was no reply from Mike. I carefully constructed
another two thousand word epic and sent it off with a memory-jogging note.
My third venture into the field was about a girl who walked around London
with no knickers on and what happens when she sits on someone’s lap in a
bar. (Result: she ends up watching the latest Fellini, so you never can tell).
After some more time eagerly awaiting the huge cheque, I sent another
reminder, but not another story as I’d run a little short of euphemisms and a
lot short of ideas.
After even more time, Chris Priest says, “Why not phone him? Perhaps
he’s a phone-person, not a letter-person.”
This seemed fair enough advice, except that I’m a letter-person.
However, I did phone him and asked about the stories.
“Ah,” he says, “Two of them were Too Strong.”
“How do you mean?”
“Well, you know,” he said, faintly embarrassed, or perhaps merely
cautious in case I was a Responsible Society Vigilante or something. Well, I
didn’t know, but I let it pass.
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“What about the other one?” (That was the Lolita article.)
“Ah, my brother-in-law might buy it but he’s got pneumonia. He’s up to
his eyeballs in drugs and only half-conscious at the moment.”
“There’s probably more chance of him buying it now then,” I quipped
merrily, which didn’t go down very well as his brother-in-law was apparently
not a million miles from death’s door.
Despite myself, he said, “Why not come round and see me? You’re only
just down the road.”
I agreed and rushed about telling everyone that I was a big-name dirtystory writer etc etc, which no-one had believed before either. Suddenly I
remembered Malcolm Edwards’ disconcerting tales of pornographers’
offices. I saw horrifying visions of huge, Wagnerian women in simulated
leather panties, beating me about my naughty bits with wet jockstraps while a
blind cameraman rendered my writhing body immortal with his Brownie 45.
When I arrived at the seedy office building (after several courageous
drinks) I rushed up to the fourth floor via the executive rusty-stairs. That
floor was occupied solely by a large, green water tank, which made peculiar
rumbling noises as I approached. I was a little puzzled by this. I can’t deny it.
Later, after much searching and questioning, I arrived on the first floor
(I’m not a phone-person) and I met Mike who was sitting in front of what
looked like a T.V. set with a typewriter keyboard before it and a roll of cheap
toilet paper hanging front the side. On the screen were the words “– her
breath was hot on his legs as she reached eagerly towards his –” then I saw
Mike’s reflection glaring at me so I turned away casually, legs crossed, and
waited. Nearby was a filing cabinet. The drawers were marked: Exposed, Sex
Fantasy, Crotch Shots, Lolita, Church. Church?? I looked again. It was right.
I continued waiting, assuming a blase air of bewilderment and impatience.
In his office we discussed Sex.
“I’m tired of men with big penises”, he said.
Oh yes, I thought, crossing my legs again.
“The man in the street can’t relate to big penises. He needs something he
can grasp!” (honest, this is all true) “something within reach of his sense of
belief. I want stories with small penises, stories where the husband comes
home and beats his wife up when he catches her sleeping with the milkman,
instead of tossing himself off while he watches through the keyhole. I want
stories where the hero can’t get it up, where the women aren’t nymphos,
where black guys aren’t hung like elephants, where –”.
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He went on for some time. The sort of magazine which would result
from this seemed to be rather uninteresting. Anyway, sometime later he came
immediately to the point.
Did I think I could handle one of the daring exposes as told to the
fearless reporter by the lustful participants. If I could keep awake I might be
able to, I thought.
“Yes,” I said not wishing to sound eager. “But could you tell me how the
others were Too Strong so I know what to do?”
“Well, you know.”
“How about the one your brother-in-law might buy?”
“Ah, that was Too Strong as well,” he said, in a strange voice.
As a parting gift he gave me the latest Lolita and Exposed, both of which
had several pages blank. On the way out, the magazines resting casually in
my pocket, I heard a loud, shrill voice say, “OOH, Mary, he’s got some of
them books.”
The two women giggled past me as I struggled to push the pull door.
The magazines went up my pullover.
Arriving home I opened the Lolita and found a story, first of a series,
was about gangs of schoolgirls who roam the streets of big cities looking for
sexual thrills. This seemed familiar. I checked. The words had been changed
somewhat to protect the editor’s wallet, but enough similarities remained for
me to be certain. I was depressed, but the thought of the imminent work
cheered me up.
Now, several weeks later, disenchanted, I have still to receive this work.
Even my overdraft has given up hope. If you can’t trust someone who’s got
“Church” written on his filing cabinet, who can you trust?
•••

Feud For Thought, or some such clever title
John Brosnan has started yet another feud. Yes, True Rat can now reveal that
the recent duel of wit and varicose veins between the obnoxious Peter
Presdorf and the remnants of Ian Watson’s disgusting vasectomy was the
result of John’s endeavours. Mr Watson’s epidermis put up a good fight and
only appears to have lost through lack of varicose veins.
“I didn’t want to start it but I fell over,” said John.
Not to be outdone, Malcolm Edwards, less volatile and wearing glasses,
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became the prime-mover in the quip-to-the-death battle between Howard
Rosenblum and quite an old doughnut. Howard, after an hour of ferocious
repartee, eventually won by biting into the doughnut and choking, “Take that
you bloody cake.”
“Previous to that,” said Malcolm, who had started the affair by
comparing Howard unfavourably to a king-size Wimpy (none of which were
available), “the doughnut was ahead on points and Howard was a head on a
lump of fat.”
However, John, of course, had the last word, by becoming involved in
renegade human Roje Gilbert’s recent personal feud. All that trouble between
Mr Gilbert’s spotty buttocks was caused by John.
“I had a hand in it,” he told our bored reporter.
•••

Open Flie
by Nicholas Monster-rat
The truth about fandom – as revealed to our columnist in many confidential
discussions and letters.
••
John Hall is being evicted. He is to become a poet and move in with an
unmarried woman. He is annoyed at us printing this.
••
Robert Holdstock has rejected a story from his latest anthology subtitled
More Stories My Buddies Couldn’t Sell. The spurned tale, about intelligent
crabs, was rejected by Robert with the words, “I’ve got enough of my own.”
Robert’s cat is still alive.
••
Who is the mysterious third member of the Ratflat? Who will be doing
all the cooking and housework for Picky and Brozzer? Who will be dragged
off the streets to be turned into a cultured, sensuous member of the drunken
household and serve breakfast in bed? None other, Open Flie can now reveal,
than John “Pigmalion” Piggott, failed bank clerk. There are rumours that
another member will be – aaaaagh!
••
John “Tuffboots” Piggott has been offered a job in a baked bean factory.
This is no longer funny, but is true. It has no connection with his recent
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award from the Sun’s letter page of one pound for the sentence, “I find that
going bald has helped me make friends.”
••
Ritchie Smith is in big trouble. He said words just the other day which
resembled, “I wasn’t amused by what John Brosnan said about me in Big
Scab.” WOW. What’s Brozzer’s reaction to that?? Could it mean yet another
fude???? Gosh gosh gosh, I hope so!!!!!!! WOW.
••
Julia Stone is leaving home. She is to become a tax-payer and move in
with an unmarried man. (No relation). She has an IQ of 542891.
••
Ian Williams informs us that, as you all know, he has “got rid of that
female who was following (him) around throughout Tynecon”, and that
“Thom and Cath get the award of ‘most insipid couple of the year’”. Ian has
recently gone out with “three women in four days” and is setting up home
with a female cousin of Peter Presdorf. As Open Flie has only one Get Well
card we don’t know who should get it.
••
Graham Charnock says, “I used to like John Brosnan. But recently he
has become a nasty little sod.” Powerful stuff this!
••
Fred Hemmings knows someone better than you realise. See next issue’s
Open Flie.
Also, The Truth About Dave Rowe and Why No-one Cares; Things
Gerry Webb would Hit Me For If I Told You; No Further News About Peter
Roberts; Greg Pickersgill’s Good Underpants Guide; all in next year’s Open
Flie.
•••
Hmmm, looks it’s time for

The Letter Column
Simone Walsh, Armchair.
I have just retrieved my copy of TR2 from under the carpet and re-skimmed
it. It is funnier than I first thought if you don’t bother to read the real or mock
Coad or Charnock pieces (((don’t worry, I won’t))) both of which were drags.
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The you writing you (presumably) bits are marvellous. I still re-read TR1.
That is my all-time favourite fanzine). (((Now that’s what I like to hear.)))
I feel so inhibited writing to you lot, I feel this will get passed around,
mocked etc. Most of the letters I ever write I put in envelopes (seems like a
good idea) and carry them around for a million years to allow me to change
my mind about posting them. When I actually do post a letter of this type I
then have to fight the urge (and who doesn’t) to either wait at the box and beg
the posty to let me have it back or to drop a flaming match into it. (I once
posted a rhubarb leaf into a letter box. I wonder why I did that. It seemed like
a good idea then. I was only about 35 at the time.)
That poem attributed to Brosnan was pretty revolting. I wish I didn’t
laugh at it. Please keep sending me TRs. I’m your biggest fan, tho’ I’m trying
to slim.
(((This is a real letter. All these are real letters. Who’s going to believe
me after that.)))
Peter Weston, Throne
I liked the front cover and I thought the layout was good and I enjoyed the
convention report and your sexploits were funny and it was the best fanzine
to come through my letterbox since Friday.
Uncle Peter
P.S. Did I really write that letter, or any part of it, in True Rat 2? I don’t have
any conscious memory of doing so but that doesn’t mean so much these days
as the now-famous memory continues on its path to disintegration. Certainly
the letter seemed to be in my slightly pompous style, and it said the sort of
things I vaguely remember thinking about your first issue, but you’re such a
liar I don’t know what to think.... I’m sure the whole of fandom will think the
Loc is from me, anyway, even if it wasn’t. Eileen has just been reading the
fnz and she thought the letter was from me. (She enjoyed True Rat really and
thought it was very funny. She asked me if your name was really Leroy
Kettle).
(((This impudent manner seems to run in your family Weston.)))
The Con Report certainly is a fabrication, but you again make me stop
and think (((an achievement all in itself))). You know, there’s an element of
truth in all the scurrilous things in True Rat. And that’s maybe why you will
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make it as a Big Time Writer, because you manage to capture the essence of
the subject you’re parodying.
Sorry to come on all serious, and I didn’t mean to be nasty and
incredulous about the idea of you giving up your job to be a writer. I was
similarly astonished ten years or so ago when Chris Priest gave up
accountancy for writing (((hands up anyone who noticed))) and it’s because
I’m basically such a cautious type that I’d never dare risk any bold step like
that.... As I said to you, writing may make a little jam on the side but I need a
job to earn the crusts. (Mind you, Responsibility is a great thing. You wait
until you have a Building Society to support). (((Yeah, well, never I hope.
Instead of living in an atmosphere of industry and persistence, I’m living in a
haze of undue optimism only hitting reality on Wednesdays when it’s Hate
on the Dole. And I’ve got the nerve to complain. For christ’s sake talk some
sense into me at Novacon Uncle Peter.)))
I repeat once again that I don’t know why you keep on about your big
nose. It isn’t really noticeably big, not when compared to mine. (((But is
yours a legend in its own time?)))
I thought this issue was far better than the first. Of course, it’s still not
quite as good as one of Greg’s fanzines....
I’ve got to stop that. (((Too bloody true))). After wrongly attributing
everything in Fouler to you for all those years and thus helping to destroy
Greg’s already feeble self-confidence, I have been doing almost anything
(((so I’ve heard))) to bolster his tottering ego and you’ve suffered in
consequence. I mean it was a rotten thing to do to you at Tynecon when I
upset you so badly by inventing a comment from a non-existent fan, purely to
cheer up Pickers. I’ve been feeling guilty about that ever since. Sorry. (((It’s
not every year when the real Peter Weston and the real Brian Aldiss
apologise to one for things not remembered. There must be a way of making
money out of this.)))
Your account of college days was great fun and I look forward to further
revelations. (((Next issue, good ol’ Pete.)))
I can’t think of anything else to say except that True Rat 2 made Vernon
smile (a frightening sight).
Brian Aldiss, Bed
Dear Rob,
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I think I saw you at the Tynecon. You’re the little creep with the glasses
and a big nose, aren’t you? Yes, I thought so. Anyway, if I didn’t see you,
I’m sure you must have seen me. I’m Brian Aldiss and I’m famous. If I didn’t
see you it was probably because I tend not to see insignificant little twerps
like you, because I’m so busy being interviewed by the press, television, etc,
or else looking down the cleavage of ladies considerably younger than me.
Not that I’m old.... I don’t want to give you that impression. I’m just
comfortable, thank you very much. And it’s not true that I only go for ladies
who throw themselves at me because I’m famous and intellectual, it’s just
that I generally find they’re better in bed, more sympatico.... I say, I hope you
don’t mind my engaging frankness, it’s just that most of the young ladies I
know say that it’s one of my most attractive features along with my grey hair
and the dimple in my forehead.
Anyway, Ron, a friend of mine, whose name slips my memory for the
moment, showed me your fanzine Tree Rot Too (an original title) and
although I don’t normally write to such shoddy crudzines, another friend,
whose name is on the tip of my tongue, pointed out that it might do my image
good if I affected an interest in the, shall we say underprivileged, sector of
fandom.
This same friend (or was it another one?) also told me you had some
crazy notion of going freelance and trying; to earn a living writing. I wonder
if you’d permit me to speak from my experience and give you a little advice,
old-time-pro to aspiring young neo as it were. My experience has shown me
that cretins like you who set up in competition with big names like me
invariably get their thumbs broken and their shift-lock key forced up their
nasal septum. I hope you’ll take this advice in the spirit in which it was given.
Anyway, Roj, come up and say hello next time you see me (just you try
it, you slimy little bugger!)
By the way, I think I recognize the tit on the front cover of Tree Rot
Too. I think it belongs to a young lady friend of mine whose name just
escapes me for the moment......
(((This particular Brian Aldiss appears to be married to Pat Charnock.
He is in the habit of signing Mr Aldiss’ name to toilet walls and suchlike. The
real Mr Aldiss is unamused.)))
John Piggott, Commode
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Well, squire, True Rat. By virtue of my having had no letter (bogus or
otherwise) printed in your second issue I am already fandom’s Golden Boy
(((you always were))) of 1974 (piss off Malcolm) so I’m sure you wouldn’t
want to miss out this time. Briefly, I only dug the bits that were concerned
with fandom and hated the other parts: your amorous adventures at Coventry
U. were as boring to me as they must have been to you when they happened.
(((Fucking heathen. Anyway how dare you contradict Peter Weston.))) The
“Rich Coad” piece on comics was irrelevant. Stick to fandom, Roy baby, it’s
what we both have in common and what you write best about. Best pieces
were your imitation of a Weston letter (((see my second attempt above)))
(which honestly had me fooled for whole seconds) and the photos on the
front cover, especially the “he owes everything to me!” comment. That’s
really Greg and these two bits proved once and for all that you have a
formidable talent for observation and characterisation (a word I use instead of
“imitation” which frankly seems inadequate in this instance). (((You sarcastic
sod, Piggott. I shall now reveal that you have a morbid fear of having your
balls shot off, and sod the consequences you threatened if I told anyone.)))
I hope and believe that these short comments will be echoed by many
others. This sort of thing is what can put True Rat right up there with the
classic fanzines of yore: Viridiana, Ruffcut, even Sick Elephant. Love you.
(((Don’t love you. Novacon will be very short for Piggy.)))
WAHF:
Rob Jackson, who wonders why I don’t write more often about Dutch Elm
disease.
Dave Rowe, who thought it was part of a Rompa mailing, says it was
esoteric and calls me an idoit (sic).
Peter Presdorf, who says it takes the pip, and still lives in South
Reddish.
Andrew Stephenson, who larfed at it and wants lots more mentions. He
wants proof that I hate him. (I hate you, Andrew.)
Ian Williams, who wants to know what happened to Ritblat.
Rich Coad, who still spells prove with two “o”s. But he’s American and
reality doesn’t have quite the same effect on them.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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+ THE END OF THE LETTER COLUMN +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Do not type outside this frame – a sort of
editorial
As anyone can tell you I’m not an expert at overcoming adverse criticism,
especially from people I think know a little about what they’re screaming
pertinent abuse at. So when Greg poured shit quite liberally over the last
issue, but with a certain justification, I flung a whole pile of True Rats into a
corner never to send them out. I’ve got an unhealthy respect for Greg’s
fanzine reviews (verbal or otherwise) and for some time I let his total lack of
enthusiasm for Rat 2 overcome the few encouraging comments from other
people who received copies. He said the comics article was rubbish (true
enuff) and that everything, in fact, was awful except for Bloody Women and
that was marred by my inability to put something together without an attempt
to make it funny.
When I came to think about what he had said I remembered that there
were things in Rat which he had not disliked by any means prior to their
appearance. I couldn’t really understand this, except that their combination
with other pieces might have been detractive. If I could do that issue again,
all I would change would be to substitute a Ratfan Recollection for the
Comics article. I think that would have made a lot of difference with Greg as
well despite the validity of his other comments. Like anyone, he enjoys
reading about himself, and when he can’t trust a buddy to write about him,
and in the process do the kind of article he thinks that buddy can do best,
well, it’s not a good thing. Greg reckons he still has a lot of catching up to do
in the undying fame market. Or that’s the impression I get, and with good
reason.
Back in the fun-packed days of early Foulers, all I had to do for undying
fame was to send Greg a letter. He would then use one line from it, write
another ten pages, drag up some strange gems from the Fouler File and
racked with brewer’s droop, he would crank, away until enough copies were
heaped before him for even Ethel Lindsay to get one. My name would be
inserted generously, if undeservedly, on the contents page in an editorial
capacity (which editing consisted of my nodding wisely after I got the
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completed issue) and within seconds Peter Weston would slap me on the
back congratulating me for my fanzine reviews.
Sad to say, but those times of instant unearned fame are mostly gone for
me. As soon as Greg moved to London, and astonished Graham Charnock (at
least) by existing, the truth was out. I was but a puppet in the master’s hands.
Soon, Peter Weston became Greg’s No.1 fan, poured adulation on him in
writing, muttered kindly about him when he wasn’t around, and when he was,
still slapped me on the back and said he thought my fanzine reviews were
great.
But even so the memory of all that hard work in Haverfordwest, while I
was being wined and dined by the cream of London fandom, is still present
for Greg. I felt the very least I could do was to mention his name. Greg
Pickersgill.
Anyway, after Fouler got becalmed on the sea of apathy (Creative
Writing School, Lesson Three) I was left with nothing except idle dreams of
sharing in the rewards of the recently suggested conglomerate fanzine. Terms
like “group-participation”, “coeditors”, “democratic principles”, “no
boogaloo”, and simply “no” were shouted around until everyone went home
in despair. But all this is well-known.
Meanwhile, the insidious Robert Holdstock had slipped out his (wait for
it) Macrocosm, Brosnan had poured his entire creative ability into four sides
of inventive gossip, Greg had put out a good but apparently personally
unsatisfactory Fouler, and John Hall became a best-selling poet, a drag-racer,
a top-industrialist, editor of a multitude of fanzines and fell out of bed.
What really forced True Rat on me was the feeling that if this anaemic,
unstable and disparate Bloomsbury group of fandom should get anything
from these efforts (such as groupies at cons) I might well get left out. (“Who,
him? The kid with the big nose and glasses. He just hangs around us. Nothing
worth calling the vigilantes for. Do that again baby and forget him”.) Yes,
this pointed to future tragedies too Pickersgillian to think about. So I stole
back all the material I could from Greg’s Fouler File, “pending” section
(“pending” meant “awaiting complete editorial overhaul” but unfortunately I
ignored that) and practised making holes in stencils.
I was determined for various immature (but later justified) reasons to get
Rat together before anyone read it. This meant duplicating it while Pickersgill
and Brosnan were not around offering unwanted advice such as, “Try turning
the handle” and “Now try turning it the right way”. So I went to Brosnan’s
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during a weekday.
It took me half an hour to get in using the stupid key I’d been given,
which seemed to require the prowess of a safecracker to manipulate it
successfully. Then another half an hour to take the lid off the duplicator and
get the drum revolving. Without mishap I inked it and started work.
Somehow I had a preconceived and totally wrong idea of the optimum speed
required to get thinks moving properly. And this even though I had seen Greg
doing it while I lay on the bed offering such sound advice as “Try turning the
handle” etc. But now it wasn’t so easy.
Almost every time I turned the handle about five sheets shot through,
each bearing a part of the first page. Then one damp sheet would leave an
imprint on the stencil which would appear as a displaced fainter version on
any otherwise perfect pages which happened to slip through. Occasionally a
huge lump of paper would get so stuck as to make the machine inoperable.
I ruffled the pages to loosen them. (I’d seen the master do this). I
separated them one by one. I even stuck used sheets between unused ones to
reduce friction which resulted in lots of wasted time and ink and the
discovery that the laws of physics don’t change to accommodate fanzine
editors. I kicked the whole bloody set-up several times. But I still persisted in
turning the handle at my own special rate. Like this I contrived to produce
100 barely usable sheets from a ream. Then Greg came home, and after
falling about laffing for some time he had everything finished in a matter of
minutes. All very nice too (except one page was upside down which he said
was my fault as I’d done the other side the wrong way up in the first place).
At this point I realised I had forgotten a front cover (as John’s sniggering
bubbled thru the Guinness like farts in bath-water). The only available space
was, of course, at the back. Not all anarchy is deliberate.
The response was magnificent. Four letters of comment and a request
for copies to be sent to Italy by someone who must be a friend of Peter
Roberts or a hoax, or more likely both. Could this really be the fanzine that
Greg, with true buddiness, had said would make my name in fandom?
Admittedly, good reviews in Magic Pudding and Ritblat, and a withering
little sentence in Checkpoint were sort of helpful, as would have been Ethel
Lindsay’s review if the copy of Haverings she doubtless sent me hadn’t got
lost in the post.
The most prevalent criticism was that there was nothing of any
immediacy in the issue, and second that there were too many Ratfan
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Recollections. I decided to do something sensible about it, but fannish
momentum being what it is I did something entirely different which resulted
in the somewhat unsatisfactory Rat Two. Greg shook his head in despair and
shouted at me as recorded above. He knows I haven’t really got much idea of
how to edit my own material, but at least this way it does appear. (Tho’ if
that’s a good thing or not ....) Still, it is all mine which is what I want, selfaggrandizement or no. If I can improve a bit in layout (which isn’t just
decorative typography, Kettle) and choice of material, I might even end up
with something which will please me, Greg, Piggy, Little Mal and maybe my
hopeful Italian. Perhaps it’ll be True Rat.
(All together now: Aaaaaaaah. Poor feller.)
•••

GRONK
Ritchie Smith, as revealed in Big Scab, got drunk recently and hurt a toilet in
a public house. He had to be taken home. The next morning, disbelieving the
stories being told about the previous night he had to be shown the various
new holes in his body, the blood-soaked, ex-white coat and jeans, and the
huge pool of vomit surrounding his bed.
“Never again,” he said, several times.
Some weeks later I was, awoken at one in the morning by a telephone
call from Hackney Police Station, Did I know a Mr Ritchie Smith who had
just been arrested for being drunk and smashing up a toilet in a public house.
I did know him, sad to say). Ritchie’s northern friend who went to the station
with me as a character witness said to the sergeant,
“He’s always doing it, beating people up, smashing things in.”
Ritchie received a £17 fine (including costs).
“Never again,” he said.
Ritchie was a civil servant.
••
I am informed that Gerald Bishop is the Chief Dietician for an
organisation which is preparing to save one third of England’s population
from some unspecified disaster which will occur in the next ten years. Having
worked on his task for “eighteen hours a day for the last year” Gerald (or
Gerbish as he is known in Government circles) has found the perfect saving
diet. Water and salted peanuts. I can only hope I am in the lucky two thirds
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who don’t make it.
••
Gerry Webb wants everyone to save all their old Coke cans as the
backers for his starship project have withdrawn support before the hull was
finished. When asked where to send the cans, Gerry replied, “Zoom,
zoomzoomzoom, zoom.” He is very big.
••
Greg Pickersgill has decided that Hyphen will win this year’s Nova
award. “Me and Jhim have it all sussed out.” When it was pointed out that
Hyphen is no longer published Greg said, “Oh,” and smiled knowingly to
himself.
••
For those many of you who were unamused at last issue’s comics article,
here is a real 1940’s hero, (courtesy Steranko’s history): The Red Bee. He
was a normal man who kept a bee called Michael in his belt which buzzed
around and distracted thugs so its boss could zap them. The Red Bee lasted
very few issues.
••
I wish I could stencil properly. Wot a mess.
This issue has been produced by a million monkeys.
You have received this issue even though there isn’t a list of extremely
funny reasons why.
True Rat Four available for all the usual reasons. Unless you have a
particularly good excuse you’ll get a copy.
Wow, finished at last. Now there’s the Charnox party to come.
All go, this fannish life. Novacon the week after, then Broadmoor....
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from
leroy kettle,
74 eleanor road,
london, e.8.

light blue paper and retire

dupe: peter roberts

paranoia is all very well, but you
shouldn’t let it go to your head.

if washing your hands in fairy liquid
makes them go soft, think what
happened to john hall after two years
of washing his head in it.

volume 2 no.9
1975
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5. True Rat Four/Five
Is it a turd? Is it a pain? Yes, it’s TRUE RAT FOUR. Buy now, pay later.
£££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
£ ASTONISHING ALL-CHEAP ISSUE £
£££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££

New Readers Start Here:
TRUE RAT, a gallant fanzine with a great history of failure behind it, has not
been seen for many a moon. A mysterious and lazy entity, known as the
EDITOR, may well have some connection with this, but also involved is a
hideous gang of misers, the SOCIAL SECURITY. TRUE RAT is in
desperate need of FINANCE, the magic key to everything. However, the
EDITOR has found that a lack of commercial success had come between him
and FINANCE, which unfortunate circumstance has arisen because the
EDITOR is badly in need of TALENT, an everyday object mysteriously
missing from the EDITOR’s fabled collection of abilities. The EDITOR
therefore turned, unwittingly, to the evil SOCIAL SECURITY in their dull
white palace reeking of disinfectant and old used bodies. This fiendish gang
promised the naive EDITOR that they would allow him use of their own
magic key, the WEAKLY GIROCHEQUE, if he would sell them his soul,
which he did with no hesitation whatsoever. Unfortunately, when this magic
key arrived and the EDITOR decided to use it to release TRUE RAT for the
benefit of mankind, it turned out to be a withered little thing, hardly enough
to sustain the EDITOR through its magic let alone release TRUE RAT. So
TRUE RAT is still locked in the dungeon in Castle Lazy of the EDITOR,
ostensibly awaiting the arrival of FINANCE before it can spread its message
to the world. The EDITOR, meanwhile, has had forced upon him a vast
quantity of the anti-action drug ALCOHOL, which, in the belief it has
beneficial qualities, he is taking with increasing regularity, He was last seen
lying face down in a gutter, somewhere in the land of Deep Depression. The
SOCIAL SECURITY, laughing wickedly, and unknown to the EDITOR,
have further reduced the magic of the WEAKLY GIROCHEQUE so that it is
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very unlikely to be of any help.
What is the EDITOR to do?
Will the vile amorphous beast PLEASURE remove even the remaining
vestiges of magic from the WEAKLY GIROCHEQUE?
Will FINANCE suddenly appear in the guise of an incompetent
professional editor with much MONEY?
Will SOCIAL SECURITY realise what is happening and send round
their cruel and relentless monster, MENWITHBIGSTICKS?
Who knows?
Who cares?
Now read on ...............
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from:
leroy kettle,
74 eleanor road,
london e.8.

is it true that peter nicholls has to
fasten his belt using a mirror?

what do you mean, that was rude? i
don’t even understand it.

gestetner boss: peter roberts
frog sandwiches: pierre dubois
joke endings: peter out

all material copyright: brentford
nylons, 1962

octavo and sixmo end here
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well, that’s it then, do i get my award
now?
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True Rat Five
Published with True Rat Four, the two stapled together as a single
issue.
There are some things man is not meant to know. They are all in
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A Convention Report
[Novacon 4]
“At this speed, we won’t feel anything,” mumbled Greg around his thumb as
he crouched, shivering, on the back seat next to me.
We were going all of thirty. Greg is motorphobic.
But soon he cheered up as Rob and Sheila Holdstock began one of their
traditional travelling conversations.
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“I don’t know where we are. You’re the driver.” “If you’d given me
some advice when I asked for it instead of messing around ...” “Look, I don’t
know where we are. You’re the driver. Women!” Robert glances over his
shoulder with pitying expression. “I’m sick and tired of your bloody
chauvinistic attitudes, Holdstock.” “Tell her I don’t know where we are.
She’s the driver.”
Tactful backseat chorus: “Dumdy dum. La la la. Whistle whistle.”
Looking out of the window. Nice scenery.
The wealth of one-way signs in Birmingham was the next cause of
marital disharmony, coupled with the fact that the car-park we were looking
for appeared to be more mobile than the car. However, eventually we reached
it and, as coincidence would have things, parked next to another fannish
vehicle – Simone Walsh’s, with her Beano in the back.
In the hotel, the usual dregs of fandom hovered around struggling to
remember the names of some people and forget the names of most. Chris
appeared (having bravely driven herself from Keele) and was grateful for the
interruption which gave her an excuse to leave the strange fat man who was
fascinated by the idea of the convention and kept asking her if she had a
“message for the future”. She hadn’t.
Then I had to hump her cases from some far away left-luggage hole
while everyone else was having fun. No tip, either.
A few drinks came next, followed by a bit of Pete Weston’s TAFF
speech, of which the highlight was Rog Peyton contriving to melt the first
slide into a blob of black plastic and then larfing loudly about it.
The meal we tried to get was about as successful with Greg leading a
gang of us away from the hotel to the famous Greyhound Bus Station
Chinese Wimpy which had been made into a boot shop since the previous
year. John Lowe (what a little name-dropper I am) found his idea of a cheap
Indian restaurant, but thankfully Sheila had the guts to walk out after seeing
the menu and we all followed sheepishly. Back in the hotel we all ate
omelettes and moaned. The convention was beginning to feel right.
The rest of the evening was fairly devoid of sparkle and flashing wit,
and by the time John Brosnan did turn up we were all in bed.
The next day followed right on in there. Some amusing little cartoons
were shown, including a rarely seen Telegoons episode in which they flew
the Albert Memorial to the moon. Peter Roberts soon pointed out that it was
impossible. Just under this film in the programme booklet was a line with two
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mistakes in it. One was the advertising of something called Star Trek
Bloppers. The other (assuming the first was what I thought it was) called it
“this ever-popular item”. That’s debatable, I suppose. I think it’s a mistake.
Down in the bar we were visited by Howard Rosenblum, who checked
the depth of head on his bitter with all the persistence of a Weights and
Measures Inspector. He complained and left. The barman gave him a pitying
look. “Maybe next year he’ll bring a ruler,” he said.
“Or an owner of some sorts.” muttered John Lowe.
Later that day we ate again. Peter Roberts would not try the vegetarian
pâté de foie gras although it had been made from a goose which had never
eaten meat. That was after all the trouble we went to finding the most distant
restaurant ever, after following Andrew Stephenson’s numerous shortcuts.
When we got there Brosnan found his curry was too hot so Greg got to eat it
free. As Greg had ordered it, Brosnan was a little suspicious. And hungry.
Also, he’d got a hangnail on his big toe and was cold. His tonsils were
playing up as well. He moaned quite a lot. Brosnan is not a well lad.
That evening, the fancy dress turned out to be quite a laff. Beforehand,
the silly committee had given everyone a bit of paper on which to write
things which were never explained with pencils which were never distributed.
Perhaps they asked us to describe Brian Burgess in his cute little jockstrap
without moving our hands or anything else. He went as a character from
Glory Road. Robert Heinlein must have turned in his grave. (It was never any
use to him, anyway.)
Various silly people went as various silly things, mainly involving old
knickers and gold foil. Best idea was Little Malcolm’s that Brosnan should
cut off his nose and go as A Cure For Cancer.
Josephine Saxton, not specially clad but in a pleasant state of undress
anyway, swayed up the aisle announcing that she was from Robert
Sheckley’s story “Can U Feel Anything When I Do This?”. Immediately, she
threw herself upon Brian Parker who was sitting in that area. Their lips
touched with an mild explosive sound. Peter Roberts, in the seat next to
Brian, slowly slid to the floor. He looked in my direction with an expression
of horror on his face. “That could have been me,” he said.
By this time, most people had realised that they didn’t understand why
they were holding bits of paper, and when Malcolm Edwards (chairman of
Seacon) made a paper aeroplane and we had a competition, everyone else
joined in. Something approaching total confusion occurred with aeroplanes
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thick in the air, and the committee thick on the platform struggling to stop
people from enjoying themselves so that the blank pieces of paper could be
marked to find the winner. Brian Burgess chose that moment to return
wearing a long grey coat. To a loud and remarkably harmonious chant of
“Off. Off.” he proceeded to display his godlike form to view once more.
Eileen Weston rushed from the room clutching the older and more
impressionable of her children. Brian has a lot to answer for.
The judging followed, which resulted in the committee winning all the
prizes.
Afterwards it was party time.
“Your husband,” complained Peter Nicholls bitterly to Sheila Holdstock
when she was on her own, “is never more than six inches away from you.”
A bearded head popped around the corner. “Hello,” said Rob.
Peter Nicholls sighed and wandered off.
Actually, it turned out that Peter had paid Josephine Saxton £5 to seduce
Rob thereby giving Peter time to make his evil bid for Sheila’s affections.
However, Josephine was several degrees proof by then and forgot. Rob was
free to return home, a lucky man. (This was printed without permission and
with definite malice aforethought, egged on by Greg Pickersgill and Malcolm
Edwards.)
Greg and Peter Weston, self-confessed top British fans, sat at the end of
a drunken corridor waiting for the fannish crowds to congregate around them
when they would congratulate themselves and move to another spot waiting
for the fannish crowds ... Greg eventually left this vast source of egoboo and
disappeared. Peter (Mr Evil) Weston collected together a bunch of drunken
henchmen and gathered them outside Greg’s room where they chanted “In
Out In Out” and similar witty things, but to no avail. (Later it was discovered
that, in fact, Peter had been remarkably accurate in his estimation of Greg’s
timing, which makes you wonder about the two of them as they wait at the
end of corridors for fannish crowds ...) Anyway, Weston and his gang then
followed Chris Priest and lady friend but once more there was no response.
Finally, someone noticed Peter Roberts and John Piggott wandering into a
room. The gang staggered forwards and began their chant. The door burst
open. “Oh, piss off you bloody cretins,” shouted Peter Roberts. Mr Roberts
and Mr Weston are running the 1979 Worldcon together.
Overheard in a room party where naughty substances were about to be
indulged in.
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“Someone get the dope out.”
“Presford, leave the room.”
Who did Robert Holdstock show his naked chest to? Who indeed? None
other than – aaargh. On to next day then, typing with one hand.
Chris and I awoke to some idiot shouting, “This one doesn’t want to be
disturbed.”
As it was a single room, I sneaked out, but before Chris could leave a
member of staff came up. “How many of you are there in this room?” he
asked.
“Oh, just me,” she replied, with amazing quick-wittedness. “But we’ll
be gone soon.”
Breakfast was a slow affair, and, true to tradition, not very good. One of
the good ladies serving approached Greg who was swallowing kippers at the
time. She wanted to know his room number so that she could add money to
his bill.
“This is discrimination,” he said. “It’s only because I’ve got long hair
and I’m not quite as tidy and clean as some people that you’re charging me
more.”
He went on and on.
The woman looked at him for a while, eyes wide. Then she spoke.
“Kippers,” she said, “is extra.”
Later in the day, Ian Williams arrived.
“You’ve missed the best part of the con,” he was told.
“Why? what happened?” he asked.
“You weren’t there.”
Eventually Ian made his way to the book room where he commenced
selling his entire collection of science fiction to finance divorce proceedings
for the girl of his dreams who has since left him. There’s a moral in there
somewhere.
To conclude this unfeeling and harsh section on Ian Williams, the
following exchange was heard:
Fan, on seeing one of Ian’s big boots sticking out from under a table.
“Look, Ian’s got a seven inch heel.”
Other fan, “Yes, inside his shoes.”
A reporter found an eager interrogee in Rob Holdstock. Rob, who
thought the fellow was from a provincial newspaper, was making disparaging
remarks about Ratfandom, conventions, professional writers etc. Then
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Malcolm Edwards pointed out the big badge which said, “I am from the
Observer”. Immediately, Rob informed the reporter that he was an up and
coming pro (that’s Holdstock, H.O.L.D.S.T.O.C.K.) and that he, with well,
perhaps one or two others, was running the next convention, and that ...
When the report actually appeared, everything Rob said was in it, but
credited to Malcolm Edwards. Now there’s a moral for you.
The bar was getting quite full by then. Bob Rickard, small economy size
bag of fun, produced a book which showed that the Earth had an 800 mile
diameter hole at the north pole but people are keeping it quiet. Bob knows
lots of things like that. He and Peter Roberts have esoterica competitions.
Bob then produced a bit of paper, for some reason which escapes me, on
which was written “Fly posting is illegal”. Malcolm Edwards, taking off a
few seconds from spilling Carlsberg Special down his leg, said, “Then you
can forget the ZIP code.” This was Malcolm’s second joke of the evening.
The first one concerned W.E. Johns’ famous SF epic, Biggles and the Giant
Algae from Outer Space, but I can’t remember the joke itself.
All this time Jan Howard (pissed as a newt) Finder was chatting up
Simone Walsh with such gems as, “From a writing point of view it was well
written,” and “I can’t remember much about it, but it was fucking good.”
I decided to visit the toilet then and who should be there but Peter
Nicholls, pissing away happily. I wandered out, leaving him to set emergency
sewer control procedures into action. I pointed out to the local John Brosnan
that Peter pissing did not sound unlike twenty baths running together. John,
tactful as ever, immediately repeated this to his Australian buddy who laffed
merrily as his fist sought my face.
Brosnan then wandered off to the toilet himself and came back ages
later. “God,” he said. “Don’t go up there. I exploded.”
It appeared that he was the unlucky recipient of germs which produced
the repugnant Black Shits. This manifested itself as an intestinal malfunction
of great and evil magnitude, resulting in a dismaying quantity of revolting
faecal material being deposited in an incredibly short time. Harry Harrison,
says John, was one of the unluckier poorlies being some distance from a
handy receptacle during a mild attack. All in all John spread his disease to
about a third of the members of the con. He is always the first to admit that
cons take a lot out of him.
Some little while later, John, relating his exploding Ratfan anecdote to
another male member of the party, said proudly, “Have you heard about my
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diarrhoea yet?”
Sheila, always ready for some juicy gossip, said, “No. I haven’t heard
about it.”
Brosnan, gallantly embarrassed said. “It wasn’t meant for your ears.”
“There are better places,” replied Mrs Holdstock, wrinkling her nose in
disgust, while Andrew Stephenson (on whom the News of the World will
shortly be calling) stroked her naked feet, watched closely by John Jarrold
who wanted his 10%.
Sheila, by this time slightly off-sober, said to me, “If you buy me a
bacardi I’ll do that thing you were on about. Began with a T.”
“Troilism,” I said hopefully.
“Yes,” she said, sipping the bacardi. “What is it?”
I explained and drank the rest of the bacardi myself.
Slowly people left the bar, sometimes encouraged by filk-singing,
sometimes through the unfannish habit of tiredness. Some few of us played
on what was left of the bar billiards table after the Shorrocks’ kids had been
using it.
Malcolm, whom I knew I could beat as he was staggering around drunk,
beat me several times. Is there really nothing he isn’t good at? Creep.
Robert walked in clutching a sheet of green shield stamps he had got
somewhere.
“Hello,” said some notable moron, “Sheila’s giving stamps,” and was
promptly thumped. In fact, he might get thumped again for printing this.
“Mr G,” said someone, naming a reasonably well-known fan, “can’t
come because he’s having trouble with his wife.”
“What’s wrong,” quipped Malcolm Edwards. “Won’t she start first
time?”
Later on in the evening, after someone had demonstrated the advantages
of knowing how to work untended pressure pumps at the bar (from which
shameful deed I gained some beer and really felt very sorry about it later.
Things like that get fans a bad name etc etc), John Brosnan discovered that he
no longer had a room key in his little pocket (in the leather coat which I’m
not supposed to mention used to be mine).
“All right,” he said, “which silly cretin took it.”
Peter (Hercule) Roberts then took over. “I have gathered you all
together,” he said, in a French accent, “because one of you is guilty. Before
this evening is through I shall name the one who stole the key.”
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He proceeded to interrogate his Guinness bottle and fall over.
John searched his pockets (his own pockets) once more. He discovered
that another silly cretin (or, more probably, the same one) had squirted soda
water into them. This struck almost everyone as highly amusing as the
wettest pocket also had in it John’s supply of yeast tablets which were
foaming and expanding and almost conquered the world before he found his
key lying in the corridor. He rushed upstairs to sulk.
All this time I had been writing down lots of uninteresting things that
people had said and done. Several times this had been noticed. Some fans
were getting tired of it, not unreasonably. However I was determined to
continue. Suddenly, there was an outburst of intense and incomprehensible
Flemishness from some Belgian fans.
Sheila Holdstock looked at me. “Write that down,” she said
triumphantly.
All too soon it was time to leave. We had only stayed on the Sunday
because we believed Peter Weston was going to have a party. He didn’t, but
we had a good time anyway. An excellent con all round, despite the
impression given above. Good programme as well. It was with the usual
sadness, and a little more, that we left to return home, going several miles in
the wrong direction out of Birmingham. We had to return, ironically, as
though we were just coming into the city. As we ate stale buns, listened to
Greg dying on the back seat and ran out of petrol, we knew things could only
get worse. Until the next convention.
•••
Do you remember Charnox of the Gods? The incontrovertible evidence that
small humanoid creatures have been known to live inside women, and
eventually to leave them from a southerly exit to become what we call
babies? That these “babies” are, in fact, an alien invasion which began
thousands of years ago?
Of course you remember.
Now you must read Was God a Poof?
Why is there no Mrs God?
Is it just a coincidence that all the angels are male and have names like
Gabriel, Jeremy and Keith?
Was the immaculate conception merely proof that there was no in at the
womb – or is there more to it?
Was God A Poof? provides all the questions and none of the answers.
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Open Flie
by Martian Worker – more fannish revelations.
The recent party at 4 Lothair Road was a questionable success. Police called
at twelve o’clock to complain about the noise (which had gone unnoticed
inside the house). Malcolm Edwards cut himself and was sick. The host
locked himself in his bedroom. The music finally broke down. Half the party
left, complaining that the other half were too old and square, Gerry Webb
twirled his bow-tie and said, “What do they mean?”
••
John Hall (yawn) and Julia Stone are (yawn) now (yawn) ....
••
At last, yes, finally, Rob Holdstock has had an offer for his novel So
Many Readers It’s Falling To Bits. Robert Hale and Rob’s agents Tenper,
Cent and Moore, have agreed on a sum of £100. Rob is still struggling to find
the money.
••
Ritchie Smith, recently run over by a van, has completely recovered
except for his leg. “London has got me down once too often,” he said,
according to my dictionary. He will soon be returning North with an
undisclosed three-figure sum in his savings account. With it he intends to buy
the poorer half of Newcastle, several women of ill-repute, a fleet of cars and
still have change from sixpence. He is reputed to be lending some poor
unsuspecting creep £50 so that he can go to the convention. Watch out for his
interest rates, suckers
••
Peter Presdorf, Manchester fandom’s answer to a lobotomised maggot,
has recently taken it upon himself to become Gray Boak’s daddy. He wrote to
me complaining at length, and somewhat bitterly, that I hadn’t answered
Gray’s letter about the proposed Blackpool fancon. As Gray never sent me a
letter this is not surprising, Though I’m not really in much of a position to
criticise, I reckon that someone with such a mastery of uninformed
guesswork and semi-illiteracy should make a good chairman for the MaD
con.
••
News from the civil service:–
John Piggott’s tiresome on-off job saga has finally reached a conclusion.
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It’s a big YES to Piggy coming to London as a guest of the civil service. He
already has his own biro, desk-chain, and key to the toilet paper and, if he can
pass one final test – putting an X at the bottom of a sheet of paper – he will
get the diploma entitling him to drink tea all day at the taxpayers’ expense.
Greg Pickersgill, meanwhile, has been promoted to teaching Indians the
alphabet up to D, and looking after some empty cardboard boxes. It is hoped
that the additional strain will not mean he has to curtail his fannish activities.
Ian Maule is currently Mr Big of the pornography section of Customs
and Excise at the port Of London Authority. He has been seen walking
around in a daze mumbling, “Lotsa tits. Lotsa bums.” Mr Maule is now
Ratfandom’s expert on split-crotch panties and trembling hands.
••
Next issue: How to get out naughty stains – by Ian Maule.
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It’s about now that I get an urge to do

The Letter Column
Andrew Stephenson – HP10 0QJ
(((After giving last issue a 5-star rating (on a hundred star scale) Andrew
goes on to say;)))
So Greg can find flaws in #2? Well, so could I; and in #3, come to that.
But I don’t want to, having enjoyed it so much.
But where’s it going to, Roy?
(((Well, Andrew, old master technician, I don’t know. Although I tend
to be very much in favour of any handy status quo, and consequently tend to
stick to the same old jokes and routines, its getting a bit like reading the same
issue of Private Eye every week in the hope that a 7 day change in one’s own
perspective will make it into a different magazine. See other letters and
editorial for further comment.
And for pedants, when I said “Last issue” I meant No 3.)))
John Lowe – 25.10.74
Some of the bounce seems to have gone out of your writing. T.R.3, while
retaining the interest of most of its predecessor, seems less cheerful and
though it gave me a few laughs, much of its humour seemed slightly forced. I
would be hard pressed to cite any example.
(((It was an all-misery issue. The same applies, though even more so, to
this issue. (Not the “all-misery” bit, oaf. The disappearing bounce bit.) I was
disappointed enough in the con report to consider srapping it (or even
scrapping it) but so many minutes of hard labour were not so easy to get rid
of. I think a course of Iron Jelloids might work wonders. But how do I mix
them with the ink?)))
Lisa Conesa M16 8HP
I notice with a certain amount of relief that you seem to have gotten over
your infatuation with me. Tho if truth be known I miss, albeit ever so slightly,
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all the priceless gifts you so generously used to shower on me.
(((Yeah, even a bad mention is a mention.)))
There was a fanzine in one of the ROMPA mailings once (((that’s a
fanzine!))) where the editor presented his readers with a sort of day-to-day
diary of his life. All he apparently did was to sit looking thru his window
observing, and taking note of, the different birds that flew into his garden.
The birds seemed to have led far more eventful lives than the editor. (((I
know how he felt))) Your fanzine is more interesting as is your day-to-night
life. The picture of you standing in a queue with ratty old men waiting for
your share of the crust is quite funny really. If I had a heart it would go out to
you; as it is all I can offer is a giggle.
(((Oh, come on now surely you can stretch to a ... No. Ah, well, I’d only
get into trouble.)))
What did make me sympathise with you were your experiences with the
publishing world. If true, all I can say is disgraceful, and shouldn’t be
allowed! You ought to get your cronies together and do violence to the guy
responsible. If it happened to me I sure as Hell wouldn’t leave it at that.
(((Problem is that no-one I know is of sufficient size or aggressiveness
to be of any use. Holdstock’s big but soft. Brosnan’s wild and angry but halfblind. Pickersgill’s vicious but doll-like (as in Barbarella). Hall’s big, nasty
but otherwise engaged. Little Mal’s small and squashy. Peter Roberts is –
well, let’s not get too ridiculous. There’s no way, Lisa.)))
Eureka!! I’ve just discovered why you don’t get much response as you
would like. It’s your own fault; most of the contents in True Rat are written
in a tongue-in-cheek, witty, epigrammatic, biting, roughish (((I hope you
meant roguish, but then again you’re probably right))) sort of style – well,
you’re hardly ever serious about anything are you – it follows that any LoCs
written to you would have to be written in the same style (this isn’t a
criticism, it’s an analysis, see). Not everyone can manage it. A letter you got
from John Piggott is in the same kind of mood and style as T.R. But to write
something like this there has to be a certain degree of intimacy between the
writer and the editor. (((If this is an offer ... Ah, gee, shucks, it’s that roughish
style again.))) Your immediate circle of Rats (((sounds like a Lovecraft
story))) isn’t all that big, even if all of them responded ((God forbid))) you
still wouldn’t have a tremendously long lettercol.
If you want general response you must give something general to
respond to. Otherwise it will always be as it is (((now there’s a philosophical
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point it’s difficult to knock))People will be content to receive and enjoy your
zzine (((z sticks))) possibly even review it as one of the best, but it will end
there. Some might even attempt to write a LoC but they’ll just walk around
with it in their pockets (((which reminds me of a dirty joke.)))
(((Now, seriously, Lisa (good start, eh?) you’ve sort of summed up the
whole obvious set-up. If you’ve ever seen me serious – which is occasionally
when I’m drunk or terrified and comes over as a horrible earnestness – you’d
be thankful that I don’t do too much of it in True Rat. Fouler used to have a
great mixture of things, probably the best of any recent British fanzine, but
that was a lot to do with Greg’s editing. A recent attemtp (who cares, all the
letters are there) I made to write a serious article was scorned by John
Brosnan as “pretentious”. Well, it was, because I was trying to do more than I
could. I’ve often toyed with the idea of writing at length about fandom or
Robert Holdstock, but then I discover I know nothing about either except
what has already been printed, and I find it difficult to express what could be
called my views without this “pretentiousness” or “earnestness” creeping in. I
think I’m more of a contributor than an editor. I think I’m more of an idiot
than a genius. I think I’m more –. Losing interest? On to the next letter.)))
Jhim Linwood – Mon.
It’s Piggott I keep mistaking you for ... how could anyone mistake you for
Greg? Several fans thought I was you at the Tynecon but I turned round fast
enuf to avoid the knifes.
(((Bloody Hell, Linwood. This isn’t good enuff. 2½ lines? Sod off)))
John Piggott – OX1 4TD
It’s your lucky day! You have been chosen to receive this absolutely new
letter of comment on True Rat Three, yours to keep even if you do not want
to take advantage of our special offer of six (count ’em) different issues of
Ethil The Frog for only 25p plus £60 p&p.
(((I’m sorely tempted, but I can think of better things to do with 25p,
like dropping it down a drain or giving it to a leper.)))
Seriously, it was another good issue, despite the inacuracies
(((whoops))) perpetrated in connection with my name. The baked bean job
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fell through; I wasn’t old enough. I couldn’t remember the golden days when
every can of beans contained a bit of pork.
Like Weston, I do think that your nose isn’t really very big. (((Hear that,
Brosnan))) I’ve seen much bigger noses than yours; in fact, you could fit your
nose very easily into the cleft in your chin.
I thought the item about the unemployment people the best in the issue,
perhaps because I’m going through the same sort of thing myself. For some
reason they’ve just started giving me an extra pound a week, which is
welcome, but to offset that they’ve actually discovered someone who wants a
publisher! Interview tomorrow. I guess you may not be as safe as you thought
you were ....
(((As of the moment of typing, I am. But who knows when they’ll check
my file and discover that a slug-castrator is just what they need. Sorry to see
that your lot found someone who needed a publisher. But you’ve now found
your true home in the civil service so all is well. Keep your pecker up. (No, I
don’t know what it means, either, but it’s ethnic or something, so I suppose
it’s all right.))))
Thom Penman – NE33 2QT
The Sex Column wasn’t particularly funny, except for the FIAWOL motto
and hot and cold running nookie idea. It did, however, bring hideously to
mind an incident at Tynecon which I’d prefer to successfully forget. It
involved me and my good buddy and hit-man rushing off in the Penman
kripple-car (“motorised tricycle” as my log-book puts it) to abduct our
respective girl-friends which (((sic))) were, for once, within easy reach of the
hotel, to have what Ritchie jokingly described to his good buddy and
American friend, Chip, as an “orgy”. Minutes later, with good timing,
(natural sense of rhythm) Delany (((that’s in case you didn’t realise who
“Chip” was))) crawled into my room through a little trapdoor in the wall,
much to our amazement. He turned around a moment later and crawled out
again, before the laughter and jollity had subsided and I shouted in
characteristic Roger McGough plagiarism, “Professional science fiction
writers, getting in everywhere, sleeping with our food, eating our women...”
The trapdoor closed on the strange figure of Mr Delany and then it hit
us.
“Oh, Jesus – I just realised he is black,” I said and blushed and worried
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if he might possibly take it personally.
(((Not if it’s as incomprehensible as your account))).
“Oh my God,” said Ritchie, worrying in case Chip wouldn’t speak to
him any more. The rest of the con was shadowed by fear of, as Fouler once
had it, being black-listed.
The Aldiss letter in T.R.3 was nasty and vicious so naturally I had a
good laff at it. It was still nasty and vicious tho – a touch of overkill, perhaps.
(((Which brings us on very cleverly to two letters which I’m only
putting in because I’m vaguely interested in who perpetrated them. Both
post-marked Abingdon, 19.11.74 and 29.11.74)))
Bri-Bri, Talentsville
Once again please except my humblest apologies for calling you Leroy
Tanner. Of course, I really meant Leroy Yerxa. Sorry again.
Tell Charnock that when I see him I’m going to pull his balls off and
feed them to my pet mole.
p.s. The genuine Bri-Bri. Accept no substitute.
(((Then)))
Silly me! I didn’t mean Leroy Yerxa at all – Leroy Eisenberg was the
one I’m after. Hope you don’t feel too insulted at this; I wouldn’t care to be
called either myself, but (as my bilingual chum Harry once said) one man’s
fish is another man’s poisson. See you soon!
p.s. Not Hampton you fool!
(((My guess is it’s that nutter Piggott, but there you go.)))
Julia Stone – 22.11.74
Well-chosen words. Well-chosen words. Well-chosen words.
(((I hate to say it, but I did ask her for a few well-chosen words)))
(((That sort of rounds off the letter-column for this year. If any of you
feel like dropping me a line, or whatever, then you can be sure I’ll leave your
letters uncut and uninterrupted.)))
WAHF ((I’ve no idea what it means, but I keep putting it every issue)))
Dave Rowe, who gave a long and laboured excuse for misspelling idiot
last issue.
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John Hall, “V.Good. 10/10. Go to the top of the class and fall off.”
•••
The abs – The abysmal typing is due to tiredness, brain damage, a surfeit of
correcting fluid fumes, and a lousy typewriter.
•••
Next issue: John Brosnan reviews Norman Jewison’s latest film The Year of
the Angry Rabbi.
Robert Pee Holdstock reviews The Mighty Incontinent.
Miss it!

The Arts
S.F. Magazines
Robert Holdstock, the Arthur Thirkell of S.F. reviewing, regularly astonishes
the world and his critics (often thought to be synonymous) with his witty and
perceptive views on such topics as
Is there life on?
Will man?
and
How much do I get paid?
Now Mr Holdstock has consented to become True Rat’s guest reviewer.
Astounding Stories of Gay S.F. – Edited by Ben Dova – second issue.
Surely there can be no issue. (R.P.H.)
The Magazine of Fish and Science Fiction containing:
The Nine Billion Names of Cod by Arthur Sea Clarke
Heresies of the Huge Cod by Brine Aldiss
The Cod Equations by Tom Codwin
Microcosmic Cod by Theodore Elephant
and
A Martian Codyssey by Stanley G. Whitewinebaum
Something fishy here. (R.P.H.)
The Magazine of Impotency and Science Fiction containing:
The Incredible Shrinking Man by Dick (for short) Matheson
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The Broken Sword by Poul Andasonwouldbeimpossible
Servants of the Wankh by Jerk Vance
and
1 X H by Robbed Heinlein
A very impotent magazine. (R.P.H.)
Science Fiction plus VAT containing:
Ralph 124C41+8%
The Nine Billion Seven Hundred and Twenty Million Names of God
2161 – A Space Odyssey
and
Fahrenheit 487
A great addition to your library. (R.P.H.)
Grate S.F. edited by Everett B. Coal and Thomas N. Scorcher (with an
introduction by Alan Burns)
A grate addition to your library. (R.P.H.)
•••
Robert will be back next issue with his views on bricks.

Editorial
I’m not happy with this issue. I’m not happy with the way it looks or with
what’s in it. I know I should do something about its but I can’t be bothered.
It’s difficult to do something contrary to the way you feel.
I’m not happy.
•••
(I’m not turning into another Ian Williams, but things could be better. Maybe
next issue....)
•••
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from:
leroy kettle,
74 eleanor road,
london, e.8.

duplicating really by greg.

this issue has contained no layout
eat your heart out jake grigg

fandom is not so much a way of life as
a way off life

gimme a drink.gimme.gimme.

what is the first fanzine to be produced
at 4 lothair road, new home of picky
and brozzer? why, it’s true rats 4 & 5.
goshwow. history is made.
health is no substitute.
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look, see another issue bite the dust.
look, see the editor shrug his
shoulders.
look.
1975
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6. True Rat Sicks
Get the mop, Leroy. It’s TRUE RAT SICKS.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: SPECIAL MISOGYNISTIC ALL-MARRIAGE ISSUE ::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Remember, You Wed It First in True Rat.
Well, maybe not. Scurrilous rumours have already appeared in some lowquality fanzines. But this is the official, authorised version with the
permission of the Pope, the Grand Lama, and Gladys, woman of ill-repute.
The truth is that Chris and I are getting married on October 4th. At least, I
think it’s October 4th. Yes, I suppose it must be as I’ve cancelled the Radio
Times for that weekend. And it’s definitely Chris I’m marrying because I’ve
scribbled the name in my diary. Just there, where it says, “Get someone to
look after the cats.” That’s sorted that out at any rate.
Of course, Chris and I aren’t taking this drastic action without majority
approval from Ratfandom. Wouldn’t that be stupid? I recently took a secret
poll at various drunken gatherings where the answers were frequently given
without the assistance of the participants’ brains.
Firmly against was Greg. “Nothing is all right until I’ve done it,” he
said. Gerry Webb felt there was more money to be made out of not marrying
at all, or marrying on a planet with more favourable tax laws and polygamy.
Simone Walsh shook her head and Chris Priest’s reply was unprintable at £1
a word. But thanks anyway Chris, I hope you don’t mind if I get married
anyway.
A more favourable response was obtained from happily married couples
Robert and Sheila Holdstock, and Malcolm and Christine Edwards. Graham
and Pat Charnock, happily rumoured to be married, appear to be leaning
away from the antis. John Piggott and Ian Maule, happily living in sin, and
John Hall and Julia Stone, happily sinning at every available opportunity,
were also on the side of the goodies.
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Speaking for the Don’t Knows, Peter Roberts said, “Don’t know, boss.”
John Brosnan, however, was more forthcoming. “Marrying a woman?
Woman? Woman! I’ve heard that word before. Now let me think....”
So that was that then. We got our vital permit. Now there’s only God
and the law to go. Oh, by the way, all congratulatory cheques to the editor,
please. Electric toasters to the editor’s little woman. Ouch.
•••
Coming Next Issue!!
A new Dr Jekyll and Sergeant Hyde story by Andrew Louis Holdstock – A
Change Is As Good As Arrest. Why bother?

Real Idiot 2.
I’m not really very industrious. Seven months since the last True Rat seems
to indicate this, besides inactivity in other spheres of which most will
probably be familiar to anyone used to my normal repetitive commentary.
But I do enjoy putting out a fanzine, writing it (I particularly like my own
jokes) and getting nice letters and occasional favourable reviews. However,
it’s a bit of a bind actually pubbing an ish.
After I’ve got an issue out I look forward every morning to the locs,
which eventually arrive infrequently scattered throughout a period of several
weeks or even months. I search eagerly through fanzines received for an
indication that someone has read True Rat with other than Boakian disregard.
I buy my buddies a drink if they’ll say good things about the last great ish.
That’s all easy, of course. The hard bit is getting into a state where pubbing
isn’t a piece of worthless drudgery.
The best way for me to achieve this mood is to go to a good con.
However, I generally like to get an issue together before a con. Besides, an
issue immediately post-con should really contain a report but they’re not very
easy to write. Well, I don’t think they are. Particularly as I find them virtually
uncontrollable in length and rather difficult to separate from some form of
tedious name-dropping.
The other good way is to receive some excellent fanzine or to go to a
buddies house for a fun time. Or even to get a feeling of creativity from
watching an ace film or reading a bonzer book. But that’s only the seed.
Having had creativity inspired in me I sit around at work or on buses or the
bog writing quips on scraps of paper or thinking of ideas for dumb pages like
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this. Slowly I accumulate enough to have some idea of what shape the issue
is going to take. Not that there’s ever much variety, but it’s meaningful for
me at least. That’s the stage I like most, writing the bits and pieces.
At some point, however, I have to make a decision to put everything
together into some partially readable form, type stencils, and find a buddy to
duplicate for me with only a little assistance. Normally I can set myself a
target of, say, the next One Tun and run around getting it together for then. If
I didn’t give myself a deadline I’d never get an issue out. If I was too fussy
about layout or design I wouldn’t either. As Walt Willis once said about
something else and in entirely different words, “I like the idea of having
edited a fanzine, but not the process of getting there.”
The reason this particular issue has taken quite so long is only partially
due to minor domestic upheavals. It’s more because I let myself lose the
momentum of creativity (if you like) when it occurred, and also I put back,
and further back, my final deadline.
With luck, in future, I should manage maybe 3 Rats a year. That’s not a
promise, of course. Not even a threat, really. But the next issue might be out
Real Soon Now – or Later. I’ll just carry on writing on bits of paper and
going to conventions until something happens. Maybe I’ll buy a duplicator.
Maybe not.
Ho hum. It’s a way of life, I suppose.
•••

Open Flie:
the column that tells all the facts like they
might have been.
Famous fanzine wins famous poll. Say no more!
••
Yes, it’s true again. John Brosnan’s zany comic novel about vampires
down-under, called (wait for it) Night Of The Great Australian Bite has met a
fate worse than acceptance-by-Robert-Hale. It was returned from his expublishers accompanied by a note which read, “We fail to see anything funny
in this novel.” John, whose novel is fractionally as funny as he frequently
tells people it is, went berserk. “This wouldn’t have happened to James
Bond,” he gnashed.
••
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Graham Charnock is fed up with Graham Boak not liking him. He (Grah
Charnock) thinks that he (Grah Charnock) is a good egg.
••
“For the last time, Kettle, I’m not a fella,” said Pat Charnock recently.
Mr Charnock is the brains and brawn behind unpleasantly would-be trendy
intellectually “hip” Grah, aging rock-nonentity and ex-civil servant, last seen
throwing copies of the Checkpoint Fan Poll into the Thames, saying, “They
love me not. They love me not.” Pat and Grah claim that only senile
provincials could possibly find them trendy and, even then, not in any, well,
trendy sense.
••
Ex-cardsharp and copy-typist John Brosnan, who has been absent from
this column for several lines now, recently astounded Ratfandom by losing
the ridiculous sum of £90 (£90) during one hand of poker. Under the
misguidance of Civil Serpent “Fingers” Piggott, Brosnan was forced to bluff
with a ten-high, knowing that his opponent had about seventeen aces and a
big grin. John Piggott has since been living well away from Lothair Road in
the company of a new £45 typewriter.
••
And whose phone was cut off recently because he hadn’t paid the bill?
No-one who lives a million miles from Ranmore Gardens. Mr Edwards is
currently negotiating a mortgage with the Post Office.
••
Leroy Kettle, writer of wrongs, has been successful in a daring attempt
to break away from his humdrum, tedious life as a failure and is now Top Of
The Bill at the Central Office Of Industrial Tribunals. Mr Kettle’s inability to
stay free of the Civil Service has caused widespread amusement, particularly
among Gregory Pickersgill. This will not be forgotten. Oh, yes, Mr Kettle’s
latest story, Er – Umm – Err, is, at the latest wordcount, unwritten.
••
Robert Holdstock, frequently used pseudonym of Robert Hielienn, has
sold the paperbag rights of his latest saga of the spaceways Saga Of The
Spaceways, (in which Saga finds he is closing in on the title of the book from
which Robert lifted the plot). Robert, overjoyed that his novel will be sold
containing groceries in shops all over England, has written to his mother
begging her not to look at the dirty bits. “They’re only grease spots, really,
Mum,” the budding Ribald Henliner wrote. Real SF writer, Bert O’Hernia, is
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changing supermarkets. “Nnnnnng,” he said.
••
Popular prankster John Brosnan recently shocked fandom with a
cowardly and underhand so-called “jape”. Using the name “Bert (Poopy)
Nobel” he telephoned popular novelist Christopher Priest and, in an assumed
authoritative tone, informed him that he had won the Nobel Prize for Jolly
Good Typing Indeed. Mr Priest was understandably taken in by this heartless
palindrome and went out to buy a new head to celebrate. It was only after he
was told by some second-hand twerp that a rat could be smelled that he made
enquiries and found out the truth. True Rat (no relation) condemns Mr
Brosnan’s disgusting perpetration and offers its condolences to Mr Priest. We
hope that someday one of Mr Priest’s many stories may find its way into
typescript.
••
Owing to a great liking for his secretary Myrtle’s shorthand and other
performances, ex-poofta John (squish-squish) Piggott has moved in with Ian
Maule. Ian confided in me, “Squeak squeak squeak!” John was heard to say,
“My moving out of Lothair Road has nothing to do with the fact that I was
forced to.”
••
John Piggott Comes
sixth in the World British Scrabble Championship. This was recently
mentioned in the Guardian, but unfortunately for his scrapbook they left his
name out. His best word, A, won him a vast points score and a high position,
but then someone opened a door and he blew away, missing two quite
important rounds including the final. Tuff luck, John Piggott.
••
Balding American Rich Coad is planning a return to England as soon as
he can pluck up the intelligence. “America’s full of people talking about
Ratfandom these days. I can’t wait to get back,” he said as he struggled to
cross the road. His brain, screwed up in a little ball of paper in his pocket,
was unavailable for comment.

Bromley Silent Farting Association
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Interested in Silent Farting?
Join NOW, and we promise you won’t hear anything from us.
Admittedly, our collection of loos from all ages has been destroyed
by a series of freak winds. And our full paperbag library (the
largest of its kind permitted by the health authorities) has been
auctioned off etc, and we are only left with one battered copy of
Ward Moore’s Breathe The Air Again. And the committee has
absconded with Doris Bugger. And we’ve only got a ten-year old
membership list. And a number of other things have gone very
slightly wrong. But all in all I think I can promise you that the
service we offer is not to be sniffed at.
((He said he could only marry a coloured woman – so his love dyed.))
((He also said, “I want compensation for this huge growth on the back of my
hand.” So they paid him a lump sum.))
Meanwhile, back in reality.......
Without fanfare, without comment, without even fancy underlining, it’s

The Letter Column
(((Look, Glicksohn, I’m only starting off with your letter because it was the
first one I got. Don’t start getting any fancy ideas about being a BNF or
anything. Bloody Americans.)))
There isn’t a great deal to say about a fanzine like True Rat (now where
have I heard that before?) other than to thank you for including me on its
distribution list (a stickler for accuracy, I refrain from saying mailing list
since you handed me the soggy dilapidated thing at SEACON) and I enjoyed
reading it. I still think you both look and act like John Lennon and despite
your protests I shall make you famous throughout North American fandom
for this similarity. This will occur as soon as I write my series of SEACON
reports for several leading North American fanzines and this will take place
whenever I get drunk enough to make up the many details I’ve already
forgotten about the con, (This is not to be taken as indicating that SEACON was
not a memorable convention, merely that I have the sort of memory that tends
to forget anything less intense than a multiple orgasm, a hatchet through the
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ear, or the simultaneous destruction of the con hotel through an earthquake,
fire, flood and the crash of a jumbo jet. Since none of these events occurred at
SEACON, I’ll have to make up my memories once I get caught up with the mail
and the fanzines that litter the flat due to my temporary absence. If you’re
lucky, this will never happen and you will be spared generations of North
American fans approaching you, peering myopically, and saying, “Do
something Lennonesque.” If not, gird your loins for the invasion of ’79 and
prepare a few “schticks” to appease your multitudes of fans.)
I’ve just poured another glass of scotch in the vain hope that it will
mysteriously cause comment hooks to appear in the margins of your fanzine.
Enjoyed your con report, appreciating it more now that I’ve met some of
the people involved. Am struck by the fact that if the names were changed to
incriminate the guilty, it could easily be a report of a smallish American
regional. This has been my startling revelation so far this fannish year there
are no basic differences between Our Cons and Their Cons ... or between Us
and Them, save for piddling little things like the amazing tendency of English
beer to remain safely in the bladder for astonishing amounts of time. The
piss-water they serve in the US goes through me without even staying long
enough to change colour, but bottle after bottle of Guinness seemed perfectly
content to enjoy the comforts of my inner regions before showing any desire
to move on to the big wide world of the Coventry sewer system. (Not that I
blame them: high class digs like those are pretty hard to find nowadays. And
they were probably finding my kidneys as miraculous a sight as I found
Coventry Cathedral.)
Aha! A veritable comment hook! But even I blanche at making use of it.
Oh well, why not, my reputation is shot to hell anyway. I suffered from the
runs during the last two days of SEACON, a condition I put down to the illadvised consumption of an abysmal piece of steak-and-kidney pie in the
coffee shop. (Come to think of it, I ate a Burgess pie shortly before the
unfortunate circumstances arose – or rather fell down – but I’d hate to affix
the blame here. Fannish legends should have a certain sacrosanct quality,
don’t you agree?) It’s also odd to think that I actually share something in
common with Harry Harrison since I too suffered a less-than-mild attack
while a considerable distance from any source of succour. It most certainly
made me regret for the rest of the con that I’d only brought one pair of
undershorts with me.
Lisa has a good point about the form of a fanzine influencing the nature
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of the response, but I’m not sure that there’s a required degree of intimacy
involved. Some American fanzines with particularly idiosyncratic styles have
noticeably different styles of response as well. On the other hand, the letters
in this issue tend to disprove this thought: most do not attempt to emulate
your writing style, which is just as well since you have the talent to carry it
off while most of your readers probably do not. But whether I have anything
useful or interesting to say or not, I like to write a loc to a fanzine I’ve
enjoyed, just to let the editor know that. I’ve published enough fanzines to
know that whatever the satisfaction felt in doing a good job, the impetus of
response is still important to most people. So keep up the moderate work,
Greg; I almost enjoyed it this time...
(((You can’t write locs for ever merely letting the editor know that you
enjoyed the last issue. Even ace goodguy Andrew Stephenson has stopped
writing to True Rat because he’s run out of euphemisms for “Thanks”. And
not everyone can be moderately entertaining about nothing, anyway. Most
letter writers (well, to me anyway) try too hard. And too often the people who
can loc well don’t. Miserable bastards like Pickersgill, Roberts, Brosnan,
Charnocks, Edwards, Skelton, etc write nothing, and just because I don’t
write to them. Vindictive sods. Not that I don’t like getting other letters. I
really enjoy reading them, but they’re not exactly ace material. I had to
struggle last issue. (Well, look above for some of the rubbish I get.) Anyway,
somewhere in this issue are a few comments someone might like to fart at in
a letter.
Gosh, Mike Glicksohn wants to use one of my clever bits as an
interdelineation. One of mine! Gosh. MIKE GLICKSOHN!! GOSH! And
WOW too.
Gosh.)))
Mervyn Barrett
The time has come to say something significant about True Rat Four. If I
were confident enough to pretend I know what syntax is I’d probably suggest
that your constant ((( )))ing in the middle of your correspondents’ sentences –
as well as the beginnings and ends – mucks up their syntax, which is unfair.
Also it makes for hard reading for us average fans who have to run our
fingers along the lines and move our lips as we read.
Just you try saying ((( ))) to yourself sometime. By the time you’ve
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pronounced it you’ve forgotten what you were reading before.
((((((Thanks, Mervyn. Point taken.)))))))))))))))))))))))))))
(((WAHF: KEVIN EASTHOPE, RICH COAD, MERF ADAMSON,
JOHN LOWE, MARTIN EASTERBROOK, IAN WILLIAMS, ROB
JACKSON, JOHN HALL, JOHN PIGGOTT, PETER PRESFORD, BRIAN
PARKER, and CHRIS WALTON. Thanks, and sorry I’ve run out of
•••
A Cosmic Destiny awaited bits of the rotting astronaut!
TRUE RAT PUBS PRESENTS:–

One Tun Mischief In Space
by
Leery “Mr” Chortle B.Sc. (2 years out of 3) etc.
Complete novel!!! (Part One)
Never before in fanzines!!!!
Characters
Robot Holdstock: He was big, he was a writer, but would God and Son (Inc)
keep him on for ever?
Gregory “SCARF” Pickersgill: Universal Puppet Master (failed). He knew all
the answers and most of the positions. Was his the Galactic dong?
H.A.L.L.: He had more and better loins than most citizens. But could he go
wee-wees on his own?
Empress Piggott I: Her sordid and degrading love-affair with ——— was of
no relevance.
Groopy Maule: Underling, and washer-woman to the Empress.
Brozzer: The rotting astronaut – but underneath the repulsive cancers what
was he?
Sheel A: young slave-wife of Robot, she yearned for bigger things.
Malc: Androgynous wonder. Where did he come from? When would he go?
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Grah: Anotherdrogynous wonder. Was there no beginning to his talents?
PROBERTS: He had only come to borrow a cup of rice. Why was his lifeforce fed to a budgie?
I: mindless creature from the Infinite Void – or just down the road, anyway.
The Nerds: the nerds.
Chapter One – I renew an acquaintance with an old
hostelry.
It was so incredibly hot, even at six o’clock, that my skin felt as though it was
dribbling away. In fact, it seemed to be getting hotter. When I finally reached
the One Tun only my clothes were stopping me from becoming a puddle.
Everyone else looked equally uncomfortable. I bet the buggers have drunk all
the cold lager, I thought.
“Lager,” I croaked to the barman who probably recognised it as a saidbookism but made no comment.
“The buggers have drunk it all, Sir,” he replied.
“Aaagh,” I quoth. (Us pretend writers do a lot of quothing. In fact, I still
haven’t filled my September quotha even now.)
I finally settled for a Guinness and ice-cube. As I raised the glass I
suddenly heard a tall, bearded request for me to buy Rob Holdstock a drink.
Shrugging aside the familiar plea I supped up and, momentarily refreshed, I
surveyed the scene. At one end of the bar stood Greg, the colours running out
of his scarf and onto his suede overcoat as the sweat poured down. He was
studiously ignoring everyone who didn’t speak to him first. I walked towards
him. The thermometer on the wall began to melt.
“Hi,” I said. He turned. It was then that the horror began.
The stupendous heat, no doubt caused by too many aerosols in high-rise
flats, had caused Greg’s face to run. His skin was slowly sloughing off and
dropping in puddingy folds to the floor. I took a step back.
“Fucking hell,” he shouted, as his skin and clothes flopped to the floor.
But it wasn’t him who shouted. For inside was another Greg, a few inches
smaller, its face contorted with rage, its scarf dirty and ragged. As I watched,
that too melted and the outer covering fell away to reveal another miniature
Pickersgill, waving its fists and screaming in a high voice, its head at chair
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level. An endless stream of foul language followed its lips as they rolled
down to the floor and a six-inch Greg, filthy, furious, hairy, kicked out at
nothing and squeaked, “I don’t need you fuckers!”
It scuttled to the door, losing another layer in the process. I watched it
run down the street, “cunts” and “buggers” trailing high-pitched behind it.
I turned back into the Tun. Well, that was something to talk about. But
as I looked, and the sun burned white, I saw it was not just going to end there.
Rob Holdstock’s skin dribbled onto the floor. Inside was a small clockwork
motor and an out-of-date guarantee.
Suddenly, there were screams from all around. I watched, fascinated, as
Ian Williams dissolved leaving behind a small gramophone that rasped, “my
novel – my novel – my novel –”.
Chris Priest’s skin fell away in neat little rolls. The box that was left had
a label on it. “Important person Proximity Meter. Press red button to remove
plebs.” Peter Roberts had just begun to sweat, but I knew his time would
come.
Dave Rowe’s flesh collapsed, leaving a huge, boyish chunk of walnut
cake standing there, indistinguishable from him but for taste. Malcolm
Edwards’ skin trickled away leaving glistening trails down his velvet coat.
Inside was this tiny doll-like creature which looked something like a
miniature Roger Elwood. Broken strings hung from its fingers.
In the confusion, someone had kicked the Ian Williams gramophone. It
was droning, “... poor me, poor me....”. Someone else kicked it – deliberately.
Peter Roberts finally succumbed. His skinny body slithered to the ground,
floppy fingers still clutching vainly at his Guinness. Leaping from inside him
came a small, fanged creature, blood dripping from its mouth. It chewed
hungrily at the piles of soft flesh all round, sighing as it did.
Where Howard Rosenblum had stood was a huge block of wood.
There were only a few people left by then and they were struggling to
reach the door. As they did, they appeared to be totally ignoring me, not even
bothering to push me aside. This seemed strange. I looked down. On the floor
was a mess of steaming flesh. Horrified, I rushed to the nearest mirror. I
stared into it for a long time.
There was nothing there.
Nothing at all.
•••
Soon, soon, soon, from TRUE RAT PUBS. Ian Williams’ new novel Ride A
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Stone Woman. With Ritchie Smith as Thug the Barbarian; Rob Jackson as Ol’
Doc Killian; Thom and Cath as Fido, the Poorly Dog; Harry Bell as Smilin’
Fats, Life and Soul of the Galactic Empire; and Ian himself as Mope, the
Brickie’s Labourer.
Why not save the editor stencils and tell him you’re not interested.

New New New
I keep promising to send people letters of comment, but I rarely do. I’m sure
no-one misses them other than quantitively – I write terrible letters. But,
sometimes I feel guilty about it all. In order to make amends and influence
people here are a few overlong and fairly silly comments-on-fanzinesreceived which, on rereading, seem to indicate there’s not much that I like
and not a lot of any value I’ve got to say anyway. poot poot poot. I’m quite
nice really.
Anyway, now that I’ve got my usual preliminaries over,
Without more Apologies Then, It’s Fanzine Time.
(If you have a job distinguishing between this part of True Rat and any other,
this is the bit where I occasionally mention fans other than Rats. All the
fanzines mentioned are ones I got since the last True Rat, and in roughly the
order I received them.)
Strangely enough, Durfed 1 is one of the few fanzines I’ve actually locced. I
wrote an earnest little missive, totally devoid of deserved encouragement, and
had the humiliating experience of being sincerely thanked for it by Kev
Williams at Seacon, prior to my ruining his chances of winning the quiz
(another bitter irony). Durfed is written by Kev and Neil Jones who obviously
know a lot about SF, have some good quips and feel insecure enough about
themselves in fandom not to mention it in their fanzine (well, not in any real
sense). OK, so they’re newcomers, but Kev at least had been to a con and
they had the guidance of the Gannets. With pretty good production and Harry
Bell cartoons they deserved more advice than they apparently got or took.
Many of their deliberately second-hand pieces and advanced schoolboy jokes
would have been good additions to a genzine, and many would equally have
never seen print had Kev and Neil read more fanzines or edited a little, or had
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Rob Jackson offered constructive criticism rather than a dire contribution.
When I reread Durfed I was surprised to find more of it funny than I had the
first time through. I suppose I knew what to expect in all its remorselessness
but, even so, it’s too separate from anything that’s actually happening to
continue as it is. It requires some life from actual events, some insertion of
reality. Besides, if Kev Williams is the great raconteur someone said he is a
while ago, why doesn’t he get out there and racont?
Checkpoint 61 only came my way because Darroll mentioned True Rat.
There was very little in the way of news that could justify even a 12/£1 price
tag, and I understand that it’s folded now. Why anyone should want to put
out a newszine, unless it’s as detailed, expensive and eventually as successful
as Locus, I don’t know. As Peter Roberts seemed to find out there’s little
satisfaction and less gratitude. Most news turns up in the normal run of
fanzines anyway. Something like Checkpoint only collects together the less
uninteresting items into an easily digestible form, but so what?
Spi 2 fails to mention the BSFA or SFWB on only two pages. Get it together
Graham, we can’t have these lapses into normal fandom. After all, a crutch
and a pacemaker for the BSFA could well make it into the vital, influential
body it never was. This is another remorseless fanzine but, unlike Durfed’s
editors, Graham wants it to be. Spi, despite its pale tiny print, is fairly
readable, unless you’re totally disinterested, even inactively, in the BSFA.
The large response seems to indicate that many people are eager enough
either to join the BSFA if someone else will re-start it (as has indeed
happened), or to help throw the book library onto a fire to follow the
magazine chain and probably the committee. Even total disinterest appears to
be a good reason to write to Spi at length, despite what I said earlier.
Amazing. Most of the points are argued pretty completely in this or other
issues and, except for idiots who want the Science Fiction Writers Bulletin to
continue with its task of training a whole new generation of rejection-slip
accumulators, and a handful of other dimboes, most of the letters are
intelligent enough to keep you awake for the 50 pages. I only wish I had
Graham’s application and practical enthusiasm for projects of my own.
Well, well, the master raconteur strikes. Kev Williams makes a couple of
appearances in Gannetscrapbook 2, the first of which bodes excellently for
Durfed when he gets his fannish material together, but the second of which
lacks everything that a good editor should want for its inclusion in his
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fanzine. And who is the good editor of Gannetscrapbook? Why, no less a
person than Harry and Irene Bell, risen from the pub floor. I’ve never seen a
copy of Grimwab, as the back issues promised me at Seacon by young Harry
never materialised in return for the promised letters from me which never got
typed, but I suspect that the Bells’ (or anyone else’s) editorial intervention in
Gannetscrapbook amounts to typing out a contents page and arranging the
articles in random order. The trouble with having to accept what people send
you is that you have to accept what people send you. Actually, though, only
Kev Williams’ second bit was bad enough to merit exclusion, although lumps
of Ian Williams’ article were close. Rob Jackson got together some pretty
reasonable blurb “translations” and Ol’ Gray Boak produced a nice pome.
The letter column was, to say the least, somewhat better than my own. And
I’m not really being nasty to Kev. He’s too big.
Friendly young drunkard John Jarrold put down his large whisky just long
enough to get out Prevert 1, which, with its smutty white paper, poor
duplication, inverted middle page, layout and stapling bears an unnatural
resemblance to True Rat 1, or, of course, to any partially ept first ever issue.
Highlight is Bob Shaw’s excellent-as-usual article Allies In Wonderland, arts
and farts in chilly Newcastle. Lowlights are the book reviews. In between,
but leaning heavily on the dimmer side, is an article by Dave Rowe. If John
can establish a less hurried and less self-conscious editorial presence and can
coincide that with a few moments of sobriety, he might do OK. Send him an
article. I’m sure he buy you shum drinksh.
Harry Bell, by cunning use of 3½p stamps (remember them!) and two sheets
of paper per person, has managed to demonstrate yet again in not many
words what an ace fanwriter he is. Added to his cartoon’s and devastating
smugness, his fanwriting puts him right up there with a handful of other
buggers who should be putting out more than they are. Nevertheless, a four
page Grimling Bosch 2 is a reminder that something is alive behind that
dimpled mask. Christ knows what.
Ahahah, a veritable big un – Zimri 7. For some unfathomable reason, it
arrived containing four pairs of cut-out, red lips. I forgot to ask if everyone
got some. Apart from the free gifts, there were the contents. John Brunner
repeats it like it is in a soul-baring interview. Lotsa pomes. (Look, I haven’t
got anything at all against fannish poetry. I just don’t like, or appreciate,
poetry generally.) Strangely, Ian Williams’ effort, which seems no worse or
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no better than any of the others, is relegated to a green duplicated section
which gives all the impression of containing the cast-off material not good
enough (or not by famous enough people) to be included in the expensive
lithoed bit. I could be wrong about that. Coupla little stories, one better than
the other. A good Robert P. Holdstock Science Fiction Classic, ol’ buddy, ol’
buddy. No, really folks, it is good. Chris Priest reviews a friend’s book. A fair
enough rave review, but again no better, merely longer, than, say, Ritchie
Smith’s reviews which only managed to make the dupered section. Harry
Turner’s article is a strong point in the issue. Also, his influence on Zimri’s
design makes the lithoed part very pretty indeed. But it must take an
incredible amount of effort to manufacture such a Zimri! 68 big pages (don’t
take less), side after side of layout, enough electrostencils to conquer
America. It must be worth it. It’s a good read, but except for Rob, Harry and
the locs (which is quite a lot really I suppose) I’d rather have had two more
sheets of Grimling Bosch, however invertedly snobbish that sounds. Next
issue, though, a special fannish one. All dupered, maybe?
Yet another lithoed fanzine. Maya 7 with quite a lot of good Bell cartoons.
Too much adulation for Harry is not a good thing, of course. Let’s see if
there’s something nasty to say. Hmm. Good Bob Shaw all about Newcastle
again. Must be something about the beer. Ian Williams provides a better
column than his Crapbook one, but he does go on. Chris Priest discovers
some stylistic lapses in The Dispossessed. Short, but OK letter column. In
fact, not anything really bad at all except the Norman Gelb babble, but that
was put in (ostensibly) to create comment – I don’t really think it’s worth
wasting two pages on something bad merely because it’s bad unless it’s so
bad as to be a mindblower. This isn’t. I’d rather expected something a bit
better from the whole issue, partly to warrant its lithoed condition and partly
because it’s Maya, but the lithoed separation from run-of-the-mill fandom is
probably only trying to attract big name writers of sorts so that Jackson can
become a Power In The Land. Suits me. But, cliche or not, fannish articles
don’t read the same unduplicated. God must have had a reason for making
litho so expensive, Rob.
C7, from Britain’s oldest fan except for some the others, isn’t up to standard
for Gray. Although his Cautionary Tale, about problems with the technical
details of getting married is good (and frighteningly believable), and the letter
column’s worst fault is a slight pomposity on his part, there’s something
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watery about it all. Somehow it’s a bit humourless too. The fanzine mentions
are too short to be meaningful, the space/time devoted to them resulting in
clever-clever comments unlike Gray’s usual level of criticism. I mean, Christ,
there’s only a few fanwriters who can do good reviews so it seems a shame to
see Gray wasting his time. The rest of the zine is devoted to Gray’s
misconceptions about Seacon and also to his Blackpool con to which I gave
very belated support but which now appears, despite its reasonable basis and
cheap hotel, to be beyond my means. We’ll have to see. And, incidentally,
why it’s C now instead of Cynic seems baffling. It’s the kind of “yucky”
thing that Gray complains about with Charnock. But Cynic will return.
Maybe back to better. (Nice Stephenson and Canfield illos on the covers.)
Fanzine Fanatique number something (the Skyrack one) is well on the way to
defying comment. Even the legible bits weren’t very good. Even the Piggott
reprint wasn’t well written. Trade!!!???
Our man in Bradford, Brian Parker, glares from the cover of Parker’s Patch 1
as if daring you to criticise his stencilling, which couldn’t have been more
inaccurate if he’d just thrown a dead frog at the keyboard a few hundred
times. Overcoming that, Brian has produced the first and maybe the best
Seacon report with just that extra little bit of daring that a tough northerner
would add, and good fan-reportage ability showing through. I only wish the
miserable sod had let me have it for True Rat. In return for not having it I
gave him a pathetic anecdote about Malcolm Edwards that he made worse by
leaving part of it out because the phone rang while he was typing. Some
sense of editorial responsibility he’s got. Amazing to think that, I just a few
months ago, this new young giant of fanwriting was just another idiot in a
blotchy rubber suit at a fancy dress party. Fandom is, indeed, a strange and
wonderful thing.
(((Editorial interlude. It occurred me before I started doing this stuff that
some smartass would tear True Rat apart (an easy enough task anyway) on
the basis of what I’d said about other people in this column. Now, that didn’t
particularly bother me, but there’s one thing I have to say in the light of the
above comments on Brian’s stencilling. Although my own stencilling isn’t
God’s gift to Gestetner, I tend to make it bearable by liberal, and fairly
accurate, use of correcting fluid and re-types. However, for reasons known
only to the unnamed manufacturers of my once-only bottle of fluid, the
horrible stuff’s turned into something resembling bat’s sick. Instead of
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spreading an “even film”, it now comes out in lumps. This has made things
very difficult, especially as I’ve been unable to get any more in the short time
I’ve allowed myself for doing these stencils. It’s not an excuse by the way,
it’s the reason. I don’t expect to get away with it, nor do I ever expect to get
stuck like it again. Fuck bats.)))
Malfunction 7 (bloody hell! Everyone’s up to issue 7) reconfirms Peter
Presford as a major farce in British fandom. It’s getting more and more
difficult to understand Pete’s astonishing devastation of English grammar.
But, without going into more detail, if you can in fact hack your way through
the rampant illiteracy, and keep your cosmic decoder ever handy, there’s bits
that are entertaining enough. Don’t bother with the book reviews thog
(though you probably don’t care at all, do you Thog?) The back-cover, for
those interested, is an amazingly accurate artist’s impression of some
interstellar dog-shit.
Wark 3 from Rosemary Pardoe, didn’t appear to be my cup of tea, with its
apparent emphasis on fantasy. I was right, but only partially so. The articles
about how editors produced their particular fanzines are a good idea, if not
excellent this issue. Everything else is so-so except for the cover which is
terrific. Should I make some comment about it not mattering what the
fanzine’s like anyway as long as it’s all her own Wark? Maybe not, it’s
probably already been done.
Dynatron 61 is not my favourite issue. I like Roy Tackett’s commentaries as
usual but sometimes the letters and articles are too – heavy? – for my
consumption. I generally like fandom for its lighter side. Not that it’s lacking
in Dynatron, but anything with a bloody article on Kafka can’t be a million
laughs, can it? Besides, I get pissed off with the look and regularity of
American fanzines. You can be too good at this kind of thing, you know. I
was pleased to note that the lines on page 13 slope through about two
millimetres.
Hallo, another copy of Parker’s Patch 1. No wonder it’s got a big circulation.
Wonder who’s got the other two copies?
Bum 9 from Peter Roberts, has a picture on the front, as I’m sure all you dirty
little buggers know, of a naked Pat Charnock unaware that she’s about to sit
on an egg with EGG on it. This could open up a whole new field in fannish
erotica, but there’s little likelihood of that happening as Pat is devoting all her
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spare nudity to keeping Graham off the streets. She gets so embarrassed
standing there outside the Odeon Leicester Square shaking her little bag of
money while Graham looks vainly for somewhere to plug in his guitar. But
enough of that. This is a Peter Roberts fanzine. And a good ish too, though
not one of the best. (Well, it must mean something, he says defensively).
Greg contributes an excellent article about failure, this time involving a Star
Trek convention and a couple of dim friends. He doesn’t do a lot of reportage
which is a pity as he knows what it’s all about and follows his own rules well.
Peter has a lot of his usual good editorial comments and a look at the Cosmic
Circle which is something else again. I’m sure he regrets those days are over.
Perhaps they’re not for him, though. Brosnan’s column is weak. He’s a busy
pro now, of course, but a fan’s a fan for all that. Generally speaking, I’d say
that Peter’s my favourite read in British fandom and any fanzine by him is
more likely to have something approaching quality in it that anyone else’s.
Did that make sense? Can I go now, boss?
Lurk 7 (!), from the Mearas but mostly Mike, is pretty variable. Perhaps they
accept too much. The fanzine didn’t have to be 36 pages. I’m sure they could
send some things back. Maybe they didn’t want to. Roger Waddington’s fan
fiction, for instance, has a good idea badly done. Bill Annable has something
just the wrong side of being total rubbish. David Piper, and some others, have
better things. The fanzine reviews are slightly longer than Gray Boak’s and
do all right. Paul Skelton’s artwork isn’t half bad either. I don’t know – Lurk
doesn’t excite me, but it’s a break from struggling through the Guardian
leaders on the way to work. And it’s always remarkably well-produced. All
the worse that it’s not a better fanzine then, I suppose. Oh, the “master
raconteur” quote’s from this issue if you were wondering.
Wow, six pages of Grimling Bosch 3. Bigger but still not often enough.
Another copy of Malfuc – whoops, Malfunction 7. I suspect it night be Ian
Maule’s. Must let him have it sometime. But where’s my Maya 8 and
Paranoid, Ian?
C8. So soon! Fractionally longer fanzine reviews and most of the rest is about
the Boak con. Another one I actually sent a loc to, all about the problems of
changing Eastercons by Gray’s idea of less platform. I should really follow it
up with the experiences and lessons of Seacon, especially as Gray wasn’t
there. A sort of previous and unintentional bow to his ideas did come off,
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which was Peter Roberts’ Fanzine Room and fan discussions. Nevertheless,
the size of present conventions seems to be the limiting factor in the adoption
of new policies. I’ll be interested to see how Mancon copes. Less said about
the cover, the better.
Spi 3 leaves the BSFA mostly alone. In place of saving organised fandom
from itself there’s Ian Williams doing well for himslf As
SHIT SHIITISTSHIT SHITTY SHIT.
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That’s it. I’m stopping there.

from:
leroy kettle,
74 eleanor road,
london, e 8.

sorry about the fanzine comments
stopping so abruptly fokes, but i lost
my temper with the lack of correcting
fluid, next issue i’ll catch up, maybe
even mention some recent issues. it’ll
probably be easier if I start locing.

duper of the day: ian maule
piggy of the day: piggy

there must be money in incest. they
say it keeps your family in bread.

next issue: more lists of names, more
humorous asides, more repetitive
banter, more apologies, but a super
new look.
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one book left out of last ish’s reviews:
the codwhale by t.j.bass. don’t blame
me, blame little mal.

see you at novacon.
1975
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7. True Rat Seven

True Rat 7
Bones by Chris Atkinson
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Transcription:
the bare bones of
True Rat 7
being parts of the latest issue
and including
Preposterous Anectdotes
Naustalgea
Humorous Monologues Concerning Coprophagy in Boreham Wood
Last Year’s Left-Over Wit
Tales of Drunkenness and Cruelty
and
The True Rat Microdot Library of the Best of Pel Torro.
You have received this fanzine because
There is no God.
I am using the Beano’s mailing list.
We trade fanzines.
We exchange insults.
We swap wives.
We both dislike long unfunny lists of reasons for receiving fanzines.
You are my social worker.
You suggested this particular reason.
There’s a big black slimy thing behind you so if you roll up this issue
real quick and ram – whoops, too late.
A little reminder to renew your subscription never goes amiss.
Your reading lessons are progressing faster than anyone thought
possible.
Peter Roberts says you’re OK (not that he’s any judge in these matters
but he’s been around and had a little experience so I suppose his word is
as good as any other self-opinionated bugger’s).
If you’ve read this far you deserve the rest.
•••
New From TRUE RAT PUBS
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Peter Nicholls’ astonishing unpublished history of Sci-Fi:
Today’s Tomorrows and Yesterday’s Hacks.
You’ll never appreciate Sci-Fi until you read this unbelievable critic.
“Sci-fi can be succinctly defined as speculation, whether based on
established scientific facts or on logical pseudo-facts consistent with the
framework of the fiction in question, involving smelly green pimply aliens
furiously raping or eating, or both, beautiful naked huge-breasted chicks,
covering them in slime, red, oozing, living slime, dribbling from every
horrific orifice, squeezing out between bulbous pulpy lips onto the sensuous
velvety skin of the writhing sweating slave-girls, their bodies cut and bruised
by knotted whips brandished by giant blond vast-biceped androids called
Simon, and written in the Gothic mode.”
Read about the Wooden Age of Sci-Fi built by John Campbell in his
back garden. Before your very eyes you will see how all those “heroic hairy
boy-engineer” stories were slipsticked together.
Astonish yourself with the tale of how The Magazine of Fantasy and
Sci-Fi introduced long words and poetry into the genre and Has A Lot To
Answer For.
Stupend yourself by discovering all about the New Waive (so-called
because it “waived” all rights to be called Sci-Fi) and how it came into being
to sell the works of J.G. Ballard.
Amaze your friends by being the first on your block to know what
happened to the long-overdue third sequel to Frank Herbert’s massive spiceopera, Dune the Fourth Is Too Late.
Unfold the phenomenal lists of past winners of Sci-Fi’s major awards,
the Huge and Nobblies and see who the author thinks has got enough Clout to
push through the barriers of objective criticism and win this year.
It’s at your local sewer NOW!!!

Real Idiot 3
The Rat Bones on the cover were constructed by Chris Atkinson.
Responsibility for their appearance after duplication, as with the pictures in
the MANCON progress report, lies solely with me. They looked OK before the
electros. However, I have this feeling you may have also noticed from the
cover that this is ostensibly only part of an issue despite having a front,
middle and back – like all unambitious fanzines have. The reason I said this
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was that there were items due for inclusion which I felt needed a bit more
preparation than I had time for. I’ve used bits of them in this issue except in
two cases where they’ll appear – as amended – next ish. In addition, if
drunken promises have any meaning and if the Cosmic All looks kindly upon
me, then you may well see an amazing change in content with TR 8 and 9 –
John Hall, Grah Charnock, Pat Charnock, Brian Parker, Peter Roberts,
Ritchie Smith, John Brosnan, Greg Pickersgill and Peter Weston have all
agreed to provide material. Some, in fact, have already sent it. There are
others who will feel the persuasive power of a half of bitter when my next
cheque from SF monthly comes in.
((Talking of SFM, I note that in his recent fanzine, Stop Breaking Down
(see the one word, two syllable title) Greg points out my failure to get
published because of the collapse of Vision of Tomorrow (to whom I sold two
stories) and SFM (also two). With typical self-effacement he fails to
remember that we both sold a story (“Upon a Whitening Shore”) to Ken
Bulmer’s ill-fated Sword and Sorcery magazine. Most of the other stories
from the undistributed first issue have since appeared in New Worlds
Quarterly or elsewhere. Actually this is probably the best situation as far as
my reputation and finances are concerned – no-one sees the rubbish and I get
paid for it. Anyway, there can’t be many people whose first five stories are
sold to three different magazines which all fail without publishing any of
them. Am I a cause or a symptom?)))
I don’t intend to invent a new name for next issue just because it will not
be a personal zine. A title change to Groping In The Dark or Yesterday’s
Phlegm wouldn’t help anyone, or even increase sales. Besides, when the
present strange boom in fannish writing is no more, I suspect TR will once
again become the remorseless laff-packed personalzine that is any
discriminating budgie’s first choice for the bottom of its cage.
If your memory stretches back to the beginning of this page you may
have noticed that Chris Atkinson was responsible for the bones on the cover.
Chris, as I’m sure you all know, is Mrs Kettle by another and better name.
She chose to retain her maiden name on the basis that it had done her good
service for 27 years and there was no reason why it shouldn’t continue to do
so. There have been no problems involved in this, except occasionally having
to stress the marital relationship for people who worry themselves about it,
and once having to present the marriage certificate along a tortuous route
towards getting library tickets. Even the neighbors talk to us as though we are
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married, which we are but they’re not to know. The whole deal of namechanging is, in this sexually enlightened era, pretty offensive to women and is
only one demonstration that they are still considered chattels whatever the
legislation to the contrary. (Marriage is mostly sustained by favourable social
and tax concessions anyway). The Germans, who have been silly in the past
but WE DON’T TALK ABOUT THAT, allow people to choose which name
to use after marriage without worrying about it. In Mike Glyer’s
Scientifriction, Norman Hollyn explains how he and his wife have created a
combination name. This seems pretty counter-productive in achieving any
continuity which is what Chris and I were aiming for. Anyway, this is all just
to point out that envelopes addressed to Leroy and Chris Kettle won’t be
looked at too kindly in future. OK? ok.
Interested in what’s happened to me since TR6? Well, it rained during
the wedding ceremony. I gave a lightning speech at the reception, which went
down as well as these things do at drunken family gatherings. Chris said nowt
as is t’custom in Bratford. I cut my head open soon after that while turning on
a tap and Chris, despite my dramatic, staggering, blood-soaked entrance,
mended me more than adequately. It was sunny during the rest of the
honeymoon and we had a great time (except when my comb caught in my
torn scalp.) We arrived back to find out we couldn’t move into our flat as the
deeds were still in South Africa (South Africa?). The extra week’s holiday we
had taken in which we intended to lay carpets, put up curtains etc became an
extra honeymoon, though in the less salubrious surroundings of Eleanor
Road. We had to cancel the party we were going to have. Eventually we
moved in (see exciting new address) and worked very hard in the evenings
for a month getting things straight. After finally having the party, which
appeared to be a success, we worked very hard in the evenings for a week
getting things straight again. At work I got moved to a different building so
that I now face Radio London, scene of the Ratfan Radio Fiasco (see
Wrinkled Shrew 10* or so) and soon will be moved again to face the Royal
Hotel, scene of Scicon 70 (see Wrinkled Shrew 7). I now work with a typist
who reads books about Mussolini, their covers obscured with Christmas
wrapping paper, and has a dog called Hitler. I have procrastinated over TR7
because I’m lazy except when I’m working, in which case I’m working. (It’s
not marriage, Mike, that’s restricting fanac, although the blame is easily
attributable there by outsiders.) We’re looking forward to Mancon (with
reservations – luckily at a nearby hotel) and hope to see you all there. Feel
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free to buy me a drink instead of sending me a loc.
* See instead Ratfan Radio in this very ebook.

•••
Feebles
Two arrogant young slugs decided to have a race. In the eighteenth week of
the race one was run over by a tortoise and killed. The other was permanently
blinded in the same accident and thereafter kept bumping into bricks.
Moral: Just because you think you’re one hell of a slug doesn’t mean that the
people with the power give a damn.
A gang of pigs found a side of bacon lying in the road. They tried to engage it
in conversation but to no avail. After a long time they left it there and went to
have some fun with a lot of mud but the mud had all gone dry and they
missed the last bus home.
Moral: preoccupation with the hereafter is no way for the average pig to have
a good time.
What’s lazy but can do nothing about it? I should think it’s a vetoed sloth.
•

Letters
When I was a kid I heard a noise at the window and saw that the grass had
grown terrifically high and was scraping at the pane. My Nanny saw that I
was scared and went out quickly to cut the grass. She never returned.
Apparently there are some things Nan is not meant to mow.
Yours,
Ward Moore.
•
I’ve got a girl whose name is Pat
(woah woah)
And she knows just where it’s at
(yeah yeah)
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She pubs a zine called Wrinkled Shrew
(toot toot)
But she sent no ish to you
(zubb zubb)
Well, she did send you an ish really but the song loses a lot of its pathos if I
say she did. Mike Moorcock and me are setting it to notes and we hope to be
able to play it at your funeral.
Love, and other trendy things
Mississippi Honky Grah.
•
Hi, Earthlings, this is Captain Alien blasting ggdds of cosmic wisdom from
the void. We’ve really had our eyestalks on you Terran pppssls lately. Your
puny atomic weapons (or bbbddd toys as we call them) are really making us
laugh like srrggxxs. The ccrrgglls of it all bwwttppqs us completely.
Pppbbggmm ggrr again and again. Llllggf ggdd ggrr it to bfbw. Ggggs
ppllttrr hhggf hgrrhh. Mmmmnnd. Mmmmnnd. Pllsstt lkkj tt ggrr,
bbggh,
sddffr gghhts
•
Listen –
See a pin,
Pick it up,
And all day long
You’ll have a pin.
That’s wisdom,
Bob Rickard,
Smallville.
•
God came to me in a dream and said, “Believe in me, kid, and I’ll make sure
an editor with no discrimination reads your manuscript.” Well, I burned a few
candles and hailed a few Marys and now I’m a successful novelist. So there
you go. God does work. Not as hard as me of course because I must confess I
sometimes sneak in a few draft pages of my sex novel on Sunda– aaaaagh.
Pile of black ash,
Roseberry Gardens.
•
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I just thought I’d drop you a line about my new original anthology
Andromeda which contains stories specially written for me and set in Rog
Peyton’s bookshop. Eileen, both the kids and Ray Bradbury the alcoholic
have had stories accepted and I’m just working on one myself about which I
have high hopes. I’d like something typically witty from you too. I promise
you’ll get it back by return of post. No messing friends around,
Yours science-fictionally,
Uncle Peter.
•
Fantasy? Great stuff. I should know. I write it. Well, I wrote it. Now I’m
dead. I’m just writing to let you know there is a hell. Not a very good one but
it’s there. I’ve seen it. It consists of being a character in a David Gerrold
novel. So let this be a warning to you all. Don’t die or you will live to regret
it. You’ll fall apart when it rains. And sometimes when it doesn’t.
H.P. Lovecraft, deceased.
ps. By the way, I’ve bumped into Yog Sothoth and he appears to be a poof.
Funny how long it takes you to really get to know a guy.
•
Here’s a good one Ian Williams told me:
Would an electrical contractor only sell short circuits? I just don’t know what
he thinks them up with.
All the best,
Ian Williams.

Biggles Alive!
Recently we published the first novel by famous imaginary writer Leery
“Mr” Chortle B.Sc. (2 years out of 3). Now Mr Chortle’s favourite writer in
all of literature, Nigel Molesworth, has written a science fiction epic for us
entitled

Bigles And The Jiant Algy From Outer Spase
“Wot rot, Jinja,” sa Bigles his mouth full of crem bun. “Alens from outer
spase. How darft.”
“Its all very well you sa wot rot Bigles but I have been blarsted by a ra
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wot is slowly turning me into a jiant algy.”
“Wot,” shout Bigles. “A jiant algy. One Algy is enuff, hah hah,” he larf.
Suddenly the plane hit a storm and is throw of corse. Bigles ressle furiously
with the jok stick. Bigles is grate pilot enuff said. Wen he save the plane he
look at Jinja. Jinja look green.
“Wako wilco roger, Jinj,” sa Bigles in pilot talk. “You look sik. You
look like Nafi custard, hah hah.”
“You fule,” sa Jinja. “I am green cos I am a jiant algy now and will
crush you like a nant.”
“Wot rot, Jinja,” sa Bigles and hit him with the jok stick. Jinja fell.
Suddenly a ra hit the plane and another green figure appear floting in the
air.
“An alen,” sa Bigles.
“I am the mekun,” sa the figure. “You can’t hit green alens and get awa
with it.”
“Wot rot,” sa Bigles and he nock the mekun on his big head with the jok
stick.
“That wot come of mekun my frend green wen he really Jinja, hah hah,”
he larf and flie awa to kill wogs and germs.
•••
Next issue: the genealogy chart showing the complex relationships between
the Bilston, Staffs family – Dan Dare, Alf Tupper, Jet Ace Logan, Willie
Wilkin’s Pobble, Teddy Lester, Matt Braddock, Korky the Cat, Billy Bunter,
Desperate Dan, Archie the Robot, Snitch and Snatch, Keyhole Kate, Bunty,
Garth, Plug, The Black Sapper, The Earl of Boot, Black Bob, The Demon
Choler, Tod and Annie, P.C. 49, and many others.
Also, Bilbo Baggins’ greatest intergalactic masterpiece –
Roy of the Rovers Conquers Everywhere.
•••
Open Flie 1: Robert Holdstock, influential and huge, either has or has not
failed, his driving test. Open Flie, hands tied by Robert’s threats of
dismemberment and his Kiddie cop handcuffs, cannot reveal which. But this
disgraceful censorship cannot last. In the near future, from a safe refuge, we
will be able to reveal that Robert has indeed failed – oh shit, what a give
away. No flowers please. Just a simple ceremony.
•••
Why do French detectives always think the murderer is called Jack Hughes?
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•••
Put Chris and Leroy’s new address in your little bookie NOW.

Fanzine Comments
Stop Breaking Down: from Greg Pickersgill, 4 Lothair Rd., South Ealing,
London, W5. – usual or 20p postage stamps.
For the third time Greg has produced the best new British fanzine. This
is not a devious insult – it’s a reality made such by Greg’s inability to treat
anything less than a vast involved response as sufficient reason to pub
another ish. If only he could sustain his occasional drive in the face of other
people’s occasional apathy then he’d be a real huge name fan instead of a
perpetual best candidate. Not that he necessarily wants to be but that’s
another story I suppose.
This really is an excellent fanzine. I read most of it in court and though I
rarely laugh out loud at writing (unless I’m drunk) I sniggered through my
self-control a number of times to the consternation of the Tribunal. There
were a handful of absolutely superb lines spread throughout a high standard
of writing all round. Greg’s opening piece is about the pain and pleasure of
publishing fanzines. This is something he has commented on before but is
well worth stressing. I can understand his anguish at seeing other people
churn out fanzines with little care for content. I disagree with his view in
extent but if anyone’s in a valid position of achievement to judge others’
efforts then Greg is. In the fanzine reviews (dealt with too well and too
accurately by Charnock in Vibrator 5 for me to add much) he leaves
unanswered the eternal question, Don’t you care what goes into your fanzine?
Personally, I care. I rewrite. Without in any way fishing for compliments I
generally try to achieve the best writing in articles or letters I can within a
reasonable time, even though (like many people I should think) I’m often
dissatisfied with the work on publication. Greg’s own standards are made
obvious by Simone’s tale of rewrites on her article concerning Con hotels.
Risking no more free cups of tea from her in future I must say it’s a much
better article than I would have expected as Simone’s first (accepting Greg’s
involvement). She does skip over several points, such as the difficulties
involved in finding pleasant, old-fashioned hotels capable of holding 500 fans
and the inconvenience of twin beds at Owens Park, but most of this could
have been put right by a little more thought about what she was writing and a
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little less worry about Greg’s reaction to it.
I would be hard put to select from the three articles by the non-involved
contributors the one which best satisfies my simple criteria of how good I felt
after reading it. I think Charnock’s gets the edge. “Long Time Gone” was the
best thing I’ve seen by him, outside of Vibrator, in all of its two page
splendour. In an hilarious burst of nostalgia (OK, Graham, reminiscence) he
shows the weedy failure he considered himself to be in 1967 and also the
weedy successes with which he surrounded himself. These days he too is a
weedy success. Such is life’s rich pudding. Excellent one, Grah.
For those who like some order in these things, following a close second
was Peter Roberts “Back To The Roots”, yet more nostalgia. Peter recalls
Mor-fach, a walrus among fanzines, and his first fanac. Both he and Graham
write as I genuinely wish I could, with wit and insight and a warm memory of
the right times and places.
Following a close third comes Rob Holdstock with “Golden Years”, a
big name pro remembering his days as a cheat, a sicky and a ten year old
hack novelist. Rob doesn’t have much time for unpaid writing these days and
his own fanzine, Macrocosm, hardly showed his non-SF talents (it hardly
showed any others except persistence in the face of adversity). Here is a very
varied, able and interesting writer showing his mastery of silly reminiscence
as he could probably show a surprising mastery of most areas of writing if he
ever has any spare time from money-grubbing.
I feel insecure in praising writing and editing by fans I know and love,
as I can see cynical buggers pointing to buddy relationships and sneering.
However, I feel a fanzine of this quality – with room for improvement surely,
but on its own terms not compared with most other fanzines – can well
support my own comments now and will continue, hopefully, to do so. Greg
as the angry young fan has calmed a little and the rest is right on key. He
should do well with this one. Write and keep him alive.
•
I really wanted to say more this issue on fanzines, particularly the superb
Maya, the pleasant Siddhartha, the involving Inferno, and Vibrator, the
personalzine that is now too small and not often enough. However, it’s
Monday, the comments are only half-formed, and Tuesday is duping day at
the Charnocks. There is no time.
Next issue – amazing revelations and tepid words. Look see.
•
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Gronk
Letter received at work: If my wife does not get a fair and just hearing, she
will inform a close friend of hers, who is also a powerful and feared figure in
the U.S. This person is keenly interested in the results. His name is Charles
Manson.
•
Phone call to Graham Charnock: “Is Pat putting out Wrinkled Shrew yet?”
Sad voice from Grah, “She’s not putting out at all at the moment.”
•
Seen in Woolworths: Irish recipe – thick sausages.
•
Witness in court (you’re not going to believe this) called Stanislaw Bem.
•
According to the Hackney Gazette, the police arrested a man who had been
trying to chase a group of women while his trousers were down and his penis
erect. In his defense, all he could say was, “But I was doing it to men too.”
•
A personnel officer came into work the other day with ten witnesses for a
case involving a man his company had sacked. The receptionist was trying to
be pleasant when confronted with this gang.
“There can’t be many people left at the office,” she said with a laugh.
“Only about two thousand,” said the personnel officer angrily.
“And when will they be arriving,” asked the receptionist still in a gay
mood.
“When we sack the buggers,” shouted the personnel officer.
•
I remembered recently that when I was a kid I had a book containing a
character called Space Barr, I’m sure this must have been a joke on the
writer’s part. I only wish it had been in a book called Adventures On Other
Platens – but it wasn’t.
•
This is where you write to me and I answer. This is where your response to
the last issue achieves print. This is where you can have your say.
This is –
Oh, Christ, I’ve forgotten. What is it? It’s – It’s – It’s on the tip of
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my tongue. I’ll let you know if I remember.
Ritchie Smith, South Shields, Tyne and Wear.
I don’t know how to say this .. but me and Mr Penman .. your biggest
fans, after all.. well.. we have this feeling, see.. that humour.. that it wears
out.. that soon the Emperor (or Mr Kettle) is, once the gloss and belly-laughs
are gone, revealed as being fairly naked. No, that’s not what I intended to
say. Well – f’rinstance, your marriage-announcement, the whole 1st page in
fact, was marred by yet another attempt to be funny. Slap wrist.
(((And there was me thinking it was marred by several attempts to be funny.
Bloody hell, Ritchie, you should know how it is. It’s not meant to be a
serious fanzine. OK, I can go too far and too often in the eternal struggle for
the perfect quip – it’s just the way my particular over-compensation
mechanism works. Brosnan gets too sarcastic. I get too silly. You get too
much money for being run over. Take it or leave it. I’m stuck with it.)))
Andrew Stephenson, High Wycombe, Bucks.
I’ve been thinking about what I asked you after TR3, namely “where’s it
going?”, and have decided that it doesn’t really matter. This past week at
number 19 has been devoted to wading through a year’s backlog of fanzines,
and believe me it’s a real pleasure to read a no-nonsense (er, do I mean that?)
knockabout laffs idiotzine now and then – like twice a year.
(((Though I’d disagree just a teensy weensy bit with your choice of words
Andrew, thanks for coming to my rescue just then. I react very badly to
unfavourable criticism. I think it’s because I don’t like it.))
Brian Parker, Stevenage.
I think one of the reasons I found this issue disappointing was the letter
column – not enough of it although the quality was there. Glicksohn was well
up to his usual entertaining standard (((that’s your fanzine just got a good
review in Xenium))) although why he thinks you bear some resemblance to
Lennon I can’t understand. You don’t look alike, you don’t act alike and I
would say you don’t much think alike. I think of you more as a sort of
William Rushton, but yet to reach puberty and with a bigger nose. Interesting
that Mike brings up the idea that the style of the zine influences the form of
the response. I drew this conclusion myself from the response to ppl,
although a lot depends on the personality of the respondee. A prime example
is the loc I received from Graham Poole in which Graham makes a dramatic
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change from his usual turgid style (used for discussions on, about, around the
BSFA) to a very entertaining and witty style very much in keeping with the
tone of PP1. God alone knows what he’s come up with in response to a
Presford abortion. (See pp2 for Graham’s letter.)
(((There aren’t that many zines with a style that can be pinned down – or if it
can, that should be. The trouble with responding in the “style” of the editor
(as is usually the perpetrator of whatever atmosphere happens to hang over
the zine of your choice) is that his idea of what he has produced, and is thus
affecting your “style”, and what he has really turned out can be very
different. Obviously response is gone about in different ways for different
fanzines, but that’s because the comments are about different things.
Graham’s letters on the BSFA concern something he (for reasons of his own)
doesn’t choose to be witty and entertaining about. When I write locs (now an
almost frequent occurrence) the amount of silliness in them depends on
whether I’m defending a personal slight or writing about Greg’s underpants –
far from slight but certainly personal.)))
Terry Hughes, Arlington, VA, Freedomland.
That collection of quips and technically naughty raconteurism known as
True Rat 6 arrived safely. Since this is my very first issue of this legendary
fanzine I thought it best to respond quickly with a letter of comment so as to
ensure that more would be sent my way. I prepared a long list of word plays
and puns to use on True Rat and a handful of questions as to why is it British
fans call “6” “sicks” while American fans call “6” “sex”. Must have
something to do with language accents and florinated water (((do you really
mean water that someone’s had ten p’s in, Terry?))) Then it occurred to me
that you must be damned tired of getting letters referring to “unfaithful
mouse” and other easily abused gambits. So I am doing the Smart Thing and
refraining from using such ploys. No, I’m not going, to fall into that True Rat
trap.
(((Yeah, I’m fed up to here (here, see) with letters referring to unfaithful
mouse, but I could really use some more containing easily abused gambits –
mine festered a while ago and I had to have them pulverised. Actually, your
reticence certainly shows up that other American fan, Glicksohn, who has
carved a career out of naught but hollow mockeries by forcing atrocious puns
from his typewriter with all the ability and grace of an amok slug.)))
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The fanzine reviews were quite enjoyable, particularly since the blood spilled
was not my own. You cram quite a lot of opinion into a single paragraph and
still relay information about the fanzine to the reader. However, it would be
nice if you would print the fucking addresses of the editors (subtle hint). For
example I would like to write to John Jarrold to get a copy of Prevert 1 since
it contains a Bob Shaw piece, but I can’t because some bastard didn’t print
his address.
(((You’re quite right. An oversight. John will be getting a copy of this
and I’m sure he’ll stagger down to the post office immediately – past the pub
John. PAST THE PUB JOHN. Never mind, Terry, try 31 Dukes Way, West
Wickham, Kent.)))
Merf Adamson, Hull.
In the fanzine review section I have only seen Zimri 7 and Maya 7 – I
can’t fairly take issue with anything that you have to say about the others,
therefore. Z7 is certainly huge, and the litho’d bit is impressive. Maybe that
(and not the reason that she didn’t like my loc on 7) is the reason Lisa hasn’t
sent me Z8 yet: expense.
I didn’t get any cut-out red lips with mine...
M7 wasn’t the most amazing zine I’ve seen – I remember sod all of
what I wrote in my loc on that, it wasn’t much anyway, but I did recognise
that it had some potential – potential enough to make me take the effort to loc
it. And look what happened! M8 is pretty excellent. No mention of me, but
even so, pretty good. I’m not sure that I agree about the fannish bits reading
differently according to whether they’ve been dupered or printed; have to
wait until I’ve seen a few more before I pass judgement, though I would say
that the second Goblin’s Grotto looks and reads well. It may be derivative,
inasmuch as it is very like the last Maya, but that’s no crime. A lot of dupered
zines look the same from a distance too.
(((M7 was, in fact, pretty good. You’ll probably find that when you read
more fanzines. What I should have stressed more was that I found it a little
inadequate because of my expectations, not in comparison with other
fanzines. Since 7 my expectations have been more than fulfilled.
Rob, shrugging aside the stigmata of some poor pieces in other zines and
a story written while his brain was still in the pickling jar for SFM, and has
produced a tour de force of British pubbing. Unfortunately it’s still litho. I
have the same problem with manuscript stories – my objectivity (what little
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there is of it) fails. Litho is all very well on Speculation or, really, even arty
Zimri, but Maya has a nice fannish air to it which begs for the old traditional
crafts and artifices of the penny-pinching fan. where is Gannet press now that
Rob needs it?))) (((Almost forgot, you mention that you can remember sod all
of what you wrote to Maya. You better gather a few wits about you pretty
bloody quick or you’ll never become a letter-hack. You wrote me two letters,
obviously unaware you’d done so, at least showing your consistency by using
the same phrases and opinions sometimes. Not that I’m not grateful, but
would you like me to pass on your second letter to someone you haven’t
loved?)))
Kevin Easthope, Erdington, Birmingham.
Y’know, I couldn’t decide at first whether to loc Rat or not, seeing as
you don’t bother with zines you get. But after that touching image of you
waiting eagerly for replies on the day after you posted them (((so, you’ve
found out who writes these locs))) I’ve decided to aim for your WAHF
column once again. I’m not in favour of trade alone between individuals in
fandom. I’ve got that sort of arrangement going between Keith Walker and
myself and it’s as dead and sterile as the BSFA used to be. No, a one-to-one
crudzine trade is definitely a bad thing.
(((I bother when I worry about getting the next issue or (more often) when I
feel I can write a good loc. I feel I rarely write a good one and I hate putting
inadequate material and stupidities in the hands of vengeful editors. I’ll be
buggered if I’ve got the time to write to every issue – such is the road to
BNFdom and ruin.)))
I think we should give the BSFA another chance. Four or five months ago
everyone was taking the piss out of the BSFA (including me) but now there is
a whole new committee and it has to be admitted that they are efficient.
Perhaps fandom should ease off using the heavy tactics and give the new
guys a chance to show what they can do. You should have left that bit out,
it’s dated. And there’s nothing worse than dated sarcasm.
(((It was obviously dated and as such harmless in the context you’re using
surely. Not that that worries me. If they can’t handle a piece of trivia like
those few lines, then the committee don’t deserve a chance. I wrote it when it
wasn’t particularly dated and it was just a filler anyway. I don’t feel any
responsibility to have to give the BSFA any “chance”. I have no wish to be
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particularly unfair, but the present committee didn’t come into my piece and,
even if they had, I’m sure it would have been something they could handle as
I said.)))
Mike Glicksohn, Toronto, Ontario.
Since this issue was prepared while you were still a bachelor, almost a
quarter of a year ago, I doubt whether I’ll be the first response you’ll get this
time. But if you think I’d consider flying to England each time a REAL
RODENT is due just to get in early copy and hence a prime spot in the
lettercol, forget it. Nor will I be so ungracious as to point out that while you
allowed these priceless pages to languish in the dank and foul smelling hold
of some fourmasted ship of the line for more than two months, thereby
depriving me of considerable enjoyment plus the egoboo of seeing my name
lead all the rest in a Kettle production, that I am sending you my fanzine by
modern, speedy air mail to arrive at your humble abode in about a week and
bring joy and light into the new year for you. To point out this odious
comparison would be niggardly indeed, and is hardly necessary between
former friends.
(((I entrusted TR to the post office for a pleasing pittance, ignorant of the fact
that this low low rate meant my labour of love would form the ballast, along
with remaindered copies of Weird Tits Magazine and 1001 Therapeutic
Perversions, of a vessel not due to sail for several weeks. My shame is great.
I’ve got this friend who’s rowing over, however....)))
Your method of putting together a fanzine is not my own, by many long
shots. I rarely mull over what I’m going to put in an issue, other than keeping
an awareness of the occasional outside contribution, that is, which you don’t
have to worry about, and never put down witty thoughts and expressions
beforehand. I start with some empty stencils and a full bottle and stop when
the roles are reversed. It may not work, but what the hell, it’s fun.
(((In a similar uncaring mood I’ve been trying to remove my locing
inhibitions by doing them when I’m at least merry, if not entirely drunk. If
the results are terrible I can give a reason. If not, all’s well. However, the
time taken over an ish being so much greater than a loc I’d hate to see the end
product as I depart from being merely garrulous to the realms of hysteria,
depression or paranoia. I really can’t afford the stencils or corflu anyway as
my typing, like my bar-billiards, darts and control of beer-glasses, becomes
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as ineffective as an earwig hopping.)))
I take umbrage, John, at being called a “bloody American”. Now maybe
you’re one of those purists like Angus Taylor, internationally known fan now
infesting some rat hole in Brighton, who argues that “American” refers to any
inhabitant of the continent of North America, but I am not. I know, and so do
the rest of us, what connotations the word “American” brings to mind in most
people nowadays. And who am I, or you for that matter, you puffed-up goof,
to swim upstream against the current of modern linguistic usage? No Sir: I
am not one of those Defenders of Democracy, Guardians of Decency,
Usurpers of Natural Resources, Protectors of Those Who Do Not Wish
Protection, Conspicuously Consuming Americans. I, Sir, am a Bloody
Canadian. A Sitter on Fences, a Seeker After Identity, A Follower of
(American) Fashion, and sundry other things. So be careful, eh? How would
you like to be mistaken for Pickersgill, for example?
(((I thought it was only Americans who defended their obsessions with
national identity so much. Still, if “bloody Canadian” you want, “bloody
Canadian” it shall be.
Bloody Canadian.)))
WAHF
Peter Weston, who wrote a nice long loc but somehow it didn’t quite fit.
(Actually, I rather liked the idea of having a BNF in the WAHFs).
Darroll Pardoe, who sends my favourite postcards.
Dave Langford, whose guilt at not having written previously surpassed
his ability to write anything worthwhile this time.
Tom Willis who wrote on paper with a space ship on the top, from an
address in Devon claiming membership of the Durham University SF club.
Paul Ryan, who wrote on beer. (And I wouldn’t touch a straight line like
that a year at Pismo Beach.)
David Griffin, who liked TR6 and shall get TR7 for lacking
discrimination.
WAASTHHF
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We are also supposed to have heard from Pat Charnock, but the previous
owner of our present home, upon receiving Pat’s slightly anticipatory letter
and knowing only the name Chris Atkinson, suspected squatters and burned
not only Pat’s letter to me but several others also from I know not whom.
Thank you all for your locs, and, stuff the expense, some of you other bums
write too.
•••
Of course, The Letter Column, that’s what it was. Silly me.
•••
Exciting news for all readers of Daub Books!
Cap Cod Is Back!
Yes, this astonishing Sci-Fi writer, winner of several obscure awards, now
returns with his greatest hero ever and his greatest series ever.
No.1: Colonel “Bogey” Nose and The Snot of Doom.
No.2: Colonel “Bogey” Nose Blows Against The Empire.
Buy now, wherever good books are remaindered.
•••
Feeble
There was once an amusing socialite crow and it died. Eventually it began to
smell. After that none of the other crows ever asked it to a hoedown or even
round for a mess of chitterlings.
Moral: If you like having a good time with the rest of the crows, make sure
you’re pleasant company.
•••
Did you know that Brosnan in Irish means “a bundle of old dry sticks”? I
draw no conclusions. Not one. None. But you can see the point.
•••
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from
leroy kettle,
43 chesholm road,
london, n 16.

who said peter presford is the billy
butlin of eastercons? who was it? own
up.
brosnan forgot to thank ian maule for
duping scabby tales. thanx from
brozzer, mauler.
where have all the bran-buds gone?
(long time passing)
messily duplicating my gestetner
stencils on their crummy old roneo
this ish are – pompitty pom and other
fanfares – the charnox! ta.
he was so sexually naive he thought an
ostrich egg was a great lay.
famous last words 1:
zymotic – pocket oxford
famous last worlds 1:
pluto
famous lost worlds 1:
atlantis
famous lust worlds 1:
61 cygni c
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farmer’s lust worlds 1:
ozagen
thanx to brian moorehead for electros.
that’s it, the end. i can hear mancon
calling in the distance. armageddon’s
early this year.
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Spoof Mancon 5 PR (1)
See below for transcription
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Spoof Mancon 5 PR (2)
See below for transcription.

MANCON 5
PORGRESS REPORT 7
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Things
By now you'll all have been up to Owens Park, seen the
signs saying GO AWAY and have gone. Your probably
wandering what happened?
Well first of all. Let me apologize for any
inconveniience and say how sorry I am to be apologizing
again. It was just a slight confusion between some
members of the comittee as to the date of the convention
and between the others of the venue. I kept saying we
should have met together at some point before the con.
Anyway. You'll be wanting a convention. Well. There I
have some good news and some bad news. The convention
will be held and it will be held at Christmas. And now.
The bad news. 1977. Sorry about that. (And sorry to be
apologizing again.) But any con is better than no con.
Eh?
More Good News
Weve sused out the washbasin problem. To stop people
smelling weve bought several gallons of underarm
deodorant. Heres a photo of it being tested to
destruction in the appropraite area by Brian Robinson's
foot after he's run from the pub.

Next. The food. We have managed to cheaply obtain
several tons of slightly cancerous gibbon's testacles
which are very nourishing and go down a treat with
cornflakes. Also cheap are the fish-in-the-bladders -- a
rare delicacy and one we are proud to put on your table.
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You will have a choice between both of these at all
meals.

Next. Drinks. Heres the comittee testing the
university bar.
Makes you want a quick one already dont it?

Programme
Yes.
Errotta
Id just like to apologize for some of the mistakes in
the last booking form and make sure you have got it
right.
For 'pederast' read 'vegetarian'.
For 'blood' read 'much blood'.
For 'Risbert Silverboobs' read 'Pel Torro'.
End Bits
For those of you still looking for an adress in the
last few progress reports I promise we'll have one for
you in the next report (No.10). I'm sorry I haven't
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cracked any good jokes this time but I'm feeling a bit
under the weather. But I really liked that one about the
'gold teeth' and the 'schower' in no. 4. I marked it in
Robert Silverberg's copy especially.
Lots of yucks,
Yr commitee.

peet presdorf rüdes o
April 1976
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8. True Rat Ate
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True Rat 8
Artwork by Harry Bell

Special Food Issue
Peter Roberts writes on currying non-animal meat and favour, and how
potatoes’ eyes are looking up this year.
Graham Charnock writes on the wealth of interesting things he has
discovered in Graham Hall’s vomit and how they got published.
John Brosnan writes on the smelly and voluminous after-effects of Guinness
and why he has no friends.
Leroy Kettle writes on toilet walls and gets in trouble with the lady attendant.
Harry Bell writes on his own in a very small room with a Little Gem
typewriter, his teddy and these headaches.
D. West writes on and on and on and .....
•••
_
/_/

If there’s an X in this box it’s because I put it there. It’s my bloody box
and I’ll do what I want with it.
Credits:–
Articles – as indicated (but not included.)
Cover – Harry Bell Esq
Cartoons – all by D. West except for one, though I’ve changed the captions
on a couple because they weren’t very good. Not that they’re terrific now but
they’re certainly an improvement on what came my way from Bradford. Not
that I’m ungrateful of course, but just being grateful isn’t a great criterion for
printing poor D. West captions. Not that all the captions are terrible. Just the
ones I changed. The ones that are funny now. Those ones. (However, none of
these appear in the ebook edition, so yah boo sucks!)
Underwater editor – Me
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Underwater layout – Can’t get anyone to own up to this. Sorry.
Normal layout – See if you can find any. I’ve looked through the bloody
issue eight times and it beats me. I had some when started out.
Paper – Croxley 8x10 Blue 71g/m² weight. Several reams.
Ink – Ryman Duplicator Ink – Black for Roneo. Lots.
Correcting Fluid – Invert and Shake. Several bottles, but it’s run out.
Duplicator – Roneo 750 with overhead cams.
•••
Just because this isn’t necessarily your last issue unless you send me a loc, a
trade or a photo of raw Swedes in interesting positions, don’t get too fucking
complacent. This has been an unveiled threat.
•••
This fanzine has the Peter Roberts’ Seed of Approval.
•••
From: Leroy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Road, London, N16.
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OK, for the purist out there, this really is TRUE RAT EIGHT
///////////////////////////////
/ BIG ALL-HUGE ALL-VAST ISSUE /
///////////////////////////////

Guide to Rat Lies
Well, he says defensively, it feels like a guest editorial. I’m not exactly
comfortable sat here in the middle of all this talent like a burst gooseberry.
The responsibility lies heavy (and as yet not fully realised) on my shoulders
for ensuring that others’ words and drawings of wit and wisdom appear
reasonably quickly, legibly and tidily. (Reasonably.) Actually, it’s not that
bad. I’m not likely to have a nervous breakdown because I’ve misspelled a
score of the long words that Charnock uses or because I’ve missed a phrase
out of one of the jokes that John Brosnan has so laboriously copied from the
backs of a gross of second-hand matchboxes with all the effrontery of
someone who’s trying to pretend he hasn’t done it a hundred times before. In
fact, having done most of the stencils as I write this I find that the plod of
copy-typing is easier than the strain of creativity. Even the fucking plod of
nineteen D. West review stencils. Even that. (Putting out Daisnaid thinly
disguised as a column for me, mumble mutter mutter hope the shoelace
breaks on his duplicator).
The most aggravating thing actually is the fact that my stencilling does
not improve with practice and my stencils look as though someone with TB
was reading them during an attack. White corflu is less obvious but
apparently less efficacious. At one point in D.’s reviews I was supposed to be
typing “counter-witticism”. When I had achieved “counter0wiiicis” I went to
bed. I missed a whole lump out of Peter Roberts’ article and, my mind
numbed by corflu fumes and hours of semi-concentration, I poured corflu
over so thickly that I couldn’t type through it. After some time with a razor
blade and a bad temper I thought of using another stencil. I sometimes have
these flashes of insight...
Anyway, you can see what the result is. What you hold in your hands is
more than a fanzine. If you’re lucky it’s a —— it’s a ——. Fill in anything
you please I suppose. Nothing too dirty though. Wouldn’t want the Post
Office to open it because it’s been returned by Fuckin’ Disgusted of 6
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Westbourne Park Villas.
Well, in-depth humour apart, you’ve got here True Rat 8, amazing
transitional issue from personalzine to genzine. Some time ago everyone used
to write hopeful little editorials about how they’d do eight issues a year now
that their premium bond had come up and they’d bought a duplicator. Six
months later when the second issue came out they’d apologise because they’d
missed a bus or overslept or hadn’t got the sixpence the Tooth Fairy had
promised. I’ve managed two issues a year for three years now, which is no
great deal unless you know me. Even allowing for the increase in size I think
I can make three issues a year fairly easily and with the minimum amount of
brain surgery, And with help. Regular, though alternating, columnists will be
Graham (I know someone’s writing about me again) Charnock and the lovely
Dave Langford (of whom it has never been said, I can assure you).
Occasional and lazy columnist will be Peter Roberts (Absolutely Colossal
Name Fan. Yes, really, this big. Well, this big anyway.) writing on old
fanzines because I’m too mean to give him blank paper or better jokes than
this one. Fanzine reviews will be by a large assortment of talented people
with brains and intelligence and well-hidden abilities. Next issue Jim
Linwood, everybody’s favourite itinerant reviewer, will be reviewing the next
batch of itinerants as and when they arrive. It’s worth looking forward to next
issue just for Jim’s reviews. (He paid me to say that.)
As twenty five of you will know (that’s the, 25 of you still receiving TR
out of the thirty who got the first three issues) this is my second genzine.
Well, it’s almost my second genzine. The first would have been called
Pottage and was destined to be typed and duplicated by one of the many
women John Hall erroneously claimed to have at his beck and call in the days
when loose change to him was £1 notes. She was certainly at his beck, at it
all night long if I remember well, but when it came to being called to put out
my fanzine the silly woman lost all the material and the love of a good
hunch-back.nNow a fat hunchback says one who knows.) Mind you, fandom
probably lost little in the process. I recently came across a BSFA Bulletin
where Pottage was advertised as a “funzine”. In fact it would have contained
an enormously long supercrud story by Bryn Fortey, an article by Jack Marsh
proving that fans were homosexuals (although he now denies having written
this), a story about a flying saucer by a certified friend of Jack, an
incomprehensible and thus avant-garde story by John Hall and some real
rubbish from me – plus a cover, which I still have in my possession should
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anyone wish to use it for a fanzine called Pottage, by Audrey Walton. So it
goes.
Since then I have learned some things. Not a lot though. Two things I’ve
learned are that I don’t like interdelineations nor fillos. Or, at least, I don’t
like the way they’re usually used. Artwork should add to an article. If the
illustration has no relevance then it shouldn’t be used. Unless it’s your own
article – you can make whatever mess you want of it then. But if someone
goes to the trouble of writing something for you then the least you can do is
ask them if they mind it being overrun by five eyed blobs of ink going “Poot”
or something equally witty. Fillos after articles are OK and you needn’t even
ask my permission to put them there. Interdelineations I don’t like for similar
reasons. Whether someone’s spent a year or a day writing for your fanzine I
don’t see how you can stick in your favourite second-hand quip as though it
was all that was needed to relieve the tedium. Do what you want outside the
article, but give the writer a chance during it. There, that’s my serious bit for
Mike Glicksohn this issue. Come back and read it again when you’ve dried
out Michael. It won’t make any more sense but you might live longer.
Somewhere above I hinted that I now have a duplicator. A manual
Roneo 750 with an electric handbook. Only cost £15 though. My grateful
thanks to all who have suffered my assistance while they duplicated True Rat
in the past, and I hope you won’t turn me away in the future if this issue
comes out anything like P*RK*RS P*TCH.
•••
Recently, on the back of a Robert Hale book amidst quotes from the East
Hebrides Glockenspiel Renovators Gazette (“Marvellously inventive sci-fi”)
and Brick Watchers News (“Marvellously inventive sci-fi”), I saw the
following: “marvellously inventive sci-fi” – Friend. Well! you may think.
And well you may think it. Because that’s quite true. Unless someone tells
me differently I shall assume it’s a friend of the author but it might even be a
friend of the publisher or even of the editor of The Brick Watchers News. My
mum is even now writing to Sidgwick and Jackson. “Deserves a Huge and
Nobbly” – Leroy’s mum.
•••
Now that that gratuitous and egotistically offensive advert for New Writings
in SF 28 is over and done with I can return to my one true love, Jack Marsh.
Recently, Jack passed on to me an article which he had copied from an early
60’s Playboy. It’s called “Girls For The Slime God” and is written by
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someone called William Knoles who appears to know a reasonable amount
about pulp SF and to write about it in a funny way without being patronising.
Actually, it’s quite possible he’s got hold of a handful of old magazines and
used those to write the article, but I don’t think so. I wouldn’t want to reprint
the whole thing as it gets a bit repetitious and isn’t exactly now stuff to your
hardened pulp cynic, but here’s a paragraph to relieve the tedium of the
editorial as I don’t have any interdelineations to hand just now:
A quivering bosom was no novel sight for a Thirties s-f hero. Space
Girls expressed most of their emotions through their pectoral
muscles. Bosoms swayed, trembled, heaved, shivered, danced or
pouted according to their owner’s moods. In fact, if a hero in those
days had been a little more observant and had carried a tape
measure, he could have saved himself a lot of trouble when he
opened the air lock and a gorgeous stowaway fell out, uniform
ripping, it usually took him five or six pages to find out whether
she was a Venusian spy or not, whereas the reader knew at once. If
her torn uniform revealed pouting young breasts, she was OK –
probably someone’s kid sister. If she had eager, straining breasts,
she was the heroine. But a girl with proud, arrogant breasts was
definitely a spy – while a ripe, full bosom meant she was a pirate
Queen and all hell would soon break loose.
Accompanying the article was a handful of fake magazine covers by Bill
Elder. Impractical Science-Like Stories was the best title. All the others were
not too improbable. Captions ran beneath the titles: Fiction is dirtier than
science; Sexy science is fiction with friction, etc. The most interesting thing
however were the cover stories, or, at least, one of them: The Creature With
The Good Looks, Gefilte Fish-Men of Pluto etc. The one which caught me by
surprise was Venus On The Half Shell. It’s not in keeping with the style of
the other “stories” titles. If any of you knowledgeable fans out there know of
anything to show this is more than mere coincidence I’d be amazed.
•••
Extremely Serious Bit
Britain is fine (according to what I hear anyway) in ’s79.
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Peter Roberts for TAFF.
This has been a True Rat Pubs VOICE OF THE PEOPLE message. Take it or
leave it.
•••
Siamese twins of the world unite. You have nothing to lose but your – er – er
– You have nothing to lose.
•••
Famous last words number Pig: But can you look me in the eye and say that,
Dr Mesmer?
•••
“In human eyes there are complexities frogs know not” – Man Plus.
•••
Ten fans were asked if they preferred reading Goblins Grotto or having half
their brains scooped out. Fifteen out of ten preferred having half their brains
scooped out. Afterwards they preferred Goblins Grotto.
•••

Open Flie
– the column that tells the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth – if there’s no other way out.
Ian Maule remarries – Ian Maule, having turned his back on effervescent
games-player John Piggott (former chief whip of Bubble and Squeak the
famous Ealing thong and dents team), has “gone straight” in an effort to
achieve respectability, less messy creature comforts and a soft shoulder to cry
on during the imminent failure of Checkpoint – the newszine that makes
Open Flie look like The Times. Ian, never at a loss to fail to publish
something interesting, was not available for comment.
“I have nothing to say,” he refused to say.
•••
Secret Master of Gossip, Peter (“Call me Peter Weston”) Weston tells us that
popular Birmingham fan and drunkard Kevin Easterhope has got a funny
little bird on the end of his chin. As yet this has not been confirmed by a
second source. Peter Weston has a funny accent.
•••
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Up and coming young corpse, John Brosnan, has been hired by 20th Century
Frocks to write and make the dresses for their new film Ooze First. The plot
revolves around several quite annoyed slugs who crawl riot in a sink. John,
whose cut is reputed to be – oh, ever such a lot – can now afford to have all
his growths removed. You all know the ones. Yes, I thought they’d probably
dribbled on you at the One Tun. These growths will star in John’s next film
Uuurrrrgh! about a middle aged failed humorist dying of cancer.
•••
Robert Holdstock, author of repute and other words (though mostly of half a
syllable or less) has moved to a new house not a million miles away from a
pub. Mr Holdstock, who spends long seconds of his drinking time at the
typewriter playing at being a novelist and collapsing, is working on a new
epic tentatively entitled Bloodshockfucksmashkillpokeguts which he hopes
will make, if not his name or fortune, at least his psychiatrist sit up and take
notice. Mr Holdstock is currently as pissed as a newt. (An alcoholic newt:
Biology Ed.)
•••
Malcolm Edweeds (little or no relation) is the new boss of the vowel
department at Robert Hale. Apparently his job is to check that neither of
Hale’s authors (in any of their manifestations) suffer from loose vowels.
Rumours that he was once employed by Victor Gollancz Ltd as soft drinksboy and book-end are fairly exaggerated.
•••
GRONK – the column that takes notes when people
least expect it.
“It looked just like a lump of gristle”: Simone Walsh during a short
conversation about Ian Maule. The editor declines to comment.
•••
“It’s all in the flip of the wrist at the end”: Malcolm Edwards on his eyesight.
•••
After I wrote to D. West recently suggesting that I retain a cartoon he did of
his wife and Pat Charnock so that I could possibly use it in a future issue, he
replied suggesting I forget about it as he had drawn Malcolm Edwards, not
Ann West. I apologise to some of those concerned. Anyone who can figure
out who D’s other cartoons are meant to be will win a free pair of spectacles.
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END OF PAGE
•••
I Know What I Like
– good stuff since last issue.
Harry Bell’s cartoons in Mota 18: cartoon strip in One-Off 3: David Bridges
in One-Off 1: Harry Bell’s cover for Goblin’s Grotto 3: Richard McMahon
on dentists Inverted Ear Trumpet 4: Peter Weston’s Slice Of Life Maya 11:
Bob Shaw’s Return of The Backyard Spaceship ibid: Ian Maule’s letter ibid:
Mike Glicksohn’s The Best Is Yet To Come Xenium 2.6: Harry Bell’s cover
for Cynic 9: Jim Linwood’s The Inner Focus and Harry’s cartoons for same
ibid: Harry’s Early Warner System cartoon Xenium 2.6: Harry Turner’s cover
Zimri 8: Lisa Conesa’s cat and rat cartoons ibid: Rob Holdstock’s Two
Letters and A Cry Of Despair ibid: Malcolm Edwards’ con report Stop
Breaking Down 3: Greg Pickersgill’s fanzine reviews Stop Breaking Down 2
& 3: Simone Walsh’s Alternate Title S.B.D. 2: Harry Bell’s cover S.B.D. 3:
Grant Canfield’s The Report From Point 30 and cartoons Mota 17: Dave
Langford on getting married Twll-Ddu 3: Bryn Fortey’s Super Crud 69: Dave
Langford on Mancon Twll-Ddu 2: D. West’s Daisnaid: Dave Locke in
Scientifriction 5: Mike Glicksohn in Maya 10:
Thank you all for those. That’s the stuff I can remember. There’s a lot more I
enjoyed but none of it stuck, There was a lot I wasn’t wild about as well.
Some of that stuck but I’ll avoid mentioning it. Very subjective. Not your
actual crit. Still, I really am grateful for all the fanzines I get, more or less.
Someone else’s list could well not contain anything in mine. So it goes.
•••
The first cretin to say he didn’t get a copy of ibid gets a lifetime subscription
to Atropos. Aaaagh, I’ve been rude to Dave Cockfield. He’s huger than me. A
lifetime subscription to – to – er umm – oh shit what’s more tedious than
Atropos. Goblin’s Grotto? Nesfig Newsletter? Maya? Think fast kid, the
overweight vengeance of the Gannets is pretty bloody nigh. Too late....
•••
Results of the 1975-1976 True Rat Frederik Poll
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1. Frederik Pohl – a good winner. Zillions of points. Look out for this one.
Should do well.
2. Fredric Brown – a good second. Quite a lot of points. Look out for
this one some of the time. Should do fairly well.
3. Fred Hoyle – a good third. Some points. Look out for this one if
you’re desperate. Might not do extremely badly.
4. Frederik Poll Charnock – because of the uncertainty of the judges as
to the existence of this entrant it comes last. In a sillier year it might well
have won. So it goes. Absolutely no points. Oh, all right then, one.
Two people more than last year voted in this, the first British Frederik
Poll. In the event of anyone else voting, Peter Roberts had the casting vote.
•••
“Policemen run in our family,” – Man of Conviction.
•••
This is a Secret Fanzine
so
SOD OFF

Letter Column
– the column that prints the letters.
Brian Robinson, Manchester.
Presdorf showed me True Rat.
Fuckin’ far out – elbow my left tit, baby!
(((Those among you who wonder what makes Manchester the intellectual
centre of British fandom need wonder no more. This was the first letter I
received and it really touched me. Right here.)))
Vernon Brown, Aston University, Birmingham.
The labelled skeleton on the cover has saved me from a potentially
embarrassing position. Before TR7 if someone had asked me why animals
struggle and bite if pulled away from their rooting in the food dish I would
have answered that they were angry at being deprived of their food. Now, of
course, I realise that they are angry at being interrupted in the middle of an
orgy of self-abuse.
Uncle Graham Charnock, London.
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I figure I don’t really owe you a letter of comment since I helped you sit
around reading letters to Shrew while somebody else duplicated your fanzine,
but I’m sending you one, if only to teach Peter Roberts some kind of moral
lesson. In fact only to teach Peter Roberts some kind of moral lesson. Peter,
as you know, feels that when a fella duplicates a chum’s fanzine it discharges
any duty to write a letter of comment to a chum’s fanzine. In fact Peter would
really rather not write anything at all, but duplicate everybody’s fanzines,
menues, change-of-address notices and invitations to parties, and thus end up
ruling the world, I’m sure. The fact remains that since we Charnox became
self-sufficient duplicators I still haven’t had a letter from Peter. I’d strike him
off my mailing list if I hadn’t pinched the mailing list from him in the first
place. Oh poot.
Well, what can one say about Mancon Five that doesn’t sound like a
lonely nun playing with herself. I think the highlight was the fannish
programme organized along the line of Seacon’s. And what a great fanzine
Atacon turned out to be. Don West calls this plonking sarcasm.
Anyway, good fanzine Roy. I reckon between us Me, You, Greg, and
maybe Don West could take over fandom, in that order, leaving a tiny corner
of the habitable universe to John Hall. Pat sends her regards and we have
taught the cats to teleport their turds. Watch out.
P.S. Here’s one for the true rockfans: In what song by what person does
the immortal line “put my socks in a cedar box and get them out of here”
appear?
(((Were they Michelangelo’s dogskin socks? I could understand it if they
were Michelangelo’s dogskin socks. Fortunately you trained your cats well
and the turds have been landing in Robert’s personalised litter tray. He’s a bit
choked about it actually, but he dodges most of them. Are you sure you’re
playing fair? Some of the turds seem at least Pat-sized and one or two could
only have been produced by a well-worn male human digestive system after
consumption of much cider. Pretty smelly one, Grah.
I thought the attitude was If you’ve ever bought a drink for, spoken to or
lived in the same city as someone who’s sending you a fanzine then you need
not loc it. Malcolm and Rob regularly duplicate True Rat and loc it too. This
is what I call unnecessary unfunny and rather silly sarcasm the purpose of
which is to reach these here brackets.)))
Mike Glicksohn, Toronto, Ontarion (no second n).
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Very funny .... verrrrry funny. I suppose you think it’s cute that you
spent a lousy 17½p just so I could read your insults in record time, after
waiting the best part of a year for a little off-the-cuff egoboo in the previous
issue. Ho ho, Mr Cattle, how droll of you. “Amok slug” is it? Well, you’ll get
yours, vermin-head. Just you wait until I’m the TAFF winner at some future
Eastercon! There I’ll be down in the bar, fivers literally falling out of my
pockets, buying double whiskies for every fringe fan in sight, treating the
Trekkies, showering the SFM types with largesse, even picking up the tab for
the Pickersgill groupies and it’ll be tough shit for you, Charlie! Continental
breakfast with a tea-bag for Kettle, while the rest of us guzzle Guinness and
dabble in doubles. And when I’m called upon at the banquet to make my
hands across the ocean speech, my message from North American fandom to
our English and European brethren, I’ll unfurl a forty foot banner with
brilliant yard high letters that will say “Sod off, Kettle!” to thunderous
applause, no you won’t get away with this, you swine! “Amok slug” eh?
Well, so’s your old man.
(((You gotta win TAFF first, Michael. Who says we want a hairy little
American comix fan over here anyway. Mind you, I like your effrontery in
casually mentioning in a letter to me that you’ll keep half of English (or
British) fandom pissed for a convention just to show me. That should win
you a few votes from the few (very few) people who haven’t been forced to
buy you a drink in order to help you pass out quicker. The only reason I’d be
voting for you is much too personal to go into here sweetie.)))
This positive plethora of airborne ratzines is becoming tiresome. I assume
you’re all trying to “get it up” for Mancon, and will fall back into the
comatose state we’ve come to associate with Rats of late once England’s
annual extravaganza is over, (((Ha!))) Just for the record, Mr Kipple, I copied
down part of Brosnan’s zine for future quotation but I didn’t do that to you.
(It was hard, but my spite and vindictiveness know no bounds.) (((Not even
Sydney, I thought everyone knew Sydney.))) I’d like you to come down with
a very painful series of boils on your penis which would last for years
without once providing any sort of worthwhile material for fanzine writing,
rendering you sexually hors de combat for the duration.
(((Amazing how hardened fan-writers try to translate anything into readable
fannish prose, however trivial the event and sometimes however personal. I
occasionally find myself thinking I can write about this even while it’s
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happening and thinking of choice lies and misinterpretations to make it all
sound interesting. I wouldn’t like to be in the position where all I had to write
about was painful boils on my penis. You don’t need to exaggerate.)))
Your reply to Terry Hughes has been dealt with and I must say it’s a pretty
shabby way to treat 50% of your oversea response and 100% of your
commonwealth reaction. Now that Howard Hughes is dead and we can
expect Terry to spend the next few years of his miserable life trying vainly to
prove he’s some remote bastard son, you might need me to provide some
non-insular, non-Anglo reaction and then where will you be? There simply
aren’t any other North American fans with the knowledge of English fandom,
the stamina to wade through the pages and the monstrously overbloated
desire for fame and glory needed to write you a loc. Hell, not even Sam Long
locs True Rat .. which has to be a mark in its favour!
(((Sorry. Sorry. Actually I always wondered howcome a comix fan got on so
quickly in fandom. It’s your old man of course. Son of Glick. What made
Michael run, indeed? Incidentally, no review of Xenium I’m afraid. Good ish
though. Well, goodish. Well, very enjoyable actually. Yeah. Right on.)))
D. West, Bingley, West Yorks.
You seem to be rather short on effective gags this time. So hows about
nicking a few, like from this lecture tape by Isaac Asimov where he tells how
he rebuked Arthur C. Clarke:
“Arthur, that HAL computer of yours violates the First Law of
Robotics,” and Arthur has them all rolling about laughing’s themselves sick
with the lightning reply of:
“So what?”
I mean, that comes from MENSA, and SF readers are supposed to go for
the giant brainbox stuff. Not that I’m a member myself. Don’t have the sense
of humour. But I suppose you couldn’t really use that, what with it having
shown up in an ad in the Seacon programme book. Which some kind person
sent me the other day. Damned poor show I call it on the part of these Seacon
so-called organisers. Obviously read so much of this Buck Rogers stuff
they’ve started believing in time travel. So what – in such guilty
circumstances – are you going on at the Manchester lot for? I mean, they
answered all my letters within two weeks and have duly sent confirmation of
my booking. Not to mention a map showing just where Manchester is. So you
leave them alone, you poncy southerner. Us lads who know who is what have
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to stick together. You some kind of Vegetarian? You can hardly avoid
cynical reader thoughts when the one and only fanzine review is of
Pickersgill’s Stop Breaking Down. Not that I disagree, particularly. But you
should have slung in a few more titles to make it look like you were trying.
Attack best form of etc. Too much self justifying.
(((Of course, the other extreme is to send me 22 pages of fanzine reviews just
so you can praise Pickersgill right at the end. A labour of love indeed. Now,
as to those programme books. I blame the weather. Anyone arguing?)))
Bryn Fortey, Newport, Gwent.
Hey, that Brian Parker is quite a card. I quote from his LoC in TR7 in
which he was discussing a LoC he received from Graham Poole.
“A very entertaining and witty style very much in keeping with the tone
of PP1” ... and he said it almost as if he meant it. Watch out LRAK my lad,
that Parker could become a satirist of note.
•••
That’s not many locs I’ve printed. This is mainly because almost all of the
others are too flattering to publish. Honest. Ta very much. I even got four
people not wanting outside contributions in True Rat. Ta again. Next issue
should see a longer and more lively column. As it is WAHF:
Richard Barycz, who sent a huge letter which couldn’t really be used
except too extensively because of innumerable cross-references and changes
of train of thought. It was a longer loc than all the others put together. It was
almost as long as long as D. West’s reviews. Blast from the past Richard.
Merf Adamson who says his new zine is coming out in June. “No way
am I going to break this deadline.” Oh yeah?
Tom Perry: “Is a poof what I think it is?” Well, Tom, it’s like this ... No,
it’s like this ... well, no, it’s – Oh, ask John Piggott.
Kev Williams, Ray Harrison, Ritchie Smith, John Steward, Big Johnny,
Terry Hughes, Joseph M. Nicholas, Richard McMahon, Eric Bentcliffe (((I’m
trying Eric, I really am))), Dave Langford, Rich Coad and Jim Linwood.
•••
Deadline for next issue is end of November. It should be out by the end of
December. Look for it at Easter.
•••
Do it yourself page numbering: l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
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Cut out and stick on as appropriate.
•••
APOLOGIES
– the column that (sorry) that alopogises (sorry)
apologises four (sory)(sorry) for mistakes.
1) You may have noticed that the electros, particularly the names, are a bit
wrinkled. Any advice on how to fit vinyl stencils to ordinary waxed ones
would be gratefully received. I did some with sellotape and some with Cow
Gum and corflu. Bear in mind I’m not very ept at this sort of thing.
2) Parts of some pages are a little faint. I have an irrational fear of stopping in
the middle of a run. I’ll get over it someday.
4) This issue seems a little like True Rat with articles by other people stuck
into it. I’m hoping to get it together a bit more next time. Springs eternal,
dunnit?
5) Anything else.
•••
Those of you who send John Brosnan fanzines c/o 43 Chesholm Road
without sending me a copy (Zine That Has No Name and Triode to name but
one) (bitch bitch) and any others of you (tax inspectors, health inspectors,
Salvation Army) who wish to get in touch with the editor of Scabby Tales
and the author of James Bond In The Cinema, may wish to note his new
address:– Flat 59 8 Abercorn Place, London, NW8.
Chris Fowler might like to note my new address – see last issue and this issue
Christopher. Incidentally, liked the letter columns in the last two Vectors.
43 Chesholm Road, London, N16 to save you the trouble Chris½ (sorry)
•••
Bacover credit: Unknown friend of John Ingham’s.
Thanks to all contributors for their generous efforts.
•••
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This has been True Rat 8. The time is 10.55 a.m. on Friday 27th
August and Chris and I are going on holiday tomorrow. I can’t
really be bothered with filling all this space with merry quips and
things.
See y’all at Novacon,
This has been a twisted stencil production.
August 1976
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9. True Rat Nein
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True Rat 9
Artwork by D. West
Christmas joke no. 30 to explain away the cover (sort of)
Of course, if they’d been Hell’s Herald Angels there probably would
have been vroom at the inn.

This Issue
(being a list of things not included in this ebook)
True Rat is fairly proud to present the bizarre combination of Dave (who)
Langford, master of the paralytic monologue, and Don (what) West, Master
of everything else and bogies too.
Jim Linwood makes an unintentionally delayed appearance as guest human
being and fanzine reviewer while Charles Platt allows his brainchild to fall
into the hands of someone who knows not the purpose nor application of the
arcane fannish power – layout.
Relegated to the back page, because that’s the only place I could find for the
back cover, is nicely rounded Northern fan and 30 year old, Harry Bell.
Next issue sees the return of Graham Charnock, blot on the landscape and ace
guitarist, telling how he failed elementary drip-feeding until John Piggott
came round and asked for a sausage. Also Charles Platt returns with the truth
behind Peter Wetson and other figments. Returning yet again is Harry Bell,
hitting the big time with another front cover. Guest fanzine reviewer might be
incredibly lazy up-and-coming young publisher Malcolm Edwards, but then
again it might not.
All right, all right, the truth behind the cover
D. West recently built himself a penny farthing bike out of a chainsaw and
bits of an old pig. It didn’t work. (Tuff luck, D. West). So as his second
favourite fantasy was denied to him in reality, he decided to draw a cover
based on it. (D.’s first favourite fantasy involves Pat Charnock and several
vibrators but I doubt if Pat would pose for a cover, especially like that.
Besides, she doesn’t duplicate Graham’s fanzine so why pretend she does?)
Next issue: D. West’s third favourite fantasy cover: The Bingley Socks
Maniac – Trouble Is A Foot, a picture of pedestrian sex by the artist who
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brought you Twelve Inch Rules, OK? with the Rob Holdstock centrefold.
FROM: Leroy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Road, London, N16
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Nude readers start here:-

I Dreamed I Pubbed An Ish in My Maidenform
Bra
– in which the editor, as usual, fails to got things off his chest.
I think my biggest problem in putting out a fanzine, apart from putting
out a fanzine, is the mailing list. This is because I haven’t got one.
The Charnox have got a mailing list. I know this because they didn’t
lend it to me. Not that it would have made any difference if they had – I’d
only have used it for one issue.
I’ve got a large book with lots of names in it but no addresses. Next to
each name is a symbol which, when deciphered, tells me who is due for
Termination or why I’m sending out a copy. But no address. For some reason
which is not entirely apparent to me, for 9 issues now I’ve failed to complete
a mailing list which thereafter, in true fannish tradition, I could fail to keep up
to date. This means that every issue I have to burrow through piles of old
fanzines, Checkpoints, Karasses, letters, incomplete address books, and still
not know whether some more recent COA lurks forgotten on page 7 of Mota
16. This is all very tiresome, particularly as my old fanzines, Checkpoints,
Karasses (is that the plural?), letters and incomplete address books are kept in
a subtle state of disarray unimaginable by anyone who has never see my
rooms at Princess Street or Eleanor Road when they were at their most
primitive.
It would be relatively easy to do a mailing list. However, when it’s
easiest to do (i.e. when the envelopes are before me all vaguely correctly
addressed) I’m too fagged out to bother, and when I’m feeling alert, active,
vital, decisive and other adjectives that I can rarely work up the energy to
apply to myself, I’ve got different things on my mind. This is obviously a
manifestation of what would be called Fuck’s Law if John Campbell hadn’t
called it Finagle’s Law and everyone else called it Murphy’s Law and the
world wasn’t what it is.
One day I might get some filing cards and do the thing properly. But
somehow I think it’s going to remain on the list of activities which I would
get round to doing if I wasn’t worrying about not doing other activities on the
list.
Now, if I had a computer....
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No. I’d probably lose it.
•••
You might be interested in a little bit of trouble Chris and I had with our
cooker. It might amuse you mildly, though not to the extent of making you
choke on your Oat Krunchies.
I phoned the LEB a few weeks ago and told them exactly what the
symptoms were. An electrician came round.
“What’s wrong?” he said.
We repeated the symptoms.
“If I’d known I would have brought a thermostat,” he said. “I’ll be back
later in the week.”
Later in the week he returned, changed the thermostat and declared the
cooker fit. After he left we tried to cook something. Nothing happened. I
phoned the LEB.
“That’ll be the thermostat gone,” they said with unusual presence of
mind. “We’ll send an electrician round.”
He arrived the next day. He changed the thermostat. We suggested he
test it.
“I’ve tested it,” he said later.
After he left we tried to cook something. Nothing happened, I phoned
the LEB.
“Sounds like the thermostat to me,” said a woman.
“Does it?” I said, choosing my words carefully.
They sent an electrician round the next day.
“Never known two thermostats to go,” he said helpfully.
“Perhaps it’s not the thermostat,” said Chris.
He shook his head.
“Must be the thermostat.” His mate arrived.
“Could be this little wire at the back, Bert,” his mate said.
“Could be. Could be,” said Bert. They checked.
“It’s this little wire at the back,” said Bert. “It has been all along. What a
laugh.”
I didn’t think so.
“So you can change it now?” I said.
“Oh no,” said Bert. “We don’t carry wires with us.”
He looked at his mate and smiled, shaking his head.
“We’ll have to go back to the stores.”
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They came back and mended the cooker. I went out to do some
shopping and Chris cooked lunch. When I got back Chris said:
“Look in the cooker.” I did and it was OK.
“Not the main oven,” she said, “The top oven.”
I looked. Inside the top oven were two extraordinarily hot, charred
shapes.
“Bloody hell,” I said.
“That part was all right before,” said Chris.
“Well,” I said, “I’ll ring them up tomorrow and tell them, but for now
we’ll need some more food.”
“That wasn’t food,” said Chris. “That was the oven-proof plates I left on
the lowest heat to keep warm.”
The eventual result was that after two more visits everything worked all
right except for the timer and one of the knobs which wouldn’t turn properly.
I repaired those myself.
They only charged us for one thermostat and one visit. Well, the cooker
was a whole week outside of guarantee so that was generosity above and
beyond. Christ, you can’t expect a cooker to last more than a year. Nor even a
thermostat. Nor even a wire.
•••
I see from a recent issue of Wrinkled Shrew that that loony Rog Peyton is
upset at my calling him names. He really should know that I use the word
“loony” as a term of endearment as similarly “you miserable fucker
Holdstock” and “you bloody stupid cretin West”. Now I don’t really think
that Rob Holdstock is a miserable fucker – in fact I rarely have knowledge of
his state of mind at any time. Nor do I think that D. West is a bloody stupid
cretin. Deformed he may be. Unintelligent and uninteresting also. Clumsy
shaver too. But not all at once. Not even D. West. So if I call Rog a loony it’s
because I think he’s a good guy. Honest. Under no circumstances would a
call a real loony a “loony” in public. Last time I did that Peter Presdorf was
most upset. It was a bit unfair of me after what I’d promised his social
worker. This is all part of life’s thick warm poopy I suppose.
All forgiven Rog? Good. You can unwind Vernon now.
LEROY KETTLE
•••
Until I met Rob Jackson I thought justifying margins meant acknowledging
that the staples had to go somewhere.
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•••
NEW NEW NEW from TRUE RAT PUBS.
More better than Tully Zetford’s HOOK
Much more better than Lawrence James’ RACK
Robert Holdstock’s HACK (the lady barbarian)
Read how Gladys Hack, breasts akimbo, wields her huge thesaurus AS
THOUGH SHE KNOWS ONE END OF THE ALPHABET FROM ANY
OTHER.
Read how her arch anemone, Sid the intelligent flower, grows on her
window sill EVEN AS SHE WRITES.
Read how the author uses his own experiences with several words to
instil ACTION PACE and other nouns into the narrative WITH A FADING
TYPEWRITER RIBBON.
The first novel in this exciting new series, HACK 1, will soon be
available wherever Robert can slip copies onto the newsstands unnoticed.
Second novel in this exciting new series, HACK 2, will be out as soon as the
first is remaindered and new covers are printed.
From the author of 1,000 Words A Minute, an exciting journey beyond
the speed of competence.
•••
True Gronk 1: I used to have one but I cut it off. (Ian Maule)
True Gronk 2: Peter Roberts is the nearest thing you can get to a chicken.
(Brian Parker) ((Well, I don’t profess to understand these things.))
•••
GOOD STUFF SINCE LAST ISSUE:
a mention of most of what I’ve enjoyed.
Dave Langford’s Twll-Ddu 4&5; Mein Con by Tom Perry, Mota 19; all the
artwork in Starling 34; Question by Paul Dillon, O’Ryan 4; D. West in Egg
10½; Abba Zaba 7&8; Bruce Townley’s illo page 7 Godless; Peter Roberts’
Checkpoints; Interview with Bob Shaw, and Jim Linwoood’s The Moving
Target, Drilkjis 2; Tony Schofield and J. Mike Barr (Jim Barker) in Nebula;
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cover of Relativity 6; Paul Skelton’s fight with the copyright act, Inferno;
John Clute’s book reviews in Vector; Ian William’s fanzine column Spi 6;
The Golden Guide to Sex by Dave Jenrette in Simulacrum 3 plus most of the
artwork; Bill Rotsler’s and Harry Bell’s cartoons wherever they appear; Lee
Hoffman’s Science Fiction Five Yearly; cover of Mota 20 by Dan Steffan,
and Mota generally; Bruce Townley’s cover Phosphene 5 and Harry Bell on
the back even tho’s I’ve mentioned him before; i 12/13 tho’s I say so myself
who shouldn’t; the newsy bits of Karass; S.F.R; Spicy Rat Tales 4 with
special mention for Bruce Townley’s cover; Rob Holdstock’s Eight Days A
Week, Graham Charnock’s Snakehip’s Dream and the editors and John
Ingham’s cover, Stop Breaking Down 4; plus memories of Jim Barker and D.
West illos other than mentioned above; Shull illos; Terry Hughes’ bits; and
that’s about all that springs to mind as I ponder (then check the references to
make sure). Bloody hell, there seems to be a surprising amount of American
stuff in there considering what I said in the letter column. I’ve got the
consistency of a vacuum. Anyway, thanks for the goodies mentioned above
and if I didn’t mention you it’s because I didn’t mention you. So it goes.
LEROY

Open Flie
– the column that knows when to tell the truth – but not how.
Peter Nicholls, aging SF groupie and beer gut, is currently engaged in a
massive project to find 600,000 interesting words to write about SF and
associated fields. At this very moment his trusty lackeys, infamous SFM
contributors, are scouring their old articles in an effort to find words which
Mr Nicholls can buy off them. Mr Nicholls is reputed to be paying one credit
per word with a ten credit bonus for every group of words which combine
together to form something he laughingly describes as a “fact”. The Peter
Nicholls’ Big Book of Things Every Big Boy Should Know About Sci Fi and
Big Beer Guts (sorry, not Big Beer Guts at all. That just slipped out. Not
surprising really, the size it is) will be appearing – er – Real Soon Now.
••
Leroy Kettle, evergreen fannish wit and egregious personality, is reputed to
have been killed recently by an enraged beer gut. Police said last night that a
Peter Nicholls has been charged with having in his possession an offensive
stomach and being a great guy really and not smashing my face in for writing
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this, Peter, please no, I take it all back....
••
Shock. Horror. Greg Pickersgill pubs ish. Collapse of civilisation, Exeunt
sceptics pursued by SBD 5.
••
Cherubic fannish illustrator, Gannetfan and human dynamo Hairy Balls –
Hairy Balls! Oh, what a good one, I like that, pretty funny stuff, such parody,
such satire, words fail me, laff laff laff, hoho, hehe. Hairy Balls! What a play
on words, what wit, hoho, hehe, one of my best, wow I’m aching all over
from laffing. I’ll have to sit down for a minute. That’s better. Anyway, where
was I? Oh yes, cherubic fannish illustrator, Gannetfan and human dynamo
Hairy Balls is not news this issue.
••
Quite interesting pseudo-American and hairy illiterate Mike Glicksohn makes
his first appearance in Open Flie. This is an accredited scoop.
••
Aging Southend rock impresario, Leon C. Cockles, and our own (yes, our
very own) quasi-human personality and musical incompetent Graham (like,
wow, man, sort of) Charnock have found a backer for their all-slurring allstaggering show Bloody Hell I’ve Drunk So Much I’ve Gotta Puke,
Superstar.
Following their previous successes Bloody Hell I’ve Eaten So Much
I’ve Got The Runs Pacific and West Side Bloody Hell I’ve Slept So Much
My Brain’s Leaked Out My Ear’ole, their latest venture is loosely based on
Graham’s unpublished SF novel Tits Across the Cosmos, a futuristic satire on
existentialism in advertising. Graham, fandom’s Mr All-round Unfulfilled
Talent for some years now, told a friend of someone who knows Peter
Roberts’ aunt well enough to nod to in the streets of Dawlish, that he is tired
of being the driving force behind nothing and he intends to spend his share of
the profits on buying a new string for his wife, Pat, well-known fannish rockcritic and wife of our own (yes, our very own) quasi-human personality and
musical incompetent Graham (like, wow, man, sort of) Charnock – no, I’m
lost. I can’t follow this at all. It wasn’t very true anyway. The bit about the
show was actual fact, straight up, but Graham Charnock doesn’t exist. Sorry
fans. Sorry Pat.
•••
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NEW NEW NEW from TRUE RAT PUBS.
The Tesco Big Book of Bored Games by John Piggott and A Close Friend.
Learn how to play:–
Fanopoly – not so much a game, more a way of wasting time.
Gregopoly – be the last on your block to pub an ish.
... get depressed when not everyone sends a loc.
... hit Dave Rowe.
... throw up in bed.
... years of fun.
Smegmopoly – sorry, can’t write about this in a family magazine.
Jacksonopoly – the player earns a lot of money which he passes on to a
printer then waits vainly for someone to give him a small model of a
streamlined rocketship.
Vegopoly – each player attempts to insert a rather large rutabaga into Peter
Roberts. A real scream. Inches of fun for everyone. Well, almost everyone.
Peter doesn’t go a bundle on it.
Titopoly – sorry, but this doesn’t seem to be a game at all. Apparently it’s a
Yugoslavian College.
MaDoploy – 2hejdtVst g 7661ske &lin A sndhf w4 5 onsjafu d f,
and many more! Buy now or your balls will drop off.
•••
True Gronk 3:–
I shoot straighter than most men. (Rob Holdstock)
True Gronk 4:–
Brian Parker (in presence of David Griffin): “Do I get things wrong
more often than Dave Bridges?”
Me: “I dunno.”
Brian Parker to David Griffin: “Well, do I get things wrong more often
than you?”
True Gronk 5:–
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Woman in bus queue: “Guernsey belongs to England.”
Second woman: “How do you know?”
First woman: “Because you can use English postage stamps to send
letters there.”
•••
Coming soon from True Rat pubs: Special All-Tenth Issue of this fanzine
including The Entire Contents of True Rat 10.
for one issue only.
SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER: Buy nothing! Get nothing!
•••
FAIRLY SPECIAL
this page only
THE IAN WILLIAMS’s TEST-ORIFICE*
(is this a record?)
let us know how you rate.

•
for the sake of hygiene
please use once only.
* A hole punched through the paper, here represented by a bullet.

TRUE PRO STORIES proudly presents:
My Incredible Experiences with Famous SF Writers –
No.1 Arthur C. Clarke
A few years ago I decided not to go to the Globe one Thursday. At about
9.30pm I got a phone call from Greg asking why I wasn’t there and saying,
incidentally, that Arthur C. Clarke was at the pub. I immediately rushed out
and arrived at the Globe to find Greg there but Arthur C. Clarke gone.
Two years afterwards I was at the bar of the One Tun and Malcolm told
me that Arthur C. Clarke was standing near the bar.
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“Oh yes,” I said, and sipped at my pint. Soon afterwards Arthur
C.Clarke left.
Arthur C. Clarke is a famous SF writer.
Next issue: My incredible experiences with Michael Moorcock.
•••
NEW NEW NEW from TRUE RAT PUBS:–
The Horrible Films of Albert Aaaagh by John Borsnan (positively not an
anagram)
Not a single movie-goer has ever been thrilled all the way to the drycleaners by the films of Albert Aaaagh, underestimated pseudonym of Albert
Aaaaaaagh born plain Jack Snot of parents. Critically failures, financially
disastrous, Aaaagh’s films are bloody terrible. Unique in apparently having
no redeeming features – not even second ones – films such as The
Werefaggot of Washington and Invasion of the Giant Weretits have attracted
absolutely no attention from anyone. Mr Borsnan’s new book now puts
things right. He explains in fascinating detail why, the films are as bad as
everyone thinks. He certainly tears apart such blatant flops as I Was An
Octogenarian Werepederast and Wereall Going On A Summer Holiday. He
picks grainy and blurred stills from Abbott and Costello Meet the
Werebigamist and Offspring of Invasion of the Giant Weretits and finds
they’re just as rubbishy in print as on the screen.
This is a daring book, a much-needed hatchet job on someone so
talentless that he can’t chew gum and move his jaws at the same time.
From the author of Great Usherettes of the Gaumont Notting Hill, and
Marlene Brandy, the exciting life of someone with almost the same name as a
famous film star.
•••
Week by week True Rat Records will bring you The Wit and Wisdom of
Peter Presdorf – the famous book, NOW an hour long LP. The wit and
wisdom of the well-known fan and raconteur is followed by 59 minutes 55
seconds of mis-readings from some of Peter’s most famous fanzines.
The first part of this GREAT NEW LP – the little hole in the middle* –
is FREE – yes, FREE – this issue. You need only send lots of money – yes,
amazingly that’s ALL – to True Rat Records to receive a further part of this
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ASTONISHING album every week for ever.
True Rat Records is able to bring you this ONCE IN A WHILE offer
because an entire vanity studio pressing of the LP was found in Gray Boak’s
waste paper bin. So forget your common sense and SEND NOW – only
LOTS OF MONEY!
FREE

•

FREE

* Other side of the hole punched through the paper, again represented by a bullet.
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LETTER COLUMN
(a letter column)
D. WEST, Bingley, West Yorks.
You seem to have some notion that I live in Bradford. I must point out
that I live in Bingley. Bradford is six miles away. It’s Brian Parker who used
to live there. And although he pretends to be blase about it all, those years he
spent in Bradford represent the most exciting period in his life. For a long
time it was thought that he was a sufferer from chronic asthma, but
eventually the specialists realised that the unhealthy flush, the glittering eye
and the heavy breathing were all due to a state of barely suppressed frenzy
brought on by the sight of giant penis-like shapes (mill chimneys, actually)
rearing up on the horizon. So Brosnan’s revelations come as no great
surprise. After all, I’ve learned that whenever Parker comes to Bingley it’s
best to lead him down to the pub by a route facing away from the gasometer.
(((I didn’t think there were any such routes in Bingley.)))
Anyway, to Peter Roberts, who enjoys a shadowy sort of reputation for
Nameless Secret Vices. “Enjoys” is probably the right word, though it is true
that you can do amazing things with bamboo shoots. But personally I suspect
him of nothing more outre than congress with the astral corpse of a
carnivorous budgie. The rest of it is just image-making, a subtle longcontinuing Roberts’ jest. Helped along, naturally, by the breathless suspicion
of those who can’t see past the carefully cultivated facade of decadent
epicene glamour to the homely and straightforward short-back-and-sides boynext-door who is hid within.
There, that should annoy him no end. But the Roberts’ timebinding was
fascinating stuff. Set me off thinking. Who’s still going to be around ten or
twenty years from now? And what will they be like? Brood upon it. Or don’t
brood upon it. You might be tempted to gafiate.
(((Lessee. Geoff Rippington will be a BNF. Greg Pickersgill will have
published SBD 5. Well, maybe. Peter Weston will be a fan with a bigger
name than anything E.E. Smith ever thought of. Keith Walker will have gone
bonkers. George Hay will – well, he’ll probably rule everything with an
intergalactic foot in his mouth. Or think he does. Or maybe he’ll just be
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bonkers too. Maybe we all will. Even Geoff (litho my way to success)
Rippington.)))
•••
MIKE GLICKSOHN, Toronto, Ontario.
Graham certainly is a cheery chappie and he paints a deliciously lighthearted view of Mancon, a paranoid’s paradise. I suppose one shouldn’t make
light of anybody’s feelings of persecution (I’m not out try get you, Graham,
honest: that giant spiny beaver that you’ve seen following you around was
sent by someone else) but when one’s this far removed it becomes harder to
take it at all seriously. The parenthetical interruptions are confusing; they
sound like they come from Kettle but they look like they come from
Charnock. Which would certainly account for the last line. Oops, sorry
Graham. My receptors were momentarily fogged by the constant pounding of
an olive on my upper lip. I see it all now.)
West’s cartoons may not be great art but they tend to be acceptable
caricatures. I was able to recognise almost all of the people depicted
(although he does a pretty mediocre me) which is a compliment to his skill.
(((What other kind of you is there? Besides, I suspect it was Jan Howard
Finder (says my I Spy Fannish Caricatures))))
Peter’s article was quite eye-opening (quite an accomplishment in my present
state) as I had little knowledge of the other side of the early New York fans.
It makes one wonder what sort of reputation our own generation will have
decades from now? I expect that the growth of fandom and the increased
interest in fan-history will ensure that we are represented fairly accurately,
rather than having one facet of current fandom touted beyond the rest.
(((I don’t know. It depends who writee it. I mean, my own stuff in Shrew
seems to read that Greg and I were the only ones alive until recently, and
even he was half-dead. I think the big problem though will be the somewhat
patronising attitude a lot of Americans have towards Britain. Somewhere in a
huge tome full of gees and lawks a-mussies and boyoboyoboys there will be a
little chapter dedicated to Britain mentioning the fact that even in little old
Britain a few good writers existed, then proceed to mention Dave West,
Harry Bull, and Graham Shamrock. Susan Wood’s partly ignorant article
(with only a few mistakes) (tho’ well-intentioned) in Algol is an example, as,
to a certain extent, is young Terry Hughes’ long kindly piece in Mota. Noone over here writes articles saying that American fandom sometimes has
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some good stuff in fanzines and it might be worth a look. The attitude seems
to be that American fanwriting is undeniably good and it’s a surprise when
British fanwriting measures up to it. OK, so as I said the Americans who say
this are often well-intentioned, but, with the general exception of you, Mike,
and Rich Coad, there seems to be this patronising attitude, or even a slight
embarrassment that we should have been forgotten for so long. Though I do
enjoy some of the American fanwriting I read, it really wouldn’t bother me if
I never got another American fanzine*. And I suspect the same applies viceversa. But that’s no reason not to send me any. Aw, c’mon fellas, I was only
joking. Have a heart. I think it’s all down to the difference in attitudes
between fanzine reviewers over here and over there. Nasty versus nice. Take
it away Michael. Fairly serious bit over.)))
(((*(from above) OK, not getting a few American fanzines would bother
me.)))

It’s Don West, isn’t it? He writes very well, and in a very entertaining
fashion, but he has a tendency towards occasional verbosity and turgidity
which interferes with communication. Still, this is far more than just a
column of fanzine reviews: it’s a highly enjoyable fannish article combined
with thoughts about fandom and fanac and even commentary on fanzines. It
probably would have been better if it had been tightened up a bit, but it’s
worth reading even in this form.
There’s so much general interest material here, so many neat ideas that
could easily be picked up on and expanded, that I’m almost intimidated. This
letter is already getting quite long and if I started to talk about how
contributors might act in different fanzines or to lecture on The Art and
Science of Getting Locs published, it would be double that. So I guess I’ll
restrain myself and talk about what Don seems to be misinterpreting in some
things I’ve written.
Before that thought some comments on the preamble. Don is absolutely
right that fandom isn’t all sweetness and light, and honesty is called for in
commenting on the efforts of one’s colleagues. The standards he sets for
himself are high indeed. Writing really solid criticism that considers each
fanzine within the entire matrix of fandom is rarely if ever done because it
takes a hell of a lot of talent, time and space. It’s a damn good goal to have,
though, and I’ll be interested to see if Don comes close to achieving it.
The thing I’m not sure Don has understood that I’ve written concerns
my attitude towards what I’ve called “my fandom”. Don seems to think I’m
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sitting in judgement on the merits of newcomers to fandom, arrogantly
deciding whether or not their stfnal credentials are worthy of my approval.
Nothing could be further from the truth! When I talk about my fandom I’m
talking about what is essentially a smallish group of close personal friends,
the people I go to fifteen conventions a year to see and talk to. In a way, it’s
my family. It’s this close-knit and relatively private group that I don’t feel
someone who just happens to read sf has any automatic right to enter. If I’m
having a party for my friends, I don’t think I’m obligated to admit someone
I’ve never met before just because we happen to be in the same hotel and
read the same authors. If I’m talking quietly in the bar to a friend or two, I
don’t think people have the right to rudely interrupt just because my friends
happen to be sf writers they’d like to meet. That’s the sort of thing I’ve been
trying to get across; I’m not trying to set standards for neos to pass or
anything ridiculous like that. I’d just like the common courtesies to be
extended to fans and fandom, that’s all.
Don’s reaction to criticism, though, is remarkably narrow-minded. He’s
a good writer, all right, but he could still learn from quite a few writers in
fandom, and if his reaction to anyone suggesting he is less than perfect is to
punch them in the nose then he isn’t likely to become a popular sort of fan.
Don, you’ve got a lot to learn about writing concise and lucid criticism. If
that sounds patronising to you, then you’re not one of the ones with a skin
thick enough to survive fandom. (“Real friendship ... has more to do with
honesty than with pandering to conceit and vanity” as I read somewhere
recently.)
Surely the idea behind useful criticism is that it helps the person
criticised improve his or her work. Otherwise it’s essentially unproductive.
Not being put off by people who offer criticism (called “knockers” it would
seem by thin-skinned types) is a good maxim to follow as long as it carries
with it the implication “but listen to what they say if they know what they’re
talking about.”
The more I read these reviews the more I feel I’m swimming in a pool
filled with treacle. Don’s remarks about Dave Langford’s excessive
dependence on stylistic tricks are triply applicable to his own writing. The
Westian writing philosophy seems to be “Never use one word where ten can
be tossed out” and his style cloys after a few pages. I think I’ll skim the rest
and refrain from additional comment. Too Much, Mr West, much, much, too
much. Clever stuff, but in moderation, for christ’s sake!
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(((Now, you don’t really mean that last bit do you? I mean, Dave’s “stylistic
tricks” are used to be clever, funny, silly; Don’s are to stress points by
exaggeration for the sake of clarity rather than its own sake, sillyness to show
up sillyness rather than to exacerbate it.)))
Oh shit, stupidity can’t pass uncommented on, even buried in a morass of
verbiage. The particular stupidity I’m thinking of this time is the remark
about “secret” fanzines being of little worth because if it can’t be shown to
anyone but friends it can’t be any good. Bullshit, to use a gentle euphemism.
I can think of many secret fanzines that were/are “secret” only because the
editor in question didn’t wish to go to the expense of publishing more than a
small number of copies. Several of these fanzines contain material that could
easily be published in any major fanzine anywhere, and would be thoroughly
enjoyed by anyone who could find a copy. Restricted circulation has little to
do with the quality of the material used and any suggestions that it does
shows an almost total lack of experience and understanding.
Odd that Don should take umbrage at Darroll Pardoe’s suggestion that
he review fanzines from the sort of position that Don himself spent a couple
of pages outlining at the start of this column. I guess it depends on how you
choose to define The Big Picture: to some it might be Newcastle, to others,
England, and to yet others, fandom as a whole.
Is it really over? Is he actually through? Whew, I think that calls for
another martini!
John’s Mancon report is considerably different from most others I’ve
read. Oh, it still paints a dismally gloomy picture but it’s shorter and funnier,
much like his legs and nose.
•••
JOHN PIGGOTT, London W5.
I should like to thank you for the Small Island issue of your fanzine
(True Rat Eyot). Leafing through the pages, I naturally light on West’s
review column, both because it’s so fucking brilliant and because West sums
up my own thoughts on several subjects with the greatest ease. I mean, I was
going to devote whole sentences of my own projected publication on how
senseless the whole Nova Award concept is; yet now that West has spoken,
how can I, a mere mortal, hope to follow? I was talking to Greg recently and
he felt the same way about West’s reviews. I changed the subject quickly –
you know what Greg gets like when he’s depressed about his own writing –
but it set me to thinking: it’s all very well to print stuff of high quality, but
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what right has Leroy Kettle to kill off the competition in this way? None,
obviously. A picked band of Hell’s poofdahs will shortly be despatched to
Chesholm Rd to drum the message home.
D’s attitude that you need to observe fanzine fandom as a whole in order
to create a balanced review column is okay, but he hasn’t gone far enough; he
failed to point out that fandom, and its constituent parts – fans and fanzines –
are in a state of flux; “evolving” is probably the best term. You, Roy, have
been involved in fanzine production for six years now, commencing with
whatever the first issue of Fouler was right up to the top-and-tailed rubber
fetishist’s issue of True Rat: number (l)ate(x). (((Don’t ever accuse me of
using contrived jokes, Piggott))). And the disinterested observer (me) can
detect in those early Foulers snatches of the Leroy Kettle who has burst into
full flower with the unaspirated dislike True Rat (number (h)ate). Yet the
1970 Kettle would not have been able to produce a modern True Rat: Kettle’s
attitudes have all changed in the meantime, as have, more to the point,
fandom’s attitudes and Kettle’s attitudes towards fandom’s attitudes. Perhaps
a better example would be the evolution of Pickersgill’s self-published
fanzine reviews, which go through no less than three distinct stages,
corresponding with the regular title changes of his zine. D. mentions the past
only as a casual throwaway, as if it were of no significance; I maintain that
our past is what made us what we are, and we ignore it at our peril if we want
an overview of our present position. Even Boak used to be quite respected,
you know.
•••
RAY HARRISON, Daventry, Northants.
The best thing in this ish (I reckon anyway) is D. West’s article. I say
“article” rather than “fanzine reviews” because, as you point out, this is more
than just a review column. D. has a tendency to use a review as a sounding
board for his own opinions on various subjects. Sometimes, however, he
reaches a high standard that puts him a cut above many other reviewers.
Somewhere in all those West pages he accuses Gray Boak of going on
and on. Speaking from a neo’s point of view, who came into fandom before
all this trouble started, who has not been to any cons and is quite
unprejudiced and uninvolved, it seems like D. and others are the ones who
are going on and on and bloody on. D never made one single point that has
not been made already elsewhere; in fact most of the points have been made
considerably more than once. There’s a latent viciousness in fandom which
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seems to be getting out of control. Let’s hope we get it under control before
any more damage is done.
•••
TOM PERRY, Locks Heath, Hants.
True Rat Ate makes a quite nice genzine since the contributors seem to
pick up a touch of your zany wit. The D. West caricatures actually look like
the people (I mean: fen) that they represent – the Silverberg one in particular
is beautiful. I liked the D. West reviews too – though actually “fanzine
reviews” conjures up a vision of little entries starting with the name of the
zine, editor, address, price etc., a form taken to its ultimate in the BSFA’s
Matrix where Keith Freeman’s reviews consist largely of enumeration of the
pp. devoted to each sort of material (like 3pp editorial, 2pp article, 3pp
letters, 1pp covers etc. – I can’t truly do justice to this because I have had the
fraction keys taken off this typer. I saw a typer Freeman would love the other
day – it had four keys devoted, upper and lower case, to 1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8...) I
suppose you would call this the quantitative analysis approach to fanzine
reviewing. Freeman does however make an occasional concession for literate
readers by writing an actual sentence or two about zines that use naughty
words – “vulgarities” in BSFA slang – of the sort that can usually be found
only in low, dirty, under-the-counter publications like The Times, The
Guardian, The Observer, etc.
(((He’s a bit like a combination of Arthur Thirkell of the Daily Mirror
(for people who appreciate films he’s a real intellectual treat) and myself at
the age of ten counting words in sf magazines to find out who the most
prolific author was. (It was Mack Reynolds and I was fifteen. This is True
Rat.) Mind you, I confess to being fascinated by accumulations of fannish
stats if Freeman ever gets round to adding his 1/8s together. As they stand,
unrelated to anything, they’re pretty useless. I sometimes wonder whether
Keith Walker and Keith Freeman aren’t related. Christ, they’ve got the same
names.)))
The D. West approach to fanzines really needs to be distinguished from the
other type – the type epitomized by Freeman – by some such fancy name like
“critique” or something. Anyway, I love it, though he did go on just a bit
didn’t he about Boak.
Liked Robert’s revisionist history of second fandom and Brosnan on
Mancon, especially the crack about Willis’ inaudible wit. I managed to catch
quite a lot of what Walt had to say but there were points when I wanted to
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say, “speak up, man!” It reminded me a little of Dean Grennell’s comment in
lilapa a few years back when Willis was slipping into gafia:
“His output is golden, but his silence is pretty much the same as
everyone else’s.”
•••
BOB SHAW, Ulverston, Cumbria.
I enjoyed your editorial, D. West’s fanzine reviews (didn’t he write War
and Peace as a warm-up), H. Bell’s cover, D. West’s cartoons, J. Brosnan’s
conrep, P. Roberts’ stuff about early fandom, and G. Charnock’s case notes –
except for the passage in the last mentioned where he states I was sneaky
enough to let myself be bribed by the Gannets with offers of booze. This is an
outright untruth, and they never gave me the four cans of Newcastle Brown,
anyway. The only loot I brought away from that football match was my
cherished memories of seeing the fannish mind trying to cope with the harsh
realities of physical combat. I have seen very few football matches, but have
noticed the way in which professional players are quite happy to run into
each other at high speeds, regardless of the consequences. Fans, however, are
different. Two of them run at the ball from opposite sides, and as they draw
nearer to it you can see each one thinking,
“If we keep doing this we’re going to get hurt.”
So they jam on the brakes in the last second, come to a standstill a few
inches from the ball, and stare at each other for a while with looks of mingled
embarrassment and relief. The only exception I saw to this pattern of
behaviour was when G. Pickersgill ran straight into A. Isaacson and laid him
out cold for a few seconds. I guess I should have blown the whistle on that
one, but I let it go because I was annoyed at Alan for having a better beard
than mine.
In the above paragraph I referred to everybody, a la D. West, by an
initial and surname, and I find it quite surprising the difference this makes to
the flavour of a person’s name. Who, for instance, would be afraid of
somebody called M. Ali? Who would lust after a nonentity like R. Welch?
Doubtless there are lots of well known names in fandom which would be
similarly transformed and robbed of their magic, but I can’t explore the
subject right row because the pubs will be opening in a few minutes.
(((You’ve got a point, but can you show me the magic in Don West.
Hmmm, perhaps that was a bad example what with his Astral powers and all.
I’ll probably be turned into a bogey in John Brunner’s nose for that
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indiscretion. Still, for your kind comments about T. Rat you can B. Shaw I’ll
send you the next ish. B. Shaw! Geddit! Oh, pooh, you signed yourself that.
Too clever by half, these professionals.)))
•••
JOSEPH NICHOLAS, Surrey.
Usually I find that I prefer genzines to personalzines, probably because
the genzine will at least have a varied style to both its contents and its
contributors; there is far less chance of sheer boredom setting in as the reader
struggles on from one page of turgid, flat meanderings to another of similar
content and identical (low) quality. There are a few exceptions to this wildly
over-generalised rule, however; some faneds can produce excellent
personalzines because the very force of their personalities makes the whole
thing worthwhile to both themselves and their readers. They not only have
something to communicate, but an entertaining and consistently interesting
manner in which to communicate it. They can rise above the tedium that
afflicts us all and make even something as dull as the late arrival of the
milkman, or the decisions of industrial tribunals, appear as the very height of
fannish life.
No prizes for guessing that I refer, in the first instance, to David
Bridges, and in the second to yourself, you are one of that rare breed of faned
who can write with enormous wit, power, verve, insight, (((don’t stop))) call
it what you like, and with a style all your own, that can never become dull, or
boring, or tedious, or monotonous, or anything of a similar nature. There’s an
innate sense of life in what you write.
And, now, here you are, performing a Bridges before our very eyes –
squeezing yourself out in favour of outside contributions. Almost as though
you felt that you had now written yourself out, you had nothing more to say –
which I’m sure can’t be the case. Can it?
(((Well, at a quick count, and forgetting the letter column, I wrote about 7
pages last issue, and the three issues before that are in reverse chronological
order 10pp, 11pp and 9pp. This issue it’s 8pp plus more than usual in the
letter column. Forgetting percentages, there’s not much actual difference in
quantity between issues; it just gets spread thin. Pickersgill’s got some of the
right idea in SBD 4. Perhaps the concentration of so much me in so few pages
used to numb your critical faculties. But thanks for the nice things you said.
And you still owe me a pint.)))
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I got the impression, when reading the fanzine, that it wasn’t so much True
Rat as something else, some other product of London fandom, a Wrinkled
Shrew, or even a surrogate version of Stop Breaking Down. It wasn’t
instantaneously recognisable as True Rat because it didn’t have the
unmistakable stamp of Kettle all over it. It was like any other fanzine.
(((Here again we differ. Both Greg and I thought it was not unlike an
earlier True Rat (any one) with articles flung in. I apologized for that in last
issue, but I don’t see why I should have. I appreciate your point, but what you
seem to be saying is that when you’re reading D. West or John Brosnan it
doesn’t seem like True Rat. Well, fair enough, why should it? They’re not
me. (Though that’s only my story.) The bits that were me were the usual
unremitting TR pseudo-parody and quipping hysteria. I recognized it. Why
didn’t you?)))
•••
BRUCE TOWNLEY, Alexandria, VA. USA.
OK, here’s the only rat story, the single one I know. A coupla years ago
I was working as a teller at a Savings & Loan in Washington DC. Since at the
time I was living in Alexandria VA I had to take a bus in each morning and
take one out each evening, 60 cents each way, just barely cheaper than
parking a car downtown all day would be. As the nearest stop the bus made
in the mornings (nearest to the Savings & Loan, in case you’ve forgotten)
was about two blocks away from where I worked I got to see a bit of DC on
foot each morning. In fact, each morning I got to pass within a block of the
White House, with only a small park in between. The Watergate Case broke
during the six months that I worked for that Savings & Loan so that part of
Washington was the place to be to sniff a whiff of history in the making
along with the smog. So one fine morning I get off the bus and am bozoing
along and happen to look down AND GUESS WHAT’S ON THE
SIDEWALK!? Yep, a dead rat, pointed away from the White House. I figure
it was one of Nixon’s men (or maybe CIA) on the lam and suddenly it was
past midnight and the magic spell wore off and there he was. Probably was
hit by a Metrobus as he was transmogrified. Course this is all merest
speculation (don’t even know if the unfortunate creature was a he so it coulda
even been Rose Mary Woods for all I know) but that’s what Science Fiction’s
all about, right?
Also know two roach stories (one about how my sister found out that
there are roaches in the bedpans at the Alexandria Hospital the hard way and
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one even more embarrassing to close relatives) but I think I’ve already
demonstrated my fluency with small vermin.
(((I know one about a beetle and a lump of sugar, but it brings back
fairly revolting memories for Greg so I’m only allowed to talk about it when
I’m by myself.)))
•••
CHARLES PLATT, New York, USA.
You ignorant sod, in case no one else has told you, this is how you
mount electro-stencil segments in wax stencils.
1. Cut your electro-stencil piece out, in a simple shape (rectangular if
possible).
2. Trace its outline with very soft pencil onto your wax stencil in the
position you want to put it. (The wax stencil should have been all typed up
and ready to run before you do this.)
3. With sharp artist’s knife, cut out a rectangle a quarter-inch inside the
pencil lines you have drawn.
4. Turn the wax stencil over face-down on a smooth surface. Turn the
electro-stencil segment face-down also.
5. Get some GESTETNER STENCIL ADHESIVE (nothing else works
as well) and apply the glue around the edges of the hole in the wax stencil. Be
careful not to let the glue spread too close to the rim of the hole in the stencil.
6. Place the electro-stencil piece over the “frame” you have cut out in
the wax stencil and push down hard. The adhesive dries very quickly so you
have to work fast. There will be very little time to adjust the position of the
electro-stencil, so lay it in the right place first-time, or else!
7. If there are any gaps in the gluing, allowing ink to seep around the
edges of the stencil join, these gaps can be sealed with a few subsequent
drops of adhesive, during the duplicator run.
Note that this procedure puts the electro-stencil behind the wax stencil
so that the edges of the electro-stencil can’t start peeling off during the run.
The procedure isn’t that difficult! The important thing is to have the wax
stencil lying absolutely flat when the electro-stencil is glued to it. If you look
through any vintage copies of Beyond you will find not a wrinkled stencil in
sight, I do believe (I’ve thrown my own copies away, so I can’t check for
sure.)
But who cares about the odd wrinkle anyway?
•••
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WAHF: Celia Parsons, who sent a show of interest. Yes indeed.
Harry Bell, who liked my bits.
Rich Coad, who asked me not to mention that he’s sending the 40 or so
British copies of his fanzine over with his mother. Well, Rich, someone else
must have got her. Wasn’t me. Not even a bit.
Dave Langford, who says that True Rat is the sui generis ’70’s fanzine.
Well, it’s sui generis of you to say songeddit?) even if I don’t know what it
means. Just a minute, a little dictionary is whispering over my shoulder.
“Unique”. Words fail me, particularly Latin ones. Was that an affectation of
whimsicality?
John Steward, who sent me a patent sticker.
Terry Hughes, who said he would write me a loc in a little bit but didn’t.
Terry Jeeves, who plugged himself and would like bigger margins.
Dave Griffin (nee Bridges), who made a pun but not a very good one so
I won’t embarrass him by repeating it. Oh, why not. “Many thanks for
TRATE (I won’t say it’s trite, in fact itrate quite highly).”
John Kerr, to whom I would suggest that he doesn’t lend anything to
Charles Partington in future, let alone his invaluable copies of True Rat. I
wouldn’t like to say that he’s untrustworthy in any way but if he’s around
you might be advised to nail yourself to the floor.
This is almost the last page. It’s certainly the last page on which there will be
anything by me. I would therefore like to take this opportunity to remind you
of a name:
PETER ROBERTS
Got it? Well, I’ll tell you just once more:
PETER ROBERTS
It’s important that you remember this name because when you come to fill in
your TAFF ballot you may wish to know who to nominate. Remembering
this name –
PETER ROBERTS
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– could mean that you will nominate someone very deserving of the honour.
And if you don’t know why, you shouldn’t be voting. No, that’s not true. I’m
voting despite knowing why.
•••
BRITAIN IS FINE IN ’79
•••
Thanks to all the contributors to this issue. I’m sorry I overran the deadline
by a matter of a few days weeks months, particularly in the case of Jim’s
fanzine reviews, which, while always relevant and accurate, can be overtaken
by events.
•••
EXTREMELY CONTRIVED SCIENCE FICTION JOKES – Number 38
Fruits of the Agathon is not a very long gay detective story.
•••
As I type this it’s 4.15pm on Wednesday, 2 March 1977. I’ve still got to
apply the Platt method of sticking stencils together and run off the whole
issue in a mad effort to have a few copies ready for the one Tun tomorrow.
Why bother, I ask myself? Because there’s nothing good on TV, that why.
•••
Oh, yeah, deadline for the next issue is the end of June.
See you at Coventry. In the fan room. Or at the Worldcon Registration
Desk. Or passed out under a bed. Or around.
•••
From: Leroy Kettle, 43 Chesholm Road, London, N16
April 1977
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10. Not True Rat Ten
Geewillikins! It’s not True Rat Ten. Yesireebob!!
££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
£ SPECIAL ALL TRUE RAT ISSUE £
££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££

By appointment to the Skycon Committee
The editorial comes first because it’s a convention.
If this is your first convention, by the time you read this you’ll probably have
some idea of whether you want to go to another one.
You may have found already that things aren’t serious enough for you.
Your approach to SF is “hard”. Perhaps you were expecting perpetual
discussions on Heinlein and the territorial imperative, or H.G. Wells – did he
really have the squeakiest voice of any SF writer? (Actually it was G. Peyton
Wertenbaker, a name and a writer to be equally suspicious of.) You may just
prefer the general talk to be on SF: gay banter about a story you remember
reading once without a black hole in it or whether Analog under Ben Bova
has now improved to almost half the readability of any other prozine. The
lack of amusing science fictional graffiti in the lavatories could get up your
nose.
“The trouble with SF today is that it broke free of toilet walls.”
“I dreamed I was an SF writer until my book was bought by Robert
Hale.”
You may fool there are too many buffoons around drinking and being
rude. Many of them are probably me.
Then again, you may feel SF is too dominant. You’d heard that
conventions were the best thing since fun, but there’s that idiot on the
platform using every ounce of boredom he possesses to tell you about how he
was translating Otis Adelbert Kline into Sanskrit when he was two and how
he sold a rather poor first novel under a pseudonym when he was five. The
panels seem to be dominated by people whose ignorance of SF is only
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equalled by their ability to dominate discussions of it.
You may well want a mixture of everything – a good balance of falling
over drunk, watching films and talking SF.
I really think you can find all of these things at a good convention – but
it may be hard to find them as you like them. It’s very easy to slip into had
company. (I’m usually around for instance.) You want a bit of light-hearted
fun and you’ll probably end up talking to Peter Weston. You want a serious
in-depth discussion on SF and undoubtedly you’ll get Robert Holdstock
being sick on your foot.
What you have to do is find your niche. Don’t necessarily just stick to
the first person or group you meet. Worse, don’t stay on your own. Mix.
Sample the delights, dubious though they may be, of the many strange people
at the convention. Yes, talk to Gerald Bishop and Peter Presford. Don’t stay
where you’re not wanted, but find out where you are. Most people are
perfectly approachable here. Most of them only got to know others by
making a nuisance of themselves anyway. (Some of them never stopped.) It’s
easy enough to have your own kind of fun without me making this sound like
a computer dating service for bores or inebriates or both.
But it’s worth being adaptable to the company as well until you find out
whether you’re missing something you’d never thought you’d like before.
I was at a small, very informal convention last year called Silicon. A
couple of people turned up who were passionately interested in science
fiction. (How on Earth could anyone have guessed that?) As the convention
involved people who had known each other for some time largely because of
SF but who were getting together mainly for a social weekend, it didn’t
appeal to the two newcomers. In something of a drunken stupor with my
mouth quite at odds with my brain, I think I put them off conventions forever.
Perhaps none of us were adaptable enough. In one way it was a pity I’d had
too much to drink before being able to go onto the panel I was on. In another
it was a pity they’d not had more.
Some of you may think my attitude is strange. Why come to a science
fiction convention at all? Why not just go down the pub and roll around in the
gutter afterwards? Well, apart from the fact that I am interested in SF – and
I’ve only got one book by Ron Goulart so that proves it – if you haven’t
discovered by the end of the convention why people do come two or three
times a year for many years then you may not want to come again.
I hope you find out.
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•••
A totally untrue story of far away and long ago
Far away and long ago a wise lion ruled over a small kingdom. It was a very
wise lion indeed and a very good king but it had one problem. Whenever
lionesses came nearby it would begin fondling and molesting them. So it
would be banished for a while as the people of that country didn’t go a bomb
on young lionesses being molested.
Eventually, however, the country would get into a mess and the wise
lion would be recalled from exile to put things straight again which it would
do quickly. But then it would start fondling young lionesses again.
Finally, it was sent into exile and never recalled because it had offended
everyone’s sense of decency once too often.
“Ah,” said one of it’s counsellors to another. “It made a good king.”
“Yes,” said the other. “The only problem is, it never reigns but it paws.”
•••
Convention hints no. 34
This was dropped from the list of convention hints in 1971 owing to the large
number of people who exploded afterwards. If you still have a copy of
Convention Hints 1970 please amend 53 pints to 2. Even after taking this
precaution it is best not to do this in company or more than eight feet from
the target. However, it is still permissible to suggest that the fan guest of
honour do it as long as the drinks and the photographs are provided.
•••

When I was poorly
SPECIAL ***** THIS ISSUE ONLY ***** THE MEDICAL COLUMN
*****

When I was poorly
“I didn’t go to the dentist’s yesterday, did I?” I said to Kath.
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“No,” she said, with the resigned air best kept for replies to a hungover
cretin’s mutterings.
“Then why is this side of my mouth numb?”
“Hypochondria?” she suggested, showing an intimate acquaintance with
all my serious ailments. “Talking too much?”
I posed for some time in front of the mirror, moving my nose, twisting
my mouth, raising my eyebrows. There was some strange flaw in the left side
of my face. It wasn’t working 100%. And I hadn’t got a guarantee.
During the day the frozen feeling got worse and by evening the
immobility was nearly complete. I was quite frightened.
“Did I do anything strange last night?” I said.
“Like what?”
“Like have a heart attack or a brain haemorrhage.”
“You farted once or twice,” she said. “But that’s not strange.”
She was still not taking my dilemma as seriously as she should have
been.
I called the doctor. It was a Sunday but he rushed out. He told me it
wasn’t extra-cranial, which was a great relief once he’d explained it. My fears
of angina or cerebral clots were as naught. Unfortunately, that didn’t prevent
the left side of my face from not working.
My own doctor, the following morning, told me he thought it was Bell’s
Palsy, a fairly obscure disease brought on by a) an otherwise unrelated
infection such as a cold or viral death, b) sitting in a draught for about 8
months or c) something else entirely. He prescribed steroids. I began taking
them imagining myself turning into the Arnold Schwarzenegger of science
fiction. You know, rippling muscles and a bag full of “Doc” Smith novels.
This was not to be. Instead I went around for some weeks moving my
face as little as possible to minimise the strangeness of my appearance and
socialising infrequently. I even missed my first major convention since 1969.
(Although lots of my buddies signed a card wishing me well and Harry Bell
drew a cartoon of me on it entitled “my palsy and welcome to it”. Harry Bell.
Geddit?) Even though some people I worked with never noticed half my head
had broken down (probably the same ones who called me Jim or Steven) I
couldn’t make it to the con for two reasons. Firstly, I couldn’t drink when I
was taking the drugs. To go to a con in that condition would have been like a
total vegetarian going to a necrophiliacs’ conference. Secondly, if I became
animated – which has been known – my face twisted into lopsided leer which
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would, in fact, have gone down quite well with the necrophiliacs.
Besides this I was rather disheartened by the fact that my doctor told me
that though the condition was benign (huh!) it didn’t have a 100% recovery
rate. And also my eye dried up through an inability to blink. (If I tried to
instruct my muscles to wink my left eye, my right eye would shut.) I went to
Moorfields Eye Hospital expecting them to slosh a few suitable chemicals
over my face, wave a pretty nurse at me and possibly give me an eye-patch. I
came out with my entire head swathed in bandages so that I looked like the
invisible man. If I’d been able to wear my glasses and focus properly with the
eye they’d left a hole for I’m sure I’d have been so embarrassed at seeing
everyone stare at me I’d have stayed in all the time not watching TV. As it
was, and contrary to my nature, I was determined to get out and not mope
around, but it was still, you’ll be pleased to know, too unpleasant a time to do
much.
For weeks when I ate, food accumulated in my dead cheek and dribbled
out of the corner of my mouth as though I had a puncture. When I spoke B, P
or F sounds they bubbled out of my lips sideways. I developed strange
compensatory habits of pulling my mouth to one side when I spoke, rolling
tumblers across my lips as I drank from them and moving food with my
tongue as I ate.
The occasional people who noticed my condition all seemed to know
someone who’d had it, rare as it apparently is.
“Yes, love,” said the cleaner at work, “this woman at the Co-op had it
and it got so bad that she was sent home because she was scaring the
customers. Her face hung down to here. Really. Down to here. Horrible she
looked.”
Someone else knew a cat that had had it which lost its sense of balance
and kept walking into walls.
My aunt, I discovered, had had it several years previously, and never
recovered. She only looks mildly anti-social.
D. West knew someone with it but I think D. cured it with his eldritch
powers when they were at their height and before he got sacked from the
Damart Thermowear factory for arcane lateness.
The doctor didn’t help by saying if I didn’t recover I could have plastic
surgery and a stick in my mouth.
Anyway, I did recover. My specialist said that it was something I wasn’t
now immune to but that I shouldn’t worry about getting it again as lightning
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didn’t strike twice.
One week later I got it again. On the other side.
It was only slight and went a bit quicker than previously. But for a while
I imagined a lifetime of alternately dead sides to my face and a line in the
Guinness book of records.
Gosh, wasn’t that fun. Next issue tell you all about the time I got this big
scab on my knee. I was only six (or was it seven). Anyway, I fell off......
•••
Convention hint no. 53
At conventions money ends up in two forms; either it’s what you. throw up at
five o’clock in the morning or it’s that 1937 issue of Captain Zube Stories
that falls apart when you touch it. Best give your money to the fan Guest of
Honour. He will throw up on your behalf.

A Message from the Convention Committee
You may wonder why we have chosen to hold a science fiction convention at
an extremely expensive hotel in an airport miles from anywhere.
This is a good question and one not easily answered. It is something no
previous convention committee has quite managed although Seacon was
pretty expensive, bits of Mancon were miles from anywhere and you could
see aeroplanes from the windows of the Royal Station Hotel at Tynecon, like
you can on occasion from the windows of any hotel. However, to get all three
of these things into one convention was no mean feat. It involved hours of
toil, buckets of blood and several brain cells that we’d never previously
realised were broken.
We can only apologise and offer to pay the bill of anyone who wants us
to. Please knock on Kev Smith’s door at four o’clock any morning if you
would like a refund.
signed,
The Committee
(Seriously, the real one. No joke.)
(Honest.)
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(Well, you can knock on Kev Smith’s
door at four in the morning whether
you believe this or not.)
(Particularly if you’re young and
sexy.)
(And female.)
(He said he’d pay me if I wrote this.)
(Or did he say he’d pay me back?)
(Can’t remember. Anyway, the
bottle’s empty. Did I really drink all
that?)
•••
Convention hint no. 4
Book-dealers are often large short friendly people from Birmingham until
they get a first edition of Ergot K. Knewt’s Deliver Us From Thargs (or even
a remaindered copy of Eye Among the Blind) then something turns them into
greedy grasping sods. Save them from themselves by giving all your money
to the fan Guest Of Honour, who will force himself to buy books and
magazines for his collection from these offensive people.
Coming next issue
True Rat Ten will include details on some of the advance information on
issue Twelve which will be mentioned in issue Eleven.
Apart from this exciting preview, there will be a Harry Bell cover
specially drawn for True Rat Ten which is why this issue wasn’t True Rat
Ten because I can’t find Harry’s cover at the moment but don’t tell him.

Open Flie
– the column that has never published a lie. Well, just that one.
British SF gets new Mr Big!!
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Peter Nicholl’s astonishing withdrawal further into obscurity has left the
SF world agog.
“Who on Earth can we ignore now?” said one big name SF writer who
wishes to remain nameless (but still big) after hearing of Peter’s shock horror
yawn resignation from the Science Fiction Foundation.
“Who can possibly do so little so well for £56,000 a year plus sleeping
expenses?”
Who indeed? Now, more weeks after it has become public knowledge,
Open Flie can reveal that Malcolm Edwards, one-time hit-man at Victor
Gollancz, has reluctantly overcome fierce competition for the job, from,
among others, look-alike and stand-in, David Pringle.
When asked for a statement someone resembling Mr Edwards said,
“Peter did a great job. I only hope I have the stomach for it.”
•••
Bingley convention bid doomed to success!
D. West, reincarnation of something extremely nameless, electrified the
SF world recently with his revolutionary idea for an SF convention.
“I won’t be involved at all,” he said to loud cheers from Malcolm
Edwards’ double David Pringle or possibly from Malcolm Edwards. (No,
seriously, it may be an old joke by now but if you saw them together you’d
stop drinking and go home.)
The Leeds SF group plan to back D. all the way in his bid to have
nothing whatsoever to do with next year’s convention.
“This is the sort of dynamic suggestion we’re not used to up here,” said
Mike Dickinson when asked not to comment. “No-one’s been so positive for
– oh – for – it must be – well – getting on for, no – oh – at least – no ...”
Mr Dickinson is well known in some circles as the editor of a fanzine
for people whose brains have dissolved into an alcoholic mush.
•••
Whizzo con organiser Gregory F. Pickersgill has his hands firmly on the reins
of the next convention. Seacon dropout and Channelcon failure, Mr
Pickersgill said recently,
“I know.”
Close friend Simone Walsh, under threat of having both her records put
out of alphabetical order in the great Pickersgill collection, was heard not to
comment.
“It is my decision not to comment” she said.
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Later, Mr Pickersgill approved of this comment.
•••
Convention hint No. 19
Fan Guests of Honour are specially appointed by convention committees to
undertake the arduous task of accepting free drinks from anyone at all. Help
the fan Guest of Honour fulfil his role and he will slur a merry jest just for
you. A drink for a quip is not much to ask. (Anyway, you’ve gotta do it
because it’s one of the convention rules.)
•••
Yes, it’s not really

The Letter Column
The reason it’s not really the letter column is that LoCs on True Rat Nine will
appear next issue as this is a special small issue done hastily the night before
the convention on a borrowed typewriter using el cheapo lavender paper
provided with great generosity but greater stupidity by the convention
committee.
What follows is a bit from a LoC I haven’t sent to Gregory Pickersgill’s
and Simone Walsh’s fanzine Stop Breaking Down (available now in this very
fanroom.)
“Simone has improved, while not unbelievably, at least a lot over the
last year or so. I wish this was merely patronising but Simone will tell you
the same thing herself so it must be horrifyingly true.
In the latest issue of Stop Breaking Down, Simone writes about namedropping. Now this is something I’d planned to write about one day.
However, Simone takes a slightly different perspective to my own. She says
she has no names to drop. I was going to write about how close I’ve come to
being able to drop names. I suppose this indicates a fundamental difference in
our approaches to life. Simone feels she is a name-dropping failure – but so
what? I feel that I’m a name-dropping failure – but, one day....
Ritchie Smith was wearing a Deep Fix badge in memory of Michael
Moorcock and his thankfully defunct band of that name which included the
talents of Graham Charnock, when some local sycophant lumbered up and
professed not only knowledge of the one album issued by this band but also
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faith in their ability. Ritchie casually mentioned that his best chum Graham
(bippity bop) Charnock was lead guitarist and part-time thug in the band.
Collapse of worshipful party and elevation of Mr Smith to role of Newcastle
folk-hero.
Now, no-one comes up to me – as Simone rightly points out about
herself – and says, ‘You know ROBERT HOLDSTOCK in capital letters.
Gosh wow etc.’
I’ve tried to impress. I pretended to be Chris Priest at a party once but
no-one thought anything of it until someone arrived whose friend really knew
Chris. Then everyone was interested. I left soon afterwards and crossed that
out of my list of instant social climbers.
The people I know well aren’t well known enough, and people who are
well known enough, I don’t know.
I don’t know Albert Booth. I know Christie Brown’s brother. I don’t
know the writer of Reginald Perrin well enough. When Jasper Carrot invited
me to his party a while ago the relationship, didn’t last. Mary Whitehouse and
I didn’t hit it off quite early on. Would James Agee’s niece be a name to
drop?
I thought not.
Anyway, I don’t really care.
Or do I?
I remember trying to impress someone once with a first edition of
Frankenstein Unbound signed by Graham Charnock in a fair imitation of
Brian Aldiss’ hand. I did impress him too. It was Robert Holdstock. It’s a pity
more people aren’t like that. He’s even impressed by people who know him.”
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from:
leroy kettle,
8 hendale avenue
london nw4

just like to thank all the people who’ve
continued sending me fanzines over
the last year without having had a loc
or a true rat. mostly my lack of
response has been due to the time
taken up by the job I’m doing. i finish
in perhaps 3 months time and will
never do its like again. i hope things
will be back to normal then with me
apologising for not sending out lots or
publishing true rat.

duping: ian maule
proffreading (missed one): janice
maule and kath mitchell

i’m not going to start dedicating issues
of true rat to people, but if i did this
one – for better or worse as they say –
would be for greg and simone.

I’d just like to thank you all for all the
drinks you have bought me in my
official role as fan guest of honour.
unfortunately my contract specifically
prevents me from buying drinks back.
sorry.
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i suppose this is the end.

no, apparently not. this is.

this has been an official convention
publication, references to people alive
or dead should be taken as being
references to people alive or dead.
really the end. honest. sigh of relief.
Easter 1978
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True Rat Zen
Artwork by Harry Bell
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The Further Adventures

Leroy at Yorcon (Eastercon 1979)
Photo by Rob Hansen
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1. True Cat
In the daze of my youth we seemed to get through a lot of cats. We got
through them like some people get through Kleenex, and almost as messily,
although they were slightly more difficult to dispose of.
For a long time I thought we only had one cat. It was called Fluff, like
all good cats were then, but ours was not a good, nor a normal, cat. Often it
was ginger or black and white, and at other times tabby. Once, for a whole
week, it was tortoise-shell (which is all right for tortoises, but looks sort of
untidy on cats). Funny old Fluff, I thought.
I knew the changes in its colour (and size, which I ignored) coincided
with the times that my grandmother used to totter out onto the main road and
scrape up a shapeless, red-streaked lump, but I didn’t know why. She used to
bury these lumps in the back garden with monotonous regularity and my toy
shovel. My grandfather couldn’t understand why his marrows won no prizes
that year but, as usual, blamed it on “too much bloody weather”.
Whenever my grandmother got hold of another stray and told me that
Fluff was back (my childhood stupidity is a family legend) she also suggested
that I begin to learn to close the gate. But it wasn’t me who let the cats out. It
was our crazy neighbour, who drank meths from the Corona bottle in which it
was kept because he thought it was flat pop, who used to chase the cats onto
the main road and laugh and laugh. I wouldn’t go near Fluff despite accepting
the general opinion that he/she was a nice cat. Probably because I looked like
a smaller version of the neighbour the cats used to sharpen their claws on me
frequently. I soon learned to keep my distance, which could well explain my
inability to detect any relationship between dead cats and live ones, and also
why I was prepared to accept any Fluff without argument.
Anyway, not long afterwards my father married again (and I stopped
living with my grandmother). The subsequent delicate additions to the Kettle
household no longer allowed cats to be present, as my stepmother regarded
them as biters of babies, foulers of furniture and clawers of carpets, besides
their anti-respiratory habits of moulting in mouths (specifically babies’
mouths, and with remarkable accuracy for a condition so uncontrollable).
Anyway, she didn’t like them. I don’t think she had ever been within
swinging distance of a cat, and, certainly, had not had the traumatic
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experiences of my earlier days to mould her character. It appeared to be a
completely irrational hatred of mobile furry objects, which makes one
wonder where the babies came from.
It took me some time to overcome this persistent anti-animal
propaganda. I still can’t sit in a car without feeling a touch of panic if a dog
runs into the road in case the driver, like my father, decides to chase it
regardless of highway codes, moral codes, or pedestrians. But cats I
eventually got to like. Very much.
Oh, yes, except for Oscar. He belonged to Paul The Postman who lives
next door to me. Paul The Postman is a bit of a sod, who, with his
unspeakable friends, likes nothing more than a quick revival of any long,
loud musical right outside my room any time after two in the morning. That’s
not really relevant. Anyway, he decided he would like a kitten, got one, and
called it Oscar. It was the most singularly vicious animal which ever existed.
Blofeld’s piranha had nothing on it. Possibly its temperament was due to the
inches of dust and filth through which it had to plough all the time. Or it may
perhaps have been Paul’s insistence that Oscar cost him nothing in upkeep
which finally drove it berserk. Like Paul, the cat used old newspaper cut into
strips for certain purposes of personal hygiene. It often used to slink
downstairsncoughing and choking) in order to leave horrifyingly white faeces
in somewhat more cattish places than a basin full of tits and bums ripped
from the Daily Mirror. It also used to eat stuff which could never come out of
a tin. That food was extraordinarily hideous, both in looks and smell, besides
having a strange propensity for attracting maggots. In such an atmosphere of
cleanliness and affection did Oscar grow up to be a revolting little cat. It bit,
clawed, or merely hissed at, anything which moved. It would not be picked
up, stroked or ignored. I’ve had less ravaged skin picking gooseberries for a
fortnight without gloves. Eventually it ran away. I’ve always suspected that
someone deliberately left the door open for it (not a neighbour this time,
though). Paul still deludes himself that it was a nice animal and that someone
may have stolen it, but I suspect it was ripped into as many pieces as his
Daily Mirror by the first full-grown street cat it met.
You may wonder whether this rubbish about cats ever gets fannish.
Well, it does. So there.
John Hall’s cat was the next I saw a lot of and, luckily, it was quite a
nice one, so I got back to liking them again. He called it Chissum (spelt
Chisholm, as in “Trail” and “get along li’l dogies”) probably because he
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thought this was ethnic (a word he thinks means Country and Western which
is a type of music he likes more than he lets on). Chissum had a permanently
dazed expression and was friendly to everyone except John, but in a
bewildered sort of way. This was probably because John had a habit,
whenever Chissum did anything wrong, of picking it up and shouting in its
ear:
“You know that’s wrong. You naughty cat. I’ve told you before not to
do that and you still do it. DON’T DO IT ANY MORE.”
Then he’d drop Chissum, which would stand rigidly where it landed for
some minutes before beginning to shake its head furiously. This treatment
must have damaged its little feline brain, as must its enforced proximity to
John’s loudspeakers, but fortunately in a quite different way from Oscar’s.
And it never could understand spoken English quite as well as John thought,
because it did do things again. But it was a nice cat.
So we come to the Charnocks. When Tigga Charnock gave birth (after
having been impregnated, I understand, before the delighted eyes and
slobbering mouth of Graham in the Charnocks’ front room) a happy home
was wanted for Treakle, the black one, Tabit, the tabby, Blob, the other
tabby, Ginger, the ginger (yes, indeed) and a ginger and white one whose
name I forget. I decided I wanted a man’s cat. I didn’t want a silly woman cat
that would go around making herself pregnant (or however they do it).
Luckily, the one I liked the look of most, and which ran away from me least,
the ginger tom, was a tom. I had him, and Chris, being misled by their
apparent cuddliness, chose one too. Tabit. A female.
I had been determined to call mine Fang, which I’m now very grateful I
didn’t do, as it would have sounded pretty bloody silly at the vet’s for one
thing. Instead, long tired of calling fandoms after animals, I decided to call
my animal after a fan. I chose a prominent fannish cat-lover and named my
cat Robert. (Chris called hers Tabitha, which is a typical effeminate name for
a female cat.)
Unfortunately, it soon became apparent that, while Chris had a sharp
little cat that could chew mice and walk at the same time, I had a mentally
defective creature. Sadly, there was no guarantee. I had apparently got it shop
soiled, so to speak. I understood exactly what this meant when I discovered
that Robert took great delight in treading in his turds. Little brown paw-prints
appeared all over the house. At first, I took this to be a further sign of
Robert’s amazing dumbness. For instance, when under a chair he would rear
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up for no apparent reason and smash his head against the under-side,
staggering away semi-conscious in search of another chair. He would take
flying leaps from bookcase to table, or chair to settee, and completely miss
his target, shrieking pathetically as shot past. He would hang from the top of
the wall, caught by his claws in the heavily embossed paper, and only
manage to get free as someone was walking underneath. This, I thought, is
one dumb cat.
What I didn’t realise was that all this was only camouflage.
What happened was that as a result of his turd-treading activities I felt
obliged to train him into cleaner habits for his own sake (as stinking cats are
unloved cats) and my sake (as I had to live with his offensive feet-prints).
This I did by attempting to get him to turn more carefully after he had done
his number twos (Zimri euphemism number one). During these attempts I had
reason to be in closer proximity than usual to his turds. After the first day I
noticed that these brown, vaguely cylindrical objects had fallen in the shape
of an F. This was reasonably amusing and momentarily took my mind away
from such pressing matters as vowing never to feed him fishy substances
again. However, the next day a letter U appeared, quite clearly defined.
Following days produced a K and a C. (I put down the peculiar order to bad
education at the hands of Graham.) After a short period of rather ineffectual
turds he came up with a Q, closely followed by an arrow pointing towards
me. This completed the message as far as both of us were concerned because
he never trod in his turds from then on and I never underestimated his
intelligence.
It could well be that our neighbour, seeing things through a methylated
haze, had discovered this catty intelligence, well-hidden though it is
(especially in Robert’s case), and was waging a private war against them. It
could well be that Oscar, being as well versed, or better, in his alphabet as
Robert, had been driven mad by reading the strips of Daily Mirror which
graced his litter-basin. It might even be that Chissum was struck dopey by the
astonishing illiteracy all around him in the Hall household. I can’t say
definitely, of course, but that message FUKC Q really did appear from
Robert and I find it just a little bit disturbing. I may not even have him done
in case he retaliates. I’m certainly not going to leave a carbon of this lying
around. Be warned. – Leroy.
P.S. Since writing the above (as the saying goes) there have been two
cases reported in the Hackney Gazette (slogan: ’Ave A Look In The
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’Ackney) of people being killed by their cats. One was smothered to death
like Huple; the other was tripped and fell out of a third storey window. Has
anyone heard from the Charnocks lately? – Leroy.
P.P.S. Has anyone heard from Kettle lately? – Robert
•••
You have just read: FAECES FACTS II.
Zimri #8, April 1976, edited by Lisa Conesa
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2. An Interview with Thomas M.
Disch
Malcolm Edwards, junior assistant librarian second-class (unpaid), and I,
budding young failed writer, were both eager to break free from the shackles
of our current positions. Malcolm wanted nothing more than to become editor
of everything; I merely desired lots of money and fame. We were in a
position to make good contacts, to put out productive feelers into the world of
professional science fiction. We were at Bob Sheckley’s flat, sitting in a
circle with John Brunner, Harry Harrison, Tom Disch, Peter Nicholls, Chris
Priest, and their respective wives and hangers-on. A few well-chosen words
could see Malcolm editing vast quantities of original anthologies containing
stories by me, John Brunner’s dogs, Chris Priest’s big toe, and more by me.
We sat there.
I said to Malcolm, “Who was Edson McCann?”
Malcolm replied, “Fred Pohl and Lester del Rey. Who was Karl von
Kampen?”
I said, “John W. Campbell. Who was –?”
Suddenly I noticed that the cup I was holding contained only the fruity
detritus of several punches.
“Fetch drink, Malcolm,” I said.
Malcolm, who is used to being readily available for the purpose of
transporting alcohol (usually Pernod for conjugal reasons), immediately leapt
to his feet, said “Don’t ask me that question until I come back,” and trolled
off to the kitchen.
Shortly afterwards, I was approached by Joan Harrison, who wanted to
show me something she could do with a chair. This, she said, was something
women could do and men couldn’t. She was quite right. Inexplicable.
I waited a while longer, listening to one of the several bright young men
present telling Robert Sheckley the plots of several stories by Robert
Sheckley. Then I went in search of Malcolm. He was still in the kitchen,
downing brown ale like it was liquid Philip K. Dick. John Brunner was
amusing himself talking to him. Being in that daring state of mind brought on
by the consumption of lots of drinks quickly, I began swapping puns with
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John Brunner. He seemed unaware that it was a duel to the death.
Malcolm had just recounted his mishearing of Night of the Lepus as
Night of the Leapers. Quicker than a flash John Brunner said, “Next it will be
Night of the Leprechauns.”
We all laughed heartily at this.
Working like pissed lightning, my mind came up with something which
may mouth did nothing to stop.
“Followed by Night of the Leper’s Corns,” I riposted.
John Brunner looked at Malcolm.
“Yes,” he said, and wandered off, looking slightly disgusted.
“You made a big hit there,” said Malcolm.
“OK then,” I flashed back, “who was Caleb Saunders?”
“Robert Heinlein,” quipped Malcolm, and went away to do his doo dahs.
I was alone again. Standing by the drinks table was, I noticed, a young
lady.
“Hi,” she said.
Where had I seen her before? Of course: at the Institute of
Contemporary Arts during Bob Sheckley’s lecture. She had been the one
referred to by Bob – rather sweetly I thought – as “baby” in the sentence,
“I live in Spain with my wife and my baby.”
“Hi,” I said, dribbling brown ale into my beard. “Isn’t it funny to think
that only fifteen years ago I was stealing Bob Sheckley’s books from the
library, and now here I am talking to his daughter.”
“Oh,” she said, “I’m his house guest. I’m not his daughter. She’s only a
year old. Actually, I’m older than his wife.”
With that faux pas, worthy of the great Robert P. Holdstock, I left the
kitchen and sat in the lounge again. Malcolm returned and we began mingling
with the greats once more.
“Who was Cyril Judd?” I asked.
“Too easy,” said Malcolm. “Who was Brett Sterling?”
While I was pondering this pretty hard one, a lady tapped me on the
elbow prior to offering me something of an unlawful nature. When I refused,
she looked at me.
“Oh,” she said, “you’re the one who thinks I’ve got a daughter older
than me.” She began laughing.
“Yes. Ho Ho,” I said. “Who was Lawrence O’Donnell?”
She didn’t know.
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“Henry Kuttner,” said a little voice from my other side. He knew.
“Look,” he continued, “there’s Tom Disch. You need some money. Why
don’t you go and ask if you can interview him for SF Monthly?”
“Oh no, I couldn’t. I’m not a rabid opportunist like you and Holdstock.”
“Well, neither am I,” said Malcolm.
We drank for a short while longer, then I saw Disch leave the room and
go into the kitchen. My big chance. I followed him. We were alone. Luckily
he is one writer whose name is impossible to slur.
“Mishter Disch?” I said.
“Yeah.”
“Well, er, I’d, er, well, wonder if you, sort of, would mind if, you know,
well, I could, er, interview you for Science Fiction Monthly?”
“You want to interview me?”
“Yes, Mr. Disch.”
“Call me Tom.”
“Tom.”
“Why me?”
“Well, er, I like your work. I, er, do admire you a great deal. I really
enjoyed the first half of Echo Through His Bones –”
“Round. Echo Round His Bones.”
“Yes, of course – a great deal. The second half wasn’t much good,
though.”
“Probably not.”
I could feel I wasn’t doing too well here, and my brain was collapsing
with drink and fear. In leapt Peter Nicholls, bent almost double, doing some
silly impersonation of Richard III imitating Quasimodo.
“Making trouble, Kettle?” he cackled.
“Oh, piss off, Nicholls,” I shouted.
“No, Peter, hang on,” said Disch, but Peter bounced off with a evil
laugh.
“Er,” I said, “I also didn’t like your story ‘Three Things On A Geodesic
Dome.’”
“Three Points On A Demographic Curve.”
“Yes, well, I didn’t like that. But Camp Conshentration was good. Very
literate – and literary too.”
“Well, it’s not what I’m into now. I’ve moved on.”
“Yes, yes,” I said, thankful at least that his latest novel was his shortest245

ever title, and I couldn’t get it wrong. “Actually, though, I haven’t managed
to read 364 yet.”
“334.”
“Yes. But, of course, I’ll read it before the interview.”
He looked at me.
“Right,” he said. “I’m busy all weekend, but if you ’phone this number
in Camden Town on Monday morning at 10 o’clock to say you can make it,
then we can do the interview.”
“Thank you, er, Tom,” I said.
He hurried off to find Peter Nicholls, and they both left quickly.
Malcolm and I also left soon afterwards. I was quite elated, even though
I’d made the usual kind of fool of myself. He’d said yes after all, and needed
the money.
First thing the next day I went to the library and got out copies of 334
and Bad Moon Rising. I had all the others. I wasn’t going to be like Malcolm
Edwards, I thought, interviewing Chip Delany after reading less than half his
books, or like John Brosnan interviewing Harry Harrison after flicking
through Deathworld. I would do it right.
I got together all the Disch stories I could find in magazines and
collections. There were quite a few. I put these to one side with his novels,
poetry, and sundry other items. Then I went through the review pages of the
magazines. Lots of reviews of Disch books there. So I wouldn’t have to
reread everything after all. But no reviews of 334, unfortunately. I would
have to make the effort with that.
I read all the reviews, noting comments and questions. I even glanced
through John Brosnan’s interview with Chris Priest to see if he’d asked
anything worth repeating. He hadn’t.
I typed out three A4 pages, single-spaced, of standby questions, ranging
from (and I quote) “is this something you feel?” to “is this what you feel?”
via “why not?” I felt confident enough about the whole thing to stay awake
most of Sunday night biting my nails.
Monday morning came. I got up early, looked through the questions
again, had an extra squirt of Cedar Wood, and tested the cassette recorder
almost to destruction. Christine left for work. She had been growing rather
tired of my neurotic behaviour as regards the works of Thomas M. Disch
over the weekend, and, in fact, had been understandably bored with him and
me.
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Ten o’clock arrived. I waited several seconds afterwards so as not to
appear too eager and ’phoned him up. A male American answered.
“Can I speak to Tom Disch?” I said, just in case.
“Yeah. This is Tom. Hallo.”
“Hi, Tom, Roy Kettle here about that interview for SF Monthly. Is it
alright to come over?”
“Well, no. You can’t come over here.”
“Oh.”
“And I can’t think of anywhere quiet where we can meet...”
His tone was obvious. “I see. Well, I can’t think of anywhere either
then.”
“Well, that’s it then. Bye.”
“Bye. Thanks.”
I put the ’phone down slowly. It rang almost instantly.
“Roy,” said a female voice.
“What?”
“This is Christine. I just rang to say Good Luck with the interview...”
Parker’s Patch #3, Summer 1976, edited by
Brian Parker
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3. How Not to Be a Writer
I felt terrible.
I lay on the bed in a vomit-encrusted suit, twenty pounds poorer than I
had been twenty hours earlier. My otherwise bare feet were wrapped in a
tangle of clammy sheets. My umbrella was missing, but I had a crumpled
pamphlet explaining that God Is Love. I also had memories – vague but
embarrassingly persistent – of being arrested, of rushing around the bank
offering to fondle anyone too slow to avoid me, of sitting in the rain for
hours, of propositioning my flatmate’s girlfriend. All around me was the
usual disgusting chaos of my room, made worse by my morning-after
apprehension and depression.
But I had left the bank after four years’ drudgery. I was unemployed and
free.
I was going to be a writer: I felt terrible.
June 1974 was mainly occupied by hassles with social security and
unemployment benefit offices, although I did manage to get quite red by
lying in the local park as well. There were cricket matches to be watched on
my free TV set, and films to be seen from the cheapest seats. There was drink
to be drunk and sleep to be slept. There was no urgency. I could become a
famous writer tomorrow.
In July I did some work. Not a lot, but enough to unstick the keys of the
typewriter.
Rob Holdstock had come round with a suggestion for earning both of us
fairly large and regular sums of money. This was something Chris Priest had
suggested to us previously, but which hadn’t penetrated the particular reality
I called my own. Most paperback publishers were catching on to the success
of series novels (Russ Tobin, Confessions Of —, Edge, Biker, Lensman) and
Rob had both a contact and ideas. All we needed to do was write synopses for
the first three novels, plus a sample chapter, and the subsequent contract
would ensure we would go on creating books until Woolworths could
remainder no more.
Rob’s initial idea was for a series about three brothers who posed as
furniture removal men. One was a lover of great repute whose personality
was firmly fixed in Rob’s mind. This brother would take the lady of the
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house, her maid and several of her dogs to some quiet spot for cucumber
sandwiches and an orgy. Meanwhile, his brothers, one of whom happened to
be an art thief of international renown and the other the greatest forger of all
time, would loot the house of its treasures and duplicate them quickly from
materials kept handily in the back of the van. The duplicates would, of
course, replace the originals. This idea had sexual possibilities, comic
possibilities, thriller possibilities and needed a greater suspension of disbelief
than all of E.E. Smith’s novels rolled into one. Anyway, Rob had a better
idea, one I was quite keen on. It was called The Strikers and had the Chris
Priest Seal of Possible Success. The books would be set in the near future
when crowd violence in soccer had grown to alarming but not impossible
proportions. A group of footballers set themselves up as secret vigilantes and
went around kicking the shit out of people in order to sell our series. Arena of
Death, The Gang Bangers and Hard In were all hammered out in synopsis
form from the first powerful sentence I put down – “Big goalie gets hit” – up
to the sadistic conclusion with the flying wedge of naked female football
supporters.
There were a number of problems which raised their slimy little heads,
though. One of them, ever ready to ooze into my mind through any of the
vast cracks in my concentration, was the fact that I had always found it
difficult to write without someone wanting the end-product. Give me a
contract and I’ll get something in just after the deadline. Or so I kid myself.
I’ve never actually had a chance to put this into action, of course; but if I
know something has to be done by a certain date or else, I’ll generally do it.
Here I was with months of possible writing ahead of me, free in the middle of
summer, and having to think and work. I let The Strikers slip away, and Rob
moved on to more sensible and lucrative ventures on his own.
The other problem had been Rob himself. He was generously sharing his
time and idea with me, but it was impossible to collaborate with him. Firstly,
he was too much of a Genuine Master of Freelancing compared with my own
Failed Amateur standard. He could write better than me and faster than me,
picking his nose and with his brain in a sling. He has always had the ability to
sit and write, at the very least, adequately. He knew where he was going.
Secondly, I could see him churning out thousands of saleable words, with me
being sucked in his wake doing nothing more creative than catching the
pages as they shot from the typewriter and going out to buy the fish and
chips. It was better to break my slothfulness away from his dynamism as
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soon as possible.
I went to sleep until August.
In August I thought about making some quick money. Ignoring Chris
Priest’s eminently sensible advice that you don’t hack in the field in which
you want to be respected, I thought I’d write a Robert Hale SF novel.
Despite publishing a handful of competent to good novels and
collections, half of Hale’s output seems to consist of stories about leadenheaded handsome-brute scientists rescuing beautiful oversexed women from
horrifying deaths at the hands of a bunch of mixed metaphors. They just
happen to save the Earth from cosmic doom at the same time. The remaining
novels are space opera where the space appears to be between the author’s
ears. The evil Thargs always lose. Tuff luck Thargs. All these books are
tastefully dustjacketed with a cover clipped from a huge master-photograph
of some multicoloured syrup spread over a pile of springs, plastic soldiers
and dead flies. Invariably the books are attributed to some of the few
pseudonyms John Russell Fearn wisely overlooked. Finally they are sent by
the lorry load to my local library where some misguided fool puts them on
special display. I knew an author who’d received £100 for his first Hale
novel. A princely sum, and one I would be willing to spend a couple of weeks
in the search for.
I dug up a novel on which Rob and I had been working before either of
us moved to London. It was essentially my idea and I had written several
thousand words of it a few years before. Rob had then added to it but the
whole collaboration had petered out in a way which should have been the
lesson to me it obviously wasn’t. I sorted out all the notes and bits already
written, then wrote a comprehensive summary of almost all the chapters
(although I was leaving a couple, such as “Trouble in Rat Valley”, to write
themselves). Under the working title of Patchwork Planet I began my sword
and science novel. My idea was to complete one chapter every two days –
rough draft one day, polish the next. It would be completed after twenty-four
days. That was £5 a day. Not a lot, but it was a start. After four days I had
two chapters. 8,000 words, completed and neatly typed up. I read them. Not
bad. Too good for Robert Hale, I thought with undiscerning arrogance. I left
Patchwork Planet for a while until I could spend the time on it which it
obviously deserved.
I got drunk until September.
By then I was taking things a bit more seriously. But only a little. My
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standard of living, never very high, hadn’t dropped much; however, I saw
that it could. Despite this, every day something got in the way of writing.
There was always a meal to be tipped out of a can, shopping to be done, a
newspaper to be glanced at. Was there no end to the urgent tasks which
forced me away from my true vocation? I refused to admit that I hadn’t got
the freelancer’s temperament. Indeed, to prove that I had, I eventually
plucked up the time to write a novelette. Once more delving into the pile of
ideas which had been around with me since early childhood rather than
concentrating on something new, I came up with “The Red Egg”. This was a
story about, well, about a red egg, which is a jolly nice egg except that it
causes trouble. The scene is Earth after an atomic war, when it has been torn
from its position as ruler of the galaxy and is being Kept In Its Place.
Everyone lives on New Zealand because that’s all that’s left. The healthy
characters live on the north island, and the inevitable smelly old mutants on
the south. The whole set-up is ostensibly run by humans but is really
controlled by a gestalt as in Wolfbane. Things happen. Some people die.
Others don’t. Everyone eats cabbage. Some pirates lose out. Earth has,
unknown to anyone except the Gestalt, somehow taken its first step towards
reconquering the Galaxy. End of novelette.
I wrote and rewrote 15,000 words of complex story. I really worked
hard. It was slightly better than the above notes would indicate, but not
enough to be any good. I found myself stuck with this old idea which I
couldn’t give up or mould into something readable. Christine, the only person
to read it, pointed out some of the things that needed changing, but they
wouldn’t change. I couldn’t rethink it or rework it. I was stuck with it and
dissatisfied with it. I saw this as a failure of material, not necessarily of
ability. Hindsight says different. But either way, it wouldn’t be the feature
story in an upcoming New Writings in SF after all. I put it in a folder with all
my notes and put that in my cardboard box where it found a good home
among its own kind.
I was trying too hard when I was trying at all. I shouldn’t expect to write
a 15,000 word novelette or a 50,000 word novel, however bad, when I had
written no more than a handful of short stories of little value previously. On
the basis of selling three short stories out of seven produced since 1968 I had
got it into my head that I could write as well as some of the authors whose
work I had seen in print over the years. That might have been true, but I was
trying to fly before I was even sure I could sit up and take notice. However,
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once more I was reluctant to spurn old ideas and plots I had accumulated for
years. In October I rewrote a story which Phil Harbottle had bought in 1969
(1,700 words, £5 2s.) about a pregnant robot and some cannibals. This had
never been published owing to the demise of Vision of Tomorrow, the
Science Fiction Monthly of its day. I had already expanded the story to 2,000
words and sent it to Fantasy and Science Fiction in 1972 whence it never
came back, and to SFM earlier in 1974 which returned it with chilling speed.
It suffered badly from one of my more obvious faults. I had written a long
plot instead of a short story. I rewrote it and changed the ending, improving it
to a passable standard (my best) and doubling the length to 4,000 words in
the process. This was Search. I also rewrote at three times the length “The
Great Plan”, a favourite idea of mine, though not one looked on with great
favour by any of my friends. This had been rejected in its vignette form by
Galaxy and SFM and had not been returned from Fantastic since 1970 or
F&SF since 1972 despite my supplying International Reply Coupons in the
requisite quantities and sending reminders. I sent “The Great Plan” and
“Search” to Ken Bulmer at New Writings in SF. Except for the occasional
glance at what for many years had been intended to be my magnum opus,
Star Changes, (not a melodrama set in a theatre dressing room) I did nothing
else until along came November.
This was a good month.
John Brosnan, Rob Holdstock and their respective agents, Janet Freer
and Richard Davis, both of Michael Bakewell Associates, met me in a pub in
Tottenham Court Road to discuss some ideas I had for anthologies. The
meeting, as far as I was concerned, was to get Richard interested in selling
the anthologies. Janet was there because one idea involved John. Rob was
introducing me to Richard.
I tried to put forward what I thought were my more interesting ideas,
working-titled The Sporting Future, Writers in Wonder and The Science
Fiction Travelling Companion (honest). These were disregarded, or at least
put far down the agenda. Apparently there was some competition between
Janet and Richard for what they considered the most commercial possibility:
The Science Fiction Movie Reader. For some bizarre reason no one had then
put out an anthology of SF stories which have been made into films. (The
main problem with such a collection as far as I was concerned was that many
of the stories would be well-known – “The Sentinel”, “The Fly”, “Who Goes
There”, “Flowers for Algernon” etc. However, that particular problem never
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seems to bother anthologists normally.) Richard seemed genuinely excited by
the idea, or as genuinely as an agent can be.
“I must have this, Janet, I insist,” he said.
When I had discussed the idea with John Brosnan I had suggested that I
do all the work, with advice from him when I needed it. John’s name, a
selling point. would appear on the cover and he would get one third of the
money. Naively, we were both happy with this provisional arrangement. The
agents weren’t, but they didn’t mention it at the time.
All this while I had been drinking pints of Guinness to everyone else’s
halves or shorts. I was beginning to slur words without an “s” in. According
to Brosnan I started making jokes in extraordinarily bad taste. I can hardly
believe this to be true. Luckily the meeting was finished before I was. I was
feeling really pleased. I now had an agent.
At some point.in the conversation Richard had agreed to handle my
stories. Agents normally wouldn’t take on someone unless he had, say,
£1,000 of sales in a year. Success was now a foregone conclusion. I walked
down the road with one of the party who doesn’t want his name mentioned.
We agreed the day couldn’t end just like that. We had a celebration Wimpy
and then decided to go and see a dirty movie. The one we agreed on with
drunken fascination was Deadly Weapons starring Chesty Morgan. For the
uninitiated, Chesty Morgan is a lady with 72-inch breasts. These unfortunate
objects, hanging like misshapen waterbeds from an otherwise normal body,
were used in the film to suffocate gangsters. Tuff luck gangsters. Along with
many other people in the audience I fell asleep. Not a memorable end to what
had been my most successful day so far.
During the next month I received a number of phone calls from John and
Richard. Apparently Janet, looking after her client’s interests, was insisting
that if John was to be involved at all (a) his name would appear first on the
cover and (b) he would get 50% of the money. This would have been fair
enough if (a) the idea hadn’t been mine to begin with and (b) John had been
free enough to do half of the work. Richard suggested I didn’t need John.
John was happy with this arrangement as well. It would save a lot of trouble
and calm Richard down. I was happy, as I get more money and all of the
fame. John and I could make a personal arrangement about any assistance he
might give me.
Soon after this was settled I sent Richard a comprehensive breakdown of
all the anthology details. He phoned to suggest I forget them until we had
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sold The Science Fiction Movie Reader and asked if I could write a one page
outline of what I intended the book should be, and also a short introduction. I
did this. The book would start with a brief article discussing SF in the
cinema. The stories would each have an introduction comparing them with
the subsequent films. At the end would be a long article on all other SF
stories made into movies, and a listing of these in chronological order.
I sat back and rubbed my hands in anticipation until January. Money and
fame were just around the corner.
I made my New Year resolution: I would be a success. Really, there was
no stopping it. Maybe it would be only a minor success to begin with, but if
G. Peyton Wertenbaker could become a household name in half a dozen
homes throughout the world, so could Leroy Kelly, sorry, Kettle. I went to
the Edwards’ New Year party and there, as one professional to another, I was
even ignored by John Brunner. Such is fame.
Strangely, January actually had me believing in the efficacy of New
Year resolutions. For the first time I felt I’d left the sub-basement of the Big
Time and was going up. On 4th January I got a letter from Ken Bulmer
making me an offer for “The Great Plan”. £22 for the British (and
dependencies!) hardcover and paperback rights. My faith in that story
appeared to have been vindicated. As regards “Search”, Ken had some
encouragement and some criticisms. He said it was the kind of story he could
use if I could beef it up and make it more solid with a more convincing
ending. I counted “Search” as a near miss and marked the sale down on my
little list of story submissions. The last story to be underlined in red as an
indication of success had also been sold to Ken, but in 1970. Suddenly the list
looked a bit more cheerful.
Two days later I got a phone call from Rob Holdstock. A 3,000 word
story on which we had collaborated, although he had done most of the final
writing, had sold to Science Fiction Monthly for £30. It was called “The Cold
Earth” and was unintentionally almost a rewrite of Sheckley’s “The Mountain
Without a Name”.
More success. Another red line on my list.
However, the thing that was dominating my thoughts during this time
was the anthology project. A successful book would lead to bigger things
than would a couple of stories. Richard phoned me up to say that he had got
Weidenfeld and Nicholson interested. They were Brian Aldiss’ publishers.
Bloody hell, I thought. I was to see Nancy Neiman, the SF editor. I told John
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Brosnan this and he was pleased, but said I should still push Richard to try
selling the other ideas instead of letting him wait for The SF Movie Reader to
sell. Richard wouldn’t try, I don’t think he had enough faith in me to spend
that much time on my ideas, even though he liked one of them. After all, I
hadn’t earned any money at all for him yet. John Brosnan phoned before the
interview. He said that he had met Brian Aldiss in town on business and had
mentioned the anthology. Brian suggested that I could phone him and explain
more about it. If he liked the idea he would put in a good word for me at
Weidenfeld’s.
He did like the idea, so I went to my meeting with Nancy hoping for
great things.
I had been panicking for several days about the meeting. I hate
interviews and discussions with people about business when I feel they are in
a totally dominant position. What would I say? What would I wear? Why not
just go and be myself and see what happened? My God, that was asking a bit
much. I had to make a good personal impression. I had to appear successful
and confident. Success and scruffiness don’t go together, I thought. I went
out and dug very deep into my savings to buy a pair of purple jeans, a blue
denim jacket and a pair of double-layered purple boots that made me look not
unlike a technicolor Frankenstein’s monster. I clumped heavily from
Clapham Junction and sat in a pub until I’d had four vodkas. They appeared
to have no effect. With a gulp and a prayer I went to Weidenfeld’s. Nancy
took me to the local. I clumped to the bar, feeling every inch an idiot and then
some. I bought the drinks and we chatted about the anthology. Everything
went surprisingly adequately. I would occasionally forget a word or a title
and would grope for it in what I hoped was an artistically absent-minded
fashion. I responded enthusiastically to Nancy’s suggestion that I try to
interview all the writers whose stories would appear, as this would add
another dimension to the book and take some of the emphasis off frequently
reprinted stories. A few writers would be easy to interview. Some in foreign
parts would have to be sent a questionnaire. Others were dead and
presumably unavailable. In point of fact, I wasn’t at all happy with the idea of
interviews, but I was doing my best unsubtle imitation of a yes-man instead
of someone who has some conviction that he has a worthwhile idea, integrity
and ability. Finally, Nancy asked me if I was writing a novel.
I totally failed to recognise this as a desire to get an author who was
more than a one-shot. “Isn’t everybody?” I quipped.
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“No, seriously,” she said, realising my reply had been in jest.
“Well, yes, I’m writing a novel called Star Changes which will he a
combination of Philip Dick and Charles Harness. Widescreen baroque, as
Brian would call it. But a friend of mine has written a really superb novel.
You may have heard of him – Rob Holdstock. His novel’s called Eye Among
the Blind and –”
I went on and she wrote down Rob’s name. Eventually, although a sense
of dread had been bubbling like cold swamp gas through my mild inebriation,
Nancy said she was still interested. She would like a list of people I thought I
could interview, a longer introduction and a story or two of mine so that she
could see what I was capable of.
I clumped off and when I got home I threw those bloody boots away.
Despite them, I was still in with a good chance.
Later on in the month I mentioned to Richard the names of various
people I might well be able to count on for help. This had been more to fire
him with enthusiasm than for any other reason. It only resulted in the creation
of an uncomfortable situation for me. One of the names was Philip Strick,
someone I knew not at all but had only seen from a distance at a couple of
cons. Richard apparently knew him, and immediately picked up the phone to
arrange a meeting for me with Strick.
I couldn’t stop him. My brain was dry with fear. Without going into
details, when we met neither of us knew why we were there. He was pleasant,
said I’d got a good idea and chatted amiably while I said nothing fast. I felt
embarrassed until I left, and for some time afterwards. Me, as they say, and
my big mouth.
However, despite my selling two stories and accidentally retaining
Weidenfeld’s interest in The SF Movie Reader the cheering events of the
month were not yet done. I sent Richard a short story called “Conquest” for
Space, an SF anthology he edits for young teenagers. Soon afterwards I sent a
slightly rewritten “Search” to Julie Davis at Science Fiction Monthly also
thanking her for the sale of “The Cold Earth”. On January 30th I spoke to
Richard on the phone (as usual) and he said “Conquest” was what he wanted
for Space. I added another red line to my list of successes. Three in a month.
At this rate it was Watch Out Robert P. Holdstock.
In January and February I did a lot of work on the anthology besides the
effort involved in making it appear saleable. I didn’t want to have just wellknown stories, so I did quite a lot of research to find some esoteric but good
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tales which had reached the screen, successfully or otherwise. In addition I
had to find out details of the agents for the various authors involved to see if
the rights were available. Also I had to write a long introduction, which
meant finding out more about SF films than I already knew and than John
Baxter’s virtually definitive book Science Fiction in the Cinema could tell
me. For these reasons I got in touch with or visited film distributors,
theatrical agents, the American Embassy, Johnny Speight, libraries, and
numerous cinemas.
Better known stories apart from the ones I mentioned earlier were “The
Birds”, the three stories which made up the film The Illustrated Man, “The
Fireman” (which became the novel Fahrenheit 451), “The Foghorn” (filmed
with great artistic licence as The Beast From Twenty Thousand Fathoms) and
Sheckley’s “The Seventh Victim” (which appeared boldly inflated as The
Tenth Victim). The rarer items included Kuttner’s The Twonky which
retained its title to become a film that failed to shatter box-office records; the
most anyone could tell one about it was that they could tell me nothing about
it. Alan Arkin’s “People Soup” (which appeared in Galaxy) had been made,
by him and starring his children, into a short which went on the circuits about
five years ago. “Roommate”, by Harry Harrison, had been his first excursion
to the world of Make Room! Make Room! which became Soylent Green.
William Temple’s “Four-Sided Triangle” was used by Hammer to make one
of their earliest SF films. Who?, which you may well have seen recently on
TV as a pretty dire film, began life as a short story in Fantastic Universe.
Panic in the Year Zero was based on Ward Moore’s stories “Lot” and “Lot’s
Daughter” although they were uncredited. There were many others including
cartoon strips, poems and a teleplay which had appeared in F&SF. In some
instances I was obviously stretching the original idea of the anthology a little,
but hopefully in a way which was fairly legitimate and interesting. I wrote a
6,000 word introduction called “Filming Science Fiction” which contained
two jokes, half an original thought and quite a lot of Science Fiction in the
Cinema.
Deriving unprecedented energy from my diet of baked beans and
processed cheese I also managed to write a 7,000 word horror story based on
a 1,500 word vignette which had appeared in Audrey Walton’s Free Orbit, a
fanzine few of you will have memories bad enough to recall. This story I sent
to Richard for onward transmission to one Mary Danby, compiler of
Frighteners, an anthology to which Bryn Fortey had just made a sale.
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I heard that Robert Sheckley was in town and wrote to him for an
interview, which would hopefully combine facts for the book with a sale to
Science Fiction Monthly. I had already arranged with Harry Harrison and
Mike Moorcock (as author of The Final Programme and also as screenwriter)
for interviews, albeit reluctantly and not entirely definitely with Mike.
These two months were very busy and productive. There was something
worth working for and I was having to overcome my normal creative torpor
in case I couldn’t totally rely on prayers and luck. I’d achieved minimally
more momentum than a sinking ping-pong ball, but I had achieved some. It
felt good thinking I’d got it made.
In March I interviewed Robert Sheckley at his flat off the Fulham Road.
We both seemed to be equally nervous, although Bob’s normal stammer
probably gave me a wrong impression of him. I had a long list of questions,
but an interviewing technique apparently derived from studying a block of
wood. I couldn’t follow up on an interesting topic because I desperately
needed the security of the list. As one subject changed with disconcerting
abruptness to another, Bob’s answers became shorter and shorter. Eventually
my questions were longer than his answers. The most interesting part of the
meeting was the fairly relaxed off-the-record chat we had over coffee
concerning pulp SF magazines. Still, I typed the interview up. I’d failed to
make SFM’s minimum length, but there was certainly enough good material
to send it to them although the editing it obviously needed would shorten it
even more. I ensured with my next money-making interview, this time with
Tom Disch, that my questions and approach were more adaptable. However,
as I’ve written at length elsewhere, that interview was a non-starter.
Apart from the lack of Tom Disch in my life, there was another set-back
in March – Richard Davis rejected “Conquest”. I’d liked the story and hadn’t
been particularly surprised when I thought he’d bought it. However, from
what he now said it was apparent he hadn’t read it when he had spoken to me
previously. This sort of approach I soon noticed as fairly typical, at least as
far as my work was concerned. Now that he claimed to have read it, he said
“Conquest” was too much like a fairy tale and that he had read too many
stories like it before. I could have believed many criticisms of “Conquest” but
not that Richard had read enough similar to it to warrant its rejection on just
that ground. He couldn’t explain what he meant about the fairy story.
However, soon after this a circular arrived from Peter Weston advertising a
new SF market in his anthology Andromeda. This stopped me sulking about
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Richard and I began writing just the sort of story Peter would want. I mean, if
you can’t sell to a buddy ...
During this time I was doing other writing as well. While I was working
hard on the anthology and various “quality” stories I suddenly found myself
with some genuine and apparently remunerative hack work. Chris Priest had
suggested I might phone Langdon Jones to get some contacts in the world of
soft-core porn magazines.
[This section of the article has been deleted as it appears elsewhere
in this ebook in True Rat Three, where it was called Pornography –
The Truth!]
But my shameless exploitation of women was not yet over. Chris Priest had
yet another friend, Peter Cave, who had been pleased with the fact that I
could remember a story he had written. Peter had some lengthy pornography
he wanted to farm out, so I arranged to send him the carbons of the stories I
had “almost” sold to Mike. Unimpressed by the standard, even in a field in
which words are only an annoying space between pictures, he didn’t contact
me. I phoned him.
“Well, er,” he said, “you can’t use words like, er, like spunk.”
I blinked. I expected an irate operator to cut in on us. Somehow it
sounded incredibly disgusting.
“But I copied it,” I said. “I’m not even sure what it means.”
“Oh,” he said. “Well, you can’t use it.”
The conversation petered out (not to put too fine a pun on it) and again I
waited for material which quite reasonably never arrived.
After my failure in the literary vice-dens of the East End, things started
going from worse to much worse. My horror story, “A Life Apart”, had not
been deemed worthy enough by Richard even to try with Mary Danby, but
was rejected by him as “sub-Dennis Wheatley.” It was some days before I
recovered from this searing indictment. A 7,000 word humorous detective SF
story, “Know Justice”, about premature ejaculation in the 21st century, was
rejected by Peter Weston with the comment, along with other more helpful
ones, that it was “sub-Ron Goulart.” It took me weeks before I stopped
having nightmares about that. Peter also poured friendly and not unjustified
scorn on “Search”, of which I’d sent him a carbon copy while informing him
the original was with SFM. That magazine returned the Sheckley interview,
asking me to use my vast knowledge of the SF field to make it into an article
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and they might consider it. Money and spirits were getting very low. Drink
was unfortunately both a necessity and a luxury.
Worst of all, during this time the anthology was rejected by
Weidenfeld’s and, one after another for some time, by all the other publishers
Richard tried. Some had full lists. Some didn’t like the combination of
anthology and film book, Some said another time, maybe. Many were in fact
enthusiastic but regretful. Some bugger said my introduction could have been
better. I think he meant much better.
I got a job. I became a temp.
But still I made some half-hearted attempts, involving a minimum of
writing, to retain a sort of handhold on a possible pro existence. I offered to
do a quiz for SFM. This was ignored. I sent “Know Justice” to SFM. It
arrived at the same time as did a story by John Brosnan which also concerned
premature ejaculation in the future. Predictably, both were rejected. My SFM
rejections, in fact, were becoming more and more impersonal. I was waiting
for one beginning “Dear Hey You.”
I recalled that Harry Bell had suggested we collaborate on a children’s
novel. He, obviously, would do the illustrations. I sent him the first two
chapters of my abandoned Robert Hale novel as a sort of Andre Norton
juvenile. He quite liked them and suggested the kind of illustrations he might
do. It suddenly occurred to me that the kind of children’s book he had
actually meant had been for younger kids. He was probably just being nice in
going ahead with Patchwork Planet. I began a Monty Pythonesque children’s
book for him to illustrate called Planet of the Nasties, but, despite its appeal
to me, I failed to persevere with it. Richard Davis left the agency and my life,
except for one unintentionally rude phone call to Christine. I sent a joke to
Reader’s Digest. It wasn’t a very good one.
With my temporary job, suddenly I was fairly well off again, and as my
days were busy the writing dried up. Not even a letter from SFM buying
“Search” helped. It would need a miracle to keep me free and writing. The
miracle didn’t occur. I didn’t create it. Actually, I didn’t particularly mind. I
was upset by the setbacks as they happened, but who wouldn’t have been? I’d
tried, however slightly, and not succeeded. I was, and am, happy with that.
Thinking things through now that my working holiday was over, I
decided to join the Civil Service. Two days before I started I was paid for
“The Great Plan”, which had been the first sale of my attempted career. Some
months later an anthology appeared called Arena containing SF sports stories,
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one of the ideas which Richard hadn’t pushed. Still no anthology has
appeared containing SF stories which have been made into movies, though
one has for horror stories. I had been intending to do that as a follow up.
The single most satisfying thing that happened to me involving writing
during the whole of my year-long attempt to be an author was that I won
Peter Roberts’s Checkpoint Fan Poll as best writer, and my fanzine True Rat
won as best fanzine. OK, so only about 18 people voted and only a handful of
those voted for me, but it meant more to me than any possible or actual sale
had. I know my place.
Maya #12/13, January 1977, edited by Rob
Jackson
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4. Don’t Blame Me
Graham Charnock said, “Change the names and this could almost be a
serious convention bid.”
It was Newcastle 1974. He held in his hand the flyer put out by the
Manchester and District (MaD) Group (Gruop) for their bid for the 1975
convention. He was looking at it without smiling. He was drunk.
The flyer read: Peter Presdorf – Debacle Organiser.
“You could do that,” he said to Malcolm Edwards, longtime boy wonder
of science fiction fandom.
Paul Skelton – Hovel Liaison; Brian Robinson – Catering Ignorer; A.
Nonentity – Optimism and Gall.
“You could do those too. The rest of us,” he casually splashed beer over
the bored and sleeping figures around him, “could have titles like Treasurer
or Secretary or Vice Chairman and watch Malcolm get a heart attack.”
And so, in an alcoholic haze of regrettable proportions, we decided to
bid for the 1975 convention ourselves, because we weren’t particularly happy
with the MaD Gruop’s idea of a con. That was how we ended up with a
convention to run and a bunch of irate Mancunians who paid us back by
sabotaging the 1976 convention despite every effort by the organisers to
make it merely boring.
Anyway, now that the great fannish tradition of being extraordinarily
and completely justifiably rude to the MaD Gruop is over for a few words, I
must confess that even relatively sane fans can find running a convention
difficult. We did. I’m sure Dave and Kev* and the others have too.
* Dave Langford and Kev Smith were respectively the publications person
and chair of Skycon, the 1978 Eastercon at which Mr Kettle was fan guest of
honour.

Inevitably someone complains that Brian Parker’s boil has burst into
their custard – and they hadn’t even ordered custard. The film breaks down.
The bar staff aren’t hysterically amused by Ian Maule vomiting over the lager
pump at three in the morning, then asking for a pint of Skol as though
nothing had happened. Inevitably some old lady, who probably spends every
Easter doing this sort of thing, complains about the noise coming from John
Piggott’s room that sounds like an electric toothbrush being used deep into
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the night if nothing else. The film breaks down. Long-haired, blond,
effeminate fans mince around upsetting Peter Weston and tall, dark-haired,
over-sexed up-and-coming SF writers crash around upsetting chairs and Peter
Roberts. D. Wingrove gets upset because he finds a bogey in his glass. D.
West gets upset because he’s lost one. The film breaks down. The bar closes
seconds before the audience comes out of the early morning film desperate
for his pint of beer. Graham Poole walks into a wall. Brian Burgess walks
through one. The film breaks down. The manager breaks down. The
committee breaks up.
Strangely, I can’t remember anything specific going wrong in 1975,
except some people thought it was a bit bland and the Guest of Honour (one
Michael Moorcock who’s made a lot of money out of SF and fantasy) backed
out. Things did go wrong, but apparently nothing memorable. That might be
why it was bland. Still, this would be a longer article if I’d been on the
Mancon committee.
No, to be fair, a convention is run by a handful of, well, dedicated
people who really get no reward for the work they put in, and if – when –
things go wrong, on whatever scale and in whoever’s opinion, it’s not
normally through any lack of good intention. Bloody hell, there’re over four
hundred people here who are relying for a good time on the inevitably
undervalued efforts of this committee and most of them take it all for granted.
There are never more than two bids for an Eastercon. That’s about
twenty involved people out of four or five hundred. And over a short period
of years the same few dozen faces keep appearing. Recently, in fact,
Eastercons have been almost solely run by fanzine fans, without whom it can
be safely said (because I’m here and you’re there) that Eastercons wouldn’t
have been continuing on such a generally impressive level.
This isn’t meant to knock earlier committees. Any Convention owes a
great deal to all previous ones. But active fandom at the moment is mostly
young people who are interested in fanzines. Soon it may be teenagers who
like reading Edmund Cooper and join the BSFA to read long tedious reviews
of his books by Brian Stableford, or alternatively who like Brian Stableford
and buy the Sunday Times to read short tedious reviews of his books by
Edmund Cooper. It would be good, in view of the present fannish activity, if
there could be more attempts to bid for conventions, more competition. So
long as they’re run on fairly traditional lines I couldn’t care less who has a
go. Without wishing to sound reactionary (and inevitably doing so) I can do
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without an excess of comics, fantasy, Dr Who or Star Trek. I think most
people want SF and fandom at Eastercons. There are specialist conventions
for anyone who wants them. You could probably find one if you like your
books bound with rubber (know what I mean). I’ll check that with Joseph
Nicholas.
Running a con really does start with the most unlikely, though usually
drunken, happenings. Seacon ’75 began, as I said, when the man whose
mother was hip enough to fasten his nappies with ear-rings, Graham
Charnock, made a little joke. This one you’re now at started when Kev Smith
said “I feel sick.” to Dave Langford, and Dave, valiantly cupping his ear,
replied “Run a convention? What a great idea.” Two years later, here we are.
Kev Smith’s still feeling sick and Dave’s had his hearing aid switched off and
been put in charge of complaints. Except for Kev, I hope you don’t have any.
See you at the bar.
BLOODY HELL DAVE, IT’S CLOSED.
Skycon Programme Book, Easter 1978, edited
by Dave Langford
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5. The Skycon Interview
This interview was taped on the afternoon of Saturday 25th March
at SKYCON, the 1978 Eastercon, held that year at the Heathrow
Hotel, Heathrow Airport. Roy was Fan Guest of Honour and was
interviewed by Simone Walsh. Transcription by Eve Harvey.
Simone: Let’s begin at the beginning. When did you first become interested
in science fiction?
Roy: Well, I was about two and I started reading H.G. Wells. The sort
of age everyone who’s famous starts reading sf. No, I started getting it from a
travelling library that came round about every six months. I think the earliest
sf book I remember borrowing that was really impressive was the Best of
Startling or Thrilling Wonder edited by Sam Mines. There were some
remarkably good stories in that, quite adult ones that actually mentioned
SEX, which really turned me on. I was only 15 at the time and I hadn’t heard
about things like that. After that I got into Biggles, Capt W.E. Johns and all
that sort of stuff. Patrick Moore and Kemlo were a real turn on.
Simone: How did your interest in sf lead into fandom?
Roy: Well, I finally got hold of a copy of New Worlds and in the back of
it was one of those ubiquitous adverts about joining the BSFA so I joined. I
got a letter from that well-known dwarf, Charlie Winstone, who said you’re
very welcome to join and sent me all these fantastic lists – exciting! Through
that I got involved in the first con I didn’t go to it because I had appendicitis.
Not going to that con was one of the most exciting times of my life! Really
ace. It was at that con that I didn’t meet Greg for the first time – it was his
first convention – we met later.
Simone: What was your first actual contact with fandom?
Roy: When I touched Audrey Walton’s knee. Audrey Walton was a
large lady with a husband who spent all the time laying around not doing
anything. I used to go round to see her because she put out a fanzine –
Wadezine – and in some obscure way I’d got in touch with her through the
BSFA. Every time I went round there we used to talk about science fiction
and her husband just used to lie there, not doing anything. I’d look at him,
and he’d look at me, and that was it. Audrey and I put out a fanzine that was
pretty awful, but I must have enjoyed getting involved in it because I did a lot
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of stuff for it – pretty rubbishy stuff, but it was my first venture into the field.
I think everyone starts off on a low level – Greg for instance with his famous
non-existent fanzine New Pembrokeshire Review, which everyone here didn’t
get a copy of.
Greg Pickersgill: I put it out at the convention before the one I first
went to.
Simone: So at what stage in your career did you decide to go to a
convention?
Roy: I can’t really recall why I wanted to go. It was advertised in the
BSFA literature ... possibly in the bulletin Archie Mercer did ... and I thought
it sounded like a good idea but I got appendicitis. When I finally did go I only
knew one person ...
Simone: Audrey?
Roy: No, Audrey didn’t go. She gave me a pile of fanzines to give out
which were so abysmal I just left them in a little heap in a corner and five
minutes later they were all gone – that was really bizarre.
Simone: Which was your first one?
Roy: Oxford 1969.
Simone: Which I believe was the first banquet. I think it was John
Brunner’s idea for his trendy friends.
Greg Pickersgill: Well that’s a bloody good reason for doing away with
that then!
Simone: For those who weren’t here, Stan (Eling) was asking earlier
when the first banquet was held.
Roy: Yeah, that was the first time I was ever nauseated by John Brunner
– it was the first time I’d met him. He’s not here, is he? No, he really did, he
got up and ponced around in front of everyone. When he was on a panel with
anyone he had this routine with a cigarette lighter so attention was drawn to
him, flicking away with it and beaming at people and talking about his own
books. If he was introducing someone, say Brian Aldiss, he’d say “here we
have Brian Aldiss who is a friend of mine and I’m John Brunner and I wrote
this” (holding up a copy of one of his own books) and Brian Aldiss would be
sitting there thinking “cretin”.
Simone: Do you recall from that convention since it was your first,
anything that particularly stuck in your mind as a brand new neo at your first
con?
Roy: Yeah, it was fucking incredible that’s all.
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Simone: Incredibly good or incredibly bad?
Roy: Incredibly good, I’d never experienced anything like that before.
I’d only taken to drink a year beforehand.
Simone: And did you feel the “I want to get into fandom, I wish I was
one of those sorts of people”, or didn’t you even notice there was something
called fandom that you could get involved in?
Roy: No, there was certainly something different there – there were a lot
of cretins and there were only a few people of my age and younger (Greg) but
it was nice meeting those people and keeping in touch with them. At that
time, however, eighty percent of the people there were a lot older, middleaged, about my age now.
Simone: Who was the King of Fandom in those days and has the
emphasis changed?
Roy: Oh, it was Phil Rogers and John Brunner and people like that.
Simone: John, as a fan? No, he must have been a pro.
Roy: No, he was trying to dominate the fannish sort of thing, and people
like Phil Rogers – people who haven’t got an ounce of wit or sense about
them.
Peter Nicholls: Were Charles Platt and Peter Weston there?
Roy: Charles Platt was there trying to steal the big poster they’d got up
for 2001.
Greg Pickersgill: He got there before us, the bastard.
Roy: It’s true, Greg and I stole down in the middle of the night ...
Simone: Gerry Webb stole it surely because he had it stuck on his wall.
Roy: Yes, Gerry had it on his wall but I think Charles Platt was the one
who stole it.
Simone: And do you find cons getting better over the years?
Roy: No.
Simone: You’re not enjoying them any more than you did then?
Roy: I enjoyed my first convention the most and then there was a big
hiatus around Chester and Bristol for some reason, I don’t know why.
Mancon was quite a low, but this one’s a good one at the moment.
Simone: Does anyone have any questions they’d like to ask Roy on
early conventions? Any scandal from early on?
Peter Nicholls: When was your first convention, Simone?
Simone: Well, before him.
Greg Pickersgill: I should point out that when I first met Roy I was
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very impressed by him because I was under the impression that he was
someone called Leroy Tanner who at the time was writing book reviews for
Amazing. I was really knocked out to be introduced to this incredibly famous
Leroy Tanner.
Simone: Right, can we get onto fanzines now. At what stage did you
decide you wanted to start pubbing your own ish?
Roy: After I packed up doing one with Greg. Greg had been trying to
pub his own ish for some time and I went to see him for a few days, and it
was the one occasion actually that I went to see him and neither of us got
arrested.
Simone: Could you expand on you being arrested with Greg?
Roy: I’ll expand on that in a minute.
Simone: It sounds more interesting than what you’re going to say.
Roy: No it isn’t. We suddenly decided we were going to produce a
fanzine and we did it in a weekend. We put out issue No 2 of Fouler. It was a
lot of fun – Greg used a lot of stuff he was going to put into his non-existent
New Pembrokeshire Review, and it seemed to strike a chord in a lot of
fandom of our age. It really irritated a lot of older people, Graham Boak and
people like that. He did enjoy it to begin with I think and responded to it but
it was something very much of our generation. Greg did virtually all the work
on it after the second issue, he made sure Fouler was spelt right and things
like that.
Simone: And how come your meetings with Greg nearly got you
arrested in those early days?
Roy: Well, whenever I went down to see him we always got incredibly
drunk. On the first occasion we were just walking around and Greg said he
knew a woman who lived in a house we were just passing and I said “you
know a woman who lives in that house?” We were with another friend of
Greg’s and so the two of us grabbed hold of him and lifted him up like a
battering ram and charged at the door with him. He wasn’t particularly happy
about that. Just as we reached the door it opened and we all stumbled inside
past this woman who was standing there. She said “I know you Greg
Edwards.” Obviously she didn’t. Apparently he’d been going around
molesting her daughter and giving a false name. We stumbled down the steps
while she was shouting at us and looked to the right of the street to run away
that way and there was a policeman there, so we looked to the left and there
was a policeman there – we were surrounded. We had our names put down in
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their little books and then we went home.
Then the next night we were sitting around next to the canal at two in
the morning, chatting drunkenly away when this policeman comes up and
wants to search us – to make sure we’d got our balls in the right place, you
know what policemen are like – and then he put our names down in a little
book.
We used to take it in turns to look after each other. One of us would get
incredibly drunk and the other guide him. On another night it was Greg’s turn
to get incredibly drunk and he was lying in the gutter, so I just tapped him in
the stomach with my foot to wake him up and he went B L E U G H – just
like that – all over the place. Then he stood up, got hold of this bottle, broke
it on the wall and held it in my face. I was a bit taken aback by this because I
had made him better, I’d made him throw up. For some reason he forgot what
he was going to do with the bottle and threw it over this wall. Suddenly a
policeman appeared and apparently he’d been leaning against this wall just
around the corner, listening to us. He picked Greg for littering, but he didn’t
say whether it was the bottle or the vomit. He got Greg to walk along the
yellow line in the road but it was one of those roads that was all curved and
Greg walked an absolutely straight line, totally missing the yellow line and so
the policeman said, “Right, you’ll have to come back with me”. We were
both a bit reluctant to go through this routine of police stations and things so I
tried to phone a cab to pick us up but I couldn’t. Eventually he let us go as
long as I’d look after Greg. I took him away and we stumbled homewards.
Eventually we stopped outside a machine that sold us milk at exorbitant
prices because it was the middle of the night. As we were standing there
drinking this milk a police car came screeching to a halt and this policeman
said, “You were going to take him home”. “We’rejushhavinglilldrinkofmilk”.
“OK” they said and zoomed off again. We got our names in books three
times because I got my name in only once. Then finally, the coup de grace
was that Greg’s name in the final event actually got him in court and fined –
front page of the local paper – “LOCAL BOY MAKES BAD”.
Simone: Did you make any other friends in fandom?
Roy: I didn’t make him, he was created like that! Peter Roberts – I met
him at the same time I met Greg and he struck me as rather peculiar – long
hair and wearing pyjamas all the time. I remember trying to impress him once
by telling him about this famous folk singer who was at university with me.
He kept on saying “Are you sure, are you sure?” It turned out that I’d got the
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name completely wrong ... I’ve forgotten who I was talking about ... name a
famous folk singer, quick, quick ... PETE SEEGER, RALPH McTELL ...
Ralph McTell ... actually it was: So I was saying Ralph McTell was at
university with me when actually it was some cretin who used to get up and
sing in the bar, name was Bert Sponge or something. From then on Peter
realised I was a cretin and he’s never looked back.
Simone: To move on again, have you always had this fannish desire to
write science fiction?
Roy: Yeah, from about eleven I used to sit upstairs in my room writing
these tedious science fiction stories that never had an ending. My parents
were expecting me to be up there doing homework and would suddenly burst
in so I’d cover up the writing, open a book and pretend to be reading it – I
had the most crumpled science fiction stories you ever saw in your life – they
were pretty bad as well – I’m still writing them, the same ones.
Simone: Did you ever submit any stories when you were very young?
Roy: Yes, when I was about sixteen I sent some handwritten stories out
once but I never got them back. I sent three stories out to Keith Roberts when
he was editing Impulse that I’d typed on a typewriter that was worked by an
elastic band attached to a chair leg. The return carriage mechanism had
stopped. The problem was that it didn’t work smoothly – you were typing on
it and would get through a few letters OK but then suddenly it would jerk and
you’d have big gaps in it. It was ludicrous. They were all stupid stories where
it turned out that the heroes were Adam and Eve, or a giant sentient potato –
all this great avant garde stuff, and they got rejected pretty badly. I didn’t
submit anything for years after that.
Simone: What made you change your style from these Adam and Eve
type stories to something that could possibly be saleable?
Roy: I grew up.
Simone: So you grew up, and did you start writing more successfully?
Roy: Oh, I sold half a dozen stories, pretty abysmal stories really but
there’s so much rubbishy science fiction written that anyone who can put pen
to paper and spell can get published – well look at Ron Goulart for christ
sake.
Simone: Is there any truth in the rumour that any time you have
submitted a story that’s been accepted, something terrible has happened to
the publishing house?
Roy: Yes, actually now totally. I thought that the one instance where it
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hadn’t happened was New Writings because they actually published one, but
they’ve packed up now so it’s a hundred percent record, Six stories sold and
six publishing houses collapsed completely. Anyone wants me to destroy
Analog, I’ll submit another!
Malcolm Edwards: Have you sold a story to Pete Weston yet?
Roy: No, he rejected it, too much like Ron Goulart.
Simone: At what stage then did you decide that you ought to start
writing full-time, give up nasty work and concentrate your skills?
Roy: When I was incredibly bored with working in the bank and I
thought, bloody hell I can do better than these fools who’re writing regularly.
I did give up work. The other reason I gave up work, actually, was that I’d
been having a day off a week to study for exams but instead of doing my
work I just had the day off and stayed in bed and I was dreaming their
retribution on me. Rather than have them come up and say “you have not
been taking your exams, smacked botty for you” I resigned and the writing
was just an excuse.
Simone: And how long did you actually have off work trying to write?
Roy: It was about ten months, it wasn’t quite twelve because I was
struggling to make a living as a temp working in R. White’s lemonade
factory. You get free lemonade there actually, all that free lemonade and it’s
totally nauseous.
Simone: Do you think that’s the way to try and write? If you’re going to
write you should devote yourself to it all the time.
Roy: I think there’s two schools of thought on this, mine and the correct
one. Mine is that you pack up work and live off the state having a really good
time but not doing anything at all in terms of writing. But that doesn’t get you
anywhere. The Jim Blish method, apparently, is that you write in the
evenings until you can make enough money from actually selling stuff to
give up your job. I couldn’t cope with that at all. I like doing fun things in the
evening like sitting around and doing nothing rather than write.
Simone: Rumour has it, though, that Chris Priest started by just deciding
to quit accountancy work and try starving to death or writing.
Roy: Fair enough, he’s proved that he’s got the talent to do it. I’m
talking about people who haven’t really got the talent to be very successful
but have possibly got the talent to make a living out of it like Brian
Stableford.
Simone: Did any of your friends try and discourage you from trying to
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write, or your parents?
Roy: My parents didn’t try to discourage me, they sort of said “you do
what you want to do as long as you stay at the bank.” No actually, they were
very good about it, saying “you try it and if it doesn’t work then go back to
the bank.”
Simone: What about professionals? Did they give you advice?
Roy: Yes, people like Chris Priest and Ken Bulmer were very helpful,
they said “don’t ask us”. Actually, they were helpful. Chris himself did put
me onto a number of useless things. He suggested quite a few things I could
do that were totally useless.
Simone: Which professional writer, if you could choose to be one,
would you like to be?
Roy: The one who makes the most money – unless it’s Jerry Pournelle.
Simone: Artistically though, would you really like to be the richest?
Who writes what you would like to write?
Roy: Philip Dick writes what ... like what I like to read. He’s the only
author that Peter Roberts reads other than Melville. And that’s only because
he wrote Moby Dick.
Simone: Of all the professionals you’ve met going to conventions as a
fan ... who ... I can’t say who excited you most because that sounds obscene
... who did you find ... god, I can’t phrase this without sounding rude, who
were you most pleased to meet?
Roy: I think the most friendly professional is Bob Shaw, I think
everyone feels that. But I’ve never really got on with professionals – there’s
the same gap to bridge as there is at work between underling and manager.
This is my problem, many people don’t find that. I find the people I get on
with best are the people of my generation who I’ve known since they were
beginning writing. Like Rob Holdstock and Chris. I’ve never got on with any
well-known writers except Bob Shaw, but everyone gets on with him.
Simone: What about, say, people you have just seen at cons but not
actually mixed with. Whom do you think has been the most exciting person?
Roy: I don’t think I’ve ever actually been excited in that sense. I saw
Arthur C. Clarke at the One Tun once and everyone was ignoring him.
Actually, years before that I was at home and had decided not to go to the
Globe when Greg phoned and said “Why aren’t you here?” like he does, so I
replied “’Cos I’m here” and he said “Arthur C. Clarke’s here!” and I said
“Arthur C. Clarke’s there. So what,” and put the phone down. I thought a bit
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and put my coat on and zoomed down there, but Greg said “Oh, he’s gone.” I
still don’t know whether he was actually there or not that night. But he was
there another night and he was standing around but everyone was ignoring
him – I think everyone was frightened of him because he’s such a big name.
Simone: Let’s get back to conventions. Which one stands out as being
the most enjoyable of all time?
Roy: Oxford, my first one.
Simone: Oh, you can’t say that again.
Roy: But I have ... OK then, Mancon, that was the best.
Simone: That’s the next question, which was the worst convention?
Roy: I think I disliked Chester more than Mancon because I was
sleeping on Rob Holdstock’s floor. It wasn’t particularly because it was
Rob’s floor, but when he turned over sideways in bed he kept knocking me
on the head. I was in there but the trouble was that we didn’t keep the same
hours – John Eggeling was in the same room but he was very quiet. I’d go in
to try and sleep but there was a weir outside which would keep me awake.
Then suddenly there’d be this incredible noise – it was Rob. There was only
one key and he’d given it to me, so to get in he had to climb up on the garage
roof, jump from the roof into the window, climb in, knock the wardrobe over
– apparently that was part of it, it was very important that – and he’d come
bursting in, talking and burbling on. I’d come bursting awake and think,
bugger him I might as well wake completely up and talk to him. When I was
properly awake and ready to talk, he’d be fast asleep.
At Chester there were little hotels all over the place and I found it pretty
dire actually. It was a dire situation, dire convention and was worse than
Mancon as far as I was concerned because I expected Mancon to be bad.
Simone: What about embarrassing moments?
Roy: No embarrassing moments.
Simone: What about the time I introduced you to Janet Shorrock?
Roy: I don’t think we’ll go into that.
John Piggott: What comments have you to make about the 1970
Novacon, when I was trying to kip down with Peter Roberts?
Simone: You couldn’t possibly relate that story could you, where
everyone was going round the corridors and they found the room that ...
Roy: What were you doing in that room John?
John Piggott: I was simply trying to sleep on his floor.
Greg Pickersgill: That was the only time I’ve seen Peter Roberts
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annoyed.
Roy: Yes, “Fuck off you bastards!” he said.
John Piggott: Yes, then he threw me out.
Audience Member: Tell us about Worcester.
Roy: That wasn’t so much embarrassing, more the most nauseating
experience at a hotel. I was thrown out with Tom Penman – that wasn’t the
particularly awful part of it, but he’s never spoken to me since. We were both
thrown out about 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning and because we couldn’t get
any water or anything we were both dehydrating from the drink and had
splitting headaches etc. It was freezing cold and we were just wandering
through the city – we tried to break into the Cathedral for somewhere warm
to sleep and a bit of bread and a glass of wine. Eventually we ended up
lighting a fire in the street, miles from anywhere in a derelict area. Suddenly a
police car – probably the same one from Greg’s – screeched up and a
policeman got out. “Hello” he said, “what are you doing?” “Lighting a fire”
Then he asked were we came from so we said from the Science Fiction
convention and he said “Oh, all right” and drove off. That really sums the
whole thing up.
Simone: What’s your opinion of fannish conventions like Silicon and
Faancon?
Roy: Well, I’ve never been to a Faancon and I don’t particularly want to
because really it’s the sort of people that I either don’t want to see at all or
people I don’t mind, as opposed to people I really want to see who go Silicon.
I didn’t go to the first Silicon because I was on holiday, but the second
Silicon I found really enjoyable. You don’t have to listen to boring creeps
talking about Science Fiction and Organisations in SF.
Simone: To a newcomer, going to an Eastercon, one perhaps feels very
lost and thinks I’m not going to another one because they’re all so unfriendly
and cliquey, do you think he’d benefit from going to a Silicon-type con?
Roy: Yes, I think he would. There’s fewer people who can avoid you.
No, you stand more chance of being able to talk to people. It’s a more
informal atmosphere in a way. At a place this size, there’s so many people
you could talk to, you really don’t know where to start.
Simone: How’s this poor little neo going to cope with a convention like
the Worldcon in Brighton?
Roy: OK, I think, because there’ll be a lot of Americans there and they
are the sort of people you don’t want to meet in railway compartments
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because they’ll just talk to you.
John Piggott: At one time Ritchie Smith used to share a house with
you. Have you any anecdotes to relate about that?
Roy: Funny you should mention that. I don’t know why it is that people
I go around with get arrested, but Ritchie was arrested. Was it once or twice?
No, just once. I was lying around in bed in the middle of the night and the
phone rings. It was the police station asking if I knew someone called Ritchie
Smith. I said no but they persuaded me that I might know him. What had
happened was that a couple of his friends had come down from Durham, and
they’d been drinking wine all weekend. He’s got one friend who lives on
carrots and wine, it’s incredible. He’s very pleasant, but small and wiry and
just goes about beating people up. Anyway, they all got very pissed and
Ritchie apparently went into this pub and beat the shit out of a urinal. There
he was, and he really showed it. So they arrested him and I had to give a
testimonial for him. I went round to the police station with this friend who
lives on wine and carrots and I was saying “Great guy Ritchie, great guy” and
his friend he’s known for years was going on “Oh christ, he’s always doing
this sort of thing”. Despite that they actually let him loose.
Ritchie Smith: Yeah, I’ve got a serious sort of a question. What sort of
a person do you think you’d be if you didn’t drink?
Roy: I’d be the sort of person who did an “Organisations in SF” panel
this morning and felt really awful doing it.
John Piggott: Roy, before you set up residence with Ritchie Smith there
was a period when you lived in the same house as John Hall there was one
story about baked beans I recall.
Roy: Yes, John had this predilection for baked beans. He used to live off
baked beans, chocolate garibaldis and packet soup. One day he came back
really pleased with himself from a Kentucky Fried Chicken shop with an
enormous tin of beans. I’ve never seen as many beans. It was huge. He ripped
off the lid and got through about six inches of it and goes “Tummy full” and
decided to put it in his cupboard and keep it for a bit. Two weeks later he
thought, “Mmm, feel like baked beans again”, opens the cupboard and there’s
this big blue growth. He was thinking “If I scrape it off ...” but eventually he
threw it out of the window – we were on the fourth floor – and it burst all
over the garden. If the landlady had known Bob Rickard who edits Fortean
Times she’d have written to him about this fall of baked beans.
At the same time, and I’m going to embarrass him now, he was very
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clothes conscious and one day he went out and bought this tremendous black
outfit – black boots, black trousers, shirt, tie, black fingernails. The problem
was he couldn’t quite fit into it because he’d got this stomach through eating
too many baked beans. So what he did was to get this huge bandage and ask
me to wind it round him to hold his stomach in. I spent about an hour
winding this bloody crepe bandage round him – I’d wind it round about twice
and in between the strands the fat would suddenly squelch out, so I’d push it
in and try to carry on winding ... We finally got him all settled in, with these
huge heels on his boots he looked quite impressive actually. I didn’t have to
unwind it, luckily.
Dave Langford: There’s an excellent placard on the wall there entitled
“The Wit of Roy Kettle”: are they your favourites, and if so, what do you
think is funny?
Roy: I’m very impressed with my writing actually.
Dave Langford: You rat.
Roy: No, seriously, I spend a lot of time on it and I read through it, The
bits I like I like a lot and I can’t deny it. But there’s a lot of stuff I write that
I’m very disappointed with even though I do spend a fair amount of time on
it. I like other people’s comments on it. Greg’s someone I particularly like to
comment on it to give me a bit of security.
John Piggott: I think sometimes you’re more cruel than witty.
Roy: Piss off.
John Piggott: An example there is the Ian Williams comment.
Roy: Yes, I suppose it is.
John Piggott: Even given the fact that it’s Ian Williams you’re talking
about. My favourite there are the bits about Gladys Hack the Lady Barbarian,
which is getting at Rob Holdstock, and the Biggles Saga. You didn’t mention
the Tesco Big Book of Fairy Games.
Roy: This is getting ludicrous actually. I can’t really talk about my
writing.
Simone: Well, we’ll thank our Fan Guest of Honour for being such a
nice FGoH and we want you all to go away feeling happy and not bored
thinking “God, why don’t they finish”, so thank you Leroy Kettle.
•••
At this point the meeting fell into utter chaos, to be resumed in the
bar to resuscitate Roy – who, on finding out that his pearls of
wisdom had been taped, replied “Ohmigod, why didn’t someone
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tell me?” [Eve Harvey]
Wallbanger #1, August 1978, edited by Eve
Harvey
•••
While the transcript is informative, the real entertainment is in the
audio. The best way to enjoy it is to download the file (right-click,
then “save target”) and listen to it on the audio device of your
choice.

The Kettle Interview
(.mp3 audio)
Audiotape to .mp3 conversion courtesy of John Harvey. Running
time: 37.41. File size 34.4MB. [Rob Hansen]
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6. The Charnox
Pat and Graham Charnock are fairly thin although they eat ten pounds of
potatoes a week. Graham has a hairier back than Pat and more guitars,
whereas Pat has no navel and can often be found with a fish folded between
her breasts.
It was not my plan to describe the Fan Guests of Honour in such detail,
but as the famed Yorcon artist D. West intends to draw them for the
programme book, my description will be your only means of recognition.
Graham was the earlier convert to fandom. Ironically he was first
involved in the mid-60’s when D. West was also active (as much as that can
ever be said of him). Both Graham and D. were busily ignoring each other’s
work even then, little knowing that in fifteen years time one would be half a
guest of honour at a convention run half-heartedly by the other. At the time
Graham – a failed advertising executive (his slogans – “Stick an egg in yer
gob” and “drink milk frequently” – did not impress) – was publishing a
fanzine called Phile. This was a seminal magazine in fandom, having the dual
distinction of inspiring Greg Pickersgill to greater efforts (as seminal things
usually do) and publishing people like Charles Platt, Christopher Priest,
Graham Hall and Dicky Howett. Phile was the best fanzine of its day, the
others ranging from appalling downwards.
In the years that followed, and before he trapped Pat in his evil marital
web (thus changing his life, voice and socks in one go) he did many things.
He played lead noise in the Burlingtons, a band frequently booked for kneesups at the local mortuary. He left fandom for a while. He did some editorial
work for New Worlds and – coincidentally – had published in that very same
magazine a number of so-called excellent short stories (about a failed
advertising executive in space (yawn)) which when later put together as a
novel Crim was rejected by everyone it was sent to. (Actually, with all the
bitter irony of reality, a novel – Beetle Robots From The Void – written and
plotted many years ago by a little bit of dirt under one of the fingernails of
Grahams Charnock and Hall now stands more chance of being published than
Crim.) He sold stories to Orbit, New Writings In SF, and Still Yet Again Even
More Dangerous Visions etc. He began work in the Baker Street bookshop
selling books about canals and is now manager and has other people selling
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books about canals for him. He published one issue of Scratch, a fanzine
whose aim was to “provide the best in impersonal unbiased right wing
political coverage”.
Graham was just bubbling under in fandom at the time, seduced back,
like D. West, by the superb new fanzines of the early 70’s such as Fouler and
– er – well, such as Fouler. Then one day, while out buying his Beano, he
bumped into Pat Charnock (of course, her name wasn’t Charnock then, it was
Hunt, but I didn’t want you to get confused). Neither of them were doing
anything and it was a nice day so they got married. Well, all right, the truth is
that they both worked in the same Court in Willesden and they proposed to
each other with their eyes as they silently ushered smelly drunks to their
dooms. In fact, the real truth is that Graham was in Court charged with
indecent actions in a public place and Pat, already looking to her future
employment as a social work team leader, had pity on him but married him
anyway. They settled down to live in Charles Platt’s Notting Hill mansion
with their cat Tigger and its offspring (the most cretinous of which I am now
responsible for) until Charles villainously ejected them when he ran out of
kittens to rip apart. They now live elsewhere.
Pat took to fandom which was good as fandom took to Pat. Inspired by
conventions, fanzines, hard liquor and hard men she decided to pub her ish.
(“To pub an ish” is an approved fannish term used by such luminaries as
Peter Roberts and everyone else.) This was the first issue of Wrinkled Shrew,
ostensibly edited by both Charnocks but in reality Graham only lubricated the
duplicator. Pat achieved success with Shrew, publishing people like Charles
Platt, Christopher Priest, Graham Hall and Dicky Howett. Until the huge
seventh issue – when it didn’t die but I hope only stopped for breath – it was
the most consistently successful general fanzine of the seventies. It was
always placed well in the world famous Checkpoint fan poll, and also
achieved success in the single issue category with articles from its pages and
by its regular authors. Pat herself is a good, though infrequent writer. But
then, so is her hubby. All the time Pat was slaving away producing issues of
Shrew, Graham was cleverly publishing 1/2 page issues of Vibrator (“written
by a drunkard for drunkards”) a personalzine which stuck it up fandom. In
the 1976/7 Checkpoint fan poll Pat’s Shrew came first and Vibrator sixth,
with Graham coming second as best fan writer as well.
The Charnocks have done a lot in and for fandom apart from publishing
good fanzines. The Burlingtons have played at two conventions despite the
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fact that Rog Peyton was in a dancing mood. Pat organised the fancy dress at
Seacon 75 while Graham was in charge of publications, and for the World
Convention, Seacon 79, Pat has the arduous and unenviable (but entirely
voluntary!) task of Secretary while Graham is in charge of publications. At
many conventions the Charnocks have produced special fun items ranging
from The Peter Roberts Book Of Records (“The longest scarf in fandom
belongs to Greg Pickersgill – see also Smelliest Scarf, Most Boring Scarf,
Cheapest Scarf, Most Discussed Scarf, Most Disgusting Scarf. This is also
the Fannish Record Of Least Consequence Held By Any Fan”) to the cassette
The Astral Leauge’s Golden Greats (a recording everyone should have).
(Graham also played on and wrote some of the songs for the moderately
appalling New Worlds Fair by Michael Moorcock and the Deep Fix (a
recording no-one should have)). Pat is also a professor of Astral Harmony
with many degrees (Ba Ma FRI Cat Stud MSB Order of the Golden Garter
FRiC Proctor Inst Fem Stud) but will only admit to it when intoxicated. Both
have written for other people’s fanzines and drunk other people’s beer, cider,
wine and spirits. Neither have been to Armenia.
Well, that’s the Charnocks. They’re two of the best and most talented
people in fandom (despite any impression I may have given to the contrary)
and either one would have made a good and deserving Fan Guest Of Honour.
Together they make two good guests of honour – almost too good.
Yorcon Programme Book, Easter 1979
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7. Open Flie in Checkpoint
The Column Where The Truth Lies ...
Leroy “A” Kettle
Astonishing Things!!!
Ace primal entity, D. “Swine-thing” West, demonstrated his unique powers
recently in failing to win the bid for the 1980 Eastercon against all odds.
Opposed only by self-confessed charismatic thug Scotch Bob “Botch” Shaw
and his gang of mongish primal non-entities, the rather repellent Mr West
spent the bidding session being copiously sick at both ends leaving his ace
accomplice Dave “"” Bridges to cast the powerful spells which succeeded in
giving victory to the oafish Glaswegians. Mr West’s power was so great that
he succeeded in forcing his wife to vote against him. On being asked not to
comment Mr West said “Uuuurrgh, bluhhh, blecchhhh,” at some distance
from your reporter. Mr West is currently trying to replace the bits of his body
which he lost during the aftermath of his revolting excesses. Before being
asked to comment Mr Shaw said “I –” (Very unfortunately at this point all
eighteen ace Open Flie pencils broke simultaneously).
Appalling Events!!!
Misunderstood inebriate John “Wino” Brosnan today scotched rumours of
rum conduct at a recent gathering of otherwise celebrated and interesting
personalities. Open Flie completely believes his grovelling denials that he
drunkenly berated fellow wit Kingsley Amis and gave him slurred pointers to
literary shucshesh. Mr Brosnan’s pathetic refutal of several eyewitness
reports that he collapsed on Mr Amis’s feet were also accepted by your
reporter. It could not possibly be true that the perceptive Mr Amis, after
lightly booting Mr Brosnan in the stomach to no avail, said “There seems to
be something wrong with this man.” prior to Mr Brosnan’s current employer
spilling coffee over Mr Amis’s wife. Open Flie has complete faith in the
integrity of the intoxicated film buff and no amount of photographic evidence
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sent to the editorial address in return for handsome remuneration will change
this.
Incredible Occurrences!!!
Ace Foundation and empire builder Malcolm “Wibble” Edwards has joined
brains with the only science fiction author to be made entirely of erectile
tissue, the newly enlightened Robert “Gristle” Holdstock, in winning a
contract to write eighty two (95) books for Bandwaggon Press. One hundred
and four of these books contain invaluable, originally researched synopses of
every sf book ever written arranged in order of the number of aliens. The
remaining eight books contain invaluable, originally researched synopses of
the other two hundred and seven volumes. Pictures are specially
commissioned potato cuts by Robert’s cat. Ace editor Malcolm Edwards on
being asked to comment said “No comment – so at £2 a word plus V.A.T.
and V.I.P. levy you owe me ...” Handsomely rugged collaborator Robert
Holdstock said “Ripoff? Who mentioned ripoff? Oh, no-one did. Oh.”
Stop Press: turn over!!!

Unbelievable Occurrences!!!
Over-articulate quasi-intellectual Dave “Andhazel” Langford today began a
strict course of Hugo acceptance training. Following an intensive study in
how to lip-read the many ways of mispronouncing “The winner is ... Twll
Ddu”, Mr Langford will then undertake a short course in nervous lip-biting
followed by lengthy training in how to bite back rude remarks after lipreading “The winner is ... Maya”. Hazel “Mrs” Langford – the ever-lovely
Mrs Hazel Langford – is knitting a special harness to enable her to pull Dave
back to his seat if he happens to mis-hear the final result or if he feels the
urge to attack the ever-plump and overly-optimistic childish psychiatrist Dr
Robert “Shagger” Jackson. Mr Langford is currently working on a short
acceptance joke which will later form the basis of the next fifteen issues of
Twll-Ddu. “Shagger” Jackson, in the event that Maya wins or loses, will read
all his letters of comment – omitting only short extracts. Meanwhile Dr
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Jackson and his lovely wife Dr Mrs Dr Jackson are building an extension to
their mansion to house the expected new arrival, which they will call Hugo.
Checkpoint #98, June/July 1979, edited by
Peter Roberts
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8. The Tappen Columns
The Voice of the Bolster
(the column that helps you to sleep)
Aging Abraham Lincoln Simulacrum and adder, Kevin “We can bill you”
Smith, the man whose attempts to win any rotten old minor fanzine award are
put to shame by the ease with which his deaf chum and mastermind Dave
Langford gathers in prize after prize with all the grace and humility of Harlan
Ellison on stilts, has combined with the fan who sounds like a fish (and looks
like he sounds), Alan Dorey, to hire ex-Wolverhampton crusher and one-time
Leroy Kettle acolyte Ken (Mangles) Eadie to be bouncer at BSFA business
meetings. Under the pretence of hiring Ken to eject up-and-coming George
Hay impersonator and Prince Charles lookalike Gerry Webb from meetings
until his spring breaks, Smith’s real and sinister motive is to make him the
first of a gang of junior Dorsai, who will delicately threaten anyone not
supporting him for TAFF with a variety of things ranging from enforced
attendance at BSFA business meetings whether or not Gerry Webb is present,
to a guided tour of Bingley handcuffed to D. West.
Alan Dorey is supporting Smith in this loathsome deed, not because of
his simple-mindedness, but because otherwise Smith will reveal to the world
that Dorey’s own vote-gathering stratagem for TAFF – marrying an
American fan on Independence Day – is in fact a fraud. Because Dorey and
his betrothed, Rochelle Reynolds, cannot wed! Well, they can, of course, but
it will be illegal in the eye of Man and newt because Dorey’s brain-cell count
is lower than that required in American law. This is why Ian Maule had to
marry a Briton, and why Ian Williams would only be allowed to wed a
tadpole, even in Britain.
And what of the appalling TAFFish U-turn by the well-known fannish
xenophobe and iconoclastic establishment figure, Gregory (Fan on the
rampage) Pickersgill, whose own secret plans to walk away with TAFF have
involved years of abuse and criticism of all living Americans except for his
current vote-catching wife, Baldy Coad, Terry Carr and Pearl Johnson
(shurely some mistake? Ed.)? The lovely Linda Pickersgill – descended from
both the Pope and Robert Mitchum, in ascending order – and Greg are
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together planning to produce Greg’s latest version of Fouler called Wanna
Go to the States Now Boss, Please. Greg’s main platform is the introduction
of tactical nuclear weapons into the US version of a harmless convention
game henceforth. to be known as American Bullfrog – a game which Greg
reckons he will easily win for Britain, as all Americans (bar those known to
me personally) are too fat and slow.
•••
And what of Malcolm Edwards, the short-sighted typist from North London,
whose recent win in GRUFF (Getting Rid of Unpleasant Fans Fund) led to
the deportation to Australia of Jo Jo Nicholas, one-time alcoholic and
successful unknown, and the boy voted the world’s most turgid writer (Pong,
Ansible and Vogue) and the world’s most turgid dresser (Pong, Ansible and
Gay News) and the world’s least incisive critic (sit down all of you – when I
want support for my statements I’ll ask for it). I think the Aussies got a rotten
deal, being sent a chiffon-clad, bouffanted, skinny little poof, when they’ve
spent years trying to send the same sort of people to us: Brosnan, Flynn,
Nicholls. Why couldn’t we have sent them a real man? Robert P. Holdstock
to name but four.
•••
Talking of Robert, his big buddy – the Christopher Evans who is marginally
more alive than the other one – is struggling desperately to make his name as
a hack writer following in the faux-path of Robert P. Despite a pathetic
attempt to produce so-called “quality” work (such as the heavily-edited
version of his “original” novel Capella’s Golden Tits), Evans is now writing
in the style which will eventually make his name, although it once belonged
to a writer whose boots he would not be fit to lick even if they weren’t six
feet under. Turdoids from Below is the subtle tale of a female literary agent
living in a sewer who gets transmogrified into a huge heap of malignant fecal
matter and tries to conquer the universe. When anyone sends her a story she
says, “I’m not handling any more crap.” The novel is understood to be
autobiographical, insofar as Evans’s prose makes it possible to understand at
all.
•••
And what of ex-rotundoid Andrew (Remainder) Stephenson, who recently
rented a hoverbus to take thirty-five naked screaming pre-pubescent Trekkies
across the Channel to participate in the Paris Orgithon. Far be it from me to
reveal how many depravities Mr Stephenson participated in, but reliable
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sources confirm that a number larger than zero might be inappropriate. Mr
Stephenson is currently working on his latest printout and the reliable source
would do well to send at least £5 to this magazine to ensure that his name is
forgotten, at least temporarily.
•••
And is John Brosnan really being sued by a producer of James Bond films
whose name is not dissimilar to a variety of cabbage?. If not, why not?
Tappen #1, June 1981, edited by Malcolm
Edwards

Open Flie
(the column that lets some of it hang out)
The well-known Plattophobe and Max Bygraves of sci-fi conventions
Graham Charnock, and his lovely wife (the one with the big maracas at
Yorcon), have given birth to tribblets. Open Flie looks forward to the day
when Isaac, Roberta and Arthur C. Charnock attend their first convention,
drink their first pints of Guinness and throw up for the first time over ex-TV
bore and unintentionally funny person Peter Weston’s precocious brats – or
preferably over ex-TV bore and unintentionally funny person Peter Weston
himself. With the offspring of bloated doctor Robert Jackson squishing
mightily from ever-open orifices at every convention and competing
desperately with her internally-bizarre father for Poot of the Day and barfnight – and upstart from the fannish third eleven Graham James’s baby
reeking havoc – the example is there for any other decrepit fans to enter into
desperate reproduction before menopause or womenopause hits them. Even
sex-thimble Ian Williams is apparently considering cloning, but he’s worried
he might have to drown himself when he turns out to be a runt.
•••
Unfortunately Open Flie has no news of the determined Andrew Stephenson
for him to ring up and refute this issue.
However, it is time for Open Flie to refute the wicked rumours about
albino gollywog Chris Atkinson and J.G. (little Jimmy) Ballard, so we can
positively confirm that they are having an affair. Nothing too casual, of
course. However, the man after whom the bland American snackeroos in the
phallic containers (now available at Sainsbury’s) are aptly named, David
(Aptly Named) Pringle, was not at all jealous, even though his interest in – er
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J.G. Ballard is well-known.
•••
Having chickened out of the yoke of TAFF, RSN Master Greg Pickersgill can
now devote all his fannish energies once more to being rude to those “fat
boring slobs” in America, except for those few who don’t fi+ his description,
at least one of whom he promised to love and honour anyway. Meanwhile,
Alan Sardine has refused to be a salt-water TAFFY too, both he and Greg
relinquishing their places to tall, slim and hairy Roger Peyton of
Birmingham. Roger was nominated not because he is a man of substance and
stature who can stop strangely-unmarried accountant and partially-cured leper
Kevin (moderately loathsome) Smith from winning, but because every
sensible fan knows what a great representative Roger will be in the States,
even without the elocution lessons. But Open Flie, with all its influence,
cannot be seen to be playing favourites, so go out there and make your own
choice between dead toad molester and friend of Ian Maule, Kevin
(Bluurrrrgh!) Smith or that fine upstanding pillar of Brutish, sorry, British
fandom, Roger Peyton.
•••
There is no news this issue of Robert Holdstock’s latest exploits, because he
says he will sue.
•••
Fannish sex, apart from Garry Wobb’s perpetual grotesque mating dance,
used only to take place at conventions, where we would all hear about either
Greg Pickersgill’s conquests of tail on many floors or Rob Holdstock’s many
flaws in his tale of conquests. Now it’s spurting out all over the place, with
cradle-robber Chris Donaldson leading baby-face Paul Oldroyd astray in
Northern happenings even more degenerate than D. West feeding his stoat
clad only in his Damart thermal jockstrap. Sci-fi buffoon Malcolm Atkinson
was seen to be snatching the wrong (though it depends on your viewpoint)
Chris from the mass of extraordinarily stick bodies writhing on the Oldroyds’
plush Brinylon lounge carpet, secreting her quietly in a corner, then
forgetting to clean up. Graham James pranced around naked except for a pair
of Roz Kaveney’s knickers on his glistening head. Alan Dorey did things
smelling of fish which can’t be mentioned in any fanzine, even one which Ian
Maule is unlikely to read, nor in the limited space available – though that
apparently didn’t stop him at the time. D. Langford’s need for physical aids
apparently stops at his ears. Our unnamed reporter did unnamed things. Paul
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Oldroyd farted, which says Chris he does at moments of great excitement and
all other times too. Then, so Open Flie hears extremely reliably, the real fun
started, and our unnamed reporter’s sexual and mental organs failed him at
roughly the same time.
•••
A fun trip to the USA brought to the notice of Open Flie’s roving
correspondent a device called a Roach Motel (local interest in the beasts
having recently been increased by an influx from the greasy wops next door).
This is a superficially attractive little cardboard construction into which the
vile monsters march with remorseless stupidity, then stick together in a
shapeless, repulsive and tacky mess until they die gurgling in vast quantities
of their own secretions. It’s incredible how many countries seem to have their
own version of the BSFA.
Tappen #2, August 1981, edited by Malcolm
Edwards

Open Flie
the column that doesn’t mention the SDP (well,
only once)
Mashter of sharcashm and Barry Norman lookalike John (000) Brosnan
recently had two further setbacks in what he ironically calls his career.
Apparently doomed forever to try to write up to pre-pubescent lobotomized
movie-goers (along with his pseudonymous colleague John writes from the –
Bowels, whose secret identity is not a million miles from meek, mildmannered, bespectacled fannish reporter Ed Weeds), Mr Brosnan last week
became the oldest person in fandom. Older even than Extremely Gray
Charnock or Christopher Proust. His birthday party was quietly mourned by a
few colleagues and acquaintances dancing on his grave. Who is going to
believe that this decaying wreck of a person is in tune with the cinematic
tastes of people young enough to know him as Gramps? The second setback
was an unsolicited tax demand for several thousand pounds from Ireland, that
well-known tax haven for artistes. As the tax authorities don’t know his
address their demand (your money or your kneecap) reached him by an
incredibly circuitous route. Open Flie feels that John would not like to have
his tax demands unduly delayed in future, so his current address, 23
Lushington Rd NW10, is even now winging its way to the Emerald Isle’s tax
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collectors (Men With Big Sticks Dept).
Eager to be out of the house when Ma Charnock tells little Jimmy that
his Daddy done drunk all the food money, Big Grah has signed up with
another gang of layabouts laughingly called musicians and known far and
wide as Eric and the Maggots. They’ll be on the usual circuit of Farting Galas
for the SDP (sorry, twice) and home-made jams at WI hops. You know,
exactly the sort of thing he went on record 18 years ago in this very column
as saying he wouldn’t do again unless it was a choice between that and Pat
going on the streets again.
Eager to ensure that drunken fannish orgies continue with only the usual
kind of sickness and fallouts, Fans Against the Bomb (but For Cats, Alcohol
and Excess In Matters Non-Nuclear) Mal, Chris, Kath, Dave, Rochelle and
Lindy-poo, arms in arms (conventional, of course) shuffled through the West
End with two others in the biggest gathering of its sort (i.e. the small sort)
ever seen. Having sung “Can’t You Hear the H-Bombs Thunder” several
times and saved the world yet again, the intrepid sextet went and got pissed.
Open Flie has nothing against letting in the communist menace by
relinquishing our ability to devastate parts of Russia the size of Leighton
Buzzard, but really agrees with intellectual MP Bill Pitt in being in favour of
unilateral disarmament if everyone else does it too.
Other News: Harry Bell and Jim Barker are sharing a room again at
Novacon, so everyone else is safe. Kleenex shares soar. Leroy Kettle is
sharing a room with the man who taught Mel Brooks everything he knows
about farting, Rob (Hasbeans) Hansen. Joe Nicholas has finally gone round
the twist, as exclusively predicted in Open Flie last issue, and Alan and
Rochelle Dorey, after inadvisedly making what they coyly refer to as
fishpaste sandwiches, are pregnant. (Theodore Dorey? Isadora Dorey? The
mind splurgs.) Stop Press: Eric and the Maggots to play at Channelcon.
Membership plummets.
Tappen #3, October 1981, edited by Malcolm
Edwards

Open Flie
(the column that fails where all else succeeds)
Blonde convention supremo Eve Harvey’s live-in husband John has at last
found real employment, to give him welcome relief from those tiring little
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sewing jobs around the house. However, when asked what he will be doing,
pretty secretary Eve said, “Much the same as he did in his last job.” So it
looks like it’s curtains for John again soon.
Holdstock Mock Cock Rock Shock
Ronald Holdstock, well-known sci-fi writer and fantasist, was humiliated
recently by well-known female Eve Harvey at her convention, when awarded
a giant stick of rock for services above, beyond, and quite often between the
call of duty. Roger, who dislikes his surname being changed in any of the
obvious ribald ways – or reference being made to his colossal dong – was
doubly disappointed because he had expected to win a Huge and Nobbly for
his extremely well-received novelette “Just A Little Thing I Ripped Off From
M.R. James” soon to be a major parody. Roscoe, sci-fi’s Mr Big, is currently
working on a new project, although Open Flie does not as yet know who she
is.
When meek, mild-mannered draughtsman Rob Hansen suddenly
disappears into a nearby party and rips off his inhibitions to become
Supermaniac, not everyone is happy. After rescuing Sheila Holdstock from a
perfectly ordinary good time she was having and thrusting his Tongue of
Steel down her silken throat, he then saw arch-feminist Chris Atkinson (Mrs)
secretly enjoying herself, and in one of his frenzied dance attacks thrust his
leg sensuouslessly between her silken thighs and threw up in her ear. This
was extremely successful, and Chris’s furious blow with her handbag would
have felled him had he not already sunk to the floor in a drunken and long
overdue stupor. Rob, who claims he only drinks when he’s awake, can be
booked for the parties of people who you dislike intensely by phoning 5524405. As Supermaniac he fears only one thing and you can often find him at
parties drunkenly screaming in imitation of his mentor; “Bloody hell, I ain’t
gonna take no crap tonight.”
Sci-fi entrepreneur and layabout Malcolm Edweeds is soon to give up
his lucrative position of being totally dependent on the salary of female wife
person Christine Atkinson for his huge lager bills, and return to the world of
publishing as the man who cleans up after Robert Hale. Mr Edweeds, whose
new contract includes time off for drinking, attending conventions, watching
cricket, pursuing outside interests and occasional good behaviour, is expected
to edit a page or two of sci-fi a year and have overall responsibility for the
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executive cocktail shaker. Mr Edwards is said to be “pleashed” with his
prospects.
Although your correspondent had a wail of a time at Channelcon, one or
two carping criticisms have been heard about that convention. Therefore the
great Open Flie Channelcon Inquest Competition is now open for entries.
First prize is a short, incisive criticism of your style of dress from the Mary
Quant of fandom, the man with the eraser-sharp mind, Joseph Nicholas, truly
wonderful human being and intellectual potato. Second prize is two short,
incisive ... (oh dear, some of these old jokes just ooze out of the typewriter
before you know it). Simply answer any of the following questions correctly
or incorrectly or even not at all and one of these rilly triffic prizes may or
may not be yours.
1. Which Robert Jackson made his baby a member of the
committee and demonstrated her overuse of orifices at every
committee meeting? Was it:
a) Dr Robert Jackson, child psychologist and axe-murderer
b) Robert Jackson Square, New Orleans fruiterer with the
bloated stomach and ill-wind.
or c) Roberto Jackson, South American dictator and fanzine
editor (retd.)
2. How many Eve Harvey robots were responsible for any of the
convention? Were there:
a) Five, all of which were badly programmed
b) Two, both of which blame everything on their manufacturer
or c) Six hundred and four, but they all went to the wrong
hotel and had fun.
3. Which Chris Atkinson spent more time practising dance steps in
front of the mirror than being vice-chairpersonwoman? Was it:
a) Christine Atkinson, person, feminist and Mistress of
Deviancy
b) Mrs M. Edwards, violent psychotic and trouble-maker
or c) Ms Christine Kettle, social worker and fannette.
4. What was the hotel’s definition of reduced bar prices? Was it:
a) prices reduced to above normal
b) prices reduced to greatly above normal
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or c) prices merely doubled
Christopher Proust’s writer-in-residence, Lotta Bottle, struck a blow for
femininihood recently and gained a place in the Guinness Book of
Particularly Obscure Records by being the first American lady SDP sci-fi
writer living in South West England and wearing glasses to reject a Huge and
Nobbly after the permitted rejection period and without using the official
rejection form. Mrs Bottle’s claim that her rejection of the award in this
manner would gain her far more publicity than actually accepting it like a
gentleman is clearly above contempt. More plausible is the claim that anyone
living with Mr Proust already has quite enough huge and nobblies to cope
with.
Tappen #4, June 1982, edited by Malcolm
Edwards

Brian Transplant
Only a few moments should be spent mourning the demise of “Open Flie”,
drowned in the flood of criticism from fat American twerp Brian Earl Drown,
who failed to find anything amusing in the column and evidently sicked up
his hominy grits in disgust at the fact that “Open Flie” told the real truth
about fandom. Over-sensitive editor and one-time friend Malcolm (Ed)
Weeds sent the dreaded Improvement Notice to me only yesterday,
apparently seeking to placate the bloated colonialist who seems to have
unheard-of power over people who may shortly be seeking TAFF
nominations. Who is this spot-encrusted nerd and why should his slimy
testicles infiltrate the quiet backwaters of British fandom? He should stick to
playing corn-pone at the five-and-dime, or whatever it is that Americans do
when they’re not squeezing slime out of their zits.
But talk of slime makes me think of John Brosnan, who I spoke to
recently as he sobbed in his wine because they were closing down the
drinking club he used to frequent (under the arches at Charing Cross). But a
few quick quips about cancer soon cheered him up and he told me in all-toolurid detail about his latest novel, a horror quickie called Ooze in First, The
Life and Times of a Creature of Slime. Ever since the Problem-I-CannotName first manifested itself in John, he has been fascinated by every aspect
of slime, and only the perspicacity of his editors has prevented the world
from having to remainder Slime in the Cinema, The Slime People, Movie
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Slime, Future Slime, Martian Slime-Tip and Slimeship. Of course, he has long
been a fan of much-adored authorette Hackie Lichtenbrag because of her
Slime novels. I really can’t bring myself to disillusion the pathetic fool.
Mention of hacks immediately brings to mind Rob Holdstock. He
confided in me recently the extremes of his financial situation. I promised not
to reveal every last detail of the depths to which he has sunk, but there has
been talk of renaming the National Debt the Robert Black Hole. Since then,
Rob has solved his problems quite sensibly by opening his own bank. The
Holdstock and Sons Spermbank is all one could ask for in such a venture,
from the simple elegance of its doormat bearing the slogan “Well, Come!” to
its tactful and stylishly dressed wankclerks. “No rubber cheques here,” said
Robert, “only rubbers. And although the customers can be a bit of a handful,
they always come first.” After pretending to chortle at the rather childish
double entendres of one of the sexual revolution’s oldest mercenaries, I left
discreetly clutching my unused apparatus which was, as usual, in a state of
sluglike repose.
However, that was not the case for long because of a sudden and
unexpected invitation to the final dinner at the Milford Science Fiction
Backbiting and Repressed Violence Group to replace Rob himself, whose
shortage of orthodox currency and abundance of onrushing deadlines had
caused him to withdraw. (It all helps.) Expecting an uninhibited evening I
arrived early to get a good place but, contrary to my hopes, everything was
sweetness and light, possibly due to the presence of many effete men and
easily amused females. Nevertheless, the evening was far from unenjoyable,
with an abundance of post-prandial sexual innuendo leading to rather
indiscreet and physical approaches, resulting finally in what I was later told
was a Heap. A Heap is a rather nice experience, though just a little heavy on
the dry-cleaning bills. Later, we spilt into groups of two and three and entered
into Moorcock discussions late into the night.
Awaking in the morning, tired but pleasantly swollen, I was reminded of
the last Unicon (indeed, the last one ever apart from the next and subsequent
ones). But those memories are privileged: I promised the moose, the avocado
and the bogey that my lips would eventually remain sealed. The three
memories which I can share with you, however, are firstly of D. West’s
extraordinary success at the only game at which I have ever seen him perform
well. Visions of darts thrown into barmen, of shredded and stained baize on
pool tables, of roulette wheels thrown discus-like through nearby croupiers –
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all were cast aside as D. played and played again, as though born to it,
“Cutting Cards and Losing Pound Notes”. I frequently had to leave to take
stacks of pound notes to my room after D. lost them like a master in round
after incredible round. Secondly, I recall Garry Wobb, aging lothario
(official), lounge-lizard, and one time star of “Open Flie”, who broke the
habits of a lifetime by remaining silent for two seconds. This was in
mourning after the fixative on his new Deeley Bobber toupée failed.
However, Garry, whose zany toupée and scintillating conversation have long
been the laughing stock of fandom, claimed that his sudden baldness was
only a particularly wide parting. Thirdly, the grand reopening of British
Fandom’s very own Mr British Fandom, Peter Roberts, took place at Unicon.
Currently possessor of a mortgage and a haircut borrowed from an
impoverished bankclerk, Peter was still wearing the all-day jim-jams for
which he is known in places as far apart as Torquay. However, Peter’s
presence may only have been a temporary aberration in his attempt to reap
the harvest of commercial greed as Gardening Editor for David & Charles,
publishers of D. Langford and owners of G. Charnock.
Tappen #5, November 1982, edited by
Malcolm Edwards
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9. Sphincters at Dawn
a NOVACON [10] report with a distinctive air
Here I am in Hansen’s fanzine, so I might as well tell you a few things about
him. It’s all very well these personalzine editors producing page after
fascinating page about what colour underpants they wear on Tuesdays and
how Mrs Smegma next door buys her cockroach powder at Tesco’s, but the
poor reader never gets a glimpse at the mundane side of the editor’s life that
is as valid a part of the person as the stolen quip and witty grammatical error
that tend to bring him to life in print. You have to live with someone, and I
mean really live with them, to understand that life is not just the enviable
succession of wet bus queues and spilt cups of tea you’re led to believe from
reading the cream of the personalzine writers. Yes, there is a boring side to
Ian Williams’ life, although you’d never believe it from his fanwriting.
Take Rob Hansen; I really lived with him for two days.
Kath had decided that she didn’t really want to go to this Novacon and
so I arranged with Rob to share a twin room. We’d done this once before but
on that occasion it had ended in tears after Rob’s entire drink supply leapt
down my throat one evening when Rob was out cavorting and the bar was
shut. I certainly didn’t see the colour of his underpants that night. Things got
patched up between us when he got Harry Bell and Jim Barker to sit on top of
me (and that was in the days when Jim had to have rooms on the ground
floor) while he helped relieve the pressure on my wallet.
Rob has two problems which don’t help anyone unlucky to share a room
with him. His problems are not mutually exclusive, they fall into the
unfortunate pairing category; like Andy Richards’ driving and his car, Rob
Holdstock’s lifestyle and his credibility, Malcolm Edwards’ alcoholism and
his drink problem. Rob, as you will know, has a diet problem. Most people
have diet problems which mean either that they can’t keep to one or that they
can’t eat certain foods for health reasons. Rob’s problem is that he can only
eat baked beans.
It happened like this, He was standing way back at the end of the queue
when God was handing out diet sheets for life and He was beginning to run
out of them. D. West had just gone out of the door clutching a bit of paper
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which read “Bits of old fish-skin and half-chewed chips from other people’s
plates, bogey pie, etc” when Rob came up and God looked at the two bits of
paper He had left.
“Well,” He said to Himself in an awesome voice, “it’s either a diet of
Puberot, an obscure dish from the Sahara that gives you perpetual boils on
your groin and makes you vomit a lot, or baked beans.”
He shook his head when suddenly Brian Parker danced his way into the
pretty holy Presence, said “Sorry I’m late but Terri wanted a swiftie and we
were out of courgettes,” snatched the nearest diet sheet, and set the seal on
his health forever. Rob, not knowing how lucky he’d been, accepted his own
fate with equanimity. But on the next queue, when personal problems were
being handed out, and D. West was just leaving carrying a sheet of paper so
long that if Brian Parker hadn’t been behind him he’d have set a record, Rob
got given farting.
Well, a lot of us got given farting, but for most of us it’s one small part
of life. For Rob it’s vital to his existence. Had he been given a diet of beans
without the safety valve of farting he wouldn’t have been at Novacon to share
a room with me and lull me to sleep with rippling renditions of the Trumpet
Voluntary, rearranged for anal sphincter and gas mask. No, he’d be lying
somewhere, a corpse with a heavily perforated rectum and an unpleasant
odour. But I get both crude and ahead of myself.
Rob unpacked quickly on our first day there, still trembling from Mad
Atkinson’s frenzied flight from reality down the motorway. He took from his
bag the belongings of a man with a £20,000 mortgage and a £2,000 salary: a
brownish toothbrush, either too old or too long next to his cleanest
underpants, those same underpants, three cans of deodorant, and a combined
knife, spoon, fork, and device for getting drinks out of Rob Holdstock. He
farted a couple of times while I unpacked, noting how accurately the creases
of my nylon bag were reproduced in my shirts, and then we wandered off to
have fun in our separate ways. It was the usual sort of Novacon fun, the only
differences being that Paul Turner took over from Ian Williams the mantle of
fandom’s most unpleasant dwarf; and Brian Parker was sick even before he
started drinking or had a chance to look at his groin in the mirror.
Later that day I saw Rob guzzling beer in vaster quantities than either
his slim frame or slimmer bankroll seemed capable of coping with and
surreptitiously lifting a buttock off his seat for a SBD* or, if unlucky, a
particularly noisy one. Not having the savoir faire of Ian Williams; who
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leaves the room before releasing the rectal rasp as though no-one could then
hear, or the uncaring malhommie of Harry Bell whose occasional odorous
offerings of anal art shift the conversation several yards, Rob tries to pretend
he hasn’t got a great personal affliction and struggles to lead a “normal” life.
I didn’t see Rob again until I went to bed and saw his blanketed form
silhouetted against the tastefully lit bed console. I immediately peeked under
the bed to see what had died before realising that Rob either had gangrene or
was breathing out of both ends at once as usual. Unfortunately the bedroom
window didn’t open so, turning the air-conditioning on to overload, I tried to
hold my breath all night.
* Silent But Deadly.

The next day we got up and dressed. Rob used an entire can of
deodorant and pretended to arrange his underpants but, I noticed very
casually, merely turned them inside out, a ruse that I wondered if he thought
could be tried more than once. We had breakfast with Dave and Hazel
Langford, which was an unexpected treat. Dave was talking as though we
needed the hearing aid so Rob and I left him lecturing his egg on particle
physics while we talked to Hazel about everything except knitting and
farting.
The rest of the day and evening went as they do at Novacons; Harry Bell
discovered the swinging sixties thirteen years too late, Linda Pickersgill
discovered that even Jan Howard Finder can be pleasant if you cover him
with fur and shut your eyes; several people (notably Chris Priest) discovered
they’d trod in Paul Turner; Malcolm Edwards discovered, yet again, that he
knew more about scientifiction than anyone in the world; and I discovered I
could beat John Brosnan continually, and most other people frequently, at
one particular video game called Beetles From The Void, with a giant
cockroach lurching across the top of the screen hurling offspring downwards,
just as though I was watching TV at home. (The video game which offered a
free muckpan for every thousand points unfortunately broke down before I
discovered what one was.) And Rob Hansen discovered that while you might
look like Jesus you don’t get much of a following unless you learn to break
bread instead of wind. It was all jolly fun.
Rob decided that the two of us should go out to buy some food as the
hotel beans were playing hell with his guts and weren’t very tasty. I swear I’ll
never follow Rob Hansen anywhere in Birmingham again; not for the reasons
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you may think, but because a sense of direction is to Rob what a smile is to
Dave Pringle or a cultured accent is to Rog Peyton. His one rule about
travelling through Birmingham is Go Downhill. That seemed difficult to
avoid doing in Britain’s most repulsive city, but it didn’t help. After twice
ending up in the sub-basement of Woolworth’s (where I failed to persuade
him to buy another pair of underpants to wear for the next month) and several
times in the decayed subways that run beneath Birmingham’s streets like
maggot holes in an already rotted cheese, we found somewhere that sold the
connoisseur’s baked beans (Ol’ Pooteroonies). After he’d counted out a gross
of tins dusk was reaching its delicate dark tendrils into the industrial sunset,
and we humped both his meals back to the hotel along a street completely full
of surgical appliance shops which I noticed Rob glancing into with a mixture
of astonishment, apprehension, and perhaps just a hint of excitement. That
night was a night like any other at a Novacon. Drinking, lurching, laughing,
spilling, ranting on at Lisa Tuttle about the social misfits who join the SDP to
find that she and Chris had joined, seeing the hotel staff gazing in
bewilderment at a heap of smouldering rubbish on the pavement outside the
hotel and being told later that it had been the photographer who annoyed
Greg by using her camera to take photographs, seeing Gerry Webb skip the
light fantastic at the disco, all the time dreading the thought of that bedroom,
its floor littered with empty cans, their contents rapidly being converted by
some chemical reaction that Langford could probably name loudly, into
FARTS. Well, let me tell you, the thought went nowhere near the reality.
That room was Hell. If you took the million monkeys after they’d written
Hamlet, and put their armpits into a barrel and sat in it for a week, it would
have been a holiday compared to that room. Seven hundred and thirty seven
gallons of beer were consumed that weekend, reports Malcolm Edwards in a
Lesbian. I think that beer was a misprint for beans. And I think they were all
consumed by the editor of this fanzine. I could have died that night (although
waking up in Birmingham it’s difficult to tell), if I hadn’t had the foresight to
put his head under the blankets to create a perfect, recycling, self-contained
system for he of the poisoned bowels, while I lay softly wafting myself to
sleep with my own slightly more restrained and pleasantly perfumed colonic
conversations.
At one point I awoke, lying on the floor, choking, my skin an unhealthy
flesh-like colour. An evil brown shape hung over me, coming closer and
closer. There was nowhere I could go. Was I going to be suffocated by Rob
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Hansen’s fartoplasm? Would I ever live to continue destroying my own
bodily functions at conventions? Then I really awoke. It had only been a
nightmare. By this time the room merely smelled like half a million
overactive monkeys’ armpits (that’s still a lot of armpits, though).
The next day was not at all dissimilar to others that had passed at
Novacons of previous years. We went home in Crazy Atkinson’s car, vying
for room in a mass grave with Daft Stevenson, both trying to prove that
machismo wasn’t just a word sellotaped to Rob Holdstock’s bathroom mirror.
None of us died, but then Rob Hansen had had to travel back by train as the
car was full. No wonder British Rail sandwiches curl up at the edges.
Epsilon #9, December 1981, edited by Rob
Hansen
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10. The Nerds of November
[Novacon 13]
Brosnan was feeling insecure. He’d just received advance copies of his latest
sex ’n’ plagiarism thriller, The Midas Deep, and was moaning about the
cover. Apart from the fact that it was impossible to read his name because the
blue background was the same as the blue “Brosnan” and he’d had to draw
round where the letters should have been with a biro, the book was described
as “an underwater hell of seething catastrophe”. What with John seething, the
cover a catastrophe, and various mutterings about his publishers deserving an
underwater hell it probably wasn’t too bad a line, though it did seem to lack
something – appeal, meaning, validity, a verb. What it had in its favour was a
rich red colour that stood out, and things might have been OK if John had
written under the pseudonym A. Nunderwaterhellofseethingcatastrophe. But
even more interesting than the blunder on the cover was a line I’d just noticed
in the book itself: “Then, just as he was rounding the corner of one of the big
cylindrical tanks ...” And only on the second page, too.
Amazingly, and despite all this John’s literary insecurity soon passed.
By the time we reached Coventry, on our way to Birmingham and NOVACON
13, he’d stopped saying: “But I can’t draw round my name on all 350
copies!” and was worrying about his Persil voucher again. He was sure that
the voucher – which looked as much like a rail ticket as Roz Kaveney does a
shrinking violet – wouldn’t actually work. He knew that at the very least,
he’d have to have some proof that he himself used Persil.
“Just show them your hair,” I said helpfully. “Poot,” replied Australia’s
greatest wit.
From New Street Station, which looks more like a failed Swedish prison
every year, we followed the Brosnan route to the Royal Angus. This is
similar to the Hansen route except you get to see the other half of
Birmingham. Arriving at the hotel from a direction that probably doesn’t
exist, we were told that our overflow hotel was in fact virtually opposite the
station. Numerous people laughed at our distress. I don’t recall us being
among them. Having to hump our bags back to New Street was bad enough,
but then we found that our hotel was having a moat built around it and that
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the bar was stocked for a Salvation Army conference. On top of that I
discovered that Hansen had grabbed the best bed in our twin room. I got my
own back by sitting on his new Superman comics and farting.
We arrived back at the Royal Angus just in time to catch Gerry Webb’s
verbal equivalent of a pre-frontal lobotomy as he got out his tatty old Eagle
Comics yet again and shifted his mouth into hyperdrive. Ironically Jack
Cohen, one of the few people who can stun the brain cells faster than Gerry,
was on next and I spent a good part of the evening phoning for ambulances.
The embarrassing thing, of course, was having to explain that for most fans
brain-death is an improvement.
Later that evening I missed two things. The first was Ian Sorensen’s
“rock opera” Ego, which Rob Hansen described as the musical equivalent of
a Gerry Webb lecture, but boring. He said that Sorensen had the musical
ability of a rather over-cooked Brussels sprout but was taller. Sometimes I
find Hansen’s analogies hard to grasp. I also missed out on the Brum group
party because I was having fun with people.
Hotel breakfasts are entertaining occasions for me. So long as the food is
anything like edible – which has been known – then I’m quite happy sitting
around for an hour or so stuffing one form of cholesterol or another into
whichever orifice my fork is nearest. Unfortunately I’m also usually still
asleep and a completely atypical need to over-compensate for everything
imaginable, makes me talk more nonsense than usual, more loudly, and with
wilder and messier gestures. Paul Kincaid and Rob Hansen were trying
desperately to concentrate on the task of finding the pink bits on their plates
that allowed the hotel the option of labelling the fat as bacon and to catch the
tomatoes that looked strangely like Brosnan’s eyeballs only not so red. I kept
interrupting them and prattled on and on until I could hear Paul muttering,
“Why did I sit here, why, why?,” as he scraped in vain at the durex-like skin
of his sausage. And if a Durex is adequate protection against Rob
Holdstock’s mighty emissions then a mere hotel-knife won’t have much
effect. Meanwhile I burbled away, pausing only to let Rob Hansen say (if
memory serves better than the hotel waitresses): “Fwaw, look at that!”, every
time a woman or a fairly pretty boy walked in, and for Brosnan to mumble
something about needing pain-killers and how publishers were a pain. Then a
rather fat and undesirable Scottish litigant walked in, sat next to us, and
began being himself. He succeeded in doing what even I couldn’t and
everyone left hurriedly.
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By then I’d remembered the direct route from our hotel to the Royal
Angus and we were soon fighting our way to the world’s smallest bar, which
will serve eight normal people, or three Brum group members, or one Piers
Anthony fan with his life support system. Brosnan looked round desperate for
someone who would buy him a drink – “just until my royalty cheque comes
in, honest, sport” – and as usual it was me who fed his pitiful habit. “A small
Scotch; no, make that a large Scotch; no, make that two large Scotches and a
lager,” he said, fearful that he wouldn’t find another sucker for the next two
minutes. At the first hint of someone buying drink it was as if they were
serving Magnet Ales. Rob Holdstock rushed up and poured a full pint onto
the floor in his desperation to have his glass filled for free. Harry Bell
appeared so quickly that there was a small implosion of air where he’d been
sitting – unless it was Rob Hansen practising redolence again. And there was
John Jarrold standing next to me, tongue akimbo, when only five minutes
before he’d been scraping dog turds off his Hush Puppies in West Wickham.
Of the regular greed-buckets only the Chief Druid of Bingley failed to
appear. Still it’s the only way I can get people to talk to me so I don’t mind
really. And anyway, I keep count.
I went back into the con-hall where an out-of-uniform Action Man
working on too many Duracell batteries was telling an audience containing an
increasingly high percentage of males that men write the best feminist sci-fi.
Eventually one of the few women left in the audience shouted: “What about
John Norman, then?” As Tom Shippey hadn’t heard of John Norman a lot of
sting was taken out of what would otherwise have been a pretty effective put
down, but the rest of the audience lapped it up and rattled their chains. Mrs
Joseph Nicholas was visibly upset by Shippey’s suggestion that John
Wyndham could write better than feminist authoresses like Shirley Conran
and Jackie Collins and was heard to mutter that baldness is caused by the hair
roots coming loose from the brain as it shrinks. I hadn’t known that.
In the bookroom I made a few purchases from Andromeda using
cheques that should be coming back home just about now. I bought a copy of
Malcolm Edwards’ and Maxim Jabberwocky’s Book of Mike Ashley’s SF
Lists, as favourably reviewed in the Sunday Times. I was disappointed that
the lists Malcolm had previously shown me were not in: Great Space Fucks,
Bergey Covers I Have Abused, and My Favourite Scenes From The Gas. But
then when you’re a Daddy you have to set an example so the book’s full of
lists of Thirteen Triffic Post-Natal Exercises For Spacemen, and Nappies I
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Would Rather Not Have Changed. I also bought, on the recommendation of
Chris Evans and Rog Peyton (who’s honest enough to recommend anything
on which your eye alights for more than a microsecond), The Land of Laughs
by Jonathan Carroll. When I mentioned it to Malcolm he groaned. “Not the
bloody Land of Sodding Laughs,” he said. “If I meet one more person who
talks to me about The Land of Laughs I’m gonna puke!” Immediately Chris
Evans mentioned it and Malcolm threw up over Brian Ameringen’s head but
it was over a week before he noticed. However, Malcolm cheered up when I
mentioned that I’d bought a copy of his book and he even went so far as to
buy a copy of Simler (so-called because of the many other books and films it
closely resembles). He even asked its two famous authors to sign it; just the
first of many such requests that weekend. I could get to like this fame
business if only money came with it, but Brosnan’s still drinking away my
royalties. Those particular copies of Slimer (as favourably reviewed in The
Times and Time Out) were specially endorsed by Brosnan, following a small
fracas with the woman to whom he had dedicated the masterpiece. Her name
was deleted and the more endearing dedication “Bitch!” was scrawled inside.
I must remember to tell her next time I see her.
After a few more drinks, a mingle or two, and a cheapo hotel pie – the
gastronomic equivalent of the invasion of Grenada – I sought the solace of
another programme item, one on which Rob Holdstock, Chris Evans, and the
guestess of honour Lisa Tuttle put off all aspiring writers in the audience for
ever with tales of economic and creative distress so terrible to hear that it was
clear all three must be artists. Rob pointed out that in order to write he had to
spend more on Burgundy than he could earn as a writer. Chris couldn’t work
for the “bloody Priests at it all the time downstairs” (thought to be a reference
to the busy writers in the flat below) and Lisa couldn’t work for that “bloody
Chris Evans sitting upstairs listening”. Having myself written several of the
sentences in Slimer I think that I can safely say that I know about art and
what causes me greatest difficulty is that they don’t put enough Snopake in a
bottle to correct more than a page.
Foolishly, I’d agreed to appear on an emaciated version of The Krypton
Factor. I couldn’t hear a lot of the questions because Langford’s hearing aid
was making a noise like a Sherman tank on one side and I didn’t get a chance
to answer most of the others because John Jarrold, the man with the world’s
most trivial brain, began answering furiously when he realised the prize was a
bottle of whisky. I regretted helping them both with the early questions and I
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particularly regretted acting as a focus for the psychic energy from the late D.
West so that, in the astral pole section of the game, they could get their legs
round the pole without sticking it three feet up their bums. Still, it was fun
and I got a free pint out of it. That’s what life’s all about really, isn’t it?
That evening the hotel served pizza. Now, at previous conventions I’ve
enjoyed the Angus’ quickie meals; they’re a practical idea, they’re cheap, and
they taste as good as most convenience foods. But this year they weren’t
generally finger lickin’ good. The pizza was like the top of a tub of margarine
liberally spread with the vomit of an extremely ill beagle. The chips were
soggy and hung in my stomach like an analogy I’m keeping for Son of
Slimer. Then again, I have eaten worse things at conventions. Christ, I’ve had
conversations with worse things at conventions.
Occasionally someone on a convention committee comes up with an
idea so appalling that it will actually end up happening because everyone
assumes it to be a joke until that awful moment when the programme book
arrives. Then the committee members look at each other in horror and no-one
will confess to being the culprit. John Wilkes shrugs his manly shoulders. Jan
Huxley glances away, pale with shock. Chris Huge whistles nervously. Yes it
happened this year, and it was the barndance ...
Johns Jarrold and Brosnan leaned back against the strangely uncrowded
bar in the main hall while I bought them drinks. On the dance floor, where
Rog Peyton’s demented rocking was now only a memory, fourteen desperate
idiots (most of them committee members, ’nuff said) pranced around looking
like they must know what they looked like. Grab your partner, dozy doe, they
muttered to each other, eyes glazed with embarrassment. Chris Evans and
Faith Brooker walked in and we smiled knowingly at each other, an island of
common sense in a sea of bounding stupidity, until Faith, giving in to some
primal female urge, grabbed a passing partner and began to dozy doe. Chris
muttered, “She’s not with me, boss,” and we clubbed together to buy him a
half of lager. He shook his head. “She was normal only a few minutes ago.”
We all shook our heads in sympathy. John Jarrold reckoned it was actually
the pizza and they were just trying to get their bowels moving again.
Later there were two parties. One was triffic, well-attended, and had
some nice jug-dancing. This was given by the tequila-sodden MEXICON
committee, all totally incapable of remembering whether you sucked the salt
before you licked the lemon but pretty damn certain that if you dropped a
lemon you threw it over your shoulder to avoid bad luck. The other party was
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given by John Brunner and was attended by John Brunner. That is except
when he was in the MEXICON party asking people who had more sense if they
would like to go to his room. Even Peter Weston stayed at the MEXICON party.
What with Eileen having spent the day with her head in a bucket of henna
and Peter espousing Socialism to the extent that he wanted everyone richer
than him to share their wealth with the Westons, it’s surprising that the party
wasn’t invaded by American forces. Joseph Nicholas was there representing
Radical Transvestites Against Style, Dave Bridges supporting Hippies
Against Reality, and Phil Palmer requesting help against Ted White. When
we left, in convoy through the streets of Birmingham at three o’clock in the
morning, the party was still going strong. Rob Holdstock was so overcome
with tequila and what he likes to call vibes that when this immense black guy,
with more muscles in one bogey than I’ve got under my skin, walked past,
Rob shouted out: “Look, he’s got natural rhythm. Hey, can you do that darky
jive-talk, man?”, until several fannish hands clamped over his mouth before
one big black fist could have him chewing his food half-way down his lower
intestine. Drink and dance do strange things to some people. I was reminded
forcibly of this half an hour later when Hansen returned and announced his
presence with a particularly loud raspberry ... but that’s another con report.
After missing breakfast I wasn’t in much of a mood for anything other
than consoling myself with several lagers but I went to hear Lisa Tuttle’s
Guest of Honour speech anyway. As I might have expected it was so spot-on
that I rushed out to the bookroom afterwards and bought the only two of her
paperback SF and fantasy novels that I didn’t already possess. Jesus, I was so
impressed I even tried to buy a George Martin book that I already had. After
Lisa there was a guy called Terrance Dicks who I was going to listen to until
someone told me it was his name not his habit, so instead I invested my
money wisely in the brewing industry. Later I was still sober enough to enjoy
a panel which rightly slagged off Kingsley Amis for being a wally. Malcolm
Edwards, who since the panel has made Chris Atkinson take the furry dice
out of their car window, did a good PR job on the famous Gollancz author,
although strangely I didn’t rush out and buy any of his books. Then, when the
audience was asked to name other categories of wally, Andrew Stephenson
had the audacity, for someone with a CB radio, to offer suggestions. I also
particularly liked Rog Peyton’s hilarious anecdote about Larry Niven, but I
won’t spoil it for you by repeating it here.
I then began making a serious effort to achieve extreme inebriation.
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Despite this I remember Andrew Stephenson sending back a bottle of wine
during dinner and suggesting in all seriousness that it was so bad it would do
for the staff; Steve Higgins making Rob Hansen look like a ballroom dancer
with elephantiasis; Brosnan convincing Rochelle Dorey that he had been a
gynaecologist back in Australia; Chris Evans, Rob Holdstock, Faith Brooker,
and others who should have known better listing their all-time favourite
bogies; Malcolm going around very smugly telling everyone that he’d got
over 500,000 on the pinball machine, but not mentioning that it had taken
him as many 10p pieces to achieve; Linda, Lilian Edwards, and Simon
Ounsley definitely not looking like two octopusses scratching each others
backs, oh no; me talking to Greg for a longer time than seems at all probable;
and Rob Hansen lying in bed when I arrived back at about seven o’clock,
naked torso shining like a glazed maggot, shouting in his sleep: “Treat it
gently ... it’s never had company before.”
The next day we all sat around, the tough men sipping orange juices and
Faith drinking gin and lager alternately. We talked about life and art and
Faith told us how she’d met Martin Hoare when he was playing Moby Dick
in the local rep. So I told them the funniest story I knew about an artist which
concerned this guy, whose name I couldn’t recall at that stage of the weekend
who’d written a line in his latest book about someone going around the
corner of a cylindrical building. Everyone laughed. Suddenly, a blue-covered
book hurtled through the air and bounced off my head.
“The cylinder was lying on its side!” shouted Brosnan.
“Oh,” I said.
Then I woke up. It had all been a dream.
Epsilon #15, December 1983, edited by Rob
Hansen
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11. This Crazy Sci-Fi Life ...
Originally presented as a talk at UNICON 3 (1982), where the other
guests of honour were Rob Holdstock and Richard Cowper.
Even at this late stage in the convention, with the effects of a great deal of
alcohol reducing my brain to the size and intellectual capacity of a rather
well-chewed fruit gum, I can still recall that I am here as your fan guest of
honour. It’s certainly a privilege for me, but what, I wonder, is it for you?
Both Richard Cowper and Rob Holdstock have clear track records in the sf
field which they can prove by being eligible for such exciting things as
money from the public lending rights scheme, tax concessions if their cats
can type, and memberships of strange writers’ organisations which cater to
desires that science fiction authors only dare hint at in their novels. But what
exactly is a fan guest of honour? What is fandom?
Well, to answer that question I have to go back over fifty years to when
science fiction wasn’t called science fiction at all. It was called scientifiction
and was invented by Hugo Gernsback’s little-known seventh cousin eighteen
times removed, BSFA Gernsback. He saw that Hugo had created a magazine
called Amazing Stories but that Hugo was uncertain what to call the type of
fiction in it. He toyed with all sorts of names: detective fiction, crime fiction,
western fiction, Mills & Boon gothic romances; none of them seemed to fit to
describe the sort of scientific fiction that was in the magazine. Suddenly, a
great thought struck him. “Why not call it scientifiction?” he said. “Piss off,”
said Hugo, who was always keen on a bit of witty repartee. So poor old
British SF Award Gernsback went away for a few years, little knowing that
Hugo did use his idea.
In those days, Hugo Gernsback used to be the only member of fandom,
of course. It wasn’t until scientifiction caught on that anyone else became
interested. So Hugo used to go on his own to conventions and sit there as a
one-man audience wondering why the stage was empty. Eventually, when it
was his turn to be on a programme item, he would climb onto the stage and
deliver a speech to an empty auditorium; and when no-one laughed at his
jokes or applauded he became very disillusioned. However, he soon cheered
up after he awarded himself the very first Hugo Award for excellence at
being Hugo Gernsback.
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In later years, scientifiction became science fiction and more people read
it. I wasn’t alive then, of course (after last night I’m not sure I am now), but it
is clear from the histories that have been written that certain obligations came
with reading science fiction. The readers had to be under 15, American,
Jewish and spotty. They were not able to afford to buy their own magazines,
but had to borrow them from the kid whose father owned the corner
newsstand. They were obliged to hide the magazines inside copies of
National Geographic because the covers of sf magazines then were very
lurid. National Geographic contained photographs of bronzed, half-naked
people and strange, exotic creatures, whereas the covers of sf magazines
contained paintings of bronzed, half-naked people and strange, exotic
creatures. The fans also had to be able to recognize lack of literary merit and
welcome it with open arms.
Eventually, these spotty, illiterate fourteen year-olds began forming
small, local groups in order to discuss spots and also stories by writers with
strange, tortuous names like Dogbite C. Studebaker and Newton O.
Wildebeest. Soon, some of the kids began writing to each other about these
great stories because taking a covered wagon from New York to San
Francisco just to discuss the latest Splinter P. Orifice story was a little
excessive. “Hey, Isaac,” one would write in an American accent, “Have you
read ‘Beetle Avengers from the Void’ by Prepuse Q. Flatulence?” (All the
stories in Amazing were called either “Beetle Avengers from the Void” or
“Pirate Robots from the Asteroids”.) “It’s a peachy keen story. I, too, want to
write science fiction like that when I grow up.”
Of course, a lot of them eventually did write stories like that and many
of them still do, but none of them ever grew up. However, several hundred of
those science fiction readers chose not to become rich, world-famous authors,
but decided to remain science fiction fans instead. What these self-sacrificing
multitudes chose to do was to become untalented sycophants, licking the
boots of the authors themselves and buying several copies each of every
Thurgon T. Pantyhose story that was written. They filled an ecological niche
by sustaining the writers with praise and saliva-soaked boots at a time when
sf magazines were only paying a millionth of a cent per sentence and then
only on delivery of an injunction. Today’s talented writers need none of this
sycophancy. They get something like eighty dollars a word, although of
course that’s only after a hard working lunch and a promise of the author’s
fully visualised conception in a year’s time. But it was the fans of yesteryear
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who made the writers of today into the authors of tomorrow. And here we
are, the spiritual descendants of those spotty fourteen year-olds, gathering
together to pay homage to writers like Richard Z. Cowper and Robert X.
Holdstock.
So that’s sort of what a fan is. But how keen are we to admit being one?
I was discussing this recently with some others who, at one time or
another, like me have also published fanzines and we all said that none of us
had ever told our parents that we had done so and certainly had never shown
them to our parents. Of course, we were all over thirty so this cowardice was
understandable. At work, it’s the same. It just saves a lot of problems if I
don’t mention science fiction conventions. Anyway, whenever you do
mention them, people insist on calling them “conferences” as I’m sure you’ve
noticed. And you let them because it gives a spurious air of respectability to
the whole thing. I mean, who really wants to confess that they have spent a
glorious sunny weekend trapped in a hotel, drinking themselves into a stupor,
going almost totally without sleep unless you count blackouts, watching
scratched and worn out films that they have seen a dozen times before,
generally wrecking their digestive systems with lumps of fat in cardboardlike pastry or Kentucky Bag of Bones in Batter, behaving like a group of ten
year olds – in the more sensible moments, that is – and then paying
astonishing sums of money for the privilege. If I’m asked at work what my
plans are for a convention weekend, I say “Actually I’m not sure what I’ll be
doing,” and that’s certainly true when the bar’s been open for a while.
A problem arose some years ago at work, however, when I had to be
vetted by security for a particularly sensitive job. I was going to be the person
who flicked ash off the Queen’s duvet after she’d had unexpected visitors.
The people who do security vetting are normally men who’ve been
asked to retire from the police (may the force be without you, as they say)
after beating up someone’s old mum by mistake instead of one of the
Scrotum Twins. They generally have a finger or two missing from when they
slapped their pet Alsatians round a bit and a nervous tic that seems to
encompass their entire body. Several have only one eye and a number play in
their pockets with some lucky charm that they once gouged out of the body
of a criminal. My particular one had eyes that looked in opposite directions
and a scar on his nose that looked like he had three nostrils. He told me his
name was no concern of mine, that I should speak when spoken to, sit still
and tell him what I knew about the death of Lefty Snert. Before I could
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answer he shook his head and said: “Ooo, where am I. Sorry, guv. Tell me
about your hobbies please.”
Well, keeping an eye on the parts of him that might do me the most
damage, I quickly told him about turnip sexing, about my complete collection
of Australian underarm deodorants (which take up absolutely no space at all)
and my collection of religious pornography – really just a few back issues of
Playboy. I didn’t mention science fiction, but he knew all right. They know
an awful lot about you even before they ask you questions. He asked me what
I thought about the great Isaac Asimov. I bit my lip. The moment of truth had
arrived. Was it to be sycophancy or was it to be honesty? Sycophancy
actually comes much easier to me, of course, and might have put him in a
good mood and stopped his hands from making spasmodic strangling
movements as they sat in his lap, desperate for some innocent member of the
public’s neck. Honesty was always a difficult concept for me to grasp but
then it had the advantage of making me feel proud and tough and a man
among men. I made my choice. Unafraid, I said: “I think Isaac Asimov is
great.” “You bleeding sycophant,” he said, and knocked me over.
It’s always like that in interviews, though, when science fiction is
mentioned. The interviewer has heard of Isaac Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke
and Malcolm Bradbury. You don’t bother correcting him. He then asks you if
you read anyone else and you say Philip K. Dick and his eyes double-glaze
over. It doesn’t matter whether you’d said Gerry Webb or Radish T.
Condiment or any other unlikely name. All they’re interested in is the way
you respond, not what you actually think. Unfortunately, the guy
interviewing me was interested in what I thought.
I mentioned that I met a few friends occasionally to discuss the latest
sci-fi or to show each other models of space rockets we’d made out of old
Coke cans. In a moment of extreme stupidity I also mentioned that we’d
occasionally also write things. That was it. I shouldn’t have mentioned
writing. Subversives write. Lefties write. Trots write. Even feminists write.
His eyes gleamed in different directions. His lips curled apart, displaying
teeth yellowed from years of Woodbines, whisky and lack of Pepsodent. I
farted nervously. “What’s this so-called writing then?” he asked, holding his
nose.
I was too scared to say anything plausible so I told the truth. I described
the group of unkempt weirdos who owned duplicating machines and
published magazines that they sent all over the world for free. He was
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quivering with excitement as though he’d discovered a plot to give Prince
Charles a brain. I could see he was thinking about a knighthood. But
fortunately I kept my wits about me and described what rubbish actually
appeared in fanzines and how boring they really were. Fanzines could really
only be subversive if they published underwater poetry. He finished the
interview somewhat disappointed. I was very relieved, but then he asked me
for examples of things I had written. My heart sank.
Most of the things I had written had appeared in fanzines that were,
while not precisely subversive, at least somewhat disreputable. In addition,
most of the things I had written about were somewhat disreputable
themselves. An article about strange smells at conventions, a few paragraphs
about vomiting in bed, a vignette about haemorrhoids called “Piles of
Trouble”. Eventually, I found two pieces that were fairly innocuous but I had
to photocopy them because the surrounding articles were by a sexual pervert
from Hertford and a deranged social worker. In the end, despite my fears, the
whole thing was okay. I survived my security vetting and remained a civil
servant. Sometimes, though, I look back on that interview with regret because
it was an opportunity to be thrown out of the civil service without having to
do anything other than tell the truth.
But then, that’s this crazy sci-fi life for you....
The Twilight Zine #3, January 1983, edited by
Steve Green for the Solihull SF Group
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12. Harry Adam Knight: The
Interview
with John Brosnan
“The New Stephen King” – Starburst Magazine
“The Fungus is the only book they should have put V.A.T. on” –
Martin Amis.
I met Harry Adam Knight in a bar off Greek Street. Harry drinks a lot. To
forget? To remember? To remember to forget? Perhaps both. Or all three. He
certainly forgets a lot. When I met him I had to remind him who he was:
Harry Adam Knight, best-selling author of Carnosaur, Slimer and now, The
Fungus. People have called him the new Stephen King. I was talking to his
wife recently and she called him the new Stephen King. Then some time ago
I was browsing among the racks at W.H. Smiths, Kings Cross Station, when
someone beside me picked up a copy of Slimer and asked me if I had read it.
“They say he’s the new Stephen King,” said the tall, blond, nordic
schoolboy as we exchanged addresses.
There, that’s at least two people who have called him the new Stephen
King.
Was it simply a coincidence, I asked him, or an inspired piece of
marketing, that he, Stephen King, Ellery Queen and the Bishop of Durham
were all named after chess pieces. He remained enigmatically silent.
“My game is Badminton, actually,” he confided. “I like the cut and
thrust, the interplay of tensions, the savage unremitting pressures, the
foreplay, the afterplay, and especially the shuttlecocks. It’s a hit like writing
really. I heard that every time Jeffrey Archer finishes a chapter he likes a nice
shower and a rub-down. Well, me too. The only difference is that he has a
Malaysian masseuse on call but I have to go down the public baths.”
He laughed, with just the slightest hint of self-deprecation. I was to hear
that laugh many times as we spoke. It was one of the most attractive things
about him. In fact, it was the only attractive thing about him, unless you
counted his apparent ability to order endless rounds of drinks at £6.00 a time.
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Across the street the discreet flashing red and purple sign of the
Cosmopolitan Cinema Club reminded me of Harry’s keen interest in the
cinema and films, especially of the continental variety. I asked him which
director he thought might do justice to his own work.
“I’ve always admired the sub-Hitchcockian genre,” he said. “So it would
have to be Bill Forsyth. I like the cut and thrust, the interplay of tensions, the
savage unremitting pressures, and those cute Scottish accents. I think The
Fungus would benefit from a really moody sound-track by someone like
Madonna, don’t you? You don’t have her phone number I suppose ...?”
I asked Harry about his plans for the future.
“Drink a bit more I suppose. Oh, the next book? I dunno. I suppose
there’s a book to come out of all this anxiety about AIDS, but I don’t fancy
doing the research. I may be going to Australia soon. At least that’s what a
gypsy told me. I think if I survive that I should have enough horrific
experiences to last for quite a while. What do they call that massive
Australian spider, ten feet across, that lurks under toilet-bowls then jumps out
and garrottes yer knob ...?”
“Funnel-Web?”
“Something like that. Anyway that reminds me – must take a leak. Get
’em in while I’m gone, eh?”
Carnosaur, Slimer, and The Fungus are all available from Star Books, at
slightly less than the latest novel by Jeffrey Archer. In case of difficulty your
local bookseller will be pleased to order them, although he will probably have
to order from a large wholesaler such as Bookwise, as Star don’t like sending
their reps round to small, pokey, unprofitable places such as your local
bookseller. And who can blame them?
(1985)

Invitation
Get 1986 off to a bad start by coming along to the Tendrils launch party on.
Wednesday, 22nd of January at FORBIDDEN PLANET #1 in Denmark
Street, WC2.
The fun (no, seriously) will begin at 6.30pm and stop dead on 8.30 when
men with big sticks will throw you out.
Tendrils is a really triff book about long black glistening streaks of
people-eating death. Its author is a bright new star in the horror firmament –
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SIMON IAN CHILDER. He is absolutely no relation to the late HARRY
ADAM KNIGHT whose ashes were recently scattered over the customers in
several remainder bookshops as per his dying wish.
Tendrils is published on the 23rd of January, by Grafton Books, the
publishers who used to be Granada but are now named after a London street.
Try and make it on the 22nd unless you want to feel a long black glistening
streak of people-eating death crawling up your long-johns ...
(1986)
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Links and Thanks
More about Roy Kettle online:
The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction
http://www.sf-encyclopedia.com/entry/kettle_leroy
Fancyclopedia 3
http://fancyclopedia.org/leroy-kettle
Internet Speculative Fiction Database
http://www.isfdb.org/cgi-bin/ea.cgi?5469

Publisher’s Note
Thanks to Roy Kettle for allowing this collection; to Rob Hansen for doing
the heavy work; to Roy again and to Graham Charnock for saving a lot of
time by providing some of the material in digital form; to Pat Charnock for
proofreading the three Novacon reports; and to Sandra Bond for reminding us
of the existence of This Crazy Sci-Fi Life ... as totally forgotten by Hansen,
Langford and even Kettle. Cover and interior photos by Rob Hansen and
Mary Peek as credited. Artwork by Chris Atkinson, Harry Bell and D. West
as credited, plus some anonymous clip art.
Two more pieces, Don’t Blame Me and The Charnox, were victims of
mass amnesia by both Hansen and Langford (despite the latter having
published the former), and did not appear in the 1 January 2018 first edition
of this ebook. They were added on 10 January 2018 and 26 May 2019
respectively.
Dave Langford, January 2018
Updated May 2019

The End
This free ebook is exclusive to the unofficial TAFF website at taff.org.uk. If
you enjoy it, a donation to TAFF is a fine way to express your appreciation.
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